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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation, which is structured as a four-paper thesis, aims to analyze the 

potential existence of an asset bubble in the market for offices (i.e., licenses to be a public 

officer) in 17th century Castile. In order to examine whether this idea holds true, I have 

constructed a unique database which contains 1,813 sales, 2,794 resignations, and 370 

leases of four different types of offices (regidores-veinticuatros, procuradores del número, 

escribanos del número, and other escribanos) in 8 major Castilian cities (Burgos, Córdoba, 

Granada, Madrid, Málaga, Seville, Valladolid, and Zamora) from 1543 to 1710. 

 Chapter I focuses on collection process, main characteristics and limitations of the 

database. This is mainly based on original manuscripts from the Council of Finance and the 

Chamber of Castile. Besides sales and resignations, the dataset includes other relevant 

variables, such as perpetuaciones, leases, wages, and arrangements with creditors, that 

allows an extensive study of the evolution of the market for offices in Castile. The main 

limitation of this database is that secondary sales are underreported before the 1580s. 

However, this problem may be overcome due to the fact that this period is rich in primary 

sales, and both primary and secondary sales are statistically equivalent. 

Chapter II studies the institutional evolution and size of market for offices, while 

analyzing office profitability. I differentiate between the “patrimonialization” process (i.e., 

conversion of offices into a part of family patrimony) and institutionalization (i.e., the 

process through a formal market for offices was created). The latter played a key role in the 

development of property rights, reduction of transaction costs, and expansion of the market 

for offices. Also, the value at market prices of the most relevant offices in the eighteen 

cities with voting rights at the Cortes is estimated. The estimates result in 2,807,012 ducats 

in 1581, 5,358,871 ducats in 1599, and 10,919,189 ducats in 1640. These number are 

equivalent to 6.2, 7.1, and 8.8 percent of overall consolidated public debt of the whole 

kingdom in 1581, 1599, and 1640 respectively. Finally, it is shown in this chapter that 

offices were economically profitable. Offices with fixed earnings display wage-to-price 

ratios between 2.6 and 5.7 percent, while variable-pay offices had ratios between 6 and 12 

percent on average. Additionally, offices could be leased, and the standard return to capital 

of leases was close to 5 percent. 
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Chapter III analyzes how offices became financial assets during the 16th century. In 

particular, it is studied how the combination of offices, censos (long-term loans), and 

pactos de retroventa (repurchasing agreements) allowed office-holders to lease out offices, 

and create sophisticated financial vehicles, such as Office-Backed-Censos and repo 

transactions. This chapter also shows that offices fulfilled all conditions to be regarded as 

safe assets. This means that offices did not suffer from adverse selection, were very liquid, 

and increased their value during worsening economic times (the latter is analyzed through 

several dynamic panel models, such as DOLS, PDOLS and AMG, that are suitable for the 

characteristics of the dataset). 

To conclude, chapter IV studies the evolution of office prices during the 16th and 

17th centuries. First, it is demonstrated that markets for offices were integrated along 

Castile. The analysis of prices also shows that the boom-bust cycle took place between 

1595 and 1630-40. Most plausible fundamental variables that could provoke this cycle 

(expansive monetary policies, Dutch Disease, perpetuaciones, and servicio de millones) are 

ruled out. Hence an explanation is provided based on the Aoki et al.’s (2014) model that 

fits with the timing of the boom-bust and the aforementioned evidence. This model proves 

the tendency of economies to overvalue safe assets, and concludes that bubbles can arise 

due to a safe asset shortage. This indeed happened in Castile from the late 1590s onwards. 

The kingdom suffered from a shortfall of haven assets since 1593-1596 due to juros’ loss of 

safety caused by the Crown’s debt-management. Castilian investors then substituted juros 

for silver and offices, and provoked the office bubble. The bust, which took place in the late 

1630s and 1640s, could be explained because of the reduction in office profitability, and a 

harsh economic and political crisis that probably restricted access to credit and deteriorated 

political fundamentals of offices. 

Finally, it is shown that the so-called Office Mania coincided with some traditional 

patterns of bubbles (low interest rates, growing credit, speculation, and arrangements with 

creditors). Also, this mania fulfilled all criteria to be considered a bubble by Quinn and 

Turner (2020). It is to say that satisfied the “bubble triangle” (marketability, increasing 

credit and money, and speculation), and it was triggered by a government policy (i.e., the 

bad practices in debt management). 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

“Events are the ephemera of history; they pass across its stage like fireflies, hardly glimpsed 
before they settle back into darkness and as often as not into oblivion. Every event, however 
brief, has to be sure a contribution to make, lights up some dark corner or even some wide 
vista of history”.  
 

Fernand Braudel (1995, p. 901) 
 

Economics is focused to a great extent on the study of rational individuals and 

efficient institutions. However, the real world widely differs from these two assumptions. 

Asset bubbles are good examples of that. Few events can illustrate economic irrationality –

and even madness- as well as these phenomena. Although rational-based models have tried 

to explain some bubbles through rational decision-making processes, history reminds us 

that every bubble is doomed to burst, meaning that at least one irrational investor –most 

normally thousands- had to exist.   

In addition to the intrinsic beauty of irrationality and euphoria, these events are very 

relevant because of their consequences. They can sometimes have catastrophic effects on 

economies, such as the Australian land boom and the Great Depression. On other 

occasions, they may promote the adoption and spread of new technologies that change the 

world for the better, like the Bicycle Mania and the dot-com bubble (Quinn, 2019; and 

Pérez, 2009). Despite this, asset bubbles remain underinvestigated, especially from an 

empirical viewpoint. This is easily shown by the case of Spain. Despite the high quality of 

Spanish original sources and the financial development that took place since the 15th 

century, just one bubble is known for the whole history of this country: the recent housing 

bubble. While it may be true that these phenomena seemed to be less frequent in the past 

(Kindelberger & Aliber, 2011; and Quinn & Turner, 2020), it does not stand to reason that 

no other bubble occurred in Spain in the preceding five centuries. 

This dissertation aims to overcome this shortcoming by demonstrating the existence 

of an asset bubble in Spain during the early modern period. The foundations of this research 

were laid by Castañeda and Hernández (2013). These authors analyzed bubbles from a 

historical perspective, and briefly explored the possibility of a bubble in the Castilian 

market for offices during the first half of the 17th century. 
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Offices (i.e., licenses to be a royal officer) were sold from the Late Middle Ages all 

around the world. The act of selling offices receives the name of venality.2 Swart (1949), 

who analyzed venal systems of several countries, found a direct relation between 

absolutism and these systems. He also concluded that venality became an institution in 

some European kingdoms (e.g., France and Castile) during the early modern age. 

France has drawn the most attention in this field. Since Pagès (1932) and the 

seminal study of Mousnier (1945), scholars have studied the evolution of the French venal 

system (being institutionalized in the 16th century, and reaching its final form in 1604 with 

the L’edit de Paulette) (Pagès, 1932; Mousnier, 1971; and Doyle, 1996), the impact of 

venal officers on the political landscape, especially in the popular uprisings in the 17th 

century and the French Revolution (Porshnev, 1963; Salmon, 1967; and Taylor, 1967), the 

contribution of venality to royal finances (Janczukiewick, 2002; and Pinsard & Tadjeddine, 

2017), and the analysis of office prices and determinants of their demand (Giesey, 1983; 

and Doyle, 1984 and 1996). 

The latter is especially related with the main objective of this dissertation. Unlike 

the Spanish literature, French studies have frequently emphasized the important role played 

by offices as investment assets. For instance, Giesey (1983) observed that “offices were 

regarded as one of the four elements in a family’s estate –the other being land, houses, and 

rentes-” (Giesey, 1983, p. 200). Also, according to Pierre Goubert, “a good story of offices 

would not know how to separate itself in the least degree from a sound history of prices, 

wealth, investments, income, and money […] passion for offices […] took on some aspect 

of stock market fever” (quoted in Giesey, 1983, p. 205). This notion of “fever” was already 

used by contemporaries. For instance, the French jurist Charles Loyseau coined the term 

“archomanie” or “fureur d’offices” in his Traité des Offices in 1610.  

As stated above, the Spanish literature lacks an equivalent financial approach to the 

venality of offices. Though high-quality research has been done, initiating with the seminal 

works by Tomás y Valiente (1970 and 1982) and Domínguez Ortiz (1970), this has 

principally focused on social and political aspects. Among the most researched topics are: 

upward social mobility through the acquisition of offices (Jiménez Estrella, 2004; and 

Hernández Benítez, 2007), the legal framework of Castilian venality (Tomás y Valiente, 

                                                      
2 The word venality proceeds from the Latin venalitas that literally means saleable or “capable of being sold”. 
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1982; and Andújar Castillo, 2011), the fiscal consequences and phases of office sales 

(Ulloa, 1977; Cuartas Rivero, 1984; and Marcos Martín 2007, and 2011), moral debates 

and corruption (Ponce, P. & Andújar, F. (eds.), 2016; and Fortea Pérez, 2017), and analyses 

of specific types of offices, such as military ones (Andújar Castillo, 2004) and regidores-

veinticuatros (Cabañas (2002), Hernández Benitez (2007), and Fernández Martín (2019)). 

Despite this extensive literature, Castañeda and Hernández (2013) is, to the best of 

my knowledge, the only study that explicitly uses the concept of mania for the Castilian 

office markets. This is partly due to the fact that little research has analyzed offices from a 

financial perspective, and no long-term database has been published in this field. By 

contrast, these authors provided a long time series on prices of regidores-veinticuatros 

(aldermen) from Valladolid, Granada, and Madrid. This series shows a clear boom-bust 

cycle similar to the evolution of real prices of regidores from Málaga displayed in figure 1. 

Using the definition of a bubble by Kindleberger (i.e., “an upward price movement […] 

that then implodes”, Kindleberger, 1996, p. 29), this process could be labeled as precisely 

that. The rise and fall in office prices were at least as large as that of the recent Spanish 

housing bubble, and more pronounced than the recent American experience. 
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completely opposite theories about certain bubbles,3 and has even led Quinn and Turner 

(2020) to propose a new framework to understand these phenomena, the “bubble triangle”.4   

 Other relevant challenges must be overcome before providing a satisfactory 

explanation for the boom-bust cycle in offices. First, it is necessary to create a 

comprehensive database that allows for the analysis of price trends and determinants of 

demand. Second, one must understand how offices became financial assets. This, moreover, 

requires further research on office market formation, property rights and the actual 

profitability of these assets. Finally, it is also essential to comprehend the different factors 

that may explain office supply and demand, and how these factors evolved in parallel with 

the Castilian economy and society. All these challenges are going to be addressed in this 

dissertation, which has been structured as a four-paper thesis. 

  Chapter 1 is focused on the creation of a unique database on the market for offices. 

In particular, it explains the collection process, main characteristics, and limitations of this 

database. This is based on original manuscripts (about 412 files and 103 books) from the 

Council of Finance (mostly books and files from the Contaduría de la Razón, which was 

part of the Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda) and the Chamber of Castile. These two 

institutions were in charge of the sale and regulation of offices in the kingdom. 

Additionally, some local notarial archives have been visited to cross-check information of 

secondary sales and estimate escribanos’ annual production in several years. The result is 

the most comprehensive database on Castilian market for offices that includes 1,813 sales 

and 2,794 resignations. Also, other variables, such as perpetuaciones (i.e., licenses that 

endlessly granted full property rights to owners), leases, wages, and arrangements with 

creditors have been collected with the aim of providing an in-depth analysis of venality in 

Castile. 

In chapter 2, I analyze how a legal market for offices emerged during the sixteenth 

century, while also investigating office profitability and market size. Two concepts are 

differentiated and studied to address the formation of this market. On the one hand, I 

identify the “patrimonialization” of offices (i.e., a process that converted offices into a part 
                                                      
3 For instance, Garber (1990) concludes that none of the classic bubbles (Tulipmania, Mississipi bubble, and 
South Sea bubble) were actually bubbles because some changes in fundamentals could explain their boom-
bust cycles. This view is not shared by most economic historians. 
4 This framework is based on three necessary conditions (speculation, money and credit, and asset 
marketability) and two potential sparks (changes in government policies or technological innovation). 
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of family patrimony). This process took place in Castile due to the introduction of 

resignatio in favorem during the Late Middle Ages, as well as in France (Mousnier, 1971; 

Doyle, 1996; and Tomás y Valiente, 1970). This legal device enabled officers to appoint 

their successors in the post. Thus, some royal servants were de facto no longer chosen by 

the Monarchy but sold or donated by office-holders. On the other hand, an 

institutionalization process (defined as the constitution of a formal market for offices) 

developed from 1543 onwards. The Crown started to participate in office sales, and defined 

property rights to increase office prices. This process reduced transaction costs by making 

possible the enforcement of contracts. The first massive sale took place in 1543 when 

Prince Philip was appointed regent of Castile. After the successful collection through these 

sales, the Council of Finance negotiated and sold licenses (in Spanish facultades de 

renunciación) to avoid the main restrictions on the transmission of offices in 1545. The 

institutionalization of the market was completed from 1610 onwards, when the Spanish 

Monarchy began to sell perpetuaciones, thus ending the last resort of royal control over 

property and the transmission of offices. 

Subsequently, a comparison between Spanish and French venal systems is 

conducted. Despite both systems being very similar, four relevant differences are 

highlighted: Castile did not have a specific controlling institution of the market, the 

importance and sophistication of intermediaries were lower in Castile than in France, 

magistracies (judicial offices) were not up for sale in Castile, and French kings found a way 

to obtain sound revenues over the years from the system through a pseudo-tax, the Paulette, 

while the Habsburgs did not.  

Furthermore, I carry out an exercise of quantification to shed light on the size of the 

market of offices. With that purpose, I collect information on prices and the number of 

offices in the 18 cities with voting rights at the Cortes (Castilian Parliament) in 1581, 1599, 

and 1640. I conclude that the Castilian market for offices in these cities accounted for 6.2, 

7.1, and 8.8 percent of the total consolidated long-term debt (juros) of the whole realm.  

Office profitability is finally examined in the last part of this chapter. The Spanish 

historiography has traditionally focused on status as the main determinant of demand for 

offices (Andújar et al., 2011; and Jiménez Estrella, 2012). Nonetheless, I prove that 

economic returns were a key factor as well. Offices were generally profitable. Offices with 
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fixed wages showed wage-to-price ratios between 2.6 and 5.7 percent, while variable-pay 

offices normally had ratios between 6 and 12 percent. Additionally, some examples 

illustrate that offices with exceptionally low returns were widely undervalued. Lastly, 

office owners exploited a loophole to lease out offices. Leases provided returns on capital 

close to 5 percent (this percentage was equal to the legal maximum interest rate). 

Chapter 3 studies how offices became financial assets. This was possible because of 

a contract innovation, the repurchasing agreement (in Spanish pacto de retroventa). 

Moreover, I prove that offices fulfilled the main properties of safe assets and show that 

silver and offices followed identical trends in prices during the seventeenth century when 

Castilian investors searched for a hedge against inflation. 

The combination of censos (the most common type of loan contract in early modern 

Castile), pactos de retroventa (repurchasing agreements), and venal offices enabled office-

holders to make different sorts of investments. First, the three items made it possible to 

lease out offices. Unlike sales of public charges, leases were never undertaken by the 

Crown; therefore, an institutionalization process did not emerge. Castilian office-holders 

exploited a loophole to overcome the prohibition on rentals. They sold offices on credit, 

stipulating a repurchasing condition a few years later in the contract. Then, buyers just paid 

interest every year, and gave back the office when the repurchasing date matured. Leases 

were thus transformed into sale operations. Also, censos and offices allowed for the 

creation of long-term investment vehicles that I have called Office-Backed-Censos (OBC). 

Investors bought an office, created a censo (backed by the office as collateral), and sold 

them. This operation could be repeated several times. Some offices indeed backed up to 13 

different censos belonging to different persons and religious institutions. These investments 

likewise allowed investors to achieve higher yields than regular financial products. The 

legal interest rate was limited to 5 percent in Castile since 1608. OBC, however, added 

capital gains to interests. Hence, OBC operations sometimes showed effective yields of 

over 8 percent. To conclude, pactos de retroventa and offices gave birth to repo 

transactions. When an office-holder had liquidity needs, he could use his office to get a 

short-term collateralized loan. Unlike a pawn shop market, the office’s ownership did not 

have to change hands in these operations. The lender and the owner of an office (borrower) 

established a repurchasing agreement in a few weeks or months. If the borrower failed to 
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pay back the loan, the lender would keep the office. No less than 14 repo transactions took 

place in Granada and Málaga during the second half of the 17th century. 

The last part of this chapter analyzes the financial characteristics of offices. I 

initially prove that offices fulfilled the main properties of safe assets, i.e., no adverse 

selection, quasi-moneyness, and higher value during worsening economic times (Gorton, 

2017; and Caballero et al., 2017). Offices did not suffer from adverse selection given that 

they were simple assets with common-knowledge features, had stable yields, no physical 

deterioration, and there existed certain screening controls that avoided information 

asymmetries. Moneyness was possible thanks to the existence of a deep and liquid 

secondary market that allowed the Crown and office-holders to sell offices all around 

Castile. This converted offices into a suitable inflation hedge. This can explain why offices 

from Madrid and silver coins followed identical price trends during the inflationary-

deflationary cycles in the 17th century. Finally, I find that offices had a long-term negative 

relationship with GDP per capita (i.e., ß negative condition holds true), and these assets 

also increased their value when juros began to experience problems of credibility from 

1593 onwards. By running a hedonic price model, I show which variables were relevant for 

the pricing of offices. Additionally, several dynamic panel models (DOLS, PDOLS and 

AMG) are used to confirm the positive relation between the demand for offices and 

economic and financial stress events. Augment Mean Group (AMG) by Eberhardt and Teal 

(2010 and 2011) is particularly appropriate for the dataset characteristics (with cross-

sectional data dependence, nonstationary, and heterogeneous cross-sectional units), and this 

estimator confirms the results mentioned above. 

In chapter 4, office prices are studied in order to explain a boom-bust cycle during 

the first half of the 17th century. I first analyze the integration of markets for offices. Using 

VEC models, I prove that most markets in different cities were integrated. Granada and 

Madrid were the only exceptions. The different behavior of Granada seems to be related to 

the repopulation process after the Rebellion of Alpujarras. On the contrary, Madrid turned 

out to be the financial center of Spain during this period, which could explain its 

singularity.  

I subsequently deepen my analysis related to the evolution of office prices. In 

particular, I test for unknown multiple structural breaks using Bai and Perron test (1998 and 
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2003). Most series break in the 1590s, 1610s, and in the period of the 1630s-40s. Using 

these break dates, I run an interrupted time series analysis model (ITSA model). This model 

allows one to validate the actual impact of the structural breaks. The ITSA model shows 

that most offices experienced a significant boom in prices between 1595 and 1599, and 

busted in the 1630s-40s. In some cities, the initial boom did not begin until the 1610s.  

Afterward, I investigate the possible reasons behind this cycle. I demonstrate that it 

was neither caused by monetary policy nor by a Dutch disease. Prices of offices still present 

a boom and bust if deflated by vellón (billon) and silver. Also, the Dutch disease does not 

fit with the timing of the cycle, and other non-traded assets do not follow a similar trend. I 

additionally prove that changes in characteristics were not the cause either. The two most 

relevant changes, perpetuaciones and servicio de millones (a new tax that transformed the 

Castilian tax system), did not have a substantial impact on price increases, and in no way 

could they have caused the bust since the timing was the opposite, too. 

Finally, I provide an explanation based on Aoki et al.’s (2014) model that fits with 

the evidence. Aoki and coauthors develop a rational bubble-based model in which a bubble 

may arise because of a safe assets shortage. Castile suffered from a shortfall in these sorts 

of assets from 1593-1596 due to juros’ loss of safety.  At the same time, the realm was in 

economic difficulties as a result of multiple crises during the 1590s. These facts could have 

provoked a bubble in offices since these assets were regarded as safe. The new boom in 

some cities during the 1610s could be explained by capital gains and the integration of 

office markets. This finding is likewise consistent with the serial correlation found in the 

ITSA models, and with the positive relationship between juros’ problems and office prices 

found in the AMG model. The burst took place in the period of the 1630s-40s. Two reasons 

may explain this: the fall in office’s profitability on account of inflation in prices, and a tax 

on office transactions created in 1631-32 (Media Annata de Mercedes), on the one hand, 

and the sociopolitical and economic crisis in Castile from the late 1630s that probably 

limited access to credit and deteriorated the political fundamentals of some offices, on the 

other hand.  

As a final point, I show that the Castilian market for offices exhibited a series of 

bubbles’ traditional patterns: speculative transactions, low-interest rates, high indebtedness 

during the bubble process, and an increasing number of arrangements with creditors in line 
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with deleveraging after the bust. I also prove that the whole process fulfilled the criteria for 

bubble identification proposed by Quinn and Turner (2020). That is, offices were 

marketable, credit and money grew during the process, speculation was usual, and the 

bubble was sparked by government policy (the change in debt-management). 

Paraphrasing Braudel, this dissertation is expected to light up a dark corner of 

Spanish economic history. The bubble, that has been named Office Mania, would become 

the first one known in history up to now. However, this is neither its only contribution nor 

the most important. 

The thesis first makes some relevant contributions to the field of Spanish venality of 

offices. Besides the database, that comprises the longest and most varied sample of 

Castilian offices to date, this research highlights the difference between the process of 

“patrimonialization” -extensively studied since Tomás y Valiente (1970)- and 

institutionalization, and shows the relevance of the latter in the formation of the market and 

property rights of these assets. Also, it provides a reference point for understanding the 

actual size of the market for offices and its integration within the kingdom. It is 

demonstrated that this market was larger than had been implicitly assumed, being 

comparable in size with the market for juros de alcabalas (the most relevant type of juro in 

Castile). Finally, the study proves that offices were economically profitable assets, and 

even offers enough evidence to give a big picture of both relative and nominal salaries of 

high-skill workers in early modern Castile. 

Second, this dissertation enlarges our knowledge on some important areas of 

financial history. In particular, it makes an important contribution to the safe asset studies. 

This research has received much attention since the Great Recession. Several papers have 

been published on the role of these assets in financial systems (Holmstrom, 2015; and 

Caballero et al., 2017), the theoretical reasons why assets become safe (He et al., 2016; 

Gorton et al., 2012; and Dang et al., 2015), and the empirical analysis of safety conditions 

of certain assets (Krishnamurthy & Vissing-Jorgensen, 2012; Maggiori, 2013; and Prasad, 

2014). However, just two papers to the best of my knowledge deal with this sort of asset in 

the past (Gorton, 2017; and Schmelzing, 2020). Therefore, this thesis is an important 

contribution to this literature since it analyzes the creation and characteristics of a safe asset 

in early modern history. This asset is, moreover, not a traditional haven asset considered by 
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the literature (i.e., precious metal coins and public debt, Gorton, 2017). Additionally, the 

study illustrates some common financial practices in early modern Castile, such as repos 

and Office-Backed-Censos, that are probably still unknown by economic historians. 

Third, the dissertation is also relevant to the literature on bubbles. As stated above, 

this field is not usually focused on studying new bubble processes,5  but theoretical models 

(e.g., Samuelson 1958; Blanchard & Watson, 1982; Tirole, 1985; Santos & Woodford, 

1997; Ventura, 2012; Aoki et al., 2014) and empirical analysis on “traditional” events, such 

as the Tulipmania (McClure & Thomas, 2017; and Israel, 2008), the South Sea Bubble 

(Kleer, 2015; Carlos et al., 2008; Shea, 2007; Harrison, 2001; and Temin and &, 2004) and 

the Railway Mania (McCartneyand & Arnold, 2003; Campbell & Turner, 2012; and Dale et 

al., 2005). On the contrary, this thesis uncovers an unidentified bubble, the Office Mania. 

Besides, it uses both the traditional rational-irrational methodology and the new framework 

for bubble analysis (the “bubble triangle”) by Quinn and Turner (2020), and it is the first 

empirical study to show a bubble process generated by a shortage of safe assets based on 

Aoki et al.’s (2014) model.  

To conclude, I must point out that this dissertation also has some limitations, which 

might pave the way for future research. A few of these shortcomings are related to the 

database. Despite the effort made in its construction, the dataset has two important flaws: it 

only includes cities (no rural locations), and secondary sales are underreported prior to the 

1580s. Regarding the former, the inclusion of rural municipalities could increase 

representativeness, as well as improving the knowledge of the development of the market 

for offices. With respect to the latter, an increasing number of secondary sales in the 16th 

century would increase the robustness of the analysis, although this improvement would 

require an extraordinary effort in local archives where unknown sales would have to be 

found. Moreover, a larger number of cities, and an extension of the time span to include 

data from the 18th century could be beneficial, especially for the evaluation of the size of 

the market and its evolution.  

                                                      
5 There are some exemptions, it is papers that have proven previous unknown bubbles, such as Case and 
Shiller (1988 and 2003), that demonstrated a housing bubble in the American market during the 1980s, and 
Quinn (2019), that shows that the Bicycle Mania (1895-1900) cannot be justified by changes in fundamentals 
or risk management. 
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Furthermore, some parts of the study possibly deserve a deeper analysis than that 

given in the dissertation. For instance, the role of intermediaries is not studied in depth, 

though it could provide fascinating conclusions. Additionally, the thesis dedicates some 

pages to compare the Castilian and French venal systems. This comparison is, however, 

short. A more detailed comparative analysis would be helpful, particularly if this analysis 

includes other kingdoms and their colonies outside of France and Castile. 

Some improvements could also be made to the financial analysis. A comparison 

between offices and land or housing investments would be stimulating, but there is no long-

term data on these assets in the locations analyzed in this dissertation. Likewise, secondary 

juros transactions could provide some great insights. Nevertheless, no comprehensive 

statistics on the secondary market for juros exists, even though Castilian public debt has 

traditionally drawn much attention from scholars. Future research would therefore first 

need to construct a database on these assets and markets to undertake such a comparative 

study. 

Finally, this dissertation hardly analyzes the various consequences that the Office 

Mania probably had. Except for the increasing arrangements with creditors and the 

deleveraging process after the bust, major economic and political impacts are not taken into 

consideration. Following previous literature, the Office Mania can be classified as an inside 

and extrinsic rational bubble (Dale et al., 2005; and Basco, 2016). This sort of bubble is 

expected to have wide and negative effects on the economy (Quinn & Turner, 2020). Such 

an analysis is necessary since it could bring about a better understanding of the intriguing 

Castilian crisis of the 1640s. Unfortunately, this additional investigation would possibly 

require as much time and effort as the present thesis, and that is why these other dark 

corners of Spanish history must wait to be illuminated. 
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1. AN UNIQUE DATABASE OF VENAL OFFICES IN CASTILE 

1.1. Introduction 

The sale of public offices was common during the Ancien Régime. Though the 

French case has drawn the most attention, this activity took place all around Europe (Swart, 

1949). Castile particularly saw how its venal system was configured in parallel with the 

French one, and both of them evolved similarly until the seventeenth century (see chapter 

2).  

Despite this, the literature on Castilian venality lacks general studies with strong 

quantitative evidence (Jiménez Estrella, 2012). This generates gaps in understanding of the 

evolution of the system, offices, and markets in the long run. Unlike some French authors, 

such as Doyle (1984 and 1996), Spanish researchers have customarily focused on specific 

sorts of offices, specially regidores (aldermen) –Cabañas (2002), Hernández Benitez 

(2007), and Fernández Martín (2019)-, certain cities or regions –such as Casey (2008) in 

Granada, Guerrero (1993) and Hernández Benítez (1995) in Madrid, Castillejo Cuesta 

(1997) in Córdoba, Aranda Pérez (1992) in Toledo, and Faya Díaz (2003) in Asturias-  or 

limited periods – Cuartas Rivero (1984), Pinedo Gómez (1997), and Marcos Martín (2007). 

All these works result in an in-deep knowledge of several areas of the Castilian 

venality, but some central questions still remain unanswered. When did offices become 

private assets? What size the market achieved? How did the supply, demand, and prices 

evolve over the years? All these interrogations could just be replied to through general 

research on the early modern venal system, and this would require the construction of a 

long-term database with different offices and cities. 

This chapter focuses on the creation process of such a database. In particular, it is 

first explained sale procedures and regulatory institutions of office markets. Afterward, the 

main features and representativeness of the dataset are addressed.  

On the whole, 412 files (about 41,200 pages) and 103 books (about 30,900 pages) 

of the Council of Finance and the Chamber of Castile have been analyzed in the Archivo 

General de Simancas (in advance AGS) and Archivo Histórico Nacional (AHN). These two 

royal institutions were in charge of the sale and regulation of offices. Local notarial files 

have also been required to cross-check secondary sales information and estimate 
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escribanos’ annual production in several years. At least, 72 notarial books were reviewed in 

Archivo Histórico Provincial de Valladolid (AHPV). All this results in the most 

comprehensive database in Castilian venal offices with 1,813 sales and 2,794 resignations. 

Besides, other variables, such as perpetuaciones (i.e., licenses that granted full property 

rights to owners), leases, and concursos de acreedores (arrangement with creditors), have 

been gathered to give a full picture of office markets.  

Representativeness of the sample is also analyzed. All sales and resignations are 

based on four different types of offices (regidores-veinticuatros, procuradores del número, 

escribanos del número, and other escribanos) in eight major Castilian cities (Burgos, 

Valladolid, Zamora, Madrid, Seville, Granada, Málaga, and Córdoba). The offices were 

diverse in terms of functions, powers, status, and salaries. Also, the cities were different 

from economic and political perspectives and followed dissimilar evolutions. This selection 

thus guarantees a well-balanced representation of venal offices in urban Castile.  

To conclude, a comparative analysis of primary and secondary sales is undertaken.6 

Despite the database collecting all documents preserved in royal archives, secondary sales 

were underreported during the early modern period. Resignations could give an insight 

about under the table sales since transmission of offices had to be reported as resignations 

at the very least. At a minimum 49 percent of all potential sales (hidden and explicit) are 

gathered with full information in the dataset by this procedure. However, neither sale 

contracts nor resignations were usually reported to the Chamber of Castile before the 

1580s. Fortunately, this fact is of little consequence because primary sales were frequent in 

this period, and both primary and secondary sales are entirely comparable. A paired t-test 

proves that there is no significant difference in prices between primary and secondary sales 

when identical offices are sold simultaneously. 

The chapter is structured as follows.  Section 2 does a brief historical context of 

Castile during the period studied (the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries). Section 3 

explains sale processes and the archival sources used. Period, sorts of offices, and cities of 

the database are analyzed in section 4. Then, section 5 presents the most relevant 

characteristics of the sample. Finally, section 6 and 7 study the representativeness and flaws 

                                                      
6 Primary sales are those undertaken by the Crown, while secondary sales are performed by private agents. 
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of the data collected, and prove that primary and secondary sales are equivalent. Section 8 

concludes.    

1.2. Historical Background 

 Most of the sixteenth century was a flourishing period for the Kingdom of Castile 

(which accounted for 75 percent of the present-day Spain’s territory, see figure 2). The 

Catholic Monarchs laid the foundations for sustained economic growth since the late 

fifteenth century. This growth was fueled by an efficient sector of high-quality wool, which 

covered the increasing demand from Northern Europe and Italy; a few dynamic industries 

(silk from Granada, iron from Vizcaya, woolen textiles from Segovia) (Marcos Martín, 

2000); trade as well as large imports of precious metals from America (Hamilton, 1934); 

financial development, highlighting the royal debt system, trade fairs, and “public banks” 

(Ruiz Martín, 1970); and some responsible economic policies, such as the successful 

monetary regulation set up in 1497 (Garcia de Paso, 2003).  

Figure 2  

The Kingdom of Castile in the sixteenth century 

 

 
Source: Author’s own elaboration. 

 As a result, Castile ranked third in GDP per capita behind Italy and the Low 

Countries in 1600 (Alvarez-Nogal & Prados, 2007, p. 357), and became a central pillar of 

the Habsburgs’ composite monarchy. To do so, Charles I (1516-1556), who arrived in 
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Spain in 1517, had to undertake several economic and political reforms. Two of them stand 

out because of their importance as well as the relation with venal offices.  

On the one hand, the government was reconfigured through councils and increasing 

bureaucracy (Elliott, 1963). In particular, the Council of Finance (in Spanish Consejo de 

Hacienda) was created in 1523-25 to consult and advise the monarch about economic 

matters (de Carlos, 2000, p. 95), while the Council of the Chamber of Castile (in Spanish 

Cámara de Castilla) was founded between 1518 and 1523 to propose and manage royal 

graces, officers’ appointments and the Patronato Real of Church (Elliott, 1963, pp. 144-

145). As shown below, these councils would be in charge of the entire venal system in 

Castile. 

On the other hand, the Emperor and his son, Philip II (1556-1598), significantly 

changed royal finances and budget. Frequent and distant wars generated greater financing 

requirements. At the same time, the collection of the most considerable royal taxes 

(alcabalas and tercias) remained unchanged since Encabezamiento was established in 1537 

(Artola, 1982, p. 73). The Crown hence rested increasingly on debt and extraordinary 

revenues. A very sophisticated debt system, which involved asientos (short-term debt) lent 

by bankers -mostly from Genoa since the 1560s- and juros (long-term domestic debt) 

issued by the Crown and serviced by the cities, allowed the Habsburgs to mobilize 

extensive resources from Spain to Northern Europe (Álvarez-Nogal & Chamley, 2014), and 

turned juros into the safe asset of the moment (Schmelzing, 2020, pp. 22-23). As a 

consequence, outstanding juros increased by 2,232 percent (3.89 percent average annual 

growth) from 1516 to 1598 (European State Finance Database by Andrés-Ucendo and 

Lanza). Additionally, the Spanish Monarchy depended more on extraordinary revenues, 

such as sales of offices and land. Non-fixed revenues,7 therefore, rose from 43 percent to 

more than 57 percent out of overall royal revenues between 1555 and 1589 (figure 3). 

 

                                                      
7 Non-fixed revenues were variable incomes that were entirely available for the Crown. These revenues could 
not be used as collateral for juros. They are made up of revenues from Indies, custom duties, and 
extraordinary revenues. The latter is mainly compounded by sales of offices, land (in Spanish tierras baldías), 
rights on royal taxes collection (in Spanish rentas reales), and manors (in Spanish jurisdicción or señorío). 
Unfortunately, there is no breakdown of extraordinary revenues statistics. Most scholars have pointed out that 
sales of offices, tax collection rights, and land were the more relevant ones during the second half of the 16th 
century (Ulloa, 1977: 646-687; Artola, 1982, p. 71, and Marcos Martín, 2004: 265). 
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Figure 3  

Share of fixed revenues and non-fixed out of total royal income (simple 5-year average) 
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Sources: Author´s own elaboration from data by Drelichman M. and Voth H-J (2010). "The Sustainable Debts 

of Philip II: A Reconstruction of Castile's Fiscal Position, 1566-1596". The Journal of Economic History 70 

(4): 813-832. 

 As stated, part of the non-fixed revenues came from office sales. The royal 

transactions of offices started in 1543, and became a regular fiscal instrument from 1567 

onwards (Ulloa, 1977). Philip II boosted the first massive sales and developed the market 

for offices afterward. However, he also paved the way to stop the system partially. After the 

defeat of the Spanish Armada, the Prudent King requested a new impressive granting to the 

Cortes. The servicio de millones was finally approved in 1590. This servicio transformed 

the Castilian tax system (Fortea Pérez, 1990). In spite of the contribution was initially 

thought of as an exceptional, direct, and progressive tax, military expenditures and the 

multi-crisis of the 1590s substantially changed plans. The plague of 1596-1602 was 

accompanied by an agrarian crisis, and a new royal suspension of payments, all this created 

great financing needs that were met through a renewal of Millones in 1601. Nonetheless, 

the Castilian parliament drastically altered the features of Millones. Cities with voting 

rights began to manage the collection, which was to be focused on indirect taxes on 

essential goods and imposed some additional conditions to the king (Gelabert, 1997), such 

as the ban of selling more offices.  
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Despite the fact that these conditions were not entirely fulfilled, sales of new offices 

actually decreased until 1630 (Marcos Martín, 2007). The Crown, however, did not lose all 

revenues from venality. On the contrary, Philip III (1598-1621) raised large amounts by 

selling perpetuaciones, i.e., licenses that gave office owners full property rights. 

Sales resumed in 1630 to meet soaring budget needs. The Crown had to declare a 

new suspension of payments in 1627 (de Carlos, 2017), and Genoese bankers commenced 

to show some reluctance to keep financing Philip IV (1621-1665). This aversion rose 

during the 1640s when the kingdom was going through the hardest sociopolitical crisis in 

the century. Although the Spanish Monarchy was able to persuade some Portuguese 

bankers (Sanz Ayán, 2013), the economic and financial flaws (monetary chaos, juros’ 

problems, reduction of wool exports, etc.) and external as well as internal conflicts 

(Portugal, Catalonia, Naples, France, and Flanders) led to a new suspension of payments in 

1647 and obligated to reach a peace agreement (Peace of Westphalia, 1648). This implied 

the loss of several Habsburgs’ territories in Northern Europe.  

The economic and political situation was not much better in the second half of the 

17th century. The industry as well as wool exports did not recover their past levels (Fortea 

Pérez, 1994; and Bilbao & Fernández de Pinedo, 1994). Public debt was not considered 

safe anymore (Alvarez-Nogal, 2009). Monetary problems got worse, and they did not solve 

until the deflationary policy of 1680-86 (Font de Villanueva, 2008). Even silver imports, 

which had remained high during the first half of the century, steady shrank from the 1650s 

(García-Vaquero, 1994). Parliamentary cities also lost their old power as long as their 

economies were impoverished and the population decreased. In fact, the Cortes were not 

called again from the 1660s on, and the Council of Finance absorbed the system of 

Millones in 1658 (Gelabert, 1997, pp. 82-87). Finally, the Spanish Monarchy lost more 

territories due to the Treaty of Pyrenees (1659). 

Regardless of some economic improvements in the 1690s, Castile’s great age was 

gone. Charles II’s death in 1700 triggered the War of Spanish Succession (1701-1714) that 

would bring an end to the reign of the Habsburgs in Spain (García González, 2009).    
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1.3. Sales Process, Accountability and Type of Documentation 

A general study on Castilian venality of offices requires creating a long-term 

database, since secondary sources are scarce, as well as time-limited. Unfortunately, data 

collection on venal offices is an arduous task. Not only missing and deteriorated files but 

the own nature of sale and accounting procedures, which involved several institutions and 

persons, make the process of gathering difficult. 

Types of documents vary depending on who undertook the office transaction. In 

particular, primary and secondary sales required different sorts of records. Therefore, I will 

first focus on the registration process and documents of the Crown’s office sales, and lastly 

on secondary transactions. 

1.3.1. Primary Sales 

In Castile, two royal institutions took part in the sale and regulation of offices. On 

the one hand, the Council of Finance, jointly with the Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda, was 

in charge of the Crown’s budget and debt management.8 This council targeted fiscal 

objectives and borrowed asientos in order to meet royal expenditures (de Carlos, 99). Sales 

of offices was indeed a standard instrument to raise funds from 1567 onwards. On the other 

hand, the Chamber of Castile was the council responsible for issuing all titles and licenses 

related to offices. 

 Even though sales of offices might take different forms, they usually followed some 

standard procedures. Initially, the Council of Finance determined a certain amount to raise 

through office transactions. Then, the councilors collected information on sale opportunities 

in the kingdom. With that purpose, they got in touch with corregidores9 and contadores de 

la razón.10 The Council particularly obtained detailed information on which offices could 

                                                      
8 The Council of Finance and the Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda (in advance CMH) were independent 
institutions until 1602, however, they worked on the same issues (the Crown’s finances), and had a close 
relationship. Contadores Mayores de Hacienda (heads of CMH) were part of the Council of Finance. CMH 
was responsible for the administration and accountability of the kingdom’s ordinary revenues. By contrast, 
the Council of Finance, which was created in 1523, mainly had political responsibilities and was in charge of 
extraordinary revenues and borrowing operations (de Carlos, 1996). 
9 Corregidores were the main royal authorities at the city level. They were ordinary judges. Additionally, they 
led city councils, although they usually had no voting rights. 
10 Contadores de la razón were royal accountants who worked in the Contaduría de la Razón. This 
Contaduría (public accounting), which belonged to Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda, was an institution 
created by Philip II in 1554. It was responsible for accounting extraordinary revenues, such as sales of tierras 
baldías and offices (de Carlos, 2000).  
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be sold, the last prices paid in both primary and secondary markets, and even the people 

interested in acquiring them. When all needed information had been gathered, the Council 

began to sell. There existed four sale methods: Offices could be actioned off in a city’s 

major square, corregidores might be ordered to find potential buyers in the region, the 

Council of Finance could sell packages of offices to an intermediary (like traitants in 

France), and finally, the Council might directly sell the office to a person connected with 

the Cortes or some royal council. People often requested the Chamber of Castile to sell 

them specific offices, therefore, a pool of potential buyers was sometimes ready to 

purchase.  

 Choosing one method over another depending on several variables. The most 

important one was the sort of office to trade. When the Council sold petty offices (i.e., 

offices from small towns or the cheapest ones in big cities), it frequently used 

intermediaries. These sales implied high transaction costs relative to final prices since petty 

offices were low-priced and scattered across distant places. The Council of Finance hence 

preferred to sell them at discount to an intermediary, who assumed costs of the deals.  

 By contrast, most offices were not sold through intermediaries, but by some of the 

other methods. If the Council of Finance was to create an office that had been previously 

demanded to the Chamber, an officer would get in touch with the person concerned and 

negotiate the sale terms. Otherwise, the Council of Finance would decide to auction off the 

office or command the corregidor to find a buyer depending on previous sale experiences 

and price expectations. 

 Once an agreement was reached, the Council would request the Chamber of Castile 

to issue the title. Then, the buyer should take an oath or appoint someone to serve the office 

within 60 days. The members of the Chamber also checked out that the candidate met the 

requirements for the post. For example, only men were able to be officials, escribanos 

(notaries) had to pass an exam, and regidores (aldermen) had to be Christian, Castilian, and 

hijosdalgo (i.e., nobleman) in most cities. These conditions affected only to servants, not to 

buyers. Additionally, some of them were not generally demanded. Hernández Benítez 

(1987) shows that the nobility requirement in Madrid, which was established in 1603, was 

only fulfilled by some regidores. The local elites actually used this prerequisite as a barrier 

to entry to the city hall, rather than a requirement for all newcomers. 
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 Besides sales, the primary market also involved another sort of operations. The two 

most important were facultades (i.e., licenses of additional rights) and resale of vacant 

offices. Both the Chamber of Castile and the Council of Finance were once again the 

participating institutions in these transactions. Facultades were mainly used to prevent 

restrictions on ownership and transmission of offices. In particular, licenses to appoint a 

deputy and to serve several offices simultaneously were the two most common. Other 

facultades provided status benefits, such as priority seats or access with layer and weapons 

to the city hall. Finally, a special facultad started to be sold during the seventeenth century. 

It was called perpetuación (perpetuation). When a perpetuación was acquired, an office-

holder and his successors might appoint a deputy, avoid the twenty-day rule, and include 

the office into a mayorazgo11 without the need to repurchase an additional license (these 

rights were perpetual).  

Resale of vacant offices could be similarly seen as a quasi-facultad. Transmissions 

of non-perpetual offices had to fulfill two deadlines. On the one hand, the renouncer had to 

live at least 20 days after the resignation date (twenty-day rule). On the other hand, the 

recently appointed official had to claim his office within 60 days (sixty days’ rule). These 

conditions were sometimes not met. Above all, the twenty-day rule was often broken in 

case of an officer’s sudden death. When this happened, the office returned to the royal 

patrimony. Nevertheless, the Crown usually gave the office back to the owner’s heirs in 

exchange for some money, instead of selling it again to other people. 

 All in all, data collection from the primary market must then comprise original 

manuscripts of the Council of Finance and the Chamber of Castile. Records are kept in the 

Archivo General de Simancas and Archivo Histórico Nacional. Documentation can be 

classified into books (inflow information) and files (mostly outflow information) in both 

councils. The most relevant types of documentation are the following: 

From the Council of Finance: 

 Books of Offices (libros de oficios): These books belonged to the Contaduría de la 

Razón. Although this Contaduría was created on May 25, 1554, the accountant 
                                                      
11 Mayorazgo (majorat) was a civil law institution that regulated hereditary system in early modern Castile. It 
originally had just an etymological sense (i.e., it was the older heir who inherited the main possessions of the 
family). However, it became an institution that prevented the most important assets of a family from division 
and alienation since the 15th century. Majorat had to be created through royal faculty, and integrated assets 
could not be sold, nor separated and seized unless the king gave a new faculty for it (Clavero, 1989). 
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Francisco de Almaguer (lieutenant of the Contador Mayor de Hacienda) had 

decided to create and keep the books on his initiative since 1543, the same year as 

sales of offices began (Hernández Esteve, 1998: 105). They record chronologically 

the sales and include information about the buyer, price, sort of office, and 

transaction date (see figure 4). Exceptionally, some king’s writs and instructions 

about offices’ features and procedures of conducting were inserted too. There are 

two books in Simancas, which cover sales of newly created offices from 1543 to 

1594 (AGS, Cámara de Castilla, Relaciones, books 7 and 20), and another book 

that collects information on resales of vacant offices from 1595 to 1609 (AGS, 

Cámara de Castilla, Relaciones, book 27).12 There is only one book in Madrid, 

which covers the period 1595-1640 (AHN, Consejos, book 545).  

Figure 4   

Book of Offices, sales on October 23, 1568 

 
Source: AGS, CCA, REL, book 7 

 
                                                      
12 These books are wrongly classified in the AGS. Instead of books of the Council of Finance, they are 
considered Books of Relations from the Chamber of Castile (Libros de relaciones de la Cámara de Castilla). 
I especially thank the archivists Blanca Tena and Isabel Aguirre, who wisely advised and helped me through 
the data collection process.  
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 Files of Contadores de la Razón. These documents belonged to the Contaduría de 

la Razón as well. This is logical since the Contaduría de la Razón was especially 

created to tomar razón de cargo y data, i.e., to record extraordinary revenues, such 

as office sales (de Carlos, 2000, p. 102). These files include a wide variety of 

documents, from reports of corregidores informing about the outlook of office 

markets -completed with notes in margins of contadores- (see the right picture in 

figure 5) to sales of newly created offices during the period 1560-1640 (left picture 

in figure 5). Unlike the Books of Offices, these files were not arranged 

chronologically, but regionally by jurisdiction and town. These manuscripts may be 

found in AGS. The signature is Dirección General del Tesoro, Inventario 24, files 

from 316 to 332. The last file (DGT, I24, 332) is fascinating because it collects all 

sales of procuraciones del número (solicitors of the number) undertaken by the 

banker Nicolas de Grimaldo between 1562 and 1564, as well as the installments of 

loans that he lent to Philip II. Despite the fact that he was not a member of the 

Contaduría, his employees followed an identical accounting process. 
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Figure 5  

Archive images of sales of alcaidías de fortaleza in 1569 (left image) and a corregidor’s 

report about office market outlook of Madrid in 1581 (right image) 

 
Source: AGS, DGT, I24, file 322 

 

 Books of Information on Offices from the Council of Finance: These books also 

belonged to the Contaduría de la Razón. Unlike the Books of Offices, which mostly 

recorded sales, these texts collect any writ or decree ordered by the king regarding 

venal offices between 1562 and 1690. For instance, titles of offices may be found in 

these books, as well as perpetuations and payment orders from buyers. The books 

from the periods 1617-21, 1626-38, and 1680-85 are missing. All these files are 

kept in AGS. Their signatures are Consejo y Juntas de Hacienda, books from 351 to 

384. 

 Books of the General Treasurers: The Royal Treasurer was a kind of mediator 

between the Crown and local officials. He sometimes acted as a king’s lender and 

was in charge of extraordinary revenues (de Carlos, 2000, pp. 105-106). The 
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General Treasurers recorded revenues from venal offices, as the Contaduría de la 

Razón did. I have mainly analyzed books from 1543 to 1584 since the accounting 

process changed after that period. Treasurers initially recorded final prices of 

offices, however, they began to note installments from 1584 onwards. Records were 

henceforth misleading owing to the same office could be recorded several times. 

The series’ signature is Dirección General del Tesoro, books from 490 to 499 and 

815, 1299, 1432, and 1458.     

 Other manuscripts: In this group, I include public inquiries raised by the Council of 

Finance, as well as files of the Junta de Incorporación. On the one hand, the 

Council often raised inquiries about different matters regarding offices. Figure 6 

shows an example of a public inquiry in which the Council recommended Prince 

Phillip to sell offices to meet the Crown’s deficit in 1549 (AGS, Diversos de 

Castilla, file 47-5). On the other hand, the Junta de Incorporación was a governing 

body created by Philip V in 1706. This institution searched to incorporate some of 

the royal assets sold in the previous decades, among them were public offices. I 

mostly found information on the secondary market in the Juntas’ documents, rather 

than primary sales. The files are in AHN under the signature of Diversos. I have 

analyzed 32 files that involved regidurías, procuraciones del número and 

escribanías del número, and the papers from Burgos, Córdoba, Granada, Madrid, 

Málaga, Seville, Valladolid, and Zamora (these documents are between the files 36 

and 11,656). 
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Figure 6  

Public inquiry from the Council of Finance to Prince Phillip on February 19, 1549 

 
Source: AGS, DIV, file 47-5 

 

From the Chamber of Castile: 

 Books of Information on Offices from the Chamber of Castile: The Chamber also 

had specific books that recorded the king´s writs and decrees about venal offices. 

These books included different information, such as titles of offices, notary exams, 

and perpetuaciones. They were arranged chronologically, and show the counterpart 

of the Books of Information on Offices from Council of Finance. Nonetheless, 

details on prices and installments were not usually included. Books for 1543-1638 

are in AGS (Cámara de Castilla, books from 323 to 359). By contrast, books for 

1638-1690 may be found in AHN (Consejos books from 434 to 447). 

 Files of the Chamber of Castile: These manuscripts are arranged regionally 

(jurisdiction and town), as well as files of the Council of Finance. However, they 

are not their direct counterpart. These documents collect information on different 
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matters. The most relevant issues are legislation on the market for offices, the 

creation of new offices, and the sale of facutades (see figure 7). Files in AGS 

contain information from 1543 to 1640 (Diversos de Castilla, files from 1 to 47, and 

Consumos y Perpetuaciones, files 5, 13, 20, 30, 34, and 40). No equivalent series 

beyond that year has been found in AHN. 

 Files of torn titles: When a new title of an office was issued, the old one was torn 

and kept. Unfortunately, it is difficult to exploit this series since files are not well-

arranged. These documents have only been used to cross-reference information 

from other sources. The signature is Cámara de Castilla, Títulos Rasgados in AGS. 

Figure 7  

Archive image of the purchase and sale agreement of Correo Mayor of Valladolid 

(05/27/1609) 

 
Source: AGS, CCA, CON, file 34. 

In summary, data collection of primary sales has been mainly based on books and 

files of the Contaduría de la Razón (Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda) and the Chamber of 

Castile. In total, I have analyzed 103 books (52 of them belong to the Council of Finance 
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and the Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda and 51 books are from the Chamber of Castile) and 

92 files (39 files are the Council of Finance’s records and 53 of them belong to the 

Chamber of Castile). This approximately involved examining more than 40,000 manuscript 

pages.  

1.3.2. Secondary Sales 

Unlike in the primary market, the Crown did not directly raise funds from secondary 

sales.13 Therefore, the Council of Finance and its subordinated institutions did not become 

highly involved in these transactions. 

When a proprietor transferred his office, the new deputy had to send a set of 

documents to the Chamber of Castile to receive a new title. These documents always 

included a deed of resignatio in favorem. As it will be analyzed in chapter 2, resignatio in 

favorem was a key instrument in the market for offices. In short, this mechanism enabled 

officials to appoint their successors to the post (Tomás y Valiente, 1982, p. 37). Offices 

thus became private assets since they started to be inherited and sold. Deed of resignatio 

lost its original meaning over the years, although it maintained the same structure. These 

documents had one or two pages. After the officer’s self-identification, he resigned in “the 

hands of the king”, but appointing a new deputy, who was almost systematically selected. It 

is to say that de facto ownership did not come back to the king, as the Crown never 

exercised its right to change the appointed official. Furthermore, the deed included a clause 

which explicitly mentioned that neither money nor other assets had been exchanged for the 

office. It is resignation was for free. However, the own deed often came with a purchase 

and sale agreement. This fact clearly evidences that the deed of resignatio just became a 

formality in office transactions, and its actual meaning differed from what the document 

explicitly stated.  

In addition to the deed of resignatio and purchase and sale agreement, other 

documents were usually sent to the Chamber. For example, licenses that the office had 

attached (e.g., perpetuación), certificate of life, birth and death record, a certificate of debts, 

mayorazgo’ deed, and some specific certificates for certain offices, such as certificate of 

                                                      
13 A tax on resignations was just created in 1631-32. This was the only source of revenue from secondary 
sales. The tax was called Media Annata de Mercedes. It supposedly levied with half of the average annual 
yield of offices, which was set at 5 percent of the total price, in the first resignation, and a tenth each year or a 
quarter (if the new official took the office for his lifetime) in the second and following resignations.   
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passing the notary exam for escribanos and procuradores, and proof of nobility for 

regidores. 

 Once the Chamber validated the documents, a new title was issued. As explained 

above, the appointed official then had to claim his post within 60 days. He also had to meet 

some formalities, such as attending a presentation ceremony and taking an oath.  The city 

council from the office’s place or other officers could oppose the appointment. This was 

called contradicción (contradiction). When a contradicción took place, a legal dispute 

between the new deputy and the other officers began. The king and the Chamber of Castile 

had the last word in the trial. Nonetheless, the office owner would never lose the property 

of the office, unless he was compensated. If the Chamber finally rejected the appointment, 

there existed three options: The city council or the rest of the officials could be sentenced to 

pay the office price back to the owner –and sometimes an extra payment for the Crown too-

, the office owner might be requested to appoint a new official, or the owner could be 

forced to sell the office.  

Figure 8  

Deed of resignatio in favorem from March 1690 

 
Source: AGS, CCA, REN, file 2512 
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All things considered; the Chamber draws the most attention in the data collection 

from the secondary market. The most relevant types of documentation used are: 

From the Chamber of Castile: 

 Files of resignation (deeds of resignatio in favorem and related documents): This is 

the main source to trace secondary sales. Documents sent to the Chamber varied by 

period and office. During the sixteenth century, new officers usually sent the deed 

of resignatio alone (figure 8) –they also included a death record in case of officer’s 

death-. By contrast, files became more complete over the years. Most resignations 

included purchase and sale agreement, certificate of debts, and other documents 

from the 1630s onwards. This change was due to the stricter controls and 

requirements by the Crown. When a resignation file came to the Chamber, it was 

stored chronologically in the royal archive located in Simancas. Nowadays, these 

documents are still kept in the AGS up to 1700. After that year, files are deposited 

in the AHN. The AGS signature is Cámara de Castilla, Renuncias, from file 2295 

to 2552, and the AHN’s is Consejos from file 13745 to 13806 (this last series 

contains more files, however, I stopped collecting information in 1710). 

 Books of Information on Offices from the Chamber of Castile: These books, 

mentioned above, also include information on secondary sales, such as titles and 

perpetuaciones. From 1543 to 1638, the books are in the AGS (Cámara de Castilla, 

books from 323 to 359). The rest of the books (between 1638 and 1690) are 

deposited in the AHN (Consejos books from 434 to 447). 

From notarial archives: 

 Escribano’s books: All deeds written by an escribano had to be duplicated in the 

escribano’s annual book, which was stored by the own notary. I have cross-checked 

incomplete files of resignation with escribano’s books in the Archivo Histórico 

Provincial de Valladolid (in advance AHPV), Archivo Histórico de Protocolos de 

Madrid (APM), and the Archivo Histórico Provincial de Málaga (AHPM). In 

particular, I have exploited these series to find purchase and sale agreements when 

the files did not include them. The signature in all these archives is Protocolos 

Notariales.  I have additionally used the books from the AHPV to estimate annual 
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deeds produced by the escribanos del número in the years 1614, 1626, 1634, 1642, 

1664, and 1681 (files are specified in Annex D). Notaries usually included a 

summary in the last page of the book which contained the total number of deeds 

written in the year (see figure 9), if not, the number of pages had to be manually 

counted.  

Figure 9  

Summary of the annual book of Diego Garcia de Muro (escribano del número from 

Valladolid) in 1642 

 
Source: AHPV, Protocolos Notariales, file 2164 

 
On the whole, secondary sales are mainly based on files of resignation stored in the 

AGS and AHN. I have analyzed 320 files, which cover the period 1500-1710. Additionally, 

I have cross-checked this information with Books of Information on Offices of the 

Chamber of Castile and escribanos’ books in notarial archives (over 72 escribanos’ annual 

books were analyzed just in the AHPV). All this involved about 50,000 manuscript pages 

(though 18,000 pages, which belonged to escribanos’ books, were not analyzed in detail).  
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1.4. Period and Locations under Review 

The venality of offices in Castile encompassed several centuries. First sales took 

place as far as the Middle Ages, and these practices were not eradicated until the nineteenth 

century (Swart, 1949). However, two centuries stand out above all others. The sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries saw the configuration, heyday, and beginning of the decline of 

the venal system. This is the reason why this dissertation studies Castilian venality during 

this period. The first resignation and the first sale in the dataset are from 1515 and 1543, 

respectively (see table 1). The last records of sale and resignation date from 1733,14 

nonetheless, most series ended in 1710, when the Spanish War of Succession was close to 

its finalization.15 

Given the large span-time, it becomes mandatory to limit the number of places and 

offices to analyze. The choice is more comfortable since the first primary sales took place 

just in big cities and embraced a few sorts of offices. In particular, regidores-veinticuatros 

(aldermen), escribanos del número (notaries of the number), and jurados (juries)16 were the 

only offices sold from the beginning. Others from medium and big cities started to be 

traded in the following decades, such as escribanos del ayuntamiento (notaries of the city 

council) in the 1550s, procuradores del número (solicitors of the number) in the 1560s, and 

fieles ejecutores (market inspectors), tesoreros reales (royal treasurers) and depositarios 

(depositors) in the late 1560s and 1570s. By contrast, sales in towns and small cities did not 

occur until well into the latter part of the century. 

With the aim to construct a representative sample for the period 1543-1710, I base 

the data collection on four types of offices (regidores-veinticuatros, procuradores del 

número, escribanos del número, and other escribanos, which are mainly escribanos de 

cámara –notaries of the chamber- and escribanos de provincia –notaries of province-) in 

                                                      
14 The database includes a few sales of regidores after 1710. These observations have been collected from 
secondary sources, such as Hernández (1995), Cuesta (1997), and Cabañas (2002), or find in preceding files, 
which did not correspond to them. 
15 The childless Charles II died in 1700. Then, a major European conflict took place in Spain to find a new 
successor. The Bourbon candidate, Philip of Anjou, was victorious against the Habsburg candidate, Archduke 
Charles. The war de facto ended in 1713-1714 with the Treaty of Utrecht and the surrender of Catalonia. 
However, the conflict did not come to an end officially up to 1725 with the Peace of Vienna (García 
González, 2009).   
16 Despite its direct translation (jury), jurados did not undertake judicial activities but political ones. They 
were representatives of ordinary people in city councils. Unlike regidores and escribanos del número, these 
offices only existed in Toledo and some Andalusian towns. 
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eight major cities (Zamora, Burgos, Valladolid, Madrid, Seville, Granada, Córdoba, and 

Málaga). 

 The offices selected are quite diverse. As shown in Annex B (table 35), they belong 

to different groups. On the one hand, regidores-veinticuatros were part of the political 

group. They mostly had political powers and worked at city hall. Their salaries were low; 

however, they could make high profits through other activities related to their positions, 

such as being appointed as a member of the Parliament (in Spanish procurador de Cortes) 

and taking part in commissions at city council. On the other hand, escribanos and 

procuradores del número belong to the administrative and judicial group. Nevertheless, 

they were also quite different from each other. Escribanos del número were non-specialized 

notaries in cities, while other escribanos were official notaries (or clerks) in specific 

institutions. For instance, escribanos de cámara, escribanos de audiencia and escribanos 

del crimen were clerks at the Chancillerías (Valladolid and Granada) and Real Audiencia 

de Grados (Seville).17 They earned most of their salaries from fees subject to the number of 

pages written. Though, escribanos de cámara and escribanos del ayuntamiento also 

received high fixed wages. By contrast, procuradores del número undertook judicial tasks. 

The most important one was being certified lawyers. Despite they received some fees, most 

of their revenues were fixed.  

Concerning the studied locations, the eight cities chosen were among the most 

politically and economically relevant to the kingdom. They perfectly represent urban 

Castile since they were very diverse and evolved differently. As shown in figure 10, the 

cities cover the most Castilian territory. There were three Northern municipalities 

(Valladolid, Zamora, and Burgos), four were from the Southern region, Andalusia, (Seville, 

Granada, Córdoba, and Málaga), and Madrid was located in the region of New Castile in 

the middle of the Iberian Peninsula.   

                                                      
17 Chancillerías and Audiencia were the appellation Courts in Castile. Chancillerías were located in 
Valladolid (with powers in Northern Castile) and Granada (with powers in Southern Castile), and Audiencia 
in Seville –for the old kingdom of Seville- (there were other Audiencias in Galicia and Canary Islands). These 
Courts had specific courtrooms to assist different types of trial (ordinary, crime, for noblemen). Among its 
staff, there were oidores (judges), escribanos (clerks), and porteros (janitors) (Clavero, 1995).  
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Notes: Population in 1561 and 1591 was estimated by recounts of neighbors. The original source used a ratio 

of people to house equal to four. All statistics come from Fortea (1995), except for population of León, which 

is from Correas (1988) 

Source: Author’s own elaboration through data from Correas (1988) and Fortea Pérez (1995) 

All these places were populous at the time, nonetheless, their different sizes 

exemplify the landscape of early modern Castile. They ranged from 6,780 inhabitants 

(Zamora), which could not be considered a city by the De Vries’ criteria of 10,000 

inhabitants (de Vries, 1984), to 92,664 inhabitants (Seville) in 1591. Comparing them with 

the 18 cities with voting rights at the Cortes, Zamora (6,780 inhabitants), Málaga (9,440), 

and Burgos (10,660) were under the average (26,757 inhabitants), while Granada (32,800), 

Valladolid (36,504), Córdoba (40,000), Madrid (90,000), and Seville (92,664) were the five 

most populated cities in the kingdom.  

Not only their initial size, but their evolution was quite different too. The right 

picture in figure 10 shows the population of these cities in 1561 (light grey ring), 1591 

(medium grey ring), and 1750 (dark grey ring). Population from Northern Castilian cities 

grew fast along with the economy during the first half of the 16th century (Fortea, 1995), 

however, their growth stopped in the second half. Therefore, two of these Northern cities 

(Zamora and Burgos) reduced their population from 1561 to 1591, while Valladolid slightly 

increased in inhabitants. Two Andalusian cities (Málaga and Granada) also reduced their 

population until 1591.  

Figure 10  

Cities with voting rights at Cortes and their population in 1591 (left figure), and studied cities 
and their population in 1561, 1591 and 1750 (right figure) 
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On the contrary, Seville and Córdoba augmented. Madrid experienced a steady and 

remarkable rise in its inhabitants during the whole period. Finally, most cities experienced a 

reduction in the population during the 17th century, when the economy contracted due to the 

General Crisis. Just Madrid, Granada, and Málaga increased their inhabitants from 1591 to 

1750. Madrid indeed became the most populated city of the kingdom with 150,000 

residents in 1750. 

    These cities lodged different royal institutions as well. In particular, some key 

organizations, that dramatically affected the market for offices, were located in four of 

these municipalities. Valladolid and Granada had the Chancillerías of the kingdom. In spite 

of oidores and corregidores (Spanish judges in the early modern period) were not generally 

sold in Castile, these courts actually led to a larger number of judicial-related offices, such 

as escribanos and procuradores del número. The Corte was located in Madrid from 1561 

onwards. This promoted the creation of several positions needed in this institution, and 

increased the price of other offices that could benefit from political connections, such as 

regidores. Lastly, Seville had two influential organizations. On the one hand, the Real 

Audiencia de Grados was located there. This was another appellation court, though it had 

less staff than the Chancillerías. On the other hand, Seville held a trade monopoly with 

America up to the seventeenth century. In addition to the rise in economic activity and 

wealth, this institution allowed to sell offices linked to commercial activities.      

In sum, the dataset is based on locations and offices that enable to trace prices and 

study the market evolution from the beginning of the venal system. The sample includes a 

various city, which had different institutions and followed the opposite economic and 

demographic trends. Also, selected offices were quite diverse from a socio-political 

perspective. Castilian venality can be hence considered well-represented by this sample. 

Besides the central database, an additional collection on market prices and stock of 

offices in the 18 cities with voting rights has been done for three single years (1581, 1599, 

and 1640). This extra gathering searches to estimate the value of the market for offices and 

their evolution. Selected offices and results may be seen in tables 32, 33 and 34 in Annex 

C.    
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1.5. Dataset: main features and representativeness 

 Table 1 shows the main statistics of the database for the whole sample. Subsamples 

for the periods first year-1599, 1599-1650, and 1651-last year are provided in Annex A.  

 Although the collected data includes information about other variables, such as 

indebtedness, salaries, or sort of currency, table 1 just shows the most general variables in 

the set. 

The database has 1,813 sales and 2,794 resignations in the eight studied cities. 

Besides regimientos-veinticuatrías, procuradurías del número, escribanías del número and 

other escribanías, which are present in all cities (except for Madrid that only collects data 

on regidores), Granada, Valladolid, and Seville also provide information on escribanías de 

cámara y crimen and escribanías de provincia. 

 Regarding the statistics, regimientos-veinticuatrías and procuradurías del número 

are the offices with more sales and resignations. Sales by city range from 40 and 39 to 116 

and 179 for regimientos-veinticuatrías and procuradurías del número, respectively. While 

resignations go from 11 and 23 to 469 and 201 for the same kind of offices. Taking the 

maximum time span, there are 3.13 annual sales of regidores and 4.38 of procuradores on 

average. Conversely, escribanías show lower trade (sales per year are 1.94). Just 

transactions of escribanías del número in Granada and Málaga display figures similar to 

regidores. This lower trade may be explained by the larger number of regidores per city 

and the greater primary sales of procuradores. Regidores and escribanos are considered 

two of the “old offices”, which existed in every Castilian city before the venal system was 

institutionalized. By contrast, procuradores del número started to be sold from 1562 

onwards. This made all procuradores del número initially traded by the Crown, but several 

escribanos del número and regidores were not. Therefore, primary sales of procuradores 

are larger than escribanos’ primary sales, even though there was a larger number of 

escribanos. Proportion of primary to secondary sales varies depending on office type and 

city. Typically, the more sales, the lower primary to secondary ratio.         

Figure 11 displays the prices of all sales in the sample. Escribanías de cámara y 

crimen and escribanías de provincia were the most expensive offices. There is a dual 

reason. These offices were highly profitable and also socially reputed owing to they bore 

great responsibilities in appeal courts. Among the offices that are present in every city, 
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regidores-veinticuatros were the most appreciated, followed by escribanos del número.18 

Finally, procuradores del número were the cheapest offices by far. Price determinants will 

be analyzed in-depth in chapter 3, for now, I point out that values mainly relied on: the city 

(Andalusian cities and Madrid show the highest prices); expected economic returns of 

offices (officers with extraordinary low [high] salaries paid under [over] average price for 

the same kind of office in different cities); and social status (the higher prestige, the higher 

price, ceteris paribus economic profitability).  

Other escribanías gather different sort of notaries. That is why their prices show 

great variability in mean prices among cities and large standard deviations within-city. 

Despite this, the scarcity of observations does not allow a closer look at each escribanía. 

This group includes escribanos de rentas and escribanos de Millones, which were notaries 

of major taxes, and escribanos del ayuntamiento (notary of the city hall). These three 

offices were highly appreciated due to their large expected returns and connections with 

local elites. Hence, they often reached high prices (even greater than regidores-

veinticuatros and escribanos de cámara). By contrast, the group also includes several low-

priced offices such as escribano de censos (notary of loans) and escribano de aves (notary 

of birds), whose main tasks were control specific products or registration of petty taxes and 

credits.  

To conclude, primary sales seem to be cheaper than secondary ones. This results 

from the distribution of sales along with the sample. As observed in the subsample tables in 

the Annex A, most primary sales took place during the sixteenth century. On the contrary, 

almost all sales were secondary from 1651 onwards. Inflation might therefore generate this 

gap in prices. In fact, prices in the primary market are not systematically lower than in the 

secondary market for the period 1600-1650, when both sorts of sales took place 

simultaneously. A more in-depth analysis of this issue is undertaken below. 

 The database also includes information on perpetuaciones, leases and concursos de 

acreedores (arrangement with creditors). Perpetuaciones appeared in the 1610s, for that 

reason, the first subsample (before 1599) does not include the variable. Despite these 
                                                      
18 Escribanos del número are more expensive than regidores/veinticuatros in Granada, Córdoba and Seville. 
However, this is due to the time distribution of sales and differences in prices over the years. In particular, 
escribanos are only more expensive in these cities from 1651 onwards. Otherwise, regidores/veinticuatros 
used to be worthier. In addition, it is important to realize that prices of escribanos del número in those cities 
(as well as Málaga) were relatively higher owing to trade and commercial activities were larger. 
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licenses could be acquired by any officer, the database mostly gathers perpetuaciones of 

regidores-veinticuatros and escribanos del número. Enough observations for procuradores 

have been only found in Granada and Málaga. The prices of these licenses are directly 

correlated with office market values. They usually represent a fraction between 5 to 16 

percent of office market price. 

 Leases and concursos de acreedores are variables with fewer observations than the 

others, and these principally belong to the seventeenth century. As stated above, the Crown 

did not establish a strict mechanism to enforce the law on secondary operations (sales, 

leases, and arrangement with creditors) until the late 1570s. Thus, most documents of 

secondary transactions escaped from the Crown’s control until the end of the sixteenth 

century. Data on leases is more common in procuradores and escribanos del número, 

rather than regidores. Buyers’ profiles may be explained this. Regidores were wealthy 

bourgeoisie and nobility. Therefore, potential purchasers did not normally face problems 

raising the amount to pay for the office. Additionally, regidores’ owners had less incentive 

to lease out offices since they probably disposed of alternative sources of revenue. Indeed, 

54 percent of regidores’ lessors were women. Most of them were widows or singles, who 

had inherited the office and probably had no other income. By contrast, escribanos and 

procuradores’ profiles were more diverse. These included descendants of local public 

servants, young university graduates, and low nobility. These social groups were more 

likely to need leasing in order to get access to the public office.  

Finally, concursos de acreedores were similar to nowadays arrangement with 

creditors. Judges intervened when a debtor or his heirs were not able to meet their 

obligations. Concursos were very scarce until the second half of the 17th century. This was 

not only because of the stricter controls but a deleveraging process, that happened after the 

1640s, also influenced. In particular, concursos came to represent between 12 and 14 

percent of total sales from the 1650s to 1700s (see table 24 in chapter IV).  
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Table 1  

Main statistics of the database 

City Office Total sales Mean Price Standard 
Deviation

Primary 
Sales

Primary 
Sales (%) Mean Price Secondary 

Sales
Secondary 
Sales (%) Mean Price Resignations Perpetuaciones Mean Price Leases

Concursos 
de 

acreedores

Stock First 
Year

Maximum 
Stock (last 

year)
Sales Period

Years per 
Sale

Resignation 
Period

Regimiento 45 25411 11451 19 42% 22463 26 58% 27566 80 18 3447 9 1 32 1543-1733 4.2 1515-1733
Procuración 
del número 54 4328 3655 37 69% 2720 17 31% 7827 118 4 - 0 2 18 1562-1705 2.7 1589-1705

Escribanía 
del número 16 5066 2834 14 88% 4337 2 13% 10175 53 1 600 0 0 28 1544-1660 7.3 1617-1702

Other 
escribanías 18 17680 18156 14 78% 16436 4 22% 22033 24 0 0 1567-1687 6.7 1588-1702

Veinticuatría 50 28582 8429 20 40% 24530 30 60% 31477 246 25 4675 0 3 60 1557-1729 3.5 1573-1729
Procuración 
del número 95 4812 2219 33 35% 3698 62 65% 5481 107 7 1022 20 6 29 1562-1707 1.5 1606-1707

Escribanía 
del número 47 30258 13350 11 23% 24630 36 77% 32134 36 18 1517 4 9 43 1557-1729 3.7 1573-1729

Other 
escribanías 13 20752 20752 6 46% 13786 7 54% 31200 5 0 1 1 1608-1701 7.2 1651-1701

Veinticuatría 116 53679 22125 23 20% 44579 93 80% 53857 169 39 4585 3 19 52 1570-1719 1.3 1570-1719
Procuración 
del número 179 4780 2190 43 24% 3735 136 76% 5117 202 6 907 44 9 49 1562-1710 0.8 1606-1710

Escribanía 
del número 90 57030 14488 5 6% 25960 85 94% 58902 99 30 2512 23 10 29 1557-1706 1.7 1573-1706

Escribanía de 
cámara y 
crimen

56 62377 22248 1 2% 63800 55 98% 62351 77 16 4383 9 15 20 1633-1708 1.4 1606-1708

Escribanía de 
provincia 12 47236 9441 0 0% 12 100% 47236 18 0 6 6 1640-1692 4.4 1640-1694

Other 
escribanías 30 40344 59775 12 40% 18847 18 60% 54675 42 2 - 1 2 1588-1708 4.0 1573-1708

Veinticuatría 62 44620 24416 7 11% 58143 55 89% 42867 448 30 10346 8 12 68 1557-1724 2.7 1543-1724
Procuración 
del número 39 7697 3697 28 72% 5971 11 28% 12090 23 2 - 4 0 24 1580-1655 1.9 1580-1695

Escribanía 
del número 11 55805 34888 3 27% 21817 8 73% 68550 35 24 - 1 2 24 1557-1682 11.5 1543-1689

Escribanía de 
cámara 4 92125 28535 2 50% 71500 2 50% 112750 24 4 0 4 1594-1691 27.0 1625-1699

Escribanía de 
provincia 18 77080 25961 0 0% 18 100% 77080 41 1 - 17 2 7 1628-1692 3.6 1598-1706

Other 
escribanías 18 112283 229306 11 61% 153736 7 39% 47142 41 2 - 12 0 1574-1675 5.7 1610-1699

Madrid Regimiento 116 97594 69174 19 16% 17260 97 84% 11673 - - - - 5 40 1560-1719 1.4
Regimiento 40 19482 9862 10 25% 17322 30 75% 20202 78 11 880 1 3 31 1544-1718 4.4 1592-1718
Procuración 
del número 42 5968 3676 18 43% 2200 24 57% 8795 53 4 385 10 5 11 1562-1708 3.5 1606-1708

Escribanía 
del número 8 5307 1758 7 88% 5437 1 13% 4400 10 2 - 0 0 24 1543-1590 6.0 1518-1683

Other 
escribanías 7 7698 7746 6 86% 8798 1 14% 1100 4 0 1 0 1557-1688 18.9 1601-1688

Regimiento 106 23220 10564 31 29% 15132 75 71% 26573 132 8 8066 18 7 49 1543-1726 1.7 1593-1726
Procuración 
del número 69 4448 1913 35 51% 3143 34 49% 5792 67 5 1400 9 4 30 1563-1707 2.1 1673-1707

Escribanía 
del número 43 16291 10494 16 37% 7047 27 63% 21769 69 2 - 1 3 30 1543-1692 3.5 1589-1697

Escribanía de 
cámara 19 131134 45680 0 0% 19 100% 131134 38 3 - 4 4 15 1626-1687 3.3 1626-1687

Escribanía de 
provincia 5 73780 30843 0 0% 5 100% 73780 22 0 0 2 10 1664-1701 7.6 1627-1701

Other 
escribanías 8 52735 80579 6 75% 57481 2 25% 38500 2 1 2 1 1600-1672 9.1 1627-1674

Regimiento 102 52467 28969 48 47% 42971 54 53% 61068 212 31 7246 30 10 67 1568-1706 1.4 1608-1706
Procuración 
del número 176 12918 7478 31 18% 2744 145 82% 15124 136 19 1019 95 17 27 1562-1710 0.8 1582-1710

Escribanía 
del número 87 52282 28352 20 23% 29183 67 77% 59389 80 19 4771 33 11 35 1566-1709 1.7 1611-1709

Other 
escribanías 12 33516 49240 11 92% 35513 1 8% 13750 3 1 77000 0 0 1568-1663 8.0 1641-1663

Regimiento 15 2411 1
Procuración 
del número 15 569 5

Escribanía 
del número 11 1558

Total 1813 547 1266 2794 372 370 171 862

Burgos

Córdoba

Granada

Seville

Zamora

Valladolid

Málaga

Other cities

 
Source: AGS, AHN, AHPV, AHPM 
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 The dataset includes 2,794 resignations (other than the 1,813 that came along with a 

purchase and sale agreement). Some of these resignations were free transactions of offices 

between relatives (inheritance or donations) or temporary appointments when some officer 

could not serve his post. Nonetheless, most of them are probably sale or leasing 

transactions. In particular, just 922 of these resignations were done by relatives (both blood 

or in-law). Excluding these transmissions, the database contains 1,872 resignations that 

were most probably hidden sales or leases.19 I was indeed able to confirm that 284 of these 

resignations were sales and leases, while 15 resignations among relatives (out of 922) were 

also trades.20 Assuming that all resignations among non-relatives were sales, the database 

includes full information on 49 percent of total sales, namely, half of the 3,700 hypothetical 

office sales are registered at a minimum. This percentage is undoubtedly high enough to 

ensure the sample is representative of the total population of sales.              

 Nevertheless, the distribution of sales still seems to present some problems. Table 2 

shows the percentages of sales and resignations in the three subsamples. Two facts 

especially stand out. On the one hand, the scarcity of primary sales in the last period (after 

1651). On the other hand, secondary transactions (sales and resignations) are extremely low 

in the first period (before 1599). 

                                                      
19 It would not make sense that transmissions of offices among non-relatives were often done for free. As will 
be seen in chapter II, offices were really expensive assets, which were often leased out at 5 percent of the 
market price. Free transmissions of offices hence entailed high opportunity costs.  
20 This confirmation was made through three methods: 1) the file of resignations sometimes included evidence 
of the sale (on occasions, it did not mention the price but used the quote cierto precio de maravedies – certain 
price of maravedis); 2) a subsequent resignation included some information about the previous sale; and 3) 
the original purchase and sale agreement was found in the local archive.  
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Table 2  

Distribution of sales, resignation and maximum stock of offices along the sample (1515-

1733) 

 

Distribution Total 

 

First year-

1599 
1600-1650 

1651- Last 

year 
All sample 

Sales 25% 21% 54% 1813 

Primary Sales 73% 22% 2% 548 

Secondary 

Sales 
3% 21% 76% 1265 

Resignations 6% 30% 64% 2794 

Maximum 

Stock 822 846 856 

 Source: Author’s own database 

 

    It could be thought that these two facts are related. It is to say that primary sales 

might drive secondary sales out. The coefficient of correlation between primary and 

secondary sales is indeed -0.53. However, this just seems a spurious relation. 

Primary sales depended on the Crown’s budget needs, political situation, and 

market saturation (see chapter 2 and 3). These three variables explain why primary sales 

drastically decreased in the seventeenth century, especially in the offices studied. In 1601, 

the first renewal of servicio de millones partially stopped primary sales between 1602 and 

1629. Even though sales resumed from 1630 onwards, the database offices were not the 

most sold in the analyzed cities. These municipalities had seen the largest creations of 

offices between the 1540s and 1590s. Therefore, the Council of Finance focused on 

different sorts of offices and places to sell during the following years. Finally, the Crown’s 

budget necessities declined from the 1650s when Spanish Monarchy reached international 

peace treaties.21 

On the contrary, secondary transmissions mainly relied on economic and office 

fundamentals. For instance, the more political powers of city halls, the higher demand for 
                                                      
21 For instance, the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 and the Treaty of the Pyrenees in 1659 (Elliot, 1963). 
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regidores, and the larger commercial activity, the greater appealing to escribanías. 

However, the evolution of resignations and secondary sales does not show this causal 

relationship at first sight. Figure 12 displays three turning points for these series in the 

whole sample. There are two positive changes in the late 1570s and 1630s, and a negative 

one in the 1660s. The negative turning point was probably related to the economic 

downturn in this decade (Álvarez-Nogal & Prados, 2007) and the loss of political power of 

regidores-veinticuatros due to the suppression of Millones system in 1658 (Gelabert, 1997, 

pp. 82-87). By contrast, no fundamental variable could a priori explain the rise in 

transactions in the 1570s and 1630s. These two turning points actually have to do with 

increasing controls by the Crown. Philip II started to impose sanctions in the late 1570s on 

those officers who did not properly report the resignations. The king sent at least royal 

orders to procuradores del número of Granada and Valladolid on August 9, 1579, which 

recalled procuradores to inform the Chamber of Castile and request prior permission to 

transfer their offices.22 Subsequently, resignations steadily increased until they reached a 

maximum in the 1600s. The second increment took place in the 1630s. This decade the 

Crown taxed transmission of offices for the first time. More specifically, the Council of 

Finance created the Media Annata de Mercedes in 1631-32, a 2.5 percent tax on office 

resignations (see footnote 13). This levy obviously augmented the Crown’s incentives to 

control for secondary transactions. Also, perpetuaciones probably had an influence on this 

matter. These licenses increased guarantees on office ownership and removed restrictions 

on office transactions. Consequently, buyers were probably more willing to include 

purchase and sale agreements with a perpetual office than with a non-perpetual one. 

Perpetuaciones started to be sold in the 1610s, and most offices became perpetual between 

1614 and 1640. 

                                                      
22 AGS, CCA, CON, file 13,2 (Granada) and AGS, CCA, CON, file 34 (Valladolid). 
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Figure 12  

Resignations and secondary sales by decades in Burgos, Zamora, Valladolid, Madrid, 

Seville, Granada, Córdoba and Granada (1545-1695) 
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Source: Author’s own database 

In sum, the database fails to capture the real number of secondary transmissions before 

the 1630s, and especially prior to the 1580s. Even though all files in the AGS and AHN 

have been analyzed, secondary sales and resignations did not reach royal archives since 

these documents were not properly reported to the Chamber of Castile until the Crown 

raised controls and penalties. This makes it nearly impossible to trace secondary 

transmissions in the sixteenth century, as transaction dates are unknown and sale contracts 

are disseminated among millions of documents in notarial archives. Fortunately, the period 

prior to the 1580s is well documented through primary sales. This enables to analyze the 

price evolution of offices during the whole early modern age.  

1.7. Comparability of primary and secondary sales  

 The distribution of sales compels to mix primary and secondary transactions in 

order to analyze office price evolution from 1543 to 1710. This fact might raise the doubt 

regarding prices in these markets are actually comparable. As said above, the process of 
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A paired sample t-test makes it more robust this visual analysis. The subsample of 

paired observations fulfills all assumptions to run this test.23  

Results in table 3 are quite illustrative. It is not possible to reject the null hypothesis 

(the actual mean difference is equal to zero) even at 80 percent of significance level (p-

value is 0.221).24 This proves that prices in both markets are statistically the same on 

average. It is primary and secondary sales of the same sort of office are statistically 

equivalent. 

Table 3   

Paired Sample T-Test 

 

1.8. Conclusion 

 This chapter explains primary sources and the main features of a unique database in 

Castilian venal offices. Most secondary sources in this topic are limited to one kind of 

office or short periods. Therefore, it becomes mandatory to construct long-term dataset with 

different offices to undertake robust research on this market. 

 The construction of this database required the analysis of several types of 

documentation. In particular, books and files from the Council of Finance and the Chamber 

of Castile stand out above all others. These two institutions were in charge of the sale and 

regulation of offices. No less than 412 files (about 41,200 pages) and 103 books (about 

30.900 pages) of these organizations were analyzed in the Archivo General de Simancas 

and Archivo Histórico Nacional. Also, notarial archives have been used to cross-check 

missing information and compute escribanos’ annual production. At least, 72 different 

notarial books were reviewed in Archivo Histórico Provincial de Valladolid.  

                                                      
23 The four main assumptions are: the differences between the two sets must be 1) continuous, 2) independent, 
3) normally distributed (see the histogram figure 34 in Annex A), and 4) no outliers (figure 13 does not 
present outliers). 
24 It is also rejected that prices of primary sales are lower than secondary sales’ prices at 1, 5, and 10 percent 
of significance level (p-value is 0.1105). 

     obs    Mean1    Mean2    dif    St_Err    t_value    p_value 

 primary - secondary  42 49609.52 51685.07 -2075.541 1670.176 -1.25 .221 
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 This archival research has made it possible to have the most comprehensive 

database of Castilian venal offices to date. This dataset contains 1,813 sales and 2,794 

resignations during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The collection has focused on 

four types of offices (regidores-veinticuatros, procuradores del número, escribanos del 

número, and other escribanos) and eight major cities (Burgos, Valladolid, Zamora, Madrid, 

Seville, Granada, Málaga, and Córdoba), that ensure a representative sample of the market 

for offices in urban Castile. The offices were quite different in terms of functions, salaries, 

prices, and status. Moreover, the cities differed from each other concerning economic 

fundamentals, evolution, and institutional framework. Finally, the period studied (the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) embraced the configuration, heyday, and beginning of 

the decline of venality in Castile. 

 Besides sales and resignations, other variables related to offices have been gathered. 

Among them are perpetuaciones (i.e., licenses granted full property rights to owners), 

leases, and concursos de acreedores (arrangement with creditors). These variables, which 

were more frequent during the seventeenth century, provide rich information on less known 

characteristics of office markets. 

 Despite all documentation preserved in royal archives has been analyzed for the 

cities and offices cited, the dataset fails to collect observations on secondary transactions 

(sales and resignations) during the 16th century. This is because purchasers of offices did 

not properly inform the Chamber of Castile until the Crown raised controls and sanctions in 

the late 1570s. A new turning point in secondary transmission’s tracking took place in 1632 

when the Crown began to tax these transactions with the Media Annata de Mercedes, and 

most offices became perpetual. 

 Fortunately, the sixteenth century was rich in primary sales. Primary and secondary 

sales are perfectly comparable. A paired sample t-test proves no significant difference 

between primary and secondary prices when equivalent offices were sold at the same time.  

Thus the database has enough observations for every period to undertake an extensive 

analysis of the Castilian market for offices. 
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2. PUBLIC OFFICES IN EARLY MODERN CASTILE: 
EMERGENGE OF A PROFITABLE ASSET 

2.1. Introduction 

This chapter explores the economic dimension of one of the most relevant 

institutional innovations in Early Modern Spain, venality of offices. Such institution played 

a key role in the socio-economic development of the Kingdom of Castile, but has been 

hardly analyzed from an economic perspective. By exploiting original documents and a 

new database on primary and secondary sales of local offices, I explain how and why a 

legalized market for offices emerged in Castile and to what extent these offices were 

economically profitable. 

Compared to the case of France under the Ancien Régime, for which comprehensive 

studies are available, since Pagès (1932) and Mousnier (1971) up to Doyle (1996), the 

Spanish literature is rather fragmented. 

Domínguez Ortiz (1970) and Tomás y Valiente (1970) laid the foundations for the 

two main lines of research on the topic. The first prepared the ground for studies especially 

focused on upward social mobility through acquisition of offices (Hernández Benítez, 

2007; and Jiménez Estrella, 2004) and the different phases of office sales (Cuartas Rivero, 

1984; Faya Díaz, 2003; and Marcos Martín 2007). The latter promoted the analysis of the 

legal framework of the venal system and the fiscal consequences of this phenomenon 

(Andújar & Felices de la Fuente, 2011; and Marcos Martín 2011). 

The first body of research has proved that offices were an effective vehicle for 

upward social mobility.  In fact, scholars have concluded that this was the main determinant 

of demand for most local offices. For instance, Hernández Benítez (2004) demonstrates that 

the purchase of regidores and veinticuatros (aldermen) enhanced the nobility status of their 

holders because of four main reasons: city councils carried out a census of noblemen (this 

was the primary public proof to demonstrate someone’s nobility), at the same time, the 

office could provide access to monarch’s privileges through tax or political services, 

guaranteed social visibility, and introduced to local elite circles. Offices hence became the 

most common tool for wealthy merchants and enriched low nobility in order to reach the 
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upper echelons of the Castilian society. In a similar fashion, Jiménez Estrella (2004) shows 

the sustained upward mobility for buyers of alcaide de fortaleza (governors of fortress). 

The second line of research has made clear that it was not until Charles I’s reign 

(1516-1556) that the Crown started selling offices (Domínguez Ortiz, 1985: 149), even 

though private sales of offices existed since the Late Middle Ages due to the introduction of 

the rule resignatio in favorem (Tomás y Valiente, 1982, p. 37).  

In 1516, Charles I inherited a prosperous Kingdom of Castile25 -Castilian GDP per 

capita was higher than most European countries in 1500 and ranked third behind Italy and 

the Low Countries in 1600 (Alvarez-Nogal & Prados, 2007). However, the continuous wars 

of the Habsburg Monarchy steadily increased military expenditures (Thompson, 1992: 

288), while most important royal revenues stagnated since Encabezamiento was settled in 

153726 (Artola, 1982, p. 73). As a consequence, Habsburgs increasingly depended on 

indebtedness (see figure 15 in chapter III) and additional sources of revenue.  

Among the alternative income sources was the sale of offices. For this reason, 

scholars have contended that venality were mainly driven by the fiscal needs of the Crown, 

although no compelling evidence has been offered in support of this claim.27 The consensus 

view is that sales of offices initially took place in single years (1543, 1549, and 1557), but 

they were used more regularly from the 1570s onwards (Marcos Martín, 2011, pp. 109-

114). Afterward, venality of local offices was suddenly interrupted because of the grant of 

the third servicio de millones in 1601,28 as cities introduced a condition in the Millones’ 

                                                      
25 Emperor Charles V (Charles I of Spain) inherited the Spanish Kingdoms -the Kingdom of Castile 
(including the American and other colonies), the Kingdom of Navarre and the Kingdom of Aragon (together 
with the Italian territories of Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia)- from his mother’s family, and the Burgundian, the 
territories in the Low Countries and the Habsburg Monarchy from his father’s family (he inherited the latter in 
1519) (Elliott, 1963).  
26 Encabezamiento was a system for the collection of the two biggest royal taxes in modern age Castile –
tercias and alcabalas. Collection of those taxes were initially auctioned off every one or two years. Searching 
to avoid the intermediation costs and tax collection variability, Charles V decided in 1537 to negotiate directly 
the amount with cities with voting power in Cortes. The biggest problem was that the amount remained 
unchanged during all the reign of Charles V, while prices rose. Hence, tax collection decreased in real terms 
(Artola, 1982). 
27 We may find such a statement in most articles on Castilian venality. For instance, Jiménez Estrella (2004, 
p. 9), Hernández Benítez (1997: 81-82), and Marcos Martín (2011, p. 85-89). However, the only evidence that 
we find is in Ulloa (1977: 647) and Domínguez Ortiz (1985: 150-158) that point out an inquiry of the Council 
of Finance that advocates for selling offices to meet military spending in 1549.  
28 Servicios were non-ordinary revenues that the Cortes granted to the king. In 1590, after the Spanish 
Armada´s defeat, the first servicio de millones was approved by the Cortes to assist the king. This 
contribution was the biggest servicio ever been granted. After renewal in 1596, the third servicio was 
approved in 1601, and they were continually renewed. Cities widely increased their political power due to this 
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contract that explicitly prohibited the creation of new offices. Though this condition was 

not always fulfilled, sales of offices fell sharply. This forced King Philip III to find 

alternative methods to extract incomes from the venal system, such as the sale of facultades 

de perpetuación (Marcos Martín, 2007, pp. 32-33). Sales resumed once again to meet the 

rise in military expenditures due to the Olivares’ foreign policy since 1630 (Domínguez 

Ortiz, 1985, p. 159). The Crown created hundreds of new offices in the following decades. 

Despite the venal system was not eradicated up to the introduction of liberal reforms in the 

nineteenth century, venality declined in importance during the eighteenth century, and royal 

sales almost disappeared (Domínguez Ortiz, 1985, pp. 172-175; and Hernández Benítez, 

2007b). 

In addition to the two main lines of research, we may find several studies that have 

increased knowledge on different features of Castilian venality, such as contract forms 

(Andújar Castillo, 2011), some attempts of quantification (Cuartas Rivero, 1984; 

Hernández Benítez, 2007b), public debates on venality and corruption (Ponce, P. and 

Andújar, F. (Eds.), 2016; and Fortea Pérez, 2017), and the evolution of specific venal 

offices, e.g., the military ones (Andújar Castillo, 2004). 

Despite this extensive literature, several critical issues still remain 

underinvestigated. For example, the institutional framework of venality is far from being 

completely understood. In the case of France, Mousnier (1971) accurately clarified that 

French offices were regarded as property only since the 16th century (though sales had 

taken place long before), and the system acquired its final form in 1604 with L’edit de 

Paulette, an annual tax equivalent to 1/60th of the official value of the office (Salmon, 

1967, p. 22). No such a clear distinction has been made in the institutional evolution of 

venality in Castile between its emergence and its definitive form (Jiménez Estrella, 2012). 

Another relevant issue is the lack of quantitative analysis. Despite there were some attempts 

to quantify this phenomenon, they just focused on specific offices, such as alcaides de 

fortaleza (Jiménez Estrella, 2004) or escribanos (Pinedo Gómez, 1997), and limited periods 

(Ulloa, 1977; Cuartas Rivero, 1984; and Hernández Benítez, 2007b). Therefore, we lack 

exhaustive quantitative evidence about prices and sales, which would allow us to gauge the 

                                                                                                                                                                  
tax, they were able to force the king to sign a contract with different conditions in order to approve the tax, 
and they assured its management (Fortea, 1990).  
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magnitude of the venal system in Castile. We also know little about the economic pay-offs 

of offices, and the actual working of their secondary market.   

In order to clarify these questions, I have reconstructed the historical development 

of Castilian policies on venality during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries on the basis 

of both primary and secondary sources. I have also created a unique and original database 

that includes all sales and resignations of three of the most common and important local 

offices (regidores-veinticuatros, escribanos del número and procuradores del número) in 

eight major Castilian cities (see chapter I). Finally, I hand-collected information of primary 

sales and wages for several offices (such as regidores-veinticuatros, escribanos del 

ayuntamiento, jurados, alférez mayor, tesoreros, alcaides de cárcel, depositarios 

generales, etc.) in the eighteen cities with voting rights at the Cortes. 

I find that a legalized market for offices was configured since 1543-45, as young 

Prince Philip (son of Charles I and future King Philip II) was appointed regent of Castile. 

Property rights of office-holders were defined by the Crown’s participation in sales and the 

issue of licenses that deleted restrictions on office transactions. It is reasonable to assume 

that the so-called institutionalization process led to a more efficient market and reduced 

transaction costs by making enforceable the sale contracts of offices. Prior to this 

legalization, a process of “patrimonialization” (i.e., the process that converted offices into a 

part of family patrimony) took place in Castile due to the introduction of resignatio in 

favorem in the Late Middle Ages. Finally, the institutionalization process culminated with 

the sales of perpetuaciones that made the Crown lose the last resort of control it could have 

over offices. Besides, with the aim of setting a benchmark for the market size, I have 

calculated the total market value of most relevant local offices in cities with voting rights at 

the Cortes in 1581, 1599, and 1640. 

To put these findings into context, I do a comparison with France. Such a 

comparison has not been done since Swart (1949). Though there is much more in common 

between these two systems, I highlight four relevant differences: i) Castilian kings never 

created a specific controlling institution as Francis I did with the Bureau des parties 

casuelles in 1522, ii) intermediaries had less relevance in Castile than in France, iii) 

magistracies (judiciary offices) were not sold in Castile, and iv) Habsburg kings did not 
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find the way to obtain a continuous and sound source of revenue from venality, while 

French kings did with the Paulette. 

Finally, I test the economic profitability of offices, and find that these assets were 

lucrative through both their performance and their financial uses, contrary to what Spanish 

literature has normally assumed influenced by some contemporaries (Castillo de Bobadilla, 

1597) and French historiography (Doyle, 1984, p. 834). Returns on capital depended on the 

sort of office, however, standard wage-to-price ratios ranged from 2.6 to 5.7 percent for 

fixed-wage offices, and this ratio was, under normal conditions, between 6 and 10 percent 

for variable-pay offices. In addition, a contract innovation, repurchasing agreements (in 

Spanish pactos de retroventa), allowed any investor to lease out offices. Thus, it was not 

necessary to serve them in order to make profits. Lease of offices returned about 5 percent 

on capital, which was the maximum legal interest since 1608 (Ballester, 2005-2006, p. 39). 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the 

creation and evolution of the market for offices in two parts. In the first one I focus on the 

emergence of sales. Then, I analyze the institutional changes that gave form to a legalized 

market for offices in the second. Section 3 offers a comparison between the Castilian venal 

system and the French one. Section 4 shows an exercise of quantification of the market. 

The economic profitability of offices is studied in section 5. Finally, section 6 provides a 

brief conclusion.  

2.2. The Construction of a Market for Offices 
 

The early modern period brought important changes to the Spanish administration and 

society. The increasing bureaucracy and gradual centralization of the state required more 

(and more specialized) public servants. At the same time, a growing bourgeoisie 

increasingly demanded for new ways of upward social mobility. As Hernández Benítez 

(2007a) shows, these two necessities found an answer in the venality of offices. 

Offices, which were considered a regalía (i.e., an inherent right of the monarch), were 

part of the king’s patrimony. Therefore, it was the monarch who had the duty to appoint 

every official, and he was similarly the only one enabled to create new offices.29 As 

                                                      
29 The mainstream doctrine stated that kings had all dominium over offices (Bañez, 1595, p. 90; and Domingo 
de Soto, 1968, vol. 2, p. 269). This enabled the monarch to create new offices. However, interpretations on 
the right to sell offices were not as clear-cut. These interpretations were generally flexible, but most authors 
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demonstrated below, Habsburg monarchs began to exploit their right to create offices in 

order to meet budget needs during the 16th century. Initially, only existing offices in large 

cities were sold, while towns kept choosing their officials annually by voting or lot. 

However, venality finally reached everywhere by the turn of the century, as rural offices 

started to be traded and several new classes of offices were created. 

As a result, the Kingdom of Castile had a well-established and extensive venal system 

in the 17th century. Tables 28 and 29 in Annex B display the most comprehensive list of 

local venal offices to date. These tables gather all types of offices with at least one 

resignation in royal archives prior to 1710.30 The list is composed of 180 different types of 

urban offices and 67 rural. Almost all rural officers existed in cities (except for those 

specialized in controlling meadows and mountains), but many urban offices had no rural 

counterpart.  

Since Tomás y Valiente (1970), venal offices have been traditionally classified into 

three groups: power, quill pen, and money.31 Nonetheless, some types of offices in the list 

do not adjust correctly to this grouping. I hence provide an updated classification. This 

divides local offices into five groups. Three categories are similar to Tomás y Valiente’s. 

The political and police group consists of officers who had political power or undertook 

police functions. Most of them worked at city halls. The administrative and judicial group 

is made of offices that performed administrative tasks concerning justice or administrative 

services, although with no judicial powers. Lastly, the financial and accounting group 

involves officers who were responsible for financial, accounting, and tax collection 

activities. In addition to the previous categories, the classification includes two additional 

groups: operational and commercial. The former contains those officers who undertook 

ordinary activities in royal or local institutions, such as porteros (porters), pregoneros 

(criers) and obreros mayores (major workers). The latter involves those offices that 

                                                                                                                                                                  
imposed limits to the king’s right to sell (e.g., do not sell judicial offices or sell to the “right” person). Fortea 
Pérez (2017) offers a detailed summary on the debate about venal offices.  
30 The list does not include those local offices that were neither resigned by officers nor sold by the Crown, 
such as corregidores.  Resignatio in favorem (resignation) was the required document to transfer an office 
(this is explained below). Resignations laid the ground for private sales of offices. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to suppose that venal offices are those with at least one resignation.  
31 The power group was composed of offices with some kind of political or coercive power. The quill pen 
group consisted of officers who used writing as a core activity, such as escribanos (notaries). Finally, the 
money group was made of offices that managed a money as a main activity (Tomás y Valiente, 1999, p. 158-
162). 
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performed tasks regarding commercial activities. Most of them were controllers of product 

quality and local sales, like corredores de mercancías (broker of merchandise).   

Most offices of the list were present in Castilian cities or towns to a greater or lesser 

extent. Some types were quite abundant. For instance, regidores/veinticuatros and 

escribanos del número, which existed everywhere, reached high numbers in several cities, 

such as Seville that had over 60 veinticuatros and Córdoba that had 43 escribanos del 

número in the late 17th century. Other offices just existed in some cities and showed low 

numbers. Such is the case of escribanos del crimen and procuradores de la Chancillería, 

which were only present in Valladolid and Granada, and alguacil del Consejo de Hacienda, 

that was a unique office only existing in Madrid. 

A short description of the most relevant local offices, as well as their functions and 

remunerations, is displayed in table 36 (Annex C). These offices are used below to estimate 

the market value of offices in the 18 cities with voting rights at the Cortes. In spite of this 

estimation is only based on 17 office types32 and 18 cities, the total number of these offices 

in those cities is equal to 2,231 in 1640. This example sheds some light on the great 

dimension of Castilian venal system, which it is reasonable to assume that had tens of 

thousands of offices.     

Issues concerning the Castilian venality become more relevant when taking into 

consideration the large size of the market. Some of these questions, such as how this system 

was set up and why so many people were willing to buy offices which belonged a priori to 

the king, are addressed in the following section. 

2.2.1. The emergence of sales. A black market for offices 

Sales of offices in the Kingdom of Castile appeared during the Late Middle Ages 

when John II (1405-1455) introduced the canonical rule resignatio in favorem (Tomas y 

Valiente, 1982, p. 37). This rule allowed officers to designate a successor for their charges 

as long as they fulfilled certain conditions; the officer would renounce his offices “in the 

hands of the king” who had to authorize the appointed successor, and they could not receive 

anything in return.  

                                                      
32 In the estimation of the market value of office stock are included some special offices, which have not been 
considered in this example.  
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Despite property rights were not clearly defined since monarchs maintained an 

ultimate power over offices (the king was able to reject the appointed deputy and preserved 

complete dominium over all offices) and pecuniary compensation in exchange was 

explicitly prohibited, resignatio in favorem turned to an effective tool in order to sell 

offices and make them hereditary, as well as in France (Mousnier, 1945). This happened 

because kings almost systematically accepted the designated successors. Thus, some 

officers were de facto no longer chosen by the monarchs, since office-holders were able to 

choose either a relative or any other person to whom they had secretly sold their charge. As 

a result, offices became family patrimony. This process can be regarded as a 

“patrimonialization” of offices.33 

These initial sales were exclusively secondary since the Crown seldom undertook 

them. Furthermore, they were located in big cities where offices were given as a grace for a 

lifetime or perpetually (i.e., as hereditary). By contrast, in small cities and towns officials 

were annually chosen by voting or lot, which avoided them to be traded and become part of 

family heritage. 

Despite sales of offices took a risk, given that purchase and sale agreements could 

not be enforced, a flourishing hidden market is clearly noticeable through members of 

Castilian parliament’s complaints. A heated debate emerged among scholars, theologians, 

and politicians who critiqued how immoral and harmful for the administration of the 

kingdom was the venality of offices (Fortea Pérez, 2017). They criticized that prohibition 

of sale was not enforced by royal authorities, and “resignations by price” (i.e., sales) were 

publicly known. In response to those critics, John II decreed in 1428 to revoke all offices 

created during his reign until the “old number” was reached.34 Similar decrees were 

published again in 1432, 1433, 1435, 1447, and during Henry IV’s reign (1454-1474) in 

1469 and 1473 (Fortea Pérez, 2017, pp. 356-357). Despite these policies, it was not before 

the Catholic Kings’ reign that “under the counter” sales were effectively stopped. 

                                                      
33 The process of “patrimonialization” of offices has been studied by Spanish historiography since the secular 
paper Tomás y Valiente (1970). Some studies that deal with this concept are Marcos Martín (2011, pp. 85-
90), Hernández Benítez (1997, pp. 75-81) and Jiménez Estrella (2004, p. 19).  
34 “Old number” is a common contemporary expression that meant the pre-existing number of offices that 
existed in the cities before the newly created ones during both John II´s and Henry IV´s reigns. This number 
of offices varied depending on the city. For instance, Northern Castilian cities had between 8 and 16 
regidores, by contrast, Southern Castilian cities had 24. Towns and small cities had between 2 and 8 
regidores (Andújar y Felices de la Fuente (ed.), 2011, 90-100). 
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Queen Isabella I increased regulation and control over resignations. The most 

relevant new rules were the 62nd and 84th of Cortes de Toledo (1480) which established that 

any officer who wanted to renounce his office had to live at least 20 days after the 

resignation date (hereafter twenty-day rule), and revoked all perpetual offices, which had 

been created by Henry IV, promising not to create this kind of offices again (these offices 

could remain in the family heritage forever without having to renounce them). Additionally, 

all sales were strictly prohibited by the decree of December 20, 1494. This decree also 

forced every person who had received an office to swear that no cash or goods had changed 

hands. Finally, with another decree dated on September 24, 1501, every person who would 

receive an office had to claim for it no later than 60 days after the resignation date (sixty-

day rule). Regardless of it was nearly impossible to eradicate all hidden sales, the above-

mentioned rules were effective, and complaints in the parliament disappeared. 

The first years of Charles I’s reign (1516-1556) saw a return to the past. On the one 

hand, the Crown still did not take part in the sales of offices. On the other hand, the 

prohibition of sales was not enforced once again. Thus, purchases and inheritances of 

offices came back not only to Castile but also to Indies (Tomás y Valiente, 1982). During 

the first 25 years of his reign, few relevant policies concerning offices took place. It 

highlights a range of rules that impeded foreigners to be officials.35 These policies were 

probably linked to nationalist claims encouraged from the Revolt of the Comuneros (1520-

1521). However, those rules were not always enforced since many foreigners, specially 

Genovese bankers, acquired offices in the next decades.36 

Charles I moved to the Low Countries in May 1543 in order to lead the military 

actions of his army. Unlike his previous absences, this time he transferred the power to his 

son Philip, and this transference gave birth to the biggest change ever the Castilian venal 

system. 

2.2.2. Legalization of the market 

Prince Philip needed new sources of revenue in order to meet royal expenditures 

and his father’s money demands. The Crown particularly in 1543 faced the greatest 

financial needs prior to the 1550s, as the evolution of asientos (royal short-term borrowing) 

                                                      
35 AHN, DIV, file. 2, number. 8. 
36 Several of these purchases by foreigners have been pointed out by the literature. For instance, some 
purchases by Genoese bankers appear in Marcos Martín (2007, p. 26). 
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These sales made it clear that the venality of offices could be a cornerstone of the 

monarchy’s revenues. The amount collected just in these eighteen cities was over 122,304 

ducats. This lump-sum was equal to 35.66 percent out of yearly Alcabalas and Tercias’ 

revenue collected in the same cities (Artola, 1982, p. 74).38 

Table 4  

Funds raised through sale of offices in the 18 cities with voting power in the Castilian 
Cortes in 1543-44 (ducats) 

 
Regidores Jurados 

Escribanos del 

número  

City Number Price Number Price Number Price 

Total 

value 

collected 

León 2 700 
  

2 160 1720 

Burgos 3 2000  
  

3 133.33 5950 

Zamora 2 600 
  

2 400 2000 

Valladolid 3 1000 
  

3 300 3900 

Toro 
    

2 400 800 

Soria 6 1000 
  

1 500 6500 

Ávila 3 900 
  

3 600 4500 

Segovia 3 1200  
  

3 1000 6900 

Salamanca 2 1000 
  

4 500 4000 

Guadalajara 4 800 
  

2 447** 4093 

Cuenca 4 2000* 
  

2 1200** 10400 

Madrid 3 1000* 
  

3 800 5400 

Toledo 3 1800* 2 550* 2 1005* 8510 

Seville 3 3200* 3 850 
  

12150 

Córdoba 3 1950 3 500* 3 800* 9750 

Jaén 3 1300* 3 500 3 800 7800 

Murcia 8 1200* 3 500 3 640 13020 

Granada 3 2670 3 1000* 3 1300* 14910 

Total 58 
 

17 
 

44 
 

122304 

                                                      
38 Alcabalas and Tercias was the biggest and most important royal revenue during the sixteenth-century 
Castile. Its yearly collection was fixed and amounted to 824,000 ducats for the period 1537-1560.  342,990.4 
ducats (41.3% out of the total sum) were collected in the eighteen cities with the vote in parliament (Artola, 
1982, pp. 73-75). 
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Notes: All sales were commanded by the Prince through several royal decrees between October 1543 and 
October 1544, however, some of these sales took place in 1545. One regidor from Burgos was sold at 1,550 
ducats, and one from Seville at 1,200. Price data with an asterisk (*) mean that these prices belong to the year 
1557 (instead of 1543-44) because no price information was recorded in the ledgers of 1543-44. Data with 
two asterisks (**) have not been collected from ledger books but estimated by using the same price of 
regidor/price of jurado or escribano ratios as in the other cities (it is on average 1.79 for regidor/escribano, 
and 3.1 regidor/jurado) 
Sources: Author’s own elaboration with data from: number of offices sold from CCA-REL-7 (AGS). Prices 
have been collected from different sources such as CCA, CYP and CCA, LEG (AGS), Cuartas Rivero (1984), 
and Marcos Martín (2011) 
 

Nevertheless, this policy was not free of problems. As it is well known, the king of 

Castile needed to reach agreements with the cities at the Cortes in order to raise taxes.  

Large sales of offices could meet hard criticism in the parliament, and this would make the 

granting of new taxes more difficult. Since more offices reduced both the power and profits 

of the city’s existing officials, new sales met resistance in the city halls, and negotiating 

taxes became more complicated.39 The sales could moreover reduce the price of offices, 

which would diminish future royal revenues from new sales. Prince Philip hence 

compounded massive sales with policies that aimed to increase office-holders’ protection in 

the following years. In that way, he laid the foundation for both a primary and a legalized 

secondary market for offices. 

The first initiative –and probably the most important one- was carried out on April 

15, 1545. Prince Philip sent a secret letter to corregidores of several cities to obtain 

information about the local prices of some offices (regidores-veinticuatros, escribanos del 

número, jurados, and all offices of the Coin House). Additionally, he ordered corregidores 

to sell licenses (called facultades de renunciación), which allowed any officer to renounce 

his office without restrictions (e.g., every officer who bought that license could renounce 

his office in an under-age relative, have no need to fulfill the twenty-day rule, and could use 

the office to pay off a debt).40 The prince initially demanded a payment of half of the office 

value in order to sell the license. The office value was to be estimated by the corregidor, 

who was expected to find out the last prices that took place in the secondary market. 

Corregidores of most cities sent similar replies regarding the process: regidores were 

interested in the licenses, but they were just willing to pay between one-tenth and one-

                                                      
39 In order to deepen the relations and negotiations between the king and Cortes see: Jago (1981), Lovett 
(1987), Thompson (1997), Artola (1982), and Gelabert (1997), and to deepen the debate on the creation of 
offices and Cortes’ reaction see: Marcos Martín (2003), Marcos Martín (2012), and Fortea Pérez (2017).   
40 AGS, CCA, DIV, file 47-33.1. 
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fourth of the office value. Regidores had formed groups to increase their negotiating power, 

and the rest of the officers preferred to wait and see how these first negotiations ended 

before they bought the license. Finally, the amount was reduced to one-fourth, and most 

officers acquired them.  

This document is a cornerstone of Castilian venality.41 Besides demonstrating that 

the Crown knew and accepted secondary sales of offices, which were supposedly 

forbidden, it laid the foundation for a legalized market for offices. From then onwards, any 

officer knew that there would be no restriction on transactions of offices, while they bought 

a facultad de renunciación, and sale contracts became enforceable. Under incomplete 

contracts, formal agreements between two agents can be problematic, if the agreements are 

not verifiable by a third party (Aghion & Holden, 201, p. 185). This fact leads to under-

investment and moral hazard problems may arise (Grossman & Hart, 1986). It is reasonable 

to assume that Prince Philip’s policymade contracts less incomplete and reduced 

transaction costs by making them enforceable (Williamson, 1979). All this possibly 

increased efficiency in the market for offices and avoided opportunistic behavior due to 

potential moral hazard. 

These remarks were years later pointed out by Castillo de Bobadilla in his famous 

book, “Política para corregidores y señores de vasallos, en tiempo de paz, y de guera y 

para juezes eclesiasticos y seglares”, published in 1597. Castillo, who was an expert 

private lawyer, corregidor and prosecutor, dedicated one of the chapters of his legal 

handbook to sale of offices.    

From paragraph 285 to 289, the author summarizes the evolution of offices’ sales 

and its legislation. As said above, he explains that the Catholic Kings banned sales, and 

their policies were effective. However, he highlights that those rules “do not hold [in 1597] 

[…] because of the hard times [worsening economic situation] […] and also because of 

innovations [facultades de renunciación and all other contract innovations used with the 

purpose of breaking the rules that restricted offices’ transactions, such as fake resignations 

to fulfill the twenty-day rule], and big duties and necessities of His Majesty” (Castillo de 

                                                      
41 This document has been previously mentioned in the literature. For instance, it appears in Domínguez 
(1970) and Fortea Pérez (2017, p. 359). Our argument is in line with Domínguez Ortiz that also considers it as 
a basis of the configuration of Castilian venal system (Domínguez Ortiz, 1985: 151-152). On the contrary, 
most scholars have put more emphasis on the role of the rule resignation in favorem (Jiménez Estrella, 2012). 
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Bobadilla, 1597, II  231).42 Even though those rules were still part of the law code in force 

since 1567 (the Nueva Recopilación), Castillo makes it clear that they were not enforced 

anymore. 

Then, Castillo de Bobadilla defines the legal and institutional situation of the market 

in the 1590s: “Offices [which have already been sold by the king] are saleable and 

enforceable, being able to send to prison the debtors [who do not pay back the price]. 

Moreover, offices may be given as a dowry or heredity, and also mortgaged”. He concludes 

that “offices were another real estate asset”.43 In summary, Castillo’s idea fits with the 

timing pointed above, namely, a de facto legalization of sales began with the Prince Philip’s 

policies.44   

After facultades de renunciación, the legislation remained unchanged during the 

following years, while Philip took a ten years trip around Europe (Kamen, 1998). Just two 

massive sales happened in this period (in 1549 and 1557), when the Crown was going 

through great financing needs again. We know this since a member of the Council of 

Finance raised an inquiry on February 19, 1549, which explained to the prince that there 

were only 132,000 ducats available to meet expenditures of the royal house and army 

(which amounted to one million ducats). Then, he said that “it is completely necessary to 

take a measure that raises funds”. He recommended to “sell offices because it would be less 

harmful than other alternatives, and there was no option to sell more juros or lands of 

religious [military] orders”. This inquiry proves that sales of offices were used to meet 

royal expenditures, while traditional sources of funding were closed.45  

                                                      
42 Words in brackets are not in the original text, but they are the author’s own clarifications.  
43 The term actually used by Castillo de Bobadilla is “root” asset (in Spanish bien raíz). This term was often 
used in 16th century Castile, and normally referred to house and land properties. We prefer to translate it into 
real estate. 
44 Castillo’s ideas were shared by other contemporary authors. For instance, Domingo Bañez stated in 1595 
that office-holders were able to sell their offices under two conditions: i) offices had been previously sold by 
the monarch (that happened under Prince Philip’s regency), and ii) officers had a license from the king that 
allowed them to sell (Fortea Pérez, 2017, p. 354).   
45 That document was previously mentioned by Ulloa (1977) and Domínguez Ortiz (1985). However, the 
former did not specify that the Council of Finance’s proposal was to sell offices but taking any arbitrary 
policy (Ulloa, 1977: 647). On the other hand, the latter just referred to it in a footnote, and misunderstood 
some concepts, for instance, he understood that just regidores and jurados was to be sold, and these sales had 
to take place where they did not generate damage (Domínguez, 1985: 152). 
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On the other hand, the third massive sales took place in 1557, when Philip II 

declared his first suspension of payments. It hence seems obvious that the monarch 

appealed again to this policy in order to circumvent credit constraints. 

Once Philip II returned to Castile in 1558, three additional key changes further 

clarified office property rights and gave the final configuration to the market. First, sales of 

offices became more frequent and spread over the whole kingdom from 1567 onwards. This 

was possible due to both an increasing privatization of existing offices and the creation of 

new ones. As an example of the former, four different sorts of offices (tesoreros de rentas 

reales, depositarios generals, alcaides de cárcel, and fieles ejecutores), which already 

existed in large and medium-size cities but had never been sold by the Crown, began to be 

traded in 1569-70. An example of the second policy occurred in 1594 when the king 

created escribanos del registro de censos (a type of notary that did not exist previously) in 

support of a new regulation that required private parties to register any loan or debt contract 

no later than seven days after its stipulation.  

The second relevant change happened between 1571 and 1602. In 1571, Philip II 

authorized city councils to buy offices that the Crown put up for sale. He indeed gave all 

city halls the opportunity to buy off fieles ejecutores (major market inspector), 

procuradores del número (solicitor of the number) or any office from small-size towns, as 

long as city halls compensated the office’s owner no later than four years (Marcos Martín, 

2011, p. 97). This way the monarch pleased incumbent office-holders that had asked for 

that right before46 and he also pushed up demand for offices (adding city councils into the 

pool), while guarantying holders’ property rights, since buyers had to be compensated if a 

buyback took place. Regidores were especially interested in buying off fieles ejecutores in 

order to regain their commercial powers in the city.47 In fact, almost all cities with voting 

right bought off these offices, with the exception of Córdoba.48 Regardless of these 

buybacks, it was not until 1602 that a royal decree was issued to regulate these operations. 

Members of the parliament requested it during the negotiations of the third servicio de 

                                                      
46 In fact, this policy had been suggested by the city councils through their representatives in the parliament 
during the Cortes of 1566-67 (Marcos, 2011, p. 96).   
47  Fieles ejecutores (major market inspectors) were very lucrative for regidores-veinticuatros because these 
offices allowed to influence in the foodstuff market of the city. 
48 AGS, DGT, Inventory 24, file 321 and 322. 
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millones, and their request was accepted by the king on January 22, 1602, as the servicio 

was approved by the cities (Marcos, 2011, p. 116).  

The last change happened from 1610 onwards when the Crown began to sell special 

licenses called perpetuaciones.49 These licenses added new rights to the owners and 

completed the institutionalization process initiated with the first primary sales and 

facultades de renunciación in 1543-1545. Perpetuaciones allowed incorporating offices in 

a mayorazgo (majorat, see footnote 11), to name a deputy who served the office on behalf 

of the owner, and to avoid the twenty-day and sixty-day rules. All these rights could 

already acquire individually (for instance, facultades de renunciación allowed to avoid the 

twenty-day rule), but owners had to submit a single request for each one, and pay for it. By 

contrast, once an owner bought the license of perpetuación, it was not necessary to add 

anything else to the office in the future. Even though offices were considered private assets 

before perpetuaciones, owners of a new office were obliged to buy again a facultad de 

renunciación to renew his full-fledged rights. Conversely, these rights became fully 

hereditary under perpetuaciones, and the Crown definitely lost any sort of control over 

offices. It is to say that the perpetual offices (those with a license of perpetuación) became 

a complete and legal private asset forever. Thus, Castilian venal system reached its final 

form.  

2.3. Comparison with France 
 

In spite of knowledge on venality has substantially increased in the last decades, no 

detailed comparative study has been done between Castilian and other countries’ venal 

system since Swart (1949).50 Therefore, it becomes necessary to redo a new comparison. 

                                                      
49 Marcos Martín highlighted that the king sent a warrant to don Alonso de Portillo to initiate sales of 
perpetuaciones on September 9, 1606 (Marcos Martín, 2007, p. 33). However, the author does not specify 
that perpetuaciones started to be sold before 1610. No perpetuation was sold before 1608 because regidores 
who were a member of Parliament asked for perpetuaciones to “reward their services”, and Philip III denied 
giving them (Marcos Martín, 2007, p. 34). 
50 I do not take into consideration Goubert (1953) because this short paper is based on Swart (1949), and did 
not add any new evidence into the comparison. By contrary, I must highlight studies by R. Descimon and 
Roberta Stumpf. The former has extensively studied the French venal system, and we may find some 
comparative examples in several of his book chapters, such as Descimon (1997) “La vénalité des offices et la 
constructión de l’Etat dans la France Moderne. Des problèmes de la représentation symbolique aux problèmes 
du coût social du pouvoir” in Descimon, R., SchauB, J. F. and Vincent, B. (Eds.): Les figures de 
l’administrateur. Institutions, réseaux, pouvoirs en Espagne, en France et au Portugal 16e-19e siècle, Paris,  
77-93. On the other hand, R. Stumpf has carried out some comparisons between Castilian and Portuguese 
venal systems. For instance, in Andújar and Felices de la Fuente (2011) and Stumpf (2014). 
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France was by far the kingdom where venality experienced a greater development, as well 

as it has drawn the most attention to researchers. It is hence the best reference point 

possible. 

As Swart soon realized, French and Castilian systems had much more in common 

than they had in difference. First sales appeared in France during the Late Middle Ages 

along with Castile, once resignatio in favorem was established in the 14th century. With 

these sales too came protests against it by assemblies of states, and kings usually replied to 

them with prohibitions and more controls over resignations. For example, officers were 

forced to swear that they had not paid money for the appointment in France since 1493, just 

one year before it became mandatory in Castile, and a forty-day rule, equivalent to the 

Castilian twenty-day rule, was established in the 1520s (Doyle, 1996, p. 3-4). These rules 

were also broken again and again when monarchs experienced difficulties to meet military 

expenditure (Bien, 1988, p. 379-389, and Pinsard & Tadjeddine, 2017, p. 6-10). Some of 

them were finally abolished, such as the requirement of taking an oath in 1598 (Doyle, 

1996, p. 5). 

Even though private sales were publicly known and well-established, it is not up to 

the sixteenth century that we may regard offices as property in France, as well as in Castile 

(Salmon, 1967, p. 37, and Mousnier, 1945).  Francis I created the Bureau des parties 

casuelles, which was a government agency in charge of selling offices in 1522 (Swart, 

1949, p. 8). In the same year, twenty extra councillorships in the Parlement of Paris are 

considered the first offices created purely for sale (Doyle, 1996, p. 5). The first Castilian 

sales appeared some years later, in 1543. During the following decades, monarchs 

increased legislation and took care of protecting office-holders’ rights (Doyle, 1996, p. 3). 

French and Castilian offices thus became immovable assets approximately at the same time 

(Pinsard & Tadjeddine, 2017, p. 10-11). 

Neither determinants of demand nor supposed consequences for the economy 

differed from one kingdom to another. Prestige and social status were one of the main 

determinants of its demand (Doyle, 1984, p. 833). In France, monarchs even attached titles 

of nobility to some offices. This generated the so-called noblesse de robe (Giesey, 1983: 

199). Additionally, offices provided high economic profits from different concepts such as 

tax-exemptions, speculative operations, and corruption (Doyle, 1984). The latter was one of 
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the most common contemporary criticisms that we may find on both sides of the Pyrenees 

(Swart, 1949, p. 13). Castillo de Bobadilla indeed considered venality, and especially the 

high prices paid for regidores, as both the cause and the consequence of corrupt activities 

carried out by these officers (Castillo de Bobadilla, 1597, II  231). Another very common 

criticism was that venal offices diverted skills and capital from productive activities. 

Venality apparently damaged the economy of both kingdoms (Bien, 1988, and Marcos, 

2012, p. 57-66). 

Finally, if these two territories shared the same origin of venal operations, it is no 

less true that they also had the same finale. French Revolution put an end to this institution 

in 1789 in France, and the introduction of liberal reforms did the same in Spain at the 

begging of the 19th century (Swart, 1949, p. 113). 

Though these parallelisms could lead to the believe that both systems were almost 

the same,51 some dissimilarities actually existed. In particular, four differences stand out 

above all. 

The first one involves the institution that regulated the sales process. As stated, 

Francis I created the Bureau des parties casuelles in 1522. This institution was in charge of 

selling and taking over offices which did not fulfill the requirements of resignation, 

especially the forty-day rule (Swart, 1949, p. 8).  On the contrary, in Castile neither 

Habsburgs nor Bourbons created a specific organization in order to regulate the market for 

offices. The Bureau probably allowed the French Crown to better know what sales 

opportunities offered the market, and also reduced time between recovery and resale of 

offices. In Castile, however, sales were usually carried out by the Council of Finance in 

collaboration with corregidores. As explained in chapter 1, councilors firstly aimed a 

certain fiscal target. Then, they got in touch with corregidores in order to know which sales 

opportunities existed (i.e., which prices had been recently paid for offices or how many 

potential buyers might be). Finally, sales could take four channels: The Council could find 

some purchasers on its own, corregidores could look for buyers and put them in touch with 

the Council, offices could be auctioned off (normally in one of the main squares of the 

                                                      
51 Even several laws in one kingdom could be understood as copied from the other. This is plausible if we 
realize that several rules and policies were applied or discussed in one kingdom soon after it was introduced 
in the other (e.g., obligation to swear that no money has been given in exchange and twenty-day and forty-day 
rules were applied in both kingdoms almost at the same time). 
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city), or the Council of Finance might sell the offices to a dealer, who would be in charge of 

reselling them. 

The latter sale process made the second difference. While dealers existed in both 

kingdoms (in French traitants), their relevance and structure differed from each other by 

far. According to Doyle, Pontchantrain, minister of Louis XIV, tried to avoid traitants’ 

services and relied on the king’s own agents in order to sell offices in the 1690s. This was, 

however, unavoidable. Traitants were not usually single agents, but a consortium of 

financiers who used a front-man to sign the contract with the Crown. The agreement with 

the monarchy included one or more installments by the financiers, and returns would take 

two forms: a commission of the capital levied, and deducted interest of the sums advanced. 

The way the contract was executed largely depended on the bankers, who could even 

outsource the sales to other traitants (Doyle, 1996, p. 28).  

Castilian system of intermediation was less sophisticated. Intermediaries were 

usually businessmen who individually acquired several offices in order to make a profit 

through resales. Evidence suggests that these dealers were mainly used by the Council of 

Finance under two circumstances.52 First, when several sales of the same type of office 

were to take place in a city. The Council probably considered that this sort of operation 

might create problems since corregidores could face difficulties in finding enough buyers, 

as well as prices in an auction could be low if no many bidders participated. The Council, 

therefore, used to sell these offices at a discount to an intermediary. Second, when the 

Council wanted to trade several petty offices in distant places, it was preferred to use 

intermediaries too. Transaction costs represented a greater share out of the final price in 

these sales since petty offices were cheap and transport cost was high. Hence, it was more 

profitable to use a dealer, who took all risks and costs associated with the sales.  

                                                      
52 By analyzing royal sales of regidores-veinticuatros, escribanos, and procuradores del número in eight 
major Castilian cities (Seville, Córdoba, Granada, Málaga, Burgos, Madrid, Valladolid, and Zamora) from 
1543 to 1710, I have only found one dealer out of 430 different royal sales. This dealer was Rodrigo de Ávila 
who bought eight procuradores del número at 3,200 ducats in Seville on March 24, 1580 (AGS, CCA, CON, 
leg. 30). It is hence reasonable to suppose that dealers did not often operate in big cities. On the contrary, 
several dealers, who bought escribanías and other offices during the second half of the 16th century, may be 
found working in small-size towns. For instance, Alvaro Ponce, who lived in Madrid, acquired 30 escribanías 
from Northern Castilian towns at prices between 100 and 170 ducats (AGS, Contaduría Mayor de Cuentas 
(CCG), leg. 399), and Joan Gomez de Bedoya who bought several escribanías from very distant villages in 
Southern and Central Castile at 100 ducats each one (except for one in Campos de Montiel at 150 ducats) 
(AGS, DGT, Inventory 24, leg. 323). 
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Though most dealers were ordinary businessmen, some bankers of the king became 

involved in these activities as well. Such is the case of the Genoese Nicolas de Grimaldo, 

who sold 630 procuradores del número in 90 different cities and towns from 1562 to 

1564.53 As the property of offices was transferred to intermediaries, these activities led 

some businessmen to run bankrupt. This was the case of Joan Gomez de Bedolla, who had 

bought 10 escribanías del número from different small towns in 1585. Joan was not able to 

sell them. Therefore, he asked the Crown for help to avoid default.54 Intermediation 

contracts sometimes included special clauses. For instance, when doña María de Torres 

Hinestrosa purchased all alguaciles mayores of Arévalo and its jurisdiction, the Crown 

established legal prices for these alguaciles in every town. Additionally, María was 

guaranteed a minimum yield of 5 percent for each office, in case of the Crown bought back 

some of them.55  

The third difference concerns judicial offices. It is well known that these offices 

were on sale in France. According to Doyle, “the entire judiciary, from the presidents of 

sovereign courts downs to the humbles attorneys, […] was made up of venal offices” 

(Doyle, 1984, p. 833). Many of these offices, such as magistrates, were in great demand 

because of their power to dispense justice (Doyle, 1996, p. 5). The situation was quite 

different in Castile. Not because potential buyers did not exist, but because monarchs 

would not put magistrates up for sale.56 Neither in ordinary nor in appellate and supreme 

courts.57  This was probably due to two main reasons. On the one hand, the sale of judges 

(corregidores, alcaldes, veedores and consejeros) was much worse seen than any other 

kind of venality. 58 Consequently, Habsburgs preferred not to sell those offices, and made 

use of it as an argument of good governance, especially when they were criticized for other 

                                                      
53 AGS, CCA, REL, file 7. 
54 AGS, DGT, I24, file 323. 
55 AHN, CON, book 545. 
56 Some judicial offices were on sale in Castile. For instance, lord jurisdictions (manors) with full judicial 
powers in some small towns, and financial and commercial offices with limited civil jurisdiction Also, 
subordinated judicial officers (e.g., procuradores del número) were on sale too.  The great difference with the 
French system laid in the absence of judgeship sales in Castilian cities and courts. (Marcos Martín, 2008). 
57 Corregidores were ordinary judges. Oidores and alcaldes in Chancillerías and Audiencias were the judges 
in appellate courts. Finally, councilors in the Royal Council were the judges in the supreme court. 
58 Domingo de Soto stated that the king had complete dominium over offices, and it was hence legal to create 
and sell any office. However, he considered it harmful, unreasonable and inconvenient to sell offices which 
could dispense justice above all (Fortea Pérez, 2017, p. 353).  
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sorts of venality.59 On the other hand, sales of magistrates could have weakened royal 

power in Castilian cities. This fact worried the Habsburgs since the Revolt of Comuneros 

(1520-1522). In a certain sense, this concern was also shared by French monarchs. For this 

reason, Richelieu and Mazarin decided to create the intendants to control other officers 

(Salmon, 1967, p. 21).60 

The last difference emerged in the way that the systems reached their final forms. 

On December 12, 1604, Henri IV levied a regular tax upon venal offices called Paulette.61 

This tax turned the single payment for an exemption from the forty-day rule62 into an 

annual payment of one-sixtieth over office value.63 This measure made success. The 

majority of offices’ owners subscribed to them, and the Crown was able to transform a very 

fluctuating revenue, which was often not collected, into a regular and sound income 

(Janczukiewick, 2002: 3-4, and Pinsard & Tadjeddine, 2017, p. 3). Castilian monarchs 

never created such a regular tax. Instead of a Paulette, Philip III began to sell 

perpetuaciones. As stated above, these licenses implied for the Crown the complete loss of 

control over offices forever. In addition, perpetual offices would generate no revenue for 

the Crown anymore.64 The reason why a measure similar to the Paulette was not introduced 

in Castile is unknown, however, if we put this in the context of servicio de millones’ 

negotiations, we may find an explanation. Notwithstanding the Paulette was widely 

subscribed, French officers almost systematically complained of the huge burden it implied. 

Philip III and his ministers could hardly be willing to put renewals of Millones at risk in 

order to introduce a Paulette-like tax. On the contrary, the Spanish king did not hesitate to 

harden the legislation on market for offices in America at the same time. Spanish colonies 

had had the same legislation as Castile during the sixteenth century. Nonetheless, the king 
                                                      
59 From Philip II to Philip IV, kings often replied to critics on venality at Cortes by saying that they had not 
sold judicial offices. Examples of it may be found in Fortea Pérez (2017), Andújar and Felices de la Fuente 
(2012), and Marcos Martín (2008). 
60 Intendants were commissioners especially created to control other officers. Unlike venal offices, intendants 
were revocable and were not permanent in the same place –exactly equal to corregidores-. They were hence 
regarded as “formidable instruments of central power” since Doyle (Doyle, 1996, p. 15). 
61 The tax was known as Paulette because a traitant named Charles Paulet was the first one who undertook its 
collection (Doyle, 1996, p. 6). This is another example of how traitants had a great impact on the French 
venal system. 
62 The price of that exemption was fixed at one-third of total value of the office in 1568 (Doyle, 1996, p. 5). 
63 In 1621, the Paulette rose up to 5% (Doyle, 1996, p. 7). 
64 A Castilian tax levied on resignations of offices would be introduced in 1631-32 (Sanz Ayán, 2011). This 
tax was called Media Annata de Mercedes (do not confuse it with Media Annata de Juros), and taxed any 
resignation with 2.5 percent the market value of the office (AHN, CON, book 545).  
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issued a decree on December 14, 1606,  that forced American officers to pay half of the 

office’s value in order to resign for the first time, and one-third for the second and 

successive resignations (Tomás y Valiente, 1982: 173-177).65 The colonies thereby took a 

different path than Castile, and the American venal system was more similar to the French 

one from the beginning of the 17th century onwards.66 

2.4. Was Quiñones right? An evaluation of the size of the market for 
offices. 

 
Unlike French literature (Doyle, 1984 and 1996; Pinsard & Tadjeddine, 2007), few 

quantitative exercises are known on the Castilian market for offices. The most used is a 

contemporary estimation made by a member of the parliament from the city of Leon, 

Hernando de Quiñones, in 1599.67 He computed the total value of office stock in order to 

let the king know how much money perpetuaciones could raise. Quiñones assessed 

Castilian offices at market prices in 12.173 million ducats. He developed his calculations in 

three steps. He firstly computed the value of regidores-veinticuatros and jurados in 

parliamentarian cities. He found that this amounted to 2,293,500 ducats. Secondly, 

Quiñones estimated that the same offices in all other cities were valued at three times more, 

and justified it by saying that he had talked with experts on the field.68 Quiñones then 

valued these offices in 6,879,500 ducats (there is a small mistake since threefold the 

previous number is 6,880,500 ducats). Finally, he calculated the rest of the offices’ worth in 

the whole kingdom at 3,000,000 ducats.69 No justification was given for this last figure.  

Are these estimations reliable? Unfortunately, they are not. The first step, in which 

the value of regidores and jurados is computed, allows us to take a closer look as a 

breakdown of prices and the number of offices is displayed by every city. Since Hernando 

                                                      
65 To be more precise, this decree converted all quill pen offices, which were mainly escribanos, into 
perpetual. However, it also forced to keep paying for any resignation, perpetuación thus became very 
different in Castile from its colonies (Tomas y Valiente, 1982, pp. 173-177). 
66 Another possibly relevant difference between Castilian and French system could be the introduction of 
venality in their colonies. Since Swart, this introduction took place in Castilian colonies, however, it did not 
happen in French colonies (Swart, 1949, p. 41). My limited knowledge of the colonial French system makes it 
impossible to assess this statement.  
67 This estimation has been mentioned by Marcos Martín (2007, pp. 17-18) and Gelabert (1997, p. 166).  
68 Although he did not specify whom he has talked with, it is reasonable to suppose that they were a staff of 
the Council of Finance or corregidores from the cities since they were the only people who could be 
considered an expert in this field.  
69 Actas de las Cortes de Castilla, volume XVIII, 556-564. 
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de Quiñones was a member of the parliament, it is reasonable to assume that this figure was 

easier to estimate for him, as Hernando was able to obtain the information from his 

colleagues at the Cortes, who were also regidores and jurados in those cities. However, his 

calculations are imprecise. He underestimated by far the number of regidores-veinticuatros 

in five cities and the number of jurados in three.70 In addition, he failed in doing the 

computations and undervalued the offices of Murcia at 5,000 ducats, Córdoba at 7,200 

ducats, and Seville 180,000 ducats. It is not possible to assess other parts of the guesstimate 

since no explanation was provided.  

In order to shed some light on the size of the Castilian market for offices, I run an 

exercise of quantification for the most relevant offices in cities with voting rights in 1581, 

1599, and 1640 (table 35 shows which offices have been included). To do so, I have used 

reports made by corregidores in 1581, who listed the numbers and market prices for most 

venal offices in their cities. Such reports were never made again. I hence had to gather the 

information for 1599 and 1640 from treasurer’s ledgers, books, and files of the Chamber of 

Castile, and the Council of Finance’s ledgers (more precisely, Contadores de la Razón’s 

books). Unluckily, some primary sales were not recorded in these documents, especially 

their prices. I then had to impute missing values for some observations. The imputation 

method (explained in detail in Annex C) is similar to a synthetic control method by Abadie 

and Gardeazabal (2003). In particular, I firstly computed which cities could be the best 

instruments for estimating the prices of offices from another city. Subsequently, the actual 

prices of the instrumental cities are used to estimate the missing values. It is missing values 

are projected as a synthetic city’s office prices compounded of the most similar cities in 

terms of offices. The years selected exemplify the take-off (1581) and the turning point 

(1640) of venality in Castile71, while 1599 was the year of Quiñones’ estimation. 

                                                      
70 Hernando de Quiñones underestimated the number of regidores in Ávila (he counted 5 regidores less), 
Cuenca (9), Segovia (7), Soria (6) and Toledo (4), and the number of jurados in Granada (29), Murcia (10 or 
11 if we take into account the jury created in 1600) and Jaén (13). By contrast, he only overvalued the number 
of jurados in Córdoba (he counted 5 jurados in excess). The possible reason why Quiñones almost 
systematically underestimated the number of offices (instead of overestimated it) could be due to attendance 
ratios to city halls were traditionally very low in Castile (Mosácula María, 2001, pp. 276-277; Aranda Pérez, 
1992, p. 50), therefore, most Quiñones’ colleagues could believe that there were in fact fewer regidores and 
jurados in their cities. We had some more mismatches (Valladolid, Zamora and Seville), but we have not 
taken them into account because differences were only of one regidor or jurado by city, and this could be due 
to a wrong registered sale or vacant in our statistics too. 
71 In chapter 4, it will be analyzed the turning point that took place in the Castilian market for office in the late 
1630s. Office prices drastically fell and primary sales of offices began to decline from the 1640s onwards. 
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As a result, the total value of office stock at primary market prices in these cities 

amounted to 2,802,712 ducats in 1581 (table 32), 5,358,871 ducats in 1599 (table 33), and 

10,919,189 ducats in 1640 (table 34). The value of alcaides de fortaleza (governors of 

fortress) collected by Jiménez Estrella (2004) may be added to the previous estimations 

(prices have been adjusted for inflation and are displayed in table 35), the final sums are 

3,020,614, 5,662,963, and 11,597,273 ducats in the benchmark years.  

Despite Quiñones’ errors in the estimation of regidores and jurados, his final figure 

does not greatly differ from our estimation (the gap is 141,525 ducats that represent 6.2 

percent of undervaluation).72 Nonetheless, his subsequent guesstimate seems to be less 

precise.  The value of other offices different from regidores and jurados in cities with 

voting rights in our estimation amounts to 2,923,847 ducats in 1599 (see table). Even 

though I have just focused on eighteen cities and not all existing offices in these cities are 

included, that amount is almost the same as Hernando’s estimation for all offices in the 

whole kingdom (3,000,000 ducats). It hence seems obvious that Quiñones’ guesstimate 

undervalued the market for offices in Castile. 

In order to have a reference point for the size of the market, data on the consolidated 

public debt (juros) from European State Finance Database by Andrés-Ucendo and Landa 

can be used. My estimation for the value of offices represents 6.2, 7.1 and 8.8 percent of 

total consolidated public debt in 1581, 1599, and 1640, respectively. In spite of these 

percentages could not seem impressive, two caveats must be pointed out. First, my 

valuation is only a lower bound for the market size in these cities because it does not 

include all venal offices. Several primary sales were not recorded in royal ledgers, 

therefore, it is not possible to include all existing offices in the cities. Second, and more 

importantly, consolidated debt refers to the whole kingdom, while the value of office stock 

just refers to the eighteenth cities with voting rights at the Cortes plus alcaides de fortaleza. 

It is thus reasonable to assume that the market for offices of the whole kingdom represented 

a higher percentage of juros market than 8.8 percent.    

Another comparison may help to have a better idea about the actual size of this 

market. Álvarez-Nogal (2009) carries out a detailed analysis of public debt in three 

                                                      
72 Despite the initial errors were larger than 141,525 ducats, Quiñones assumed higher prices for some offices. 
This compensated the larger initial mistakes and resulted in a smaller final difference.  
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Castilian cities (Burgos, Murcia, and Cádiz) between 1540 and 1740. As shown in table 5, 

office stock value initially accounted for 22 percent (in Burgos) and 72 percent (in Murcia) 

of the total capital of juros de alcabalas, which was the most important type of juro in 

Castile. These percentages increased up to 59 and 81 percent in 1640. Several differences 

existed between these cities. Burgos was a rich municipality since the Late Middle Ages, 

possessed a well-developed market for juros before 1581, but its economic decline began in 

the 1570s due to the reduction of wool exports (Álvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 11). Therefore, the 

relative importance of offices was low at first and gradually rose as long as public debt 

remained stable. On the contrary, Murcia experienced sound economic growth during the 

second half of the sixteenth century. This allowed the Crown to issue dozens of juros, and 

debt capital augmented by two-and-a-half times between 1581 and 1599. These juros’ 

issues reduced the relative importance of offices in 1599, but this ratio was still over 47 

percent. Despite the commented differences, this comparison makes clear that offices 

represented a substantial part of Castilian consolidated public debt from the late 16th 

century onwards. At least in those cities, investments in offices reached over 60 percent of 

total capital invested in juros de alcabalas in the 17th century, and the number of disposable 

offices in the secondary market could be even larger than bonds. 

Table 5  

Interest payments and capital of juros de alcabalas and office stock value (1581-1640) 

Notes: In order to compute the figure of capital of juros from the interest payments I have used the average 
interest rates provided by Andrés-Ucendo and Lanza from the European State Finance Database. This interest 
rates were 6.52 percent (1581), 5.79 percent (1598-1600), and 5 percent (1640). Álvarez-Nogal (2009) does 
not give the interest payments of juros in 1640. I have computed this figure by exponential interpolation of 
the series from 1630 and 1680 
Sources: Álvarez-Nogal (2009: 25) 

City Year 

Interest 
payments 
of juros 

de 
alcabalas 
(ducats) 

Capital of 
juros 

(ducats) 

Number 
of juros  

Office 
stock 
value 

(ducats) 

Number 
of offices 

Relative 
importance 

office to 
juros 

capital 

Burgos 
1581-82 25,163 385,740 314 83,644 75 22% 

1599-1600 31,362 541,662 349 187,960 79 35% 
1640 30,000 599,993 326 354,741 89 59% 

Murcia 
1581-82 15,471 237,164 66 169,811 117 72% 

1599-1600 35,058 605,493 101 284,657 136 47% 
1640 37,390 747,801 117 605,146 167 81% 
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To conclude, tables to allow us to trace the evolution of the market for offices and 

draw some relevant conclusions. 

The first one is the great importance of the Andalusian cities (Seville, Granada, 

Córdoba, Murcia, and Jaén) and their gradual loss of weigh. These cities represented 63 

percent of total office value in cities with voting rights in 1581, though they were only five 

out of eighteen. This ratio declined to 56 percent in 1599, and 50 percent in 1640. Among 

these cities, Seville maintained undisputed leadership. As known, Seville was the 

wealthiest and most populated city of the kingdom partly due to the privilege of trade 

monopoly with America. Castilian crisis in the 1590s, financial problems and further trade 

competition from other countries led to the city’s impoverishment during the 17th century, 

even though precious metal imports remained high up to 1640s (García-Baquero, 1994, p. 

121). These facts can be appreciated in the tables. In spite of Seville accounted for 29 

percent of the total value of offices during the sixteenth century and only decreased to 27 

percent in 1640, the relative importance of the city reduces to 19 percent if we take out 

special offices, which almost all depended on American trade. In other words, Seville could 

only maintain the leadership in the office market because of the trade monopoly. On the 

opposite side, we find the case of Madrid. This city was the capital of Castile since 1561. 

However, it was not until the late 16th century and especially the 17th that it became the 

financial center of Castile. Relative importance in terms of offices rose from 6 to 20 percent 

between 1581 and 1640. Regardless of several offices that were created in Madrid due of 

the Corte was located there (e.g., all offices related to the royal councils), if we took out 

special offices, the city would still maintain the same relative weight. 

By sort of office, regidores-veinticuatros and escribanías del número were the most 

important, but they lost weight as long as the market deepened. These two sorts of offices 

accounted for 56 percent in 1581, but this percentage decreased to 43 percent in 1640, 

when new offices entered the market. 

Finally, some cities show prices and the number of some types of offices that could 

be surprising at a glance. This may, nevertheless, be explained by the institutions that were 

placed in these regions. For instance, Granada and Valladolid held a high number of 

procuradores del número because the Chancillerías were located there, or Seville and 
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Madrid, with the trade monopoly and the Corte respectively, had some very expensive 

special offices linked to these institutions. 

2.5. Determinants of Demand 
 

Reasons why offices were demanded can be divided into two main groups. On the 

one hand, it has been demonstrated that offices were desired because they were instruments 

for recognition of upward social mobility. On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that 

at least some offices were popular investments since they could yield sound economic 

profits. 

Unlike the social determinant, economic returns of Castilian offices have not drawn 

much attention from researchers. Scholars have usually assumed that tax-farming and other 

tax-related offices might offer high revenues (Domínguez Ortiz, 1970). In contrast, it is 

generally understood that several offices could only be profitable through corruption and 

rewards from kings (particularly those concerning political-police and operational groups, 

as well as some of the administrative-judicial and commercial categories).73 Quantitative 

evidence is, however, very scarce for both cases.   

In order to properly assess office profitability, it is convenient to separate the 

analysis into two parts. First, we are going to study those officers who made money through 

their performance. Second, we will analyze how any sort of office could be profitable 

without needing to serve it.  

2.5.1. Economic profits through performance in fixed-wage offices 

Officers’ remuneration could take different forms. Officers might receive either 

standard revenue through wages (in French gages) and subsistence allowance, or 

extraordinary revenues, such as graces from the king, gifts, tips, and rents from corruption. 

As subsistence allowance was normally low and targeted to specific expenditures, and 

extraordinary revenues are hardly tracked and unpredictable, I will focus on the 

profitability analysis of wages. These wages were not directly taxed since there was neither 

                                                      
73 Statements like that have frequently appeared in the literature (e.g., in Tomás y Valiente (1970) and 
Domínguez Ortiz (1985)). Jiménez Estrella (2004) also explains that the salaries of alcaides de fortaleza were 
low regarding its prices (Jiménez Estrella, 2004, p. 18). This idea is not unique to Spanish literature, Doyle 
(1984) says “office-holders were not dependent on their offices for an income. They bought them for reasons 
of prestige and social standing. The return on the investment came not in financial terms, but in social 
recognition” (Doyle, 1984, p. 834). 
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income tax nor a Paulette-like tax in Castile.74 Also, subordinates’ salaries did not usually 

proceed from the superior officer’s earnings, but from other sources of revenue of the 

institution to which they worked.75 Hence, we may consider gross wages to provide a lower 

bound of profitability measure since extra revenues were probably larger than extra costs.  

Given that we are going to assess economic profitability; it is useful to separate 

offices by their type of return. Firstly, we focus on those with fixed wages. These offices 

were very diverse, but they mostly belonged to the political-police and operational groups 

(see Annex B).76  

Jiménez Estrella (2004) is a good source to analyze returns on capital in a specific fixed-

wage office, alcaides de fortaleza (governors of fortress). Unlike most offices sold in 

Castile, sales of alcaidías were rare because few royal fortresses were still vacant in the 

16th century. Consequently, the author only found 22 sales of this sort of office during the 

16th and 17th centuries.77 This allows us to have a representative sample with approximately 

56.25 percent of all sold alcaidías in the kingdom since 1543. Table 6 displays the main 

statistics on prices, wages and wage-to-price ratios of these assets.      

                                                      
74 Despite no income taxes on wages existed, indirect taxes were sometimes collected as taxes on wealth or 
income. This was the case of tercias and alcabalas. Although these two taxes were very different in essence 
(tercias was a tax which subtracted two-ninths from tithe -direct tax-, and alcabalas was a tax on sales), they 
were frequently collected together. Concretely, they were paid in towns and cities through proportional 
distribution about the community (Artola, 1982, pp. 40-48).  In order to deepen in Castilian tax system, read 
Artola (1982) and Gelabert (1997). On the other hand, a tax on office resignations was created in 1631-32. 
This duty did not tax office wages, but the transference of offices from one officer to another. 
75 This was the case for most fixed-wage offices, such as alcaides de fortaleza and fieles ejecutores. On the 
contrary, some variable-pay offices, like escribanos, usually pay their subordinates directly from the revenues 
they made. 
76 However, some offices in those groups such as market inspectors gained variable wages, and others that 
received mostly fixed-wages are in other groups, such as solicitors and some accountants. 
77 All these sales took place between 1558 and 1646. However, the author comments that there were probably 
some more sales that were hidden. Concretely, he mentions 10 governorships that were probably sold, but no 
money was mentioned in the contracts by the Council of Finance (five of them awarded to the duke of Lerma) 
(Jimenez, 2004, pp. 14-15). 
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Table 6  

Statistics on prices, wages and wage-to-price ratios of alcaidías de fortaleza in Castile 

(1558-1646) 

Variable Minimum Maximum Average 
Standard 

deviation 

Price (current 

ducats). Obs=22 
800 30,000 10,948.2 7,190 

Wage (current 

ducats). Obs=18 
53.33 560 334.5 160.21 

Wage-to-price ratio 1.06% 14.81% 4.43% 3.50% 

Sources: Author’s elaboration from data by Jiménez Estrella, A. (2004), “El precio de las almenas: ventas de 
alcaidías de fortalezas reales en época de los Austrias”, Revista de Historia Moderna Anales de la Universidad 
de Alicante, 22, 143-172. 

Variability in prices was high (standard deviation is 7,190 ducats, namely, the 

coefficient of variation equals 65.67 percent), and the range of wage-to-price ratio goes 

from 1.06 to 14.81 percent. However, most alcaides (72.22 percent) have ratios between 

3.33 and 7.25 percent, and the average ratio is 4.43 percent. Though wages decreased over 

the years, these ratios were higher during the 17th century as price reductions were bigger 

than earnings’ decrease. The average wage is 334.52 ducats. This wage was really high in 

those days. For instance, several alcaides had salaries comparable to a Genoese banker 

representative’s wage at that time.78 Marco Centurione’s representative received a wage of 

500 ducats a year (Maréchaux, 2017), 30 percent of all alcaides had a higher salary than 

this representative. In order to have another reference point, a major house in the main 

square of Cuenca (a large city with voting right at the Cortes) priced at 900 ducats in 1581 

(AHN, CON, file 13766), and an annual farmer salary was 10 ducats in the same year 

(Hamilton, 1934, p. 416). 

Alcaide mayor de la cárcel (major warden of prison) is another fixed-wage office 

that allows getting the big picture of profitability along Castile. The Crown sold these 

                                                      
78 Genoese merchants run several businesses in Castile, such as management of galley services and banking 
activities since the 1530s. Because all these businesses were highly linked with Castilian politics and this 
required high knowledge on Spanish tax and financial systems, Genoese merchants normally employed high 
skilled and well-situated workers in Madrid, and paid them top wages (Maréchaux, 2017). 
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offices in the largest Castilian cities between the late 1560s and the 1580s. Their wages and 

prices in the cities with voting rights and Málaga have been gathered. Even though no wage 

has been found for officers in two cities (Toledo and Córdoba), and neither prices nor 

wages for the other two (Toro and Soria), table 7 includes the wage-to-price ratios of 78 

percent of the all parliamentarian cities, what it is fairly representative.  

Table 7  

Statistics on prices, wages and wage-to-price ratios of alcaide mayor de la cárcel in 

Castile (1567-1587) 

City 

Official 

wage 

(ducats) 

Price 

(ducats) 

Wage-to-

price ratio 

Ávila 40 1,100 3.6% 

Burgos 40 2,000 2.0% 

Cuenca 53 2,000 2.7% 

Granada 53 4,500 1.2% 

Guadalajara 0 500 0.0% 

Jaén 53 2,000 2.7% 

Madrid 53 2,000 2.7% 

Málaga 67 2,600 2.6% 

Murcia 53 2,000 2.7% 

León 40 1,133 3.5% 

Salamanca 40 1,500 2.7% 

Segovia 53 2,000 2.7% 

Seville 107 7,000 1.5% 

Valladolid 53 2,000 2.7% 

Zamora 27 1,000 2.7% 

Average 

(without 

Guadalajara) 

52 2,381 2.6% 

Max 107 7,000 3.6% 

Min 0 500 0.0% 

Min (without 

Guadalajara) 
27 1,000 2.0% 

Sources: Author´s own elaboration. Data has been collected at AGS (DGT-Inventory 24, file 322) 
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As shown above, these offices yielded wage-to-price ratios higher than 2.6 percent, 

except for Seville, Granada and Guadalajara. In Seville and Granada, prices were extremely 

high. This reduced the ratio to 1.5 and 1.2 percent, respectively. On the other hand, no wage 

was attached to the office in Guadalajara.79 Excluding this last city, the average wage-to-

price ratio is 2.6 percent and the mean legal wage is 52 ducats per year. Additionally, 

variability is small, if we do not include Seville and Guadalajara, Pearson’s coefficient 

equals 20.3 percent. 

The case of Guadalajara is quite interesting. As this alcaidía de cárcel yielded no 

wage, its purchase may be considered as purely for prestige. Did it have any impact on its 

price? It did. In particular, it had a great effect. Guadalajara was not one of the richest 

Castilian cities at the Cortes, it is hence normal to find its office prices under the average. 

However, the gap between this city and the others is unusually large for the case of the 

alcaidía de cárcel. The average price of alcaidías is five times the price in Guadalajara’s 

alcaidia. Instead, the average gap for other offices is about two-fold. For instance, the 

average price of tesoreros de rentas reales is 1.9 times the Guadalajara’s tesorero price 

(see table 8). The imputation method used in the previous section allows to estimate the 

price for a “synthetic” alcaide de cárcel from Guadalajara, that would return a standard 

salary. The price for this synthetic office is equal to 1,582 ducats (instead of 500). This 

example makes clear that economic profitability was a key variable for offices’ buyers. The 

only existing difference between the “synthetic” alcaide and the actual one is the salary, 

and this difference reduced the price by 68.4 percent on average. 

In addition to alcaides, data on wages and prices for other offices have been 

collected, and it is displayed in table 8 and 9. Table 8 shows figures for tesoreros de rentas 

reales and depositarios generales (royal treasurers and depositors) in seven Castilian cities, 

while table 9 provides the same information for other offices in Madrid, Seville, and 

Valladolid.  

                                                      
79 No other major warden without salary has been found in any other Castilian city. It is unusual that the same 
type of offices showed such a relevant difference in their basic features.    
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Table 8  

Statistics on prices, wages and wage-to-price ratios of tesoreros de rentas reales and 

depositarios generales in Castile (1567-1587) 

 

Tesoreros and depositarios 

City 

Official 

wage 

(ducats) 

Price 

(ducats) 

Wage-to-

price 

ratio 

Madrid 138.7 2,800.0 5.0% 

Málaga 160.0 3,200.0 5.0% 

Guadalajara 98.1 1,965.3 5.0% 

Toro 156.0 3,250.3 4.8% 

Soria 109.3 1,920 5.7% 

Seville 133.3 12,000 1.1% 

Zamora 165.3 3,266.7 5.1% 

Average 109.5 3,722.6 3.6% 

Max 160.0 12,000.0 5.7% 

Min 98.1 1,920.0 1.1% 
Sources: Author´s own elaboration. Data has been gathered at AGS (DGT-Inventory 24, file 322) 

Numbers of treasurers are very uniform among the different cities. Wages range 

from 98 to 165 ducats per year with a coefficient of variation equals to 15.9 percent. Their 

prices go from 1,965 to 3,267 ducats, while we leave out Seville that shows a much higher 

price (12,000 ducats). All wage-to-price ratios are very close to 5 percent, except for 

Seville again that is 1.1 percent. It seems that investors in tesorerías and depositarías were 

not normally willing to pay prices that set the wage-to-price ratio under 5 percent –a similar 

return to juros at the time- (Comín, 2016; and Schmelzing, 2020).  

As a final point, table 9 displays the same statistics for contadores del entretenido 

(accountants of entertainment), contadores de mercedes (accountants of graces), alférez 

mayor de Valladolid (major constable of Valladolid), distribuidor de comisiones en la 

Corte (assigner of commission in the Corte), and escribano mayor de rentas de Sevilla 

(major tax notary of Seville). Contadores del entretenido and contadores de mercedes were 
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mainly created during the period 1645-1655.80 Their legal wages were fixed (between 250 

and 266 ducats) and mirrored only the pecuniary salary. These officers also enjoyed a free 

rent house in Madrid and some tips that were not specified in contracts. Prices of these 

offices varied from 6,000 to 8,000 ducats.81 In order to give the lower bound for the wage-

to-price ratios, I have chosen the highest price that I found in the records. Alférez mayor de 

Valladolid was bought by the count of Osorio-duke of Galisteo at 12,000 ducats on August 

20, 1632. This office had a fixed wage equal to 400 ducats.82 Distribuidor de comisiones en 

la Corte received a fixed wage of 500 ducats every year. Lastly, I have included the 

escribano mayor de rentas de Seville and other towns. This office yielded variable earnings 

(1 percent of total collection). However, I have decided to include it because a fixed 

quantity was given in advance every year (3,000 ducats on May 31, and 2,000 ducats on 

September 30), thus, this amount can be used as a proxy for a minimal fixed return.83  

                                                      
80 All offices recorded by the Council of Finance are in book 371. Most of them were different sort of 
accountants, such as accountants of mercies, entertainment, and remainder (AGS, CJH, book 371). 
81 AGS, CJH, book 372. 
82 This office was bought off by the city council of Valladolid in 1633 (AGS, CON, file 34). 
83 Don Francisco Nebares de Santoyo paid 90,000 ducats to acquire that office on August 3, 1616. It was also 
used by his father before (AGS, CCA, CON, file 30). 
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Table 9  

Statistics on prices, wages and wage-to-price ratios of Castilian offices in the 17th century 

Office 

Official 

wage 

(ducats) 

Price 

(ducats) 

Wage-to-

price ratio 

Alférez mayor de 

Valladolid 
400 12,000 3.3% 

Contadores del 

entretenido 
250 8,000* 3.1% 

Contadores de 

mercedes 
266 8,000* 3.3% 

Distribuidor de 

comisiones en la 

Corte 

500 15,500 3.2% 

Escribano mayor 

de Sevilla 
min 5,000 90,000 5.6% 

Notes: Escribano mayor was the major notary for incomes of almojarifazgo, Indies, moneda forera, 10% of 
wool tax and tercias of Seville and Gibraltar, Tebar, Ardales, Villalba de Alcor, la Palma and Guedes, 
Almadravas in Cádiz, and incomes of dry ports of Castile and Portugal. This office yielded variable earnings 
(its earnings were 1% [10 maravedies al millar] of total collection, however, I have decided to include it 
because it had a minimum payment in advance equal to 5,000 ducats (AGS, CCA, CON, file 30) 
Sources: Author´s own elaboration. Data has been collected at AGS (CJH book 359, 372 and 382, and CCA-
CON file 30 and 34) 
 

As table 9 illustrates, wages and returns on capital of these offices seem to be in line 

with the previous examples. Alférez mayor de Valladolid shows a certain wage-to-price 

ratio equal to 3.3 percent. This office has many similarities with alcaides mayores de 

cárcel. Both of them were among the most powerful officers in towns performing political 

and police functions. Additionally, their returns were close to 3 percent. Both contadores 

and the distribuidor de comisiones en la Corte also show similar ratios of about 3.2 percent. 

In this case, we must keep in mind that the contadores often showed higher ratios. Most 

investors in these assets indeed paid between 6,000 and 6,800 ducats for the office, 
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therefore, standard wage-to-price ratios were probably closer to 4 percent, rather than 3. 

Finally, even though escribano mayor de rentas probably yielded higher returns, it had 5.6 

percent fixed return on capital guaranteed, which is similar to the figures of most royal 

treasurers.  

All in all, evidence supports that most fixed-wage offices were economically 

profitable, contrary to the most common historiographic thought (footnote 73). Data 

scarcity has probably driven historians to believe in the wrong idea that legal returns on 

capital of regidores-veinticuatros, which were actually low, was the rule rather than the 

exemption. If we especially take into consideration that offices did not depreciate and could 

be sold in a secondary market, a lower bound of returns between 2.6 and 5.7 percent are 

really high. Therefore, the idea that officers made profits just through corruptive activities 

and royal rewards is false. 

2.5.2. Economic profits through performance of variable-pay offices. The case of 
escribanos del número. 

 
Minimal guaranteed return of escribano mayor de Sevilla might raise the question 

of variable-earnings offices could be more profitable than fixed-wage ones. This question 

even becomes more relevant since several of the most extended offices in Castile had 

variable pay, such as escribanos, some contadores, and corredores (brokers). 

These offices usually returned a quite low or zero fixed salary, but high fees. 

Officers could therefore make money while they make a big effort in their performance. 

It is difficult for any researcher to carry out a general profitability analysis on these 

assets owing to there is almost no secondary data or easy access to primary sources.84 

Therefore, I have gathered some information on the expected wages of different officers 

(displayed in table 10) in order to shed some light on this matter, and I will additionally 

undertake a case study in the most common public servant since the Middle Ages up to the 

nineteenth century in Spain, escribanos del número (notaries of the number). We will 

particularly analyze the profits made by escribanos from Valladolid between the 1610s and 

1680s. 

                                                      
84 Returns of these offices depended on officers’ efforts and other variables, which probably made salaries 
different from each other. It is necessary to run an individual analysis of each officer in order to estimate these 
wages. However, this is a difficult task since there was no official obligation to keep accounting books. 
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Table 10  

Statistics on prices, wages and wage-to-price ratios of Castilian offices in the 16th century 

Office (year) 
Official wage 

(ducats) 
Price (ducats) 

Wage-to-

price ratio 

Alcaide de la 

mar (warden 

of the seaside) 

in Málaga 

(1586) 

150 2,000 7.5% 

Recibidor de 

la carne 

(receiver of 

meat) in 

Málaga (1586) 

100* 850 11.8%** 

Corredor del 

pescado 

(broker of fish 

market) in 

Málaga (1589) 

600*** 7,500 8.0% 

Fiel del pósito 

(warehouse 

inspector) in 

Málaga (1595) 

100 2,000 5.0% 

Corredor del 

cambio 

(broker of 

exchange) in 

Madrid (1597) 

56 1,200 4.7% 

Fiel de la seda 

(silk market 

inspector) in 

Málaga (1597) 

108 1,000 10.8% 

Average 185.7 2,425 8% 

Notes: Numbers in italics represent expected wages estimated by corregidores or other officers from the same 
guild. *The expected wage was between 75 and 125 ducats/year. **It was expected to sell that office at 600-
700 ducats. Thus, the expected wage-to-price ratio was to be 15.4%, however, the final price was equal to 850 
ducats, this reduced the ratio to 11.8%. *** It is a rent payment (not a wage). It was expected that this office 
yielded between 400 and 500 ducats, and had a price between 7,000 and 8,000 ducats. Finally, it was rented at 
600 ducats in 1589, and the price was 7,500 ducats 
Sources: Author´s own elaboration. Data has been collected at AGS (DGT, Inventory 24, file 322) 
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Table 10 principally shows returns on capital of officers from Málaga, although it 

also accounts for a corredor del cambio (broker of exchange) from Madrid. We must keep 

in mind that these numbers just provide mean expected profitability rates for some officers 

(values in italics), while others show effective average returns. The expected values are 

based on estimations doing by the corregidor of the city or by other officers from the same 

guild to price these types of offices in order to undertake new sales. We should then be 

cautious in drawing general conclusions for whole Castile due to these numbers especially 

display the situation of Málaga and are partly based on expectations. 

Nonetheless, it seems reasonable to assume that variable-pay offices offered higher 

profitability rates than fixed-earnings. The average wage-to-price ratio is 8 percent, and just 

two out of six offices show ratios under 7.5 percent. These results are hence in line with the 

major tax notary of Seville, who had been guaranteed a minimum 5.7 percent of return.  

In order to run deeper analysis of variable-pay offices, I now focus on the returns of 

escribanos del número in Valladolid. Unlike other officers, escribanos were forced to keep 

their yearly production (deeds) in individually classified notarial books. Some of these 

books have been preserved in Spanish provincial archives. I have analyzed the number of 

pages produced by all escribanos del número, whose complete books are still in Archivo 

Histórico Provincial in Valladolid, for the years 1614, 1626, 1634, 1642, 1664, and 1681 

(Annex D contains detailed information on the collection process).85 

Table 11 displays the average number of produced deeds, average extra pages 

(pages that exceeded the first one in each deed), the price per deed, the average wage of 

escribanos, and the average estimated wage-to-price ratio for the selected years. To 

compute wage-to-price ratios, I had to estimate fees for deeds every year, since notaries 

from Valladolid did not usually write down prices that they charged.86 It is known that 

Philip II decreed that the legal price would be 1 real by deed and 15 maravedies by extra 

page from 1567 onwards. This policy updated the legal price of deeds that had remained 

constant since 1504. The old legal price was extremely outdated –it has been proved that 

escribanos in Seville did not follow that price in the 1550s (Domínguez-Guerrero, 2016). 

                                                      
85 These years have been chosen because many complete notarial books coincided with at least one sale of a 
escribanía. 
86 In particular, I have found just two escribanos (out of a hundred and fifty-one analyzed) wrote down the 
prices that they charged. 
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Assuming that legal prices caught up with nominal prices, I have computed the adjusted 

price for inflation using Drelichman (2005) and Hamilton (1947)’s series.87 Price (inflation-

indexed) shows the updated price for a deed every year, and wage (inflation-indexed) 

displays the notaries’ nominal earnings. 

Table 11   

Deed production, wages and prices of escribanos del número from Valladolid (1614-1681)  

Year Deeds Extra pages

Wage (Legal 

Price) 

(ducats)

Price 

(inflation-

indexed)

Wage 

(inflation-

indexed) 

(ducats)

Office Price 

(ducats)

Wage to 

Price Ratio

1614 849 1385 133

1.39 reals and 

20.854 

maravedies

184 900 20.5%

1626 766 1263 120
1.836 rls and 

27.537 mrds
221 4450 5.0%

1634 783 1414 128
1.53 rls and 

22.954 mrds
195 3818 5.1%

1642 489 770 75
1.696 rls and 

25.44 mrds
128 2364 5.4%

1664 463 633 67
2.338 rls and 

35.07 mrds
158 1500 10.5%

1681 349 501 52
1.904 rls and 

28.56 mrds
98 1636 6.0%

 
Notes: Legal prices for deeds were fixed in 1 real by deed and 15 maravedies by extra page. This price 
remained the same during the 17th century. I assumed that this is the best proxy for prices of deeds in 
Valladolid in 1567, and I index it onwards. In order to index that price, I use series by Hamilton (1934) and 
Hamilton (1947). Given that Hamilton changed the base every 50 years I had to assumed prices between 
1600-1601 and 1650-1651 varied in the same proportion as silver prices. Deeds have not been individually 
quantified because it would require to count one by one any document. I have simply used those notarial 
books which provided indexes, and I have checked that on average there is a 34% of deeds for a certain 
number of pages. Thus, I have used that percentage in order to compute that variable. Individual production of 
escribanos is displayed in tables 36, 37, and 38 in Annex D 
Sources: Number of deeds and extra pages from author´s database (AHPV), office prices from author´s 
database (AGS and AHN), and inflation indexes from Hamilton (1934 and 1647) 
 

Several conclusions may be drawn from table 11. First, wages of escribanos del 

número in real terms decreased over the years along the 17th century. This is due to two 

main reasons: the number of notaries steadily increased. Escribanos del número did not 

                                                      
87 I used three-year moving average of Drelichman (2005)’s Northern Castilian index for non-traded goods up 
to 1650. Afterward, I used three-year moving average of Hamilton (1947)’s Northern Castilian index. Since 
silver arrivals from America plummeted from the 1640s onwards, there is no reason to believe that non-traded 
goods, such as notarial deeds, increased their prices more than traded goods. Therefore, no bias should appear 
by using Hamilton (1947)’s series from 1650, instead of Drelichman (2005)’s. 
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almost change in Valladolid during this century. However, other sorts of notaries, such as 

escribanos de provincia, escribanos de censos, and escribanos de Millones, were created 

between 1614 and 1640 (e.g., one escribano de censos in 161488 and two escribanos de 

Millones in 163489). Despite these other notaries did not exactly have the same functions as 

escribanos del número, the more notaries were in the city, the lesser market share for each 

one had. In particular, escribanos del número drastically reduced their activity concerning 

Millones’ deeds and loan and debt contracts after the 1630s. The second reason was the 

economic landscape. As it is well known, Castile suffered a deep economic crisis in the 17th 

century. This crisis was especially hard during the 1640s. While some kinds of deeds are 

not related to the economic activity, most of them strongly depend on economic situation, 

such as purchase and sale agreements. Therefore, the production of deeds decreased in 

1642, and no subsequent recovery is appreciated afterward. 

Table 11 shows that the wage-to-price ratio was habitually high (over 6 percent), 

except for decades between the 1620s and 1640s that they plummeted to 4.8 and 5.1 

percent. However, the reason behind this reduction is not the same in these decades. During 

the 1620s and 1630s, we may find a great increment in wages, it was then the greater rise in 

prices of offices that provoked that wage-to-price ratios dropped off. This rise in office 

prices was not unique for notaries in Valladolid, but this took place in most Castilian cities 

during the 1630s (Castañeda and Hernández, 2013). On the contrary, the prices of offices 

decreased in the 1640s, but this was not enough to compensate for the reduction of deeds 

that was probably due to the Castilian economic recession. For the other decades, we may 

find sounder rates. Wage-to-price ratios were especially high in 1614 (20.5 percent) owing 

to the lesser competence commented above. The ratio also recovered in the second half of 

the 17th century because of office prices decreased. Also, the better economic fundamentals 

and the stagnation of office prices in the last decades of the late 17th and the 18th centuries, 

after the War of Spanish Succession (1701-1714), possibly kept rates about 10 percent, as 

well as in 1664.  

Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare these figures with other highly skilled 

workers at the time since there is no secondary data. By contrast, there is some statistics on 

                                                      
88 AGS, CCA, CON, 34. 
89 AGS, DGT, I24, 322. 
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notaries’ wages from 1749, when the Catastro of Ensenada was published. Using the 

Catastro, Arroyal (2011) gathered earnings on different sorts of escribanos in Andalusia. 

Table 12 displays the main features of these statistics from Córdoba, Granada, Málaga, and 

Seville. 

Table 12   

Wages and prices for escribanos del número in 1749 

City 
Minimum 

wage 

Maximum 

wage 
Mean wage Mode wage Last Price 

Wage-to-

price ratio 

Córdoba 200 7,600 1,911.28 1,100 22,000 8.7% 

Granada 2,200 3,300 2,579.31 2,750 47,833.33 5.4% 

Málaga 550 6,600 3,589.47 3,300 36,500 9.8% 

Seville 1,500 13,200 6,286.67 
4,400-

6,600* 
44,000 14.3% 

Notes: Prices of these escribanos were collected in the 1710´s. Mode wage from Seville was both 4,400 and 
6,600 reals of vellón with four observations each one. I have excluded those escribanos who received more 
than one salary because they had several offices. 
Sources: Data on escribanos wages from Arroyal (2011). Data on prices of offices from the author´s database 
(AGS and AHN). 
 

Though the last sales of escribanos included in my dataset are from the 1710s, it is 

interesting to compute these ratios since prices of offices remained quite stable during the 

first half of the 18th century, until they dropped at the end of the century (Hernández 

Benítez, 2007). 

As well as in the city of Valladolid after 1642, wage-to-price ratios from Andalusian 

escribanos seem to be above 6 percent, except for Granada where it was 5 percent.90 The 

exception of Granada is possibly due to the excessive number of escribanos reales (royal 

notaries) located in that city. Escribanos reales were 69 in Granada. By contrast, Córdoba 

and Seville counted with 17 and 18, respectively. This means that in Granada there were 5 

royal notaries per thousand inhabitants, while this ratio reduces to 1.8 notaries in Córdoba 

                                                      
90 This has not always been the same. I found a memorial wrote by an escribano del número from Granada, 
Pedro de Bedoya, who informed the king that the average wage of notaries from Granada was about 115,000 
maravedies (approximately 3,374 reals) in 1634 (AGS, CCA, file 2347). The same year, a escribano del 
número in Granada was sold at 38,500 reals by the Council of Finance (AGS, CCA, CON, file 13-2). It means 
that the wage-to-price ratio was 8.76%. Then, it seems plausible to think that wage-to-price ratios were higher 
in the 17th century, and it became smaller due to the creation of new royal notaries. 
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and 1 in Seville. 91 Despite escribanos reales had limited functions, it stands to reason that 

the more notaries, the more competence and the lesser profits of escribanos del número. On 

the contrary, Seville shows a very high ratio. There is no doubt that the reduced number of 

escribanos del número in that city (there were just 24 notaries, instead of 43 in Córdoba) 

gave birth to extra-economic profits for this guild. 

The Catastro of Ensenada also allows us to understanding how important 

performance was for notaries’ wages. This census reports estimated profits for renters of 

escribanías del número in two cities (Seville and Málaga). Profits for renters in Málaga 

were estimated at 100 ducats. Likewise, total profits for office-holders were 350 ducats. 

Hence, 28.6 percent of total profit can be attributed to performance. Rentals in Seville 

ranged from 750 to 1,500 reals. Rental to total profit ratios go from 9.1 percent to 50 

percent. Indeed, the mean of this ratio is 23.3 percent. If we take these percentages out the 

wage-to-price ratios, we could get a measure for the “non-effort” wage-to-price ratio in 

these offices. In particular, we find that the “non-effort” wage-to-price ratio would be 

around 7 and 10.96 percent in Málaga and Seville, respectively.   

To conclude this section, wage-to-price ratios for variable-pay officers stand higher 

than those for fixed-wage offices, as we could intuit with the case of escribano mayor de 

Sevilla. This premium might capture the bigger effort and risk involved in the performance 

of variable-pay offices, as well as the relative lower social status some of them could 

confer.   

2.5.3. Lease of offices 

During the data collection, I realized that hundreds of offices were bought by people 

who never used them because they could not or did not wish to do so. Incapacities might 

have different reasons. For instance, the buyer could be a woman, who was never able to be 

an officer, or a man younger than 25 years old (men under 25 could be officers with limited 

powers, while they previously received royal authorization). Another reason might be that a 

man owned an office in a different place where he lived at or he did not have enough 

qualifications (escribanos del número had to pass an exam in order to serve the office).  

                                                      
91 I have used population statistics in 1750 from Fortea Pérez (1995).  
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It does not seem a rational decision to own an office if it cannot be served. 

Specially, because rental of offices was illegal.92 Unlike sales of offices, rentals were not 

legalized since the Crown never rented offices, and facultades de renunciación and 

perpetuaciones did not enable to do so. A few rentals just emerged around the 1680s, and 

they spread out during the 18th century as long as the market for offices declined.93 

Then, under these circumstances, how could investors be willing to own offices 

while they could not use them?  

One solution was to designate a deputy. Facultades de perpetuación authorized this. 

Contracts of perpetuation explicitly stated that a deputy might be appointed in the case the 

office was owned by a woman, a young man, or anybody unable to serve it.94 These 

appointments were also possible before perpetuaciones appeared, however, it was 

necessary to ask for royal authorization and pay for it every time that the owner wanted to 

call a new deputy. This process was both expensive and slow. Moreover, being a deputy 

was not the same as being an officer. Deputy was considered a lower rank than an officer, 

and they sometimes earned smaller wages. Therefore, we may not equate the appointment 

of deputies and rentals of offices. 

A better choice emerged during the sixteenth century, and this rapidly propagated 

during the seventeenth. Investors in offices exploited a loophole by transforming leases into 

sales operations. Owners might sell offices on credit stipulating a repurchasing condition a 

few years later in the contract (in Spanish pacto de retroventa). Then, buyers just paid 

interest every year, and they gave back the office when the repurchasing date matured. 

Interest payments were thus equivalent to rental payments, and leases became sales 

operations. 

Some examples may clarify this process. Maria de Noriega inherited a perpetual 

procuraduría del número from her husband, Juan Martínez, in Valladolid on January 25, 

                                                      
92 Unless a judge or the king directly authorized it. The decree of July 19, 1589, explicitly prohibited rentals 
(Domínguez Ortiz, 1985: 156). 
93 The only rental found before 1680 was a procurador del número in Málaga (AGS, CCA, file 2331). A 
judge allowed Francisco de Ayala’s heirs to rent this office. It firstly happened in 1641 (AGS, CCA, file 
2331), and this operation was repeated in 1645 (AGS, CCA, file 2346), 1650 (AGS, CCA, file 2359), and 
1651 (AGS, CCA, file 2362) with different renters. 
94 There are thousands of examples of facultades de perpetuación in both AGS and AHN. One might be found 
in (AGS, CCA, file 2428). 
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1638.95  A year before, on March 4, 1637, Maria had reached an agreement with Juan de 

Letona to sell him on credit the procuraduría for 6,600 reals. Juan de Letona would pay 

330 reals of interests (it was applied the maximum legal interest rate of 5 percent), and he 

would give back the office after two years unless he paid off the loan.96 Twenty years later, 

Maria de Noriega still owned the office, and she again “sold” it. In that case, the buyer was 

Francisco Rodriguez de Rios, who was also escribano del número. A very similar example 

happened when Geronima de la Paz y Caro inherited from her husband, Juan de Arenas, a 

escribanía del número from Málaga on October 10, 1641. She sold it on credit to Juan 

Nuñez Sotomayor for 3,300 reals per year on October 15, 1641.97 Geronima repeated this 

operation at least three times on 10/04/1657, 04/24/1659, and another one between 1641 

and 1657 of which has only been preserved the repurchasing agreement on October 4, 

1657.98 These examples show how two women were able to lease out their offices for 20 

years, and managing to circumvent the rental prohibition.  

Nonetheless, not only women exploited this loophole. Martín Delgado owned at 

least two offices in the city of Málaga, an escribanía del número and a regiduría. I do not 

know when he exactly bought them, but it must have been in the first half of the 17th 

century. The first time that Martín leased the escribanía was on September 27, 164499. He 

sold it on credit to Alonso de Ordenes for 9,000 ducats. Alonso would give back this 

escribanía on December 12, 1657100. He had just paid the interests of the censo, 

meanwhile, the capital remained the same. Martín repeated this operation on 02/16/1658101, 

09/22/1659102,  08/12/1665103, and 08/23/1667104. He had been in fact leasing this 

escribanía for 23 years. 

Table 13 displays the main characteristics of all leases in the database. 

Procuradurías and escribanías were more frequently rented than regidurías. The duration 

of these operations ranges from one to ten years, though, the average duration was around 

                                                      
95 AGS, CCA, file 2423. 
96 AGS, CCA, file 2423 and HPAV, file 1903. 
97 AGS, CCA, file 2344. 
98 AGS, CCA, file 2344. 
99 AGS, CCA, file 2341 and 2386. 
100 AGS, CCA, file 2386. 
101 In this sale, the censo rose up to 9,200 ducats (AGS, CCA, file 2386). 
102 AGS, CCA, file 2414. 
103 AGS, CCA, file 2412. 
104 AGS, CCA, file 2422. 
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three. As observed, a lease was a good alternative for women. I must highlight that the 

indicator “female lessor” just takes into consideration the offices whose owner was a 

unique woman. In other words, this indicator does not include women who owned offices 

jointly with their male siblings. Finally, the average lease payment, which coincides with 

the interest rate of the censo, was very close to 5 percent. This happened because maximum 

legal interest was limited to that figure since 1608 (Ballester, 2005-2006, p. 39).105 

Table 13 

Statistics on leases of offices in Castile (1543-1714) 

Office Number 
of cases 

Female 
Lessor 

(%) 

Institutional 
Lessor (%) 

Year 
of 

first 
case 

Minimum 
duration 
(years) 

Maximum 
duration 
(years) 

Average 
duration 
(years) 

Minimum 
rental 

payment 
(%) 

Maximum 
rental 

payment 
(%) 

Average 
rental 

payment 
(interest 

rate) 
Regidores/   

veinticuatros 50 54% 0% 1616 2 8 4.3 5% 5% 5.0% 

Procuradores 
del nº 174 36% 3% 1616 1 10 2.7 2% 5% 4.9% 

Escribanos 
del nº 62 39% 6% 1641 1 5 3.7 4% 5% 4.9% 

Otros 
escribanos 29 28% 17% 1588 1 4 1.8 5% 13% 6.0% 

Total 315 39% 4%   1 10 3.1 2% 13% 5.0% 
Notes: Not all leases offered detail information. These statistics are just computed from documents which 
included full information. The value of 13 percent is probably due to a mistake by the escribano in the 
contract. Just one observation out of 315 showed an interest rate over 5 percent. 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN). 

All in all, it seems clear that offices were in general economically profitable. In case 

of an office-holder was not interested in serving it, he or she would be able to lease it. Since 

variable-pay office provided a return over 6 percent on average, the difference between the 

final wage-to-price ratio and the interests charged to the censo (usually 5 percent) would be 

net profits of the lessee. On the other hand, fixed-earnings offices paid on average a smaller 

return than 5 percent. However, these offices were often highly appreciated due to the 

possibilities of upward social mobility that they provided. The gap between wages and 

interests plus effort in the office’s performance could be interpreted as the opportunity cost 

of this upward mobility.  

                                                      
105 The maximum rental payment of 13 percent was probably due to a typo by the escribano in the contract. 
Only the Crown set interest rates over 5 percent after 1608. 
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2.6. Conclusions 
 

In this chapter, it is analyzed how Philip II created a legalized market for offices in 

Castile to raise funds to meet military expenditures. Prior to this legal market, a 

“patrimonialization” process (i.e., the process that converted offices into a part of family 

patrimony) surged owing to the introduction of resignatio in favorem rule. The legalization 

of the market (i.e., institutionalization process) emerged in 1543-1545 with the earliest 

primary sales and the issue of facultades de renunciación. These licenses protected 

officers’ property rights by preventing the Crown from taking their offices out and deleted 

restrictions on office transactions. It is reasonable to assume that these policies led to a 

more efficient market and reduced transaction costs since contract sales of offices became 

enforceable from then on. The market reached its final form when Philip III began to sell 

facultades de perpetuación. These licenses definitively ended with the last resort of royal 

control over property of offices endlessly.  

Besides, an estimation of the market value of most relevant local offices in the 

eighteen cities with voting rights at the Cortes is offered. These calculations show a total 

amount of 2,807,012 ducats in 1581, 5,358,871 ducats in 1599, and 10,919,189 ducats in 

1640. This represents 6.2, 7.1 and 8.8 percent of total consolidated public debt in 1581, 

1599 and 1640, respectively. 

Furthermore, a comparison between Castilian and French venal systems shows that 

they were quite similar. Nonetheless, four relevant differences may be pointed out: Castile 

did not have a specific controlling institution of the market, importance and sophistication 

of intermediation system were lower in Castile than France, magistracies were not up to 

sale in Castile, and French kings found the way to obtain continuous and sound revenues 

from venality through a tax (the Paulette), while Habsburgs did not. 

Finally, the economic profitability of offices is tested. Spanish literature had not 

proved that Castilian offices could be generally good investments considering their legal 

economic returns. Scholars instead focused their analyses on upward social mobility and 

corruption. Nevertheless, this chapter provides evidence that demonstrates that returns on 

capital were high in very different sorts of offices. More precisely, wage-to-price ratios 

normally ranged from 2.6 to 5.7 percent for fixed-wage offices, and these ratios were 

between 6 and 12 percent for offices that charged fees. Moreover, these assets were not just 
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lucrative through their performance, but they were very interesting from a financial point of 

view too. A contract innovation, repurchasing agreements (in Spanish pactos de 

retroventa), allowed any investor to lease out them. Leases were highly profitable too, 

average returns on capital were about 5 percent. 
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3. A SAFE ASSET IN EARLY MODERN CASTILE 

3.1. Introduction 
 

In this chapter, it is analyzed how local offices became investment assets and 

fulfilled safe asset properties in early modern Castile. For that purpose, I exploit a unique 

database on sales of offices and several original manuscripts. I evidence the different 

financial operations that could be done with offices. Additionally, using qualitative sources 

and dynamic panel data analysis, I test the hypothesis that offices did not suffer from 

adverse selection and had a higher value during worsening economic events.  

With the Great Recession came new economic questions. One of them was what 

role safe assets played in the crisis. Caballero et al. (2017) define this kind of asset as “a 

simple instrument that is expected to preserve its value during adverse systemic events” 

(Caballero et al., 2017, p. 29). Moreover, they explain that a shortage of safe assets 

distorted the incentives of the financial system towards the issuance of private label quasi-

safe assets (i.e., AAA-rated securitized instruments) which were at the origin of the 2008 

global financial crisis. Other papers have focused on which intrinsic characteristics make 

assets safer. For instance, He et al. (2016) conclude that US government bonds are safe 

because investors have no other alternative. They explain that safety depends upon 

investor’s beliefs and it is endogenous, then, “if investors believe an asset will be safe, their 

actions can make that asset safe” (He et al., 2016, p. 523). The deepest analysis of this sort 

of asset is probably Gorton (2017). This paper offers a very short and precise definition; the 

author considers that “a safe asset is an asset that can be used to transact without fear of 

adverse selection” (Gorton, 2017, p. 547). Furthermore, he summarizes features, history, 

consequences, and macro-prudential regulation of safe debt. Even though this paper 

dedicates a few pages to traditional haven assets (i.e., precious metals coins and public 

debt), we know little about them in the past.  

Offices then come on the scene. During the sixteenth century, venality became an 

institution in several countries, especially in those kingdoms with absolutist regimes 

(Swart, 1949). Offices have been sometimes compared to financial assets during the early 

modern period. French venality has drawn the most attention in this field. According to 

Giesey (1983, p. 200), “offices were regarded as one of the four elements in a family’s 
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estate –the other being land, houses, and rentes-”. In a similar vein, Pierre Goubert 

commented years before: “a good story of offices would not know how to separate itself in 

the least degree from a sound history of prices, wealth, investments, income, and money” 

(Giesey, 1983, p. 205). The final form of the French venal system was achieved in 1604 

with the introduction of the Paulette, a tax that officers had to pay in order to avoid the risk 

of losing their public charges (Mousnier, 1971). Although venality lost relevance during the 

eighteenth century, offices were still worthy and common investments up to the French 

Revolution when the system was abolished (Doyle, 1984).  

In Spain, research on venality has mainly focused on social, fiscal, and political 

issues. This started with the seminal investigations of Dominguez Ortiz (1970) and Tomás 

y Valiente (1970, 1982, and 1999). These studies properly displayed a general picture of 

the Castilian system and clarified some specific questions (e.g., offices were bought by rich 

people who desired upward social mobility). Years later, scholars have deepened 

understanding in this field by analyzing matters such as general quantification (Cuartas 

Rivero, 1984), corruption (Andujar & Ponce 2016), contractual forms (Andujar & Felices, 

2011), social promotion (Hernández Benítez, 2004)), the evolution of sales in specific 

periods (Marcos, 2007) and moral debates (Fortea Pérez, 2016). Despite there exists 

extensive literature on Castilian venal offices, there are still several questions that go 

unanswered. I consider that understanding offices from a financial viewpoint is one of the 

most important. A reply to that question is searched in this chapter.   

By exploiting a newly created database, which contains about 2,794 resignations 

and 1,813 sales of four types of offices (regidores-veinticuatros, procuradores del número, 

escribanos del número, and other escribanos) in eight major Castilian cities (Burgos, 

Córdoba, Granada, Madrid, Málaga, Sevilla, Valladolid, and Zamora), I find that offices 

could be leased (although this was apparently prohibited) thanks to a contractual 

innovation, the repurchasing agreement (in Spanish pacto de retroventa). Office owners 

were able to transform lease transactions into sale and purchase operations that were legal 

since 1543-45 (chapter 2). Additionally, the combination of repurchasing agreements, 

censos (traditional Castilian long-term loan) and offices, allowed investors to create 

sophisticated financial vehicles, such as Offices-Backed-Censos and repos. 
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In the last part of the chapter, it is studied whether offices satisfied the intrinsic 

properties of safe assets, namely, no adverse selection and higher value during worsening 

economic times. 

I consider that simplicity, common-knowledge features, no depreciation, stable 

yields, and screening controls, avoided offices to suffer from adverse selection. 

Additionally, a highly developed secondary market made offices quite liquid. It is to say 

that these assets had a quasi-moneyness property. Subsequently, it is shown that silver and 

office prices evolved similarly since 1621 when the monetary system became chaotic in 

Castile (Hamilton, 1934, and 1947). It is hence reasonable to assume that both assets (silver 

and offices) were used as hedges against inflation. Lastly, I find that office prices had a 

significant and negative relationship with GDP per capita and a positive relation with juros’ 

credibility problems through different dynamic panel data models, such as Augment Mean 

Group. In other words, investors increased their demand for offices when adverse systemic 

events occurred. Therefore, I conclude that offices fulfilled all properties to be considered 

safe assets.  

This chapter relates to several strands of literature in economic and financial 

history. First, it enlarges the knowledge about the venality of offices and financial systems. 

I specifically give an answer to how offices were used as investment assets in Castile, and 

show that sophisticated financial instruments (e.g., repo transactions) were common in 17th 

century Spain. The chapter also sheds light on the literature on safe assets by increasing the 

knowledge on these assets in the past and analyzing empirically the emergence of one. Last 

but not least, it relates to economic literature of economic institutions. In particular, it 

connects with literature that studies how the economic institutions affect financial 

development (North & Weingast, 1989; Levine, 1993, 1997; La Porta et al.,1998, 2008; 

and Beck et al., 2003). Contrary to mainstream research, I show a case study that 

contradicts the view that links “absolutism” to financial underdevelopment and support 

those theories that challenge the notion of property rights’ low protection in Castile during 

the early modern period (Irigoin & Grafe, 2012). 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. After an introduction, I do a 

historical context especially focused on the Castilian financial landscape. Section 3 

analyses how offices became financial assets, and which sort of transactions invertors 
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undertook. Section 4 tests that offices satisfied all safe asset intrinsic properties. Finally, 

section 5 offers a brief conclusion.  

3.2. Historical background. Finance in early modern Castile  

The sixteenth century was a period of economic growth in Castile. Despite some 

structural problems, such as low-productivity agriculture sector, guilds rigidities, and low 

quality manufactures (Elliott, 1965; and Allen, 2000), Castilian GDP per capita was above 

most European kingdoms in 1500 and even grew more during the sixteenth century 

(Alvarez-Nogal & Prados, 2007, p. 357). 

Economic growth went hand in hand with financial development. A responsible 

monetary policy;106 an efficient sector of high-quality wool; and large imports of gold and 

especially silver from America from the 1540s (see figure 16), enhanced some of the 

biggest trade and payment fairs in Europe (Medina del Campo, Medina de Ríoseco, and 

Villalón de Campos), and spurred financial services along Castile (Ruiz Martín, 1970; and 

Marcos Martín, 2000). 

Regardless of no general financial development indicator exists for the period, long-

term public debt (juros) displays this remarkable financial evolution. Figure 15 shows the 

growth of consolidated juros between 1515 and 1598. Castile was the first country with a 

huge nation-wide domestic public debt (Alvarez-Nogal & Chamley, 2014, p. 192). Even 

though Charles I created that system, it was Philip II who took this to a further level. This 

king created the juros de resguardo, a type of bond that could be used as collateral for 

short-term debt (asientos). Additionally, he used the four suspensions of payments during 

his reign to swap short-term debt for long-term bonds. The Crown´s credibility and safety 

of juros, which were characterized by strong commitment mechanisms similar to those 

applied in Italian city-states (Fratianni & Spinelli, 2006), were almost unaffected by the 

suspensions (Álvarez-Nogal & Chamley, 2014). Philip II could thus steadily achieve 

                                                      
106 Unlike most European kingdoms during the 16th century, Castile followed a very responsible monetary 
policy. This policy limited the production of vellón coins (copper-silver petty coin) to avoid excessive 
production which could cause high inflation. In addition, Castilian monarchs during that century did not use 
monetary policy to meet royal expenditures. This responsible policy was broken during the reigns of Philip 
III, Philip IV, and Charles II in the 17th Century, until the deflationary reform of 1680-86 –see Hamilton 
(1934 and 1947), Motomura (1994), Velde and Weber (1997), Alvarez-Nogal (2003), García de Paso (2003), 
Font de Villanueva (2005), and Munro (2008).  
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interest rate reductions and raised tax revenues that allowed him to meet increasing military 

expenditures. 

Figure 15  

Consolidated Castilian public debt (juros) in current ducats 
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Sources: Andrés-Ucendo J.I. and Lanza R. from the European State Finance Database. 

Economic and financial innovations did not come to an end with juros system. As 

aforementioned, Castile saw the creation of a new institution during the same period, i.e., 

the venal system. The Prudent King initiated a process of property rights’ definition to raise 

new income sources since 1543-45. This process reduced transaction costs and laid the 

foundations for a huge-size market for offices. Although revenues from venality have 

traditionally been considered low (Ulloa, 1977), actual incomes were high during several 

decades. For instance, amounts collected through sales of offices in cities with voting rights 

at the Cortes reached 35.66 percent out of annual alcabalas and tercias collection in 1543 

(chapter 2).  

 

In addition to venal offices, Philip II carried out similar policies with other assets, 

like communal land (in Spanish tierras baldías). The Crown started to exercise its property 

rights on communal land to sell these plots later on. This policy was lucrative from a fiscal 

viewpoint as well. The Crown raised 2.52 million ducats during the 1580s (Vasberg, 1983, 

p. 242). This amount is equivalent to 12.3 percent of total royal revenues from the Indies in 

the same decade (Drelichman & Voth, 2010). 
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Another relevant financial innovation was primitive commercial banks,107 called 

“public” banks by contemporaries since they had to obtain public authorization to operate 

legally. These banks appeared in Castile during the Late Middle Ages, and reached the 

pinnacle of success during the first half of the sixteenth century (Álvarez-Nogal, 2017). In 

Seville, these banks did not only accept deposits, offer current accounts, and discount bills 

of exchange, but these institutions took part in large commercial and military enterprises, 

and carried out free bank services, such as money transferences, to gain savings from 

merchants, businessmen, and even ordinary peasants (Ruiz, 1970, p. 27-28). Despite their 

strong impact on Castilian credit expansion, public banks almost disappeared after the crisis 

of 1575. This was due to their exposure to the king’s bankers and the new requirements to 

function (Martín-Aceña & Nogues-Marco, 2012).108 

Not all financial developments made a success during this period, though some 

could be seen as earlier flashes of future financial revolutions. Philip II devised a plan to 

convert the Casa de la Contratación (the royal institution that regulated trade with Indies) 

into a commercial bank. This institution was expected to channel savings from America and 

controlled overall royal public debt from 1560 onwards (Ruiz Martín, 1970, p. 23-24). This 

plan, which was similar to the later creation of the Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie 

(Dutch East India Company) and the Bank of England (Gelderblom & Jonker, 2004; and 

North & Weingast, 1989), was doomed to failure due to bad management of the Casa de la 

Contratación’s officials and excessive dependence on juros (Ruiz Martín, 1965). 

While the sixteenth century was mostly characterized by economic and financial 

prosperity, the seventeenth century was in general a time of crisis. This actually had its 

roots in the second half of the previous century. One of the major shortcomings of the 

Castilian economy was the reduction of wool exports to Italy and the Low Countries from 

the 1570s. Wool was the key product of Castile. However, both external and internal 

drawbacks took place during this decade, such as the Dutch Revolt (1568), increasing 

competition in cloth production from the Netherlands, and higher taxation on exports 

                                                      
107 I rather use the expression commercial bank than bank of deposit because Castilian “public” banks 
undertook several activities, such as financial intermediation, deposits, and even trade activities. Therefore, I 
consider the traditional term bank of deposit undermines the real functions and targets of these agencies.  
108 Alvarez-Nogal (2017) explains that all banks from Seville, Madrid, Segovia, and Burgos disappeared in 
1575. Even though a few new banks opened some years later in Seville and Madrid, the system did not reach 
the size of the first half of the 16th century.   
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(Casado-Alonso & Tena-Junguito, 2013). Wool exports did not recover their previous 

levels until the 18th century (Bilbao & Fernández de Pinedo, 1994). 

Besides these problems, new difficulties emerged in the late sixteenth century. Tax 

policy marked a turning point from the 1590s onwards. A new tax, the servicio de millones, 

was introduced in this decade. This levy, which was continually renewed from 1601 

onwards, changed the Castilian tax system (Gelabert, 1997). The Millones increased the 

burden of taxation on basic foodstuff. Moreover, its management was assigned to the cities 

with voting rights in the Cortes. These cities not only decided taxed products and tax rates 

but were also able to set the local commercial regulation and had jurisdiction to try tax 

crimes (Ruiz Rodriguez, 1992). This system laid the foundation for the fragmentation of 

commodity markets in Castile (Grafe, 2012).  

Furthermore, the decade of the 1590s saw the hardest crisis in the century. Some 

bad harvests, a harmful plague in the period of 1596-1602 (Vincent, 1976; and Pérez 

Moreda, 1994), and a new suspension of payments (1596-98) (de Carlos, 2016), began with 

the “General Crisis” of Castile (Thompson & Yun, 1994). 

In the seventeenth century, even old well-functioning policies started to go wrong. 

Castilian monarchs began using monetary policy to meet budget deficits. This generated a 

silver premium and high inflation in copper coins, the so-called inflación del vellón. The 

kingdom thus sank into monetary chaos until the monetary reform of 1680-86 (Hamilton, 

1934, Motomura, 1984; and Font de Villanueva, 2008). Commitment mechanisms of public 

debt also failed. The Crown firstly stopped paying interests in silver since 1621. Juros did 

not provide protection against inflation anymore. This largely damaged lenders because of 

the inflación del vellón. Afterward, Philip IV carried out several defaults on long-term debt. 

Seizures of interest payments took place in 1625, 1629, and annually from 1634 onwards 

(Álvarez-Nogal, 2009). Both policies led to a large devaluation in bonds (Comín, 2016, p. 

77-94). Despite public debt problems, the Crown’s spending did not decrease. This led to 

new suspensions of payments in 1627 and 1647 (de Carlos, 2016). Bad debt-management 

was not only caused by the Crown, but city councils became highly indebted along the 17th 

century as well. This fact generated several local troubles, such as the loss of public assets 

and double taxation in several places (Ruiz Martín, 1994) 
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3.3. Offices as a financial asset 

Offices could not be legally leased because the Crown never undertook an 

institutionalization process on this sort of transactions (see chapter II). Also, the decree of 

July 19, 1589, explicitly prohibited that. This should have reduced the appeal of offices as 

investments since office-holders could only make profits by serving them or by speculation. 

Moreover, many people were not able to become officers for different reasons, such as 

gender (women were not allowed to exercise an office), age (officers had to be at least 25 

years old; younger men could be officers only with prior royal authorization and limited 

powers), or because they were living in a distant place from the office location. 

Nonetheless, a quick analysis of original documentation makes it clear that hundreds of 

people were willing to buy offices, even though they were unable to serve them.  

Contemporary testimonies also suggest that offices were considered good 

investments, no matter if owners could become officers or not.    

One of the most evident testimonies is shown by Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616) 

in his famous book, Don Quixote. In chapter 29 of the first volume, Quixote´s inseparable 

friend, Sancho Panza, dreamed about what he could do with the slaves from Micominón 

that don Quixote had promised him: “I will sell them [the slaves] in cash, and with that 

money I will buy a noble title or an office with which I will be able to live a comfortable 

life forever”. However, Sancho was unable to be an officer because he was illiterate. 

Cervantes, who wrote the book in the heyday of the market for offices (the first decade of 

the 17th century), knew that anybody could make money by owning these assets. Regardless 

of their skills and conditions, investors could use offices as financial investments.  

This was possible thanks to a contractual innovation. Similar to censos (the most 

common loan type in early modern Castile), which turned credit transactions into the sale 

and purchase agreements to avoid usury accusations (Quiroz, 1994: 197), owners of offices 

exploited a similar loophole. They might sell offices on credit stipulating a repurchasing 

condition a few years after (in Spanish pacto de retroventa). Then, buyers just paid interest 

every year, and they gave back the office at the repurchasing date. Interest payments were 

thus equivalent to rental payments, and leases were disguised as sales transactions. 
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Some examples may clarify this process. Diego Lopez de la Cerda inherited a 

procurador del número (solicitor of the number) from his father on July 23, 1658.109 Just a 

month later, on August 28, he had sold on credit this office to Cristobal Lozano at 1,400 

ducats.110 The sale contract included a repurchasing agreement. Cristobal Lozano paid the 

interests of the loan (70 ducats a year, i.e., 5 percent), and returned to the office the 

following year (see figure 17). Then, Diego Lopez repeated the same transaction with 

another person, Joseph de Bostelman y Torres, on November 3, 1659.111 Diego once again 

received the office back in 1660, and “sold” for the third time the office on credit to 

Francisco Cavallero at 1,400 ducats.112 It is evident that Diego Lopez de la Cerda was de 

facto leasing the office yearly. 

Figure 17  

Lease of an office 

 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 

A similar case happened with Alonso Carillo, who also owned a procuraduría in 

Málaga. He sold the office on credit at 1,800 ducats to Juan de Albelda on April 2, 1661. 

The contract fixed a repurchasing agreement within two years. Finally, Juan de Albelda, 

who had paid the interests at 5 percent in the first year, gave the office back to Alonso in 

1662. Alonso then “sold” the office to Juan de Orbalan on July 28, 1662.113 This 

                                                      
109 AGS, CCA, 2387. 
110 AGS, CCA, 2388. 
111 AGS, CCA, 2398. 
112 AGS, CCA, 2399. 
113 AGS, CCA, 2413. 
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transaction was repeated again in 1665 when Alonso leased the office to Juan Iñiguez 

Ramirez.114 He had been leasing the office for at least five years. 

Table 14 displays the main features of lease contracts included in my database. As 

observed, leases of procuradores and escribanos del número were more frequent. This sort 

of operation was a good alternative for women, who cannot be officials but were able to 

own offices. The female lessor indicator shows the percentage of leases which were 

undertaken by women. This variable only considers leases whose owner was a unique 

woman. It means that offices owned by women jointly with their brothers are not included 

there. There were also institutional lessors, which were mainly religious organizations 

(convents, hospitals, and cofradías). These institutions were more common in the category 

of other escribanos. The duration of leases ranges from 1 to 10 years, and the average 

length is about 3 years. Finally, the mean rental payment, which is measured by the interest 

rate on the censo, is on average 5 percent. This is due to the fact that the legal interest rate 

was 5 percent from 1608 onwards, and most leases took place after this year (Ballester, 

2005-2006, p. 39).  

Table 14  

Statistics on leases of offices in Castile (1543-1714) 

Office Number 
of cases 

Female 
Lessor 

(%) 

Institutional 
Lessor (%) 

Year 
of 

first 
case 

Minimum 
duration 
(years) 

Maximum 
duration 
(years) 

Average 
duration 
(years) 

Minimum 
rental 

payment 
(%) 

Maximum 
rental 

payment 
(%) 

Average 
rental 

payment 
(interest 

rate) 
Regidores/   

veinticuatros 50 54% 0% 1616 2 8 4.3 5% 5% 5.0% 

Procuradores 
del nº 174 36% 3% 1616 1 10 2.7 2% 5% 4.9% 

Escribanos 
del nº 62 39% 6% 1641 1 5 3.7 4% 5% 4.9% 

Otros 
escribanos 29 28% 17% 1588 1 4 1.8 5% 13% 6.0% 

Total 315 39% 4%   1 10 3.1 2% 13% 5.0% 
Notes: Not all leases offered detail information. The table’s statistics are just computed from documents 
which included full information. The value of 13 percent is probably due to a mistake by the escribano in the 
contract. Just one observation out of 315 showed an interest rate over 5 percent. 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN). 

In addition to the lease of offices, the combination of repurchasing agreements, 

censos, and offices opened the way to more sophisticated financial vehicles, such as Office-

Backed-Censos and repo transactions.  
                                                      
114 AGS, CCA, 2414. 
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Office-Backed-Censos (OFC) receives this name because of its great similarity with 

present-day Mortgage-Backed-Securities. This financial instrument was a group of 

mortgages (censos) collateralized by an office. This financial product could be traded in a 

secondary market. The way of functioning was to buy an office, create one or several new 

non-redeemable censos, which were backed by the office, and resell the office with the 

censos attached. This process could be repeated several times. In particular, I have found an 

office that backed up to 13 different censos, which belonged to several people and religious 

institutions.115 More normally, offices backed on average between 3 and 6 censos held by 

different investors. Figure 18 shows a real example. Juan de Castro y Zorrilla, who had 

cash and possibly wanted to invest in a long-term financial vehicle, bought an office (a 

procuración del número) from Juan Jaime de Anaya at 23,340 reals in 1675 (7,810 r. in 

cash and 15,620 r. on non-redeemable censos that he accepted). Juan de Casto, then, 

created a new censo of 1,980 reals and sold the office with all the censos to Gaspar the 

Perea at 24,200 reals (6,600 in cash and 17,600 on censos). Henceforth, Juan de Castro 

could hold the ownership of his censo and receive every year the interest payments (99 

reals, half on Christmas and half on Saint John’s day) or sell the censo to another investor. 

In the case of maintaining indefinitely the censo, the effective return of this transaction for 

Juan de Castro would be approximately 8.18 percent, since he was able to add capital gains 

to the interests of the censo. This transaction, hence, allowed to avoid the maximum legal 

interest and gain a higher yield than 5 percent. These sorts of financial vehicles could be 

used in combination with other underlying assets, such as real estate or land. However, 

these other assets could present some shortcomings (e.g., adverse selection problems), and 

has not been proven yet that they were actually used as collateral in these financial 

operations. 

                                                      
115 This was the case of an escribanía del número sold by Antonio Romero y Palma which backed 13 different 
censos in 1699 (AGS, CCA, LEG 2545). 
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Figure 18  

Office-Backed-Censos 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 

Another sort of financial instrument was repo transaction, that was the same as 

current repos. It is a short-term loan secured by an office. An actual example is shown in 

figure 19. Juan Luque de Moreno, an escribano del número, who had been serving his 

office in Málaga since 1675, possibly experienced a big liquidity need in 1682. He then 

decided to sell his office stipulating a repurchasing agreement with settlement three months 

later. Pedro Palomino de Perea paid him 14,500 reals in cash, and received the office as 

collateral for the short-term loan (the office also had old censos at 42,000 reals, so final 

price was 56,500 r.). On October 26, 1682, Juan Luque paid back the short-term loan at 

14,500 reals, and received back the office with the censos. Unfortunately, we do not know 

the interest rate charged in this transaction. Both sales apparently exchanged the same 

amounts of money (pactos de retroventa had to exchange the same money).116 However, I 

regard as more plausible that an implicit interest rate existed. This under the counter 

interest rate could take place if the money initially lent was less than it appeared in the 

contract. Thus, the lender would ensure her profits in the formalization of the agreement.  
                                                      
116 Just in one case, I found a repo that exchanged two different amounts of money. This was a sale on 
01/24/1702 with a repurchasing agreement 4.5 months later (06/08/1702) The seller-borrower, Antonio de 
Quevedo y Aranda, sold his procuración del número to Phelipe Varela at 3,300 reals and bought it back at 
4,400. This was equivalent to an annual compound interest rate of 115.36 percent (6.6 percent monthly 
compound interest rate). However, this exemption could be due to a typo by the notary or to unknown 
information (I did not find any information about the censos attached to this office, therefore, the 1,100 reals 
could be no in cash) (AHN, Consejos, file 13750/38). 
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It is rare to find this sort of transaction in historical records. My database only 

contains 14 repo transactions, all of them took place in Granada and Málaga. Repos ranged 

from five days to four and a half months, except for one that lasted for nine months and 

eight days.117 The low number of observations and their location (just in two cities) could 

be due to fact that these transactions seldom happened and were not extended to whole 

Castile. Nevertheless, I consider that more repos possibly existed, but their deeds did not 

arrive at the Chamber of Castile. This is reasonable to assume because the property of the 

involved offices did not really change hands, as long as the short-term loan was paid back 

(like current repos). It would hence be unnecessary to send the sale and purchase agreement 

and resignation to the Chamber, unless the borrower did not meet their obligations. 

Moreover, in the latter case it would be hard to differentiate an actual repo from an ordinary 

sale (because the repurchasing condition would not be activated).    

Figure 19  

Repo transaction of offices 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN). 

Finally, it is important to notice that offices were highly appealing for other reasons 

different from profitability in the early modern period. For instance, upper echelons were 

preoccupied with leaving a perpetual legacy. Consequently, some extremely rigid forms of 

                                                      
117 This last transaction could indeed be a short lease, rather than a repo. The deal involved the lesser Alonso 
Carrillo, previously mentioned, who apparently sold his office at 1,800 ducats (700 ducats in cash) on January 
13, 1660. The buyer, Francisco Benítez, gave the office back on October 21, 1660 (AGS, CCA, file 2395). 
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property ownership succeeded during this epoch, such as mayorazgos and chantries 

(capellanías).118 These institutions widely limited owner’s rights. For example, it was not 

possible to sell or divide the incorporated properties in a mayorazgo, unless it had been 

previously authorized by the king. It was also limited to use them as collateral until a 

certain threshold. Since these institutions normally lasted for decades and even centuries, 

assets with low physical depreciation were required, such as real estate and land (Clavero, 

1989). Offices were suitable assets for this and other motives, e.g., they conferred high 

prestige and did not depreciate physically (i.e., its useful life was perpetual). As a result, I 

have found several cases of offices that were part of mayorazgos, overwhelmingly offices 

of regidores-veinticuatros, and chantries.119 A very evocative example for the latter took 

place between 1691 and 1694. Juan de Montoya y Hozes (procurador del número) possibly 

saw a good opportunity to buy an escribanía de cámara from Granada auctioned in the 

Simon Pimentel’s arrangement with creditors on October 15, 1691. Juan paid 27,500 reals 

in cash and accepted two censos at 27,500 reals (one had to be paid to the chantry of don 

Juan de Salazar at 16,500 r. and other at 11,000 r. to the chantry of bachiller Luis de 

Martínez; the final price was hence 55,000 r.).120 On January 27, 1694, Juan de Montoya 

sold the office at 56,274 reals. However, the office did not only back the two previous 

mortgages in this sale, but Juan created three new censos, one would be paid to his wife at 

3,300 reals, and the other two independent censos would belong to the chantries of Juan 

Salas (4,480 r.) and the jurado Mateo Coca (2,050 r.).121 This office thus backed five 

independent censos that held four independent chantries at 34,030 r. and Juan’s wife. 

                                                      
118 Chantries were religious institutions which included some assets to generate an income that would be paid 
to a priest to reward several masses on behalf of the donor (Arroyo, 2013). Mayorazgo was a civil law 
institution that regulated the hereditary system in the Early Modern Castile. It originally had just an 
etymological sense (i.e., it was the older heir who inherited the main possessions of the family), however, it 
became an institution that prevented the most important assets of a family from division and alienation from 
the 15th century (Clavero, 1989). 
119 I have found 169 resignations of offices which were incorporated into a mayorazgo. 150 out of them were 
from regidores or veinticuatros. These resignations belonged to at least 22 different incorporated offices that I 
could identify. Furthermore, I found 4 complete contracts of incorporation.   
120 AGS, CCA, file 2518. 
121 AGS, CCA, file 2526. 
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3.4. Safe Asset 

3.4.1. Traditional safe asset in early modern Castile 

Although the last fifteen-year period has been the witnesses of the appearance of 

much research on safe assets, we still know little about them in the past. Some of the few 

papers that deal with this matter are Gorton (2017), that briefly analyzes the history of 

haven assets, and Schmelzing (2020), that studies the evolution of global interest rates and 

European safe public debt from the 14th century onwards.  

Gorton (2017) defines a safe asset as “an asset that can be used to transact without 

fear of adverse selection” (Gorton, 2017, p. 547). This short definition captures two of the 

most important attributes of these instruments. On the one hand, information-insensitivity 

that comes from the simplicity and the absence of adverse selection. On the other hand, 

liquidity or “moneyness”.122 These two factors combined with their special value during 

periods of financial stress (Caballero et al., 2017) convert safe assets into the most suitable 

store of value during economic crises. 

Gorton points out that precious metal coins and public debt have traditionally 

played the role of haven assets. The Kingdom of Castile is particularly a good example of 

both. 

Castilian silver coins, principally the real de a ocho, became a quasi-international 

reserve in the early modern period. According to Motomura, European bullion exports to 

Asia were made up of 44 percent American imports and 50 percent Castilian minting 

(Motomura, 1994, p. 340). Gorton (2017) highlights that coins can be troublesome due to 

four different reasons: the shortage of small change, a bewildering number of different units 

of denomination, debasement, and clipping. Castile just suffered from the minor of these 

problems (the shortage of small change) during the sixteenth and seventh centuries (Sargent 

& Velde, 2002; and Álvarez-Nogal, 2003), while debasement and clipping, the two most 

harmful in terms of safety, never took place in silver and gold coins. Monetary policy in 

Castile was probably the most responsible in whole of Europe during the 16th century. The 

Catholic Kings laid the foundations for the Castilian monetary system in 1497. This was 

characterized by being three-metallic (gold, silver, and copper), and had a strict limitation 

on production of vellón (billon) money, which avoided high inflation rates and led to 
                                                      
122 This attribute is implicit in the expression of “can be used to transact”. 
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stability among the different coins (i.e., gold, silver, and copper coins showed the same 

rates of exchange) (Santiago Fernandez, 2005). Most European kingdoms experienced 

increasing inflation during this century owing to the silver and copper mining boom in 

Southern Germany, structural change in Mediterranean commerce, financial innovations, 

and silver inflows from America (Munro, 2008). Nonetheless, Castilian rates did not 

exceed those from other countries, even though the effect of American silver inflows was 

supposed to be larger. 

As stated in section 2, the seventeenth century brought about new forms of 

management in public debt as well as in monetary policy. Philip III started to use 

debasement and re-stamp to meet budget deficits. This policy was followed by Philip IV 

and Charles II until 1680 (Hamilton, 1934, and 1947). These counterproductive measures 

only concerned vellón coins, not the gold and silver ones. This was due to the fact that 

markets for these currencies were different, and silver played a key role in international 

financing of the Habsburg Monarchy. The Castilian Crown enjoyed a monopoly in the 

petty money. On the contrary, gold and silver coins functioned in competitive international 

markets, where different Crowns competed to increase their market share in minting 

services (Motomura, 1994). Spanish Monarchs, therefore, made rational decisions and just 

altered the value of copper coins. Even so, this policy sank Castile into monetary chaos.  

High inflation in billon money took place, especially after 1620. This process 

receives the name of inflación del vellón (Hamilton, 1934). People started to hoard silver in 

order to protect their wealth from inflation. A silver premium then emerged from 1603 

onwards. Additionally, Gresham´s rule held true, and copper coins expelled other 

currencies from circulation (Hamilton, 1947). This chaotic landscape was not overcome 

until 1680-86 when a severe deflationary policy was undertaken by the duke of Medinaceli 

and the count of Oropesa (Fond de Villanueva,2008)  

An additional potential problem of precious metal coins is counterfeit, which 

Gorton (2017) does not mention. Although Spanish Monarchy made big efforts to control 

counterfeit gold and silver coins, it was impossible to entirely avoid it. Some American 

mints coined silver reals of lower fine and weight than the Crown’s standards between the 

late 16th century and the early 17th century. These actions coincided with the appearance of 

the silver premium, that was undoubtedly an economic incentive to take that risk. 
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Counterfeit reals were known by authorities at least since 1626 when some news came to 

the Council of Castile (Sanz Ayán, 2013, p. 79). Though the monarchy tried to keep secret 

those cases, the Flemish government banned the introduction of suspicious currencies in 

1641. Finally, an investigation proved frauds in the mint of Potosi, and some royal servants 

were found guilty and condemned to death. Phillip IV commanded to take out the 

circulation all counterfeit coins in 1651. The Crown would compensate owners’ coins for 

losses. However, compensations were to be paid in vellón, and several owners decided not 

to change their counterfeit coins to avoid losses from inflation. Those coins thus kept 

circulating.  

All in all, gold and especially silver money was used as a safe asset in early modern 

Castile. Despite counterfeit coins could generate some uncertainty, contemporary 

testimonies, as well as statistical evidence (Hamilton 1947; Serrano Mangas, 1996; and 

Font de Villanueva, 2008), make clear that silver reals were massively used as stores of 

value and inflation hedge during the 17th century. 

Besides precious metals, Castile also counted with another appreciated safe asset, 

i.e., the Juros. These were public long-term debt (generally unredeemable). The origin of 

juros dates back to the Late Middles Ages, although it was during Charles I’ reign that they 

rapidly expanded, and it was Philip II who took the system to a further level (Comín, 2016).  

Juros’ safety arose from strong commitment mechanisms similar to public debt from Italian 

city-states (Fratianni & Spinelli, 2006). It is interest payments of bonds were backed by 

specific taxes. Thus, juros were issued by the Crown but serviced by the cities (Álvarez-

Nogal & Chamley, 2014). This mechanism, combined with a very liquid secondary market 

(Álvarez-Nogal, 2009), converted Castilian bonds in the “proverbial risk-free, marketable 

asset of the day”, as well as Schmelzing labeled Italian debt in the 15th century 

(Schmelzing, 2020, p. 21). However, this also puts a ceiling on bond issues. If interest 

payments of juros reached a certain threshold of royal ordinary revenues, new issues could 

not be undertaken.  

As aforementioned, Philip II played a critical role in juros’ development. Two 

relevant innovations in these assets took place during his reign. First, the creation of juros 

de resguardo. These juros could be used as collateral for asientos (the Crown’s short-term 

debt), and were determinant to deepen secondary markets through the kings’ bankers. Thus, 
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“everybody with credit and reputation had bonds in Castile” in the 16th century (Alonso 

García, 2008, p. 40). Second, the suspensions of payments and subsequent medios 

generales (i.e., resolution agreements of suspensions of payments). Philip II used the four 

suspensions during his reign to undertake swaps of asientos for juros, while increasing tax 

collection to raise leverage further (Álvarez-Nogal & Chamley, 2014). 

The three initial suspensions of payments declared in 1556, 1560, and 1575, did not 

generate big losses for bond investors, and consequently, juros’ safety and king´s 

credibility were not heavily affected. Despite this, requests for changing tax collateral to a 

safer tax rose during the previous years before every suspension (Alvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 

53). The normal functioning of suspensions and medios was: i) declaration of suspension of 

asientos payments by the king; ii) estimation of the net debt, iii) negotiation of a tax 

increase with the Cortes; and iv) swap of outstanding asientos for juros (Comín, 2016).  

The success of these policies is evident from the continuous reductions in juros 

interest rates during the second half of the 16th century.  Figure 20 shows the evolution of 

nominal interest rates of juros (Comín, 2016) and the global rates of sovereign debt 

estimated by Schmelzing (2020). This graph shows that a convenience yield123 appeared 

from the 1550s. The yield spread exceeded 5 percent in the 1560s and was close to 3 

percent in the 1590s. 

                                                      
123 Convenience yield is a traditional indicator of safe debt. This is defined as the spread between the yields of 
a safe asset and a non-safe asset It represents the non-pecuniary return that investors receive from holding safe 
debt (Gorton, 2017).  
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Figure 20  

Nominal interest rate of juros and global sovereign rate (1505-1600) 
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Nonetheless, this excellent performance rapidly deteriorated from the 1590s 

onwards. Ruiz Martín particularly pointed out that the turning point commenced in 1586 

when Genoese bankers –and Spanish financers who followed them- started to be cautious. 

Uncertainty reached its height in the period of 1593-1595 prior to the harsh suspension of 

1596-98 (Ruiz Martín, 1970, p. 49-51). 

Castile suffered from the most harmful economic crisis of this century in the 1590s. 

A combination of bad harvests, the plague of 1596-1602, the increasing tax burden due to 

the servicio de millones, and a royal suspension of payments, stopped economic growth and 

damaged the financial system (Thomson & Yun, 1994). Under these circumstances, an 

ordinary tax increase became impossible. Therefore, the Medio General of 1597, which 

ended with the suspension, did not resolve the actual problems. Interests of juros still 

supposed 94.73 percent of overall royal ordinary income in 1598 (de Carlos, 2016, p. 148). 

This made difficult new issues of bonds, since no taxes could back them, and the reductions 

of tax collection threatened the service of outstanding juros. As a result, the Crown had to 

declare a new suspension of payments in 1607 to address these problems. Schmelzing 
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considers that debt primacy moved from Castile to the Dutch financial center in this period 

(soon after Philip II’s death in 1598) (Schmelzing, 2020, p. 23). 

After a temporary improvement in the 1610s when the Genoese bankers were in 

charge of debt management through the Diputación del Medio General (Comín, 2016), the 

worst time for juros came in the 1620s. People started to hoard silver to a great extent 

during this decade, hence, silver premium rose. Philip III then decided to stop paying 

interest of juros in silver coin. This policy damaged juros-holders since inflation of vellón 

was high. Subsequently, Philip IV decided to seize interest payments in 1625, 1629, and 

every year from 1634 onwards with the creation of the Media Annata de Juros (a tax that 

seized between a fifth and a half of juros interest payments) (Comín, 2016, p. 86; and 

Alvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 33-34). Besides, two more suspensions took place in 1627 and 

1647 (de Carlos, 2016). As a consequence, juros were not in great demand anymore, and 

interest payments were described as “difficult, costly, and belated payback” in 1641 

(Alvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 49). 

All these shortcomings did not only affect juros profitability but damaged their safe 

properties as well. A safe asset must be information-insensitive. In other words, it has to 

fulfill the Non-Question Asked property (Holmström, 2015). This property holds true only 

if the asset is easy to understand, and it does not suffer from adverse selection. If these 

assumptions hold, nobody is willing to pay for acquiring information to better estimate the 

probability of default.124 Juros fundamentals were not simple since they involved 

sophisticated taxes as collateral. Some investors (e.g., Genoese bankers and noblemen) 

employed expertise agents in Madrid and other relevant cities who advised them and 

managed the rents on their behalf (Maréchaux, 2017). It is reasonable to assume that juros 

could generate some information asymmetries, as they carried different probability of 

default (related to the different taxes used as collaterals). These bonds were then partially 

information sensitive; i.e., uninformed investors were willing to pay for information to 

avoid a lossmaking purchase. However, Information Acquisition Sensitivity (IAS) was 

probably quite low during the sixteenth century, since juros were almost systematically 

serviced (Drelichman & Voth, 2014, p. 22). In contrast, it was possibly the suspension of 

                                                      
124 The amount of money that someone is willing to pay for this information is called Information Acquisition 
Sensitivity (Gorton, 2017). 
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payments in the 1590s that augmented IAS by far. Some researchers have highlighted that 

investors in juros tried to acquire privileged information from local treasurers to know to 

what extent a tax was exploited (Comín, 2016, p. 73; Alvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 45). Also, 

Genoese bankers preferred to use real estate as collateral since they felt safer than with 

juros from the 1590s onwards (Ruiz Martín, 1970, p. 52). These facts are clear signals that 

IAS increased after 1593. 

3.4.2. Offices as safe assets 

As long as juros lost their sound attributes, a legal market for offices consolidated in 

Castile. Offices, moreover, possessed a number of features that made them potential safe 

assets. 

 First, offices were present in day-to-day life, and everybody (especially the upper 

echelons, who were the potential investors) was acquainted with them. This simplified its 

understanding. Regardless of several activities performed by officers required high skills 

(e.g., notary’s knowledge on official deeds), making profits through offices did not require 

to serve them, as shown in section 3. Therefore, investing in these assets worked 

independently from their labor functions, and no skill was required to own offices. Their 

yields were additionally quite stable (see chapter 2). Variability on returns may generate 

uncertainty and makes more difficult the understanding of assets. However, leases of 

offices almost systematically offered returns to capital equal to 5 percent. Some evidences 

show that contemporaries also knew that. For example, the tax on office yields created in 

1631 (Media Annata de Mercedes) considered that the standard office yield was 5 

percent.125 

Furthermore, office transactions did not suffer from adverse selection. As Akerlof’s 

seminal paper demonstrated, asymmetric information often takes place because buyers 

know more about hidden features of traded assets than sellers (Akerlof, 1970). This 

situation is implausible in the market for offices because these assets did not depreciate, 

and the most relevant characteristics were detailed in the office titles. Additionally, both the 

Crown and local notaries could act as screening agencies.  

Offices were intangible assets that did not physically depreciate. It is their useful 

life was infinite. This fact avoided these assets to suffer from a common source of private 

                                                      
125 AHN, CON, book 545. 
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information, i.e., unobservable deterioration. Also, all specific features of offices (e.g., 

powers and salaries),  as well as added attributes like facultades de perpetuación, were 

detailed in the office title, which could be requested to both the seller and the Crown.126 

Thus, sellers could hardly hide private information about wages, powers, procedures, 

special licenses, and so on. Similarly, the Crown could provide information about offices to 

people who requested it. For instance, Antonio Perez, who wanted to buy an escribanía 

from Zamora in 1560, asked Contaduría de la Razón’s officers for the last sales and prices 

of this kind of office in the city. The answer was incomplete in this case, since officers 

replied that books for offices only recorded prices from 1557 onwards, and no notary had 

been sold after this year.127 Nevertheless, an independent accounting procedure was 

followed since 1557, and a general analysis of the market was carried out in 1581.128 This 

allowed the Council of Finance and the Chamber of Castile to have extensive knowledge 

about the situation of offices at every moment. That was possible of great help to investors 

who desired that information.129 

Another source of private information could arise if sellers were able to hide the 

loans backed by offices since these assets were often used as collateral for censos. 

However, legislation successfully avoided this. Castilian law obligated to register, within 

the first seven days, in the sale and purchase contract any debt linked to the traded asset.130 

Otherwise, this agreement could be nullified by a judge who could condemn the seller to 

jail because of badges of fraud. Additionally, Philip II created special notaries specialized 

in recording loans and mortgages (escribanos del registro de censos) in “every city, town, 

and place of the kingdom” to increase transparency and time efficiency.131 Anyone who 

wanted to acquire an office merely needed to attend to the main square of the town or the 

escribano’s house, where notaries usually worked, and ask for information about debts on 

the asset. The cost of this sort of deeds ranged from one to six reals, which was a modest 

                                                      
126 In order to ask for this information from the Crown, the potential buyers had to pay a small price (between 
one and five reals). 
127 AGS, DGT, Inventory 24, file 322. 
128 AGS, DGT, Inventory 24. 
129 Many requests of information about offices, especially duplicates titles, are conserved in the files of 
Cámara de Castilla-Renunciaciones at the AGS.  
130 On August 8, 1590, Philip II decreed that all debt [censo or tributo] on houses or other assets had to be 
registered no later than 6 days after the transaction took place.    
131 These notaries were created from the 1590s onwards (AGS, CJH, book 373). 
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price. Thus, notaries and royal institutions reduced potential information asymmetry by 

exercising screening controls.  

Besides these intrinsic characteristics, offices had another relevant feature in the 

early 17th century, it is a deep and liquid secondary market. Offices, as well as juros’, 

experienced rapid market development during the second half of the 16th century. Chapter 2 

shows that the market size for most relevant offices in cities with voting rights at the Cortes 

doubled from 1581 to 1599, and once again in the period of 1600-1640. The size of this 

market was comparable with juros de alcabalas market. In particular, office markets 

represented 59 and 81 percent of juros de alcabalas market size from Burgos and Murcia in 

1640.  Contemporary testimonies also show this rapid expansion and the generalized desire 

to invest in offices. For instance, corregidores of most cities informed Philip II that several 

people were ready to purchase offices in their jurisdictions in 1581.132 In a similar vein, 

Castillo de Bobadilla mentioned that individuals were willing to sell all their properties or 

borrow remarkable amounts of money to buy an office of regidor in the 1590s (Castillo de 

Bobadilla, 1597, p. 231). These commentaries display a landscape of office markets very 

similar to juros, which everybody wished to acquire in the 16th century according to Alonso 

García (2008). 

Despite it is not possible to measure the liquidity of the market for offices with the 

available data, some insights indicate that these assets were quite liquid. The first one was 

that bankers of the king accepted them as collateral and repayment of their loans. Offices 

specifically represented 11.91 percent of total repayments of asientos in 1639-40 (silver 

repayments in the same period accounted for 13.63 percent) (Sanz Ayán, 2013, p. 121-145). 

The use of offices to pay back debts did not only involve the king and his bankers, but it 

was a usual among ordinary individuals too. The facultad de renunciación, which opened 

the institutionalization process, explicitly allowed to use the office to repay a debt (see 

chapter 2). My database gathers several cases like that. For instance, Pedro de Salamanca 

paid back debt of 11,000 reals held by doña María de Idiago on October 19, 1684. To do 

so, Pedro gave his procuración del número from Zamora (priced at 8,000 reals) to doña 

María, who canceled the debt and accepted the loss of 3,000 reals.133 Institutional investors 

                                                      
132 AGS, DGT, Inventory 24. 
133 AGS, CCA, REN, file 2491. 
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also used this method of debt cancellation. Francisco de Herrera offered his procuración 

from Córdoba to repay a loan at 8,800 reals plus interests held by a religious institution. 

The office was received by doña Mariana de Molina, who was a nun in charge of the 

convent’s loan, on May 14, 1666.134 Another example happened when the Council of Indies 

gave an office of regidor from Madrid to Gaspar de Prado to compensate for the seizure of 

1,860 ducats of silver from America.135  

Another insight into office liquidity was the ease to find a purchaser. Owners could 

sometimes lease or sell offices even before they got them. Such is the case of doña Maria 

de Noriega, who reached an agreement with Juan de Letona to sell him on credit a 

procuraduría at 6,600 reals on March 4, 1637. Nevertheless, Maria did not inherit this 

office until her husband’s death on January 25, 1638.136  Similar cases took place during the 

seventeenth century, especially prior to 1650. 

The liquidity of offices is probably related to the aforementioned facts (i.e., the deep 

secondary market and their intrinsic features), as well as to the sophisticated sales structure 

created by the Crown. As explained in chapter 1, offices could be sold following four 

different methods. Intermediaries were normally used for petty offices traded in small and 

distant places. On the contrary, the Council of Finance, jointly with corregidores and other 

local officials, usually sold on its own or auction these assets in medium and large cities. 

These procedures allowed the Crown to connect with potential office investors all around 

the kingdom. Office-holders also followed similar methods in secondary sales. In addition 

to direct sales, owners sometimes used intermediaries to do the transactions on their behalf, 

and they could similarly auction the offices, even in cities different from the office 

location.137 Office markets thus extended their scope anywhere in Castile.     

On the whole, offices became simple financial assets that did not suffer from 

adverse selection and could be used to transact in deep and liquid secondary markets. All 

these conditions would convert them into suitable stores of value, inflation hedges, and 

potential safe assets. 

                                                      
134 AGS, CCA, REN, file 2439. 
135 AGS, CCA, REL, file 20. 
136 AGS, CCA, REN, file 2423, and AHPV, file 1903. 
137 For example, a regiduría from Burgos, whose owner was doña Antonia Josepha Melendez, was auctioned 
in Madrid in 1661, instead of Burgos (AGS, CCA, REN, file 2521). 
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3.4.3. Silver and offices 

The fact that offices were used as an inflation hedge is clear when compared with 

silver during the seventeenth century. As explained above, Spanish monarchs started to 

undertake debasement and re-stamp policies of billon coins in the early seventeenth 

century. These policies never affected silver coins since these currencies competed in 

international markets and were necessary for international financing (Motomura, 1994). 

Thereby, Castilian people began to hoard gold and silver money, and the bad petty coin 

expelled the good coins from the market, as Gresham’s law predicted. Hamilton (1947) 

estimated that the ratio of payments in vellón to silver was 92 percent in 1650, and it rose to 

95 percent between 1650 and 1680. 

Under these circumstances, the Crown started to include a clause in the contracts of 

office sales that forced buyers to pay at least one-third of the purchase price in the best 

silver coins (plata doble138). This clause, which did not use to be included in contracts 

during the sixteenth century, became usual. Private investors began to add it to secondary 

sale agreements as well. Table 15 shows the silver payments of office primary sales in 

parliamentarian cities in the period of 1630-43. This table presents a very different 

landscape from Hamilton’s view.139 Most payments of this sort of asset were done in silver. 

Silver disbursement was at least 33 percent, however, many purchasers were forced to pay 

the whole price in good coin. The case of contadores de Millones is very illustrative. All 

these sales took place in 1639, except for two of them which happened in 1642 and 1643. 

Silver premium peaked at 120.62 percent those years (see figure 21). It is to say that silver 

was highly appreciated at this moment. The Crown took advantage of contadurías’ sales to 

raise a large amount of precious metal. An overwhelming majority of investors (77%) 

agreed to pay these assets with good coins, which they had previously hoarded. 

                                                      
138 Plata doble refers to the largest denomination silver coins in Castile. These coins were the worthiest during 
the seventeenth century. Therefore, they were overrated in Castilian markets (Álvarez-Nogal, 2003, p. 15).     
139 This is reasonable due to the fact that Hamilton (1934 and 1947) focused on the consumption of basic 
products and wages of low- and medium-skill workers. He did not take into consideration expensive 
investment assets. 
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Table 15  

Royal sales of offices in the 18 cities with voting rights at Cortes and Málaga (1630-1643) 

Offices 
Nº of 

sales 

Sales in 

silver 

coins 

Sales in 

silver 

coins 

(%) 

Average 

price 

Minimum 

silver 

raised 

Regidores/Veinticuatros 35 18 51% 4,877 29,260 

Tesoreros de Millones y 

del servicio ord y ext. 
23 13 57% 9,775 42,358 

Contadores de Millones 13 10 77% 5,859 19,531 

Alguaciles mayores 10 7 70% 15,684 36,597 

Total 81 48 59% 7,239 127,746 

Sources: Data has been gathered from AGS (DGT, Inventory 24, file 322). 

The objective of the Crown with this policy was straightforward, the Spanish 

Monarchy needed silver to finance its military campaigns. However, a more intriguing 

question is why investors in offices were willing to disburse large amounts of highly 

appreciated silver.  

The answer may be found in the price trends of these two assets. Figure 21 shows 

the evolution of regidores price from Madrid, and silver premium and pure silver price in 

New Castile between 1557 and 1700. As observed, silver and offices followed equivalent 

price trends during the seventeenth century (coefficient of correlation is 0.78 for the whole 

period and 0.89 between 1621 and 1680). A small silver premium appeared in Castile in 

1603 due to the first debasement policies. Simultaneously, the prices of offices all around 

Castile exponentially increased. The evolution of these series was almost identical from the 

1620s onwards. There was a great increase in the 1620s, symmetric ups and downs between 

the 1630s and 1650s, and an explosive boom-and-bust cycle between the 1660s and the 

1680s when inflation of vellón peaked because of expansive monetary policies and the 

deflation policy of 1680-86 (Font de Villanueva, 2008). Prices of offices grew more in 

relative terms than silver prices, but less than silver premium. 
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These common paths in prices have to be caused by determinants of demand since 

silver supply factors have nothing to do with the office factors. The main determinant that 

explains the silver price trend during this century was safety. Silver premium indicates the 

depreciation of vellón money, which was the main reason behind the inflation of goods. 

Investors hoarded silver to protect their wealth from price increases and vellón devaluation. 

This generated further increments in silver price (and capital gains). The high correlation 

between offices and silver, as well as the willingness to pay offices with good coin, can 

only be explained if offices were an inflation hedge too. At the same time that juros 

stopped being paid in silver (1621), investors acquired silver coins and offices because both 

assets adjusting for inflation. This investment behavior came to an end when the 

deflationary policy of 1680-86 stopped the monetary chaos in Castile. 

Figure 21  

Prices of regidores in Madrid, silver premium and silver price in New Castile (1557-1700). 
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3.4.4. Office prices during worsening economic times. An empirical test 

Scholars usually research on convenience yield to demonstrate the safety property 

of an asset. However, this is not possible in the case of offices. The convenience yield 

represents the nonpecuniary benefits that safe debt provides. This is normally computed by 

the yield spread between some non-safe asset and a specific safe asset (e.g., the spread 
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between US Treasury bond yield and other country’s public bond). This yield arises due to 

the negative relationship between price and interest rate in debt instruments. While 

investors are willing to pay higher prices for safe debt, they receive a lower interest rate. 

Conversely, several interest rates in office transactions must be understood as relative rental 

payments, and the relationship between rental payments and prices is positive. 

Fortunately, other methods may be used to prove the existence of a safe asset. 

Caballero et al. (2017) indicate that a specific characteristic of safe assets is that they show 

higher value during worsening economic times. This concept allows testing 

econometrically if offices were actually safe. To do so, a hedonic price model is run below. 

This model does not only analyze the effect of different observed and unobserved 

characteristics on the pricing of offices, but it also deals with the relationship between 

offices and some proxies for economic and financial stress. 

Table 16 displays the main features of most variables included in the different 

models. The original sample has been limited to escribanos del número (from Valladolid, 

Granada, Málaga, and Córdoba), procuradores del número (from Valladolid, Granada, 

Málaga, and Córdoba) and regidores-veinticuatros (from all eight cities) in the period of 

1568-1700 to have a balanced panel data. Exponential interpolation has been done for years 

without observations in the variable Price. Overall, the panel data is made up of 16 cross-

sectional units (a certain office from a city) and 133 years. Except for perpetuación, which 

has some missing values, all other variables count with 2,128 observations.  

Price (the dependent variable) accounts for the year mean price in current reals of 

an office in a certain city. This variable average is 34,871 reals, and shows great variability 

(the variable was extensively analyzed in chapter 1). Perpetuación and specialfaculty are 

two dummy variables that are equal to 1 when the office is perpetual or has a special 

faculty, and 0 otherwise.140 As shown, the sample gathers about 61 percent of perpetual 

office transactions. On the contrary, few sales involved special faculties (about 1.3 percent). 

Another dummy variable is Jurosbreak. This captures the structural break in juros’ 

credibility in the 1590s. Following Ruiz Martín (1970), this break date is established in 

                                                      
140 Offices could have very different special faculties. However, this variable just takes into consideration the 
following ones: to appoint a deputy (for non-perpetual offices), to be able to access with layer and weapons to 
the city hall, chance to be chosen procurador de Cortes or fiel ejecutor (for regidores-veinticuatros), and to 
serve another office together. 
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1593. The variable turns to 1 when juros started to experience difficulties. GDPd collects 

GDP per capita (using the demand approach) estimated by Álvarez-Nogal and Prados de la 

Escosura (2007 and 2013). Álvarez-Nogal and Prados de la Escosura (2007) provides 

regional GDPpc for four benchmark years (1530, 1591, 1700, and 1750), while Álvarez-

Nogal and Prados de la Escosura (2013) offers decade estimations of GDPpc for the whole 

Spain. GDPd applies the cycle of GDPpc estimations for decades to the different 

benchmarks of regional GDPpc, and use yearly exponential interpolation. Thus, the 

variable collets annual regional GDPpc under the assumption that the cycle was of the same 

relative proportion in every region. Cpi3ma is the three-year moving average of regional 

CPI, and silverpremium collects the annual premium of silver by regions provided by 

Hamilton (1934 and 1947). Furthermore, the models include dummy variables for offices 

and cities to capture their different time-invariant characteristics. These variables are 

labeled by the name of the office and city. 

Table 16  

Main statistics of the sample 

  Observations Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Price 2,128 34,871.13 36,922.09 2,000 363,000 

Perpetuacion 1,849 0.611682 0.4874994 0 1 

Specialfaculty 2,128 0.012688 0.1119503 0 1 

Gdpd 2,128 87.8732 15.13661 53.93 150.2 

Cpi3ma 2,128 72.34349 22.86421 38.49284 149.1976 

Silverpremium 2,128 43.3415 58.08147 0 232.2917 

Jurosbreak 2,128 0.8120301 0.39078 0 1 

Sources: Hamilton (1934 and 1946), Álvarez-Nogal and Prados (2007 and 2013), and the authors´ database 
Table 17 displays all estimated models. Column 1 shows a fixed-effects linear 

model with all variables mentioned above and year fixed effects (it leaves out the dummies 

for escribanos and Valladolid to avoid perfect multicollinearity). Most coefficients in this 

model have a plausible and significant value, and the overall R-squared is high (0.684). As 

expected, regidores were the offices more appreciated (an investor had to pay 6,102 reals 

on average more for this office than for a escribanía), while procuradores were much 

cheaper (on average the price of a procuración was 27,755 reals less than a escribanía). By 

regions, Madrid had the most valuable offices following by those from Andalusia that was 
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also more expensive than the offices from Northern Castile. In this last region, Valladolid 

had the highest prices. To conclude with the effect of intrinsic characteristics, special 

faculties added worth to the office. On average, an office with a special facultad was 8,185 

reals more expensive than the same office without it. This coefficient, however, is only 

significant at 10 percent of the significance level. Finally, perpetuación is one of the 

variables that reports an unexpected coefficient. This is negative and small, though it is not 

significant. Therefore, it seems that perpetuaciones were not a key factor in the pricing of 

offices. 

The other variables included in this model search to capture the effect of economic 

and financial stress on the price of offices to demonstrate their safety property. To do so, it 

is included the GDPpc that represent the effect of economic crises, CPI and silver premium 

that capture the impact of inflation and silver hoarding, and the juros structural break in 

1593 as a proxy for the royal debt management and financial troubles. GDPd, Cpi3ma, and 

silver premium show plausible and significant coefficients. GDP effect is negative. It is to 

say that the less GDPpc (or the larger economic crisis), the higher office prices. On the 

contrary, CPI and silver premium show positive and significant coefficients. This indicates 

that offices were used as an inflation hedge. Finally, jurosbreak is the other variable 

(together with perpetuación) that displays an unexpected value. This is negative and 

significant. However, the inclusion of time year effects could affect this estimator, as it is a 

dummy that takes the same value for all cross-sectional units at the same time. Therefore, 

an identical model without time fixed effects is computed in column 2.  

This model reports similar values for all coefficients, except for perpetuación, 

CPI3ma and jurosbreak. In the new specification, perpetuación has a positive and 

significant effect on office prices. This coefficient is 4,642. This means that a perpetual 

office had a value 13.3 percent higher on average than a non-perpetual one (this value is in 

line with the price of perpetuaciones that ranged between 6 and 15 percent of market office 

price, see chapter 4). CPI3ma turns to be smaller and insignificant. Finally, jurosbreak 

coefficient is now positive, but it is still not statistically different from zero. 

Despite the reasonable results obtained, fixed-effects linear models are not suitable 

for the data available. Large T and possible nonstationary variables can produce spurious 

relations and unbiased estimators through this model. Therefore, I test for unit roots by 
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using Im-Peasaran-Shin (2003), and Breitung (2000), and Breitung and Das (2005) tests.141 

I find that Price, GDPd and CPI have a unit root in all panels. In chapter 4 will be 

demonstrated that almost all cross-sectional units of variable Price are integrated of order 

one (I [1]). By contrast, silver premium does not present a unit root. Additionally, I test for 

cointegration on the panel by using Pedroni (1999 and 2004), Kao (1999) and Westerlund 

(2005) tests, and I find that Price, GDPpc, and CPI3am show that all panels are 

cointegrated (at 99 percent for Pedroni’s test, and 95 percent for Westerlund’s and Kao’s). 

Under these circumstances, a Panel-Dynamic Ordinary Least Square model is more 

adequate. For that reason, a DOLS model by Kao and Chiang (2000) is provided in column 

3. This model allows obtaining a cointegration regression between Price (dependent 

variable) and the regressors when the variables are I (1) (Kao & Chiang, 2000). The model 

has been run with 3 lags and leads (selected by traditional information criteria). As 

observed, the results are very reasonable. Except for perpetuación, which has a negative but 

insignificant coefficient, all other coefficients are significant. Special faculty seems to have 

a very high impact on prices (significant at 99%). GDPd coefficient is also significant at 99 

percent and its value is negative and very similar to the previous estimations (about -1,000). 

CPI3am and silver premium are positive and significant at 1 and 5 percent, respectively. It 

means that this model also indicates that inflation was a determinant of demand for offices. 

Finally, jurosbreak displays a significant, positive and large effect on office prices.  

Unfortunately, DOLS has some assumptions that are probably broken by the 

database’s features. This model particularly supposes that panels are homogeneous in cross-

sectional units and there is cross-sectional independence. The former assumption may be 

overcome by Pedroni's Group-Mean Panel-Dynamic Ordinary Least-Squares (PDOLS) by 

Pedroni (1999, 2001, and 2004). This model is an extension of the individual DOLS that 

accounts for heterogeneity in panel units (Neal, 2014). PDOLS results are displayed in 

columns 4 and 5. Column 4 includes time demeaning of the variables (time dummies), 

while column 5 does not. Between these two specifications, time demeaning is preferred 

because common time dummies help to control for simple cross-sectional dependence. 

Results reported by these specifications are similar. GDPd coefficient is negative and 

significant in both columns, although the value reduced from -763 to -444 when time 

                                                      
141 I included trends in both tests and a correction for cross-sectional dependence in Breitung. 
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dummies are included. Also, jurosbreak is significant (in column 4 at 10 percent of 

significance level). CPI effect is positive but not significant in both specifications. By 

contrast, silver premium is only significant if time demeaning is not undertaken. As PDOLS 

model is not suitable in panels that cross-sectional independence is not assured, I test for 

cross-sectional dependence by using Pesaran (2004 and 2015). The null hypothesis of 

cross-sectional independence is rejected at 99 percent of confidence.  

Under these conditions, Augment Mean Group (AMG) by Eberhardt and Teal (2010 

and 2011) is the most appropriate estimator. This model can specifically deal with cross-

sectional data dependence, serially uncorrelated errors, nonstationarity, and heterogeneous 

cross-sectional units (Eberhardt et al., 2013). Additionally, it helps to solve some problems 

that arise from misspecification of the functional form since it includes unobserved 

common processes that vary across cross-sectional units and can capture the effect of 

relevant non-included variables. Columns 6 and 7 collect the results of AMG models. 

Estimation 6 does not impose a common dynamic process with unit coefficient, while 

model 7 does impose it. Estimation 6 is hence preferable. Results are very similar in both 

specifications. GDPd has a negative and significant impact on office prices. This 

coefficient is smaller in absolute terms than the previous estimations (it is only equivalent 

to PDLS with time dummies), but it is still a large coefficient. A 1 percent decrease in 

GDPpc generated on average a rise of 361 reals in office prices (about 1.5 percent 

increment). The smaller size of this coefficient stands to reason. As Eberhardt, Helmer and 

Strauss (2013) demonstrate if their functional form holds true, other models may lead to 

biased β estimators. This is a downward biased in the studied model due to the negative 

relation between office prices and GDPpc (Eberhardt et al., 2013, p. 440). Only PDLS that 

controls for simple cross-sectional dependence among panel units displays a similar 

coefficient. Furthermore, Jurosbreak coefficient is also highly significant, positive, and 

large (48,080 reals in model 6). This indicates that the problems of safety that juros 

suffered from 1593 onwards increased demand for offices. Finally, all other variables are 

not significant, although they display plausible coefficients (CPI3am and silver premium 

have a positive coefficient, as well as special faculty). 

After this analysis, it is reasonable to assume that offices increased their value 

during worsening economic times (β negative condition holds true). Despite it is not clear 
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that silver premium and inflation had a long-term relationship with office prices, it has been 

demonstrated that offices augmented their prices when GDP per capita decreased, and the 

public debt problems also affected positively the demand for offices from the 1590s.  

Table 17  

Estimations 
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3.5. Conclusions 
This chapter explains how offices became financial assets in the early modern 

Castile. A financial innovation, a repurchasing agreement (in Spanish pacto de retroventa), 

allowed office invertors to transform prohibited leases into legal sale-and-purchase 

transactions. A loop-hole could be exploited to break the rental prohibition over offices. 

Returns to the capital of leases were close to 5 percent since the maximum legal interest 

rate was limited to this percentage. 

The combination of pactos de retroventa, offices, and censos (most usual loan in 

early modern Spain) also opened way to more sophisticated financial operations, such as 

repos and Office-Backed-Censos. 

Finally, the chapter analyzes the traditional haven assets in the Castilian economy 

(i.e., silver coins and juros), and shows that offices fulfilled all features to be considered 

safe assets.  Simplicity, publicly known characteristics, no physical depreciation, stable 

yields, and screening controls (the Crown and local notaries), avoided offices to suffer from 

adverse selection. Moreover, a liquid secondary market gave offices a quasi-moneyness 

property. These facts may explain that office and silver prices followed an identical trend 

from 1621 onwards (when juros stopped being an instrument of protection against 

inflation). It is hence reasonable to assume that both offices and silver coins were used as 

inflation hedges.  

To conclude, some hedonic prices models are run to analyze the effect of different 

office characteristics on their prices, as well as to test if offices had higher value during 

worsening economic times (ß negative condition). The models show that special faculties 

seemed to have a positive impact on office prices. On the contrary, it is not clear that 

perpetuaciones were a relevant factor in the pricing of these assets. Furthermore, location 

and type of office affected the prices. Office from Madrid and Andalusia were the most 

expensive ones, and regidores were more appreciated than escribanos and procuradores 

del número.  

Lastly, it is demonstrated that office prices had a negative and significant 

relationship with GDP per capita through an AMG model that allows for cross-sectional 

data dependence, heterogeneous cross-sectional units, and can control for some problems of 

misspecification (Eberhardt et al., 2013). Also, juros’ troubles of credibility had a 
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remarkable positive impact on office prices from the 1590s onwards. This indicates that 

offices increased their value during economic and financial adverse events. 

All things considered; it is reasonable to assume that offices were actually safe 

assets during the early modern period. 
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4. OFFICE MANIA: ASSET MARKET BUBBLE IN 
SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY CASTILE 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, it is studied a boom-bust cycle in the Spanish market for public offices 

during the first half of the seventeenth century. I have created an original and unique 

database, which contains 1,813 sales and 2,794 resignations. By exploiting this dataset, I 

firstly analyze the regional integration of the market. Subsequently, potential explanations 

for the cycle based on fundamental variables ruled out. Finally, I propose a rational bubble-

based model that fits with the evidence shown and present various traditional patterns of 

bubbles that took place during the process.     

Asset bubbles are among the most fascinating phenomena in economics, but one of the 

most unknown. Though there exist diverse definitions, in this chapter, it is adopted the most 

comprehensive one that considers bubbles as an economic process in which the market 

price of an asset is over its fundamental value (Kindleberger & Aliber, 2011, p. 20).142 This 

definition already presents a great challenge in studies on the field, i.e., the need to compute 

the fundamental value of an asset to prove the existence of a bubble. 

In fact, Case and Shiller (1988 and 2003) are two of the few papers that have dared to 

demonstrate the creation of such a phenomenon. These papers run a hedonic price model to 

compute the fundamental value of U.S. houses in the 1980s. They conclude that the 

American housing market was overvalued in several regions. Additionally, they provide 

several useful insights about bubbles, especially the housing ones, such as the effect of 

reservation housing prices on expectations and the main factors behind booms and busts. 

Another example is Quinn (2019), that shows that the Bicycle Mania (1895-1900) may not 

be fully explained by changes in fundamentals or risk management. 

Since few authors have tried to look for new cases, the literature on this field is mostly 

based on either theoretical models or research on widely accepted asset bubbles.143 

                                                      
142 Kindleberger (1996) decided to use a simpler definition of bubble, it is “an upward price movement over 
an extended period of fifteen to forty months that then implodes” (Kindleberger, 1996, p. 29). 
143 Another group could be included too. This comprises quantitative researchers, such as Jordà, Mayer, and 
Pérez, who are focused on studying causes and consequences of more recent bubbles. They apply quantitative 
methods to current phenomena. 
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Economists have mainly focused on the former, while economic historians have 

predominated in the latter. 

Theoretical models started with the seminal paper, Samuelson (1958), which proved 

that money has a positive value, even though it is intrinsically worthless. Then, extensive 

literature emerged in the following years. Blanchard and Watson (1982), Tirole (1985), 

Santos and Woodford (1997), Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2006), Ventura (2012), and 

Basco (2016) are some examples. Most of these papers use overlapping generations models 

and attempt to test the different consequences of bubbles on economic growth, welfare, 

capital flows, and other economic variables. Aoki et al. (2014) deserve a special mention 

because their contribution is a cornerstone in our research. Aoki and coauthors develop a 

rational bubble-based model that explains the propensity of economies to overestimate safe 

assets. Investors are willing to pay a large premium for safe assets over risky ones, 

particularly when haven assets are scarce. Another relevant finding of this paper is that the 

bubble does not emerge due to a structural inability for saving, but because of safe assets 

shrinking. 

On the other hand, economic historians have usually focused on “traditional” asset 

bubbles. Garber (1990) summarizes the main characteristics of three of these events 

(Tulipmania, Mississippi bubble, and South Sea bubble). He concludes that none were 

actual bubbles since some fundamentals could explain the boom-bust cycles.144 In addition 

to Garber, several authors have researched the Tulipmania (McClure & Thomas, 2017; and 

Israel, 2008), Mississippi bubble (Velde, 2009), South Sea bubble (Kleer, 2015; Carlos et 

al., 2008; Shea, 2007; Temin & Voth, 2004; and Harrison, 2001), Railway mania 

(McCartneyand & Arnold, 2003; Campbell & Turner, 2012; and Dale et al., 2005), 

Australian land boom (Hickson & Turner, 2002; and Merrett; 1989), and the roaring 

American Twenties (Eichengreen & Mitchener, 2003; Nicholas, 2007; and Galbraith 

[2009]). Dale et al. (2005) indeed offer an interesting classification. The authors, using the 

Katsaris’ criterion, classified rational bubbles into three groups depending on their cause: 

“self-fulling expectations (rational bubbles), mispricing of fundamentals (intrinsic bubbles), 

and the endowment of irrelevant exogenous variables with asset pricing value (extrinsic 

                                                      
144 This controversial viewpoint is not shared by most economist and economic historians. However, it is a 
perfect point to illustrate the difficulty and subjectivity of demonstrating bubbles.   
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bubbles).” The latter is prone to occur when investors face “uncertainty (risk) concerning 

their environment” (Dale et al., 2005: 236-7). Another interesting classification was made 

by Basco (2016). He distinguishes between outside bubbles (when the asset is a pure 

financial security) and inside bubbles (when the asset is an input of production). He 

highlights that inside bubbles are larger and have wider consequences. Finally, a recent 

paper by Quin and Turner (2020) provides a comprehensive literature review on asset 

bubbles and proposes a new framework for analyzing these phenomena. The framework is 

called the “bubble triangle,” and it is based on three necessary conditions (speculation, 

money & credit, and asset marketability) and two potential triggers (changes in government 

policies or technological innovation). The latter trigger particularly follows the conclusions 

by Pérez (2009), who points out that technological changes lead to a specific type of 

bubble, known as Major Technology Bubbles, which are different from those generated by 

excessive liquidity, so-called Easy Liquidity Bubbles (Pérez, 2009, p. 780).   

In contrast to most of the previous literature, I have a different objective. I aim to prove 

the existence of an asset bubble that has never been recognized as such. This study has its 

roots in Castañeda and Hernández (2013), who first explored the possibility of a bubble in 

the market for offices in the early modern period. Figure 22 shows real house price indexes 

of Spain and the USA between 1973 and 2017, and a real price index for offices (regidores 

or aldermen) in Málaga from 1571 to 1706. This graph makes clear that the boom-and-bust 

pattern in office prices in Málaga in the early 17th century was at least comparable to that of 

the Spanish housing bubble in the last quarter of the 20th century until the 2008 crisis, and 

much more pronounced than the American housing bubble. 
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Even though France has drawn the most attention in the study of venal offices, its 

evolution in Castile is very similar and likely as economically relevant as France’s. Offices 

were often sold since the Late Middle Ages. However, venality was not generally 

undertaken by the Crown and institutionalized up to the sixteenth century in both realms. 

Fiscal needs led Francis I to begin selling offices in 1522, while Prince Philip undertook the 

same policies from 1543 onwards (Doyle, 1996, pp. 3-4, and Marcos, 2011, p. 86). The 

market for offices grew in size and importance over the years (chapter 2).  

Eventually, French and Castilian systems took different paths when they reached 

their mature stage. Henri IV introduced a regular tax upon offices called the Paulette on 

December 12, 1604 (Mousnier, 1945). On the contrary, Philip III decided to sell licenses of 

perpetuación from the 1610s. As a consequence, the Castilian Crown lost any sort of 

control over perpetual offices. While French monarchs kept raising large and solid incomes 

from the venal system (Pinsard & Tadjeddine, 2017, p. 3-10), Castilian revenues shrank 

since this policy was applied. It is then during the 16th and 17th centuries that the Castilian 

venal system was configured, took-off, and began to decline. For this reason, we analyze 

the office price evolution in that period. 

I find that a boom-bust cycle surged between the late 1590s and 1630-40 in the 

Castilian markets for offices. After ruling out potential fundamental variables (especially 

monetary causes and changes in office characteristics), I offer an explanation for this cycle 

based on the rational bubble-based model by Aoki et al. (2014). Castile suffered a severe 

multi-crisis during the 1590s. A royal suspension of payments took place between 1596 and 

1598. Unlike the previous suspensions, this time was different because financial problems 

of the Crown were not addressed by a tax increase. Therefore, a new suspension had to be 

declared in 1607 (de Carlos, 2016). The crisis of 1596-98 meant that safe assets shrank in 

Castile due to new issues of juros were not safe anymore. At the same time, offices, that 

fulfilled all the properties of haven assets (chapter 3), experienced a boom in prices. The 

inflation of offices collapsed in the late 1630s. The bust took place since office profitability 

drastically fell (because of price increments and stable wages, and a tax on office 

transactions), and a new political and economic crisis restricted access to credit and 

deteriorated the political fundamentals of offices. 
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Furthermore, I evidence that a series of traditional patterns of bubbles happened 

during this process. The Castilian economy experienced a period of low interest rates 

before and during the bubble, leverage increased significantly in the market for offices, 

speculative activities frequently took place, and many arrangements with creditors (linked 

to a deleveraging process) emerged after the burst.  

Although I adopt a traditional rational approach to identify the bubble, I also 

demonstrate that this process fulfilled the necessary conditions of the “bubble triangle” 

(offices were marketable, credit and money grew, and speculation was usual), and it was 

sparked by a government policy (Quinn & Turner, 2020). The so-called Office Mania can 

be classified as an inside and extrinsic rational bubble by Basco (2016) and Dale et al. 

(2005) criteria, respectively. 

Finally, it is demonstrated that markets for offices were integrated along Castile. I 

test that different offices from diverse cities were correlated in the short-run and in long-run 

equilibrium through VEC models. Integration surged because no limitations on buying 

offices existed. Several investors and intermediaries hence bought and sold offices from 

distant places, and some offices were auctioned in different cities to which they belonged. 

These factors probably fostered arbitrage.  

This chapter contributes to two main strands of literature in economics and history. 

On the one hand, it enlarges knowledge of financial history. The discovery of a new asset 

bubble may enrich our catalog of episodes, and therefore provide a better base for 

reviewing and improving current theories. It is also the first study, to the best of my 

knowledge, that links a safe asset shortage with an asset market bubble in practice. On the 

other hand, the chapter increases knowledge of Spanish early modern history. It, in fact, 

contributes to the understanding of Spanish economic problems during the “General Crisis” 

of the seventeenth century. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. After an introduction, we outline the 

historical context in section 2. Section 3 analyses the evolution of office prices and studies 

market integration. Section 4 and 5 discuss alternative hypotheses based on fundamental 

and monetary causes of the boom-bust cycle. Section 5 explains how the rational bubble-

based model fits with the evidence. Section 6 shows that some traditional patterns of asset 
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bubbles took place during this process and demonstrates that all “bubble triangle” criteria 

hold. Finally, Section 7 offers a brief conclusion.  

4.2. Historical background 
In 1520, once Charles V had just arrived in the Iberian Peninsula, Castile saw the 

last general internal uprising for more than a century145, the Revolt of the Comuneros. After 

its defeat in 1521, Castile returned to the path of economic buoyancy that had been initiated 

during the Catholic Monarch’s reign (Elliott, 1965, p. 125-131).  

Queen Isabella I contributed to laying the foundations for sound economic growth 

during the sixteenth century. Among other policies under her reign, the Crown gave birth to 

the monetary reform of 1497, which provided the monetary system with great stability for 

the following hundred years (Hamilton, 1934; and Munro, 2008), reorganized the Mesta 

and increased its powers (Garcia & Sánchez, 1994), and funded the trip which resulted in 

the European discovery of America. These last two policies indeed gave Castile a 

comparative advantage in the production of two key export commodities in the early 

modern period, namely, wool and silver.  

Financial development was also another potential source of economic growth. 

During the 15th and 16th centuries, some financial innovations took place in the kingdom. 

Three Northern Castilian cities (Medina del Campo, Medina de Ríoseco, and Villalón de 

Campos) hosted some of the biggest fairs of exchange and payments in Europe (Marcos, 

2000). Proto-commercial banks (called “public” banks) emerged. These institutions not 

only undertook financial intermediation, discounting and deposit activities, but financed 

commercial projects and trade with America too (Ruiz Martín, 1970; Álvarez-Nogal, 2017).  

Furthermore, monetary stability and silver inflows from America, which drastically 

increased since the 1550s (Hamilton, 1934), converted the real de a ocho (the most 

common Spanish silver coin) into a quasi-international reserve currency.146 Unlike copper 

coins (vellón), which could be regarded as a Crown’s monopoly, silver and gold coins were 

traded in competitive international markets. Habsburg monarchs did not manipulate the 

weight and fineness of large-denomination coins, established extensive controls over its 

                                                      
145 In the late 1560s, there was a relevant uprising in Castile, the Rebellion of Alpujaras. However, it was 
concentrated in Granada.  
146 European bullion exports to Asia were made up about 44 percent of American imports and 50 percent of 
Castilian minting (Motomuta, 1994, p. 340). 
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Despite such a positive trend, the Castilian economy had severe flaws too. Spanish 

agriculture showed low productivity (Allen, 2000). This fact was aggravated by the 

increment in the arable area (Álvarez-Nogal, 2005). Spain also suffered from a problem of 

low manufacturing productivity. This was partly due to a Dutch disease that originated 

from the outstanding silver inflows from America (Drelichman, 2005). This phenomenon 

generated an inflation gap between Castile and other European kingdoms that damaged 

Spanish competitiveness. Castilian commerce of wool was also affected by the Dutch 

revolt, the emergence of low-cost production in the new draperies, and the Italian crisis in 

textile production. These three elements drastically reduced wool imports from Spain since 

the 1570s (Alonso & Tena, 2013). Exports of wool kept decreasing during the seventeenth 

century, and there was no recovery (both in terms of cattle heads and tones of product) up 

to the eighteenth century (Bilbao & Fernández de Pinedo, 1994). 

Castile also experienced structural budget deficits that provoked profound financial 

crises. The Spanish Monarchy was almost always engaged in wars against different 

countries during the early modern age. This military strategy required large resources 

(Thompson, 1992, p. 288). Regardless of economic growth, most relevant royal revenues 

were fixed, especially since Encabezamiento was settled in 1537 (Artola, 1982, p. 73).147 

This situation forced Habsburgs to continually depend on indebtedness and undertaking 

sales of royal assets (see chapter 2 and 3). Debt dependency led the kings to declare four 

suspensions of payments in the sixteenth century (1556, 1560, 1575, and 1596), and three 

more in the seventeenth century (1607, 1627, and 1647) (de Carlos, 2016). Suspension took 

place when the interests of juros met most royal ordinary revenues. This made it more 

difficult to roll over short-term debt, and the king had to declare the suspension in order to 

negotiate with the Cortes increases in ordinary taxes (to make room for more juros’ issues) 

and to reach agreements with his creditors (Álvarez-Nogal and Chamley, 2014; and Comín, 

2016). Even though the Crown’s credibility was not heavily affected during the 16th century 

suspensions, this had negative consequences over the Castilian financial system. For 

instance, “public” banks almost disappeared as a result of the suspension of 1575, and fairs 

of exchange lost their importance because of these processes. The 17th century suspensions 

                                                      
147 Alcabalas and tercias, the largest taxes during the 16th century, remained unchanged during the whole of 
Charles V’s reign (1516-1556), and there were just two updates during the reign of Philip II (1556-1598). 
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were even more harmful because they involved debt relief. The Crown faced more 

difficulties to raise taxes when economic growth disappeared from the late sixteenth 

century onwards. Instead of reducing expenditures, the Spanish Monarchy stopped paying 

juros’ interests in silver in 1621 (Comín, 2016, p. 86). Subsequently, Philip IV seized 

substantial parts of interest payments (between a fifth and a half) in 1625, 1629, and yearly 

from 1634 onwards (Alvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 33-34). These policies put an end to the 

traditional safe properties of juros. In particular, interest payments were described as 

“difficult, costly, and belated payback” in 1641 (Álvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 49). 

As said above, the Crown could sell assets as an alternative to leverage. The two 

main assets involved in sales were land (tierras baldías) and public offices. The increase in 

these sales was a response to a structural deterioration of royal budgets.  

Spanish economic performance radically worsened in the seventeenth century. This 

century was preceded by the multi-crisis of the 1590s, when several economic problems 

took place, such as some bad harvests, the plague of 1596-1602, the suspension of 

payments of 1596, and a substantial tax rise (Thompson & Yun, 1994; and MacKay, 2019). 

Taxation was indeed an endemic problem of the Castilian economy. As royal 

spending did not reduce, the solution was to create new tax figures. This happened when 

the Cortes granted the servicio de millones to Philip II in 1590. This levy was originally 

planned to be a progressive tax (Fortea Pérez, 1990), but it became a regressive one 

managed by urban elites; an effect aggravated since direct taxes served as collateral for 

municipal debt titles (Ruiz Martín, 1994). City councils of the eighteen cities that took part 

in the Cortes widely increased their powers. Spanish monarchs, especially Philip IV, tried 

to suppress the servicio de millones on several occasions, but attempts were not successful 

until the 1650s (Gelabert, 1997).  

Another relevant problem during this century was inflation. Responsible monetary 

policies came to an end in 1596, when Philip II decided to remove the fraction of silver in 

small-denomination coins (Garcia de Paso, 2003). Minting and re-stamping policies were 

very frequent from 1600 to 1680.148 These policies were only applied to vellón (billon) 

coins since silver and gold money competed internationally. Therefore, high inflation rates 

                                                      
148 The only exception was the period 1608-1620 where the Cortes was able to stop it through servicio de 
millones’ conditions. 
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in vellón emerged, and gold and silver premiums appeared as bad coin expelled good coin 

(Gresham’s law).     

Figure 24 shows commodity price indexes in vellón and silver, an index price for 

pure silver, and the premium of silver149 between 1600 and 1700. As observed, monetary 

instability especially occurred after the 1620s. In the period 1600-1625, prices increased by 

about 10 and 21 percent in billon and silver, respectively, while the price of pure silver 

decreased by 9.5 percent. This was due to the increment in the real stock of money because 

of silver imports and minting (in 1596) and re-stamping (in 1603) of billon coins. Prices in 

vellón were relatively stable, and silver premium remained low (compared to the following 

periods) since the renewal servicio de millones banned expansive monetary policies after 

1608 (Gelabert, 1997).150 On the contrary, the following fifty-five years saw a very 

different outlook. Prices in vellón began rapidly increasing by 24.5 and 31 percent during 

the periods 1626-50 and 1651-79, respectively. At the same time, silver premium steadily 

rose, while silver prices firstly remained stable and significantly decreased afterward (price 

index in silver reduced by 39.5 percent between 1651 and 1679). The cause of this 

monetary chaos was the continuous expansive monetary policies, which incentivized agents 

to hoard silver coins or export them to other countries (silver premium hence rose by 317.6 

percent between 1651 and 1679). The monetary reform of 1680-86 put an end to this 

situation. This policy reduced the face value of petty money (vellón) and increased the face 

value of silver and gold coins. Thereby, prices in vellón drastically decreased by 35 percent 

between 1680 and 1700. People hence stopped hoarding silver coins because their face 

value equaled their actual one (Font de Villanueva, 2008). 

                                                      
149 We use the right axis for the premium silver series. 
150 Inflation in vellón was 17.1 percent during the period 1596-1607. Therefore, the differential between 
inflation in vellón and silver took place after 1607.  
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offices from the place where they came from by law.152 If this rule were enforced, 

integration would be a priori difficult to happen. On the other hand, several examples of 

people who bought and sold offices all around Castile have been published (Pinedo Gómez, 

1997, p. 41; and Marcos Martín, 2007, p. 25-35). These traders might undertake arbitrage 

activities that led to market integration. With the aim of clarifying this, I am going to run an 

analysis to know whether the prices of offices show co-integration relationships. Since each 

type of office in every city had a different fundamental value (e.g., officer’s gross wages 

varied depending on the city, see chapter 2), absolute convergence in prices is not plausible. 

In contrast, I interpret integration as short- and long-run symmetric co-movements in 

different office prices, i.e., different markets following similar patterns.153 

Table 39 in Annex F shows the correlation matrix of all series. Most cities have 

high correlation coefficients (over 0.7), except for Granada and Madrid. We will take a 

closer look at these two cities later. This indicator, however, is useless if we take into 

consideration that these series are probably non-stationary. I hence test for unit root 

hypothesis in all series by using the traditional Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) and 

the more powerful Elliott–Rothenberg–Stock test (ERS).154 It fails to reject the null 

hypothesis of a unit root in all series for both tests155, except for procuradores del número 

from Málaga.156 Therefore, I regard almost all series as non-stationary.  

I now check if they are integrated. I apply first difference and repeat the unit root 

tests. In this case, it is rejected the null hypothesis of unit root in both ADF and ERS tests at 

one percent significance level. All series are therefore integrated of order one [I (1)]. 

The previous result allows us to undertake a deeper analysis of long-run equilibrium 

through VEC models. The series are divided into groups. On the one hand, I study the long-

                                                      
152 AHN, DIV, file 2, number 8. 
153 Definition, objective, and methods used in this section followed an extensive literature in market 
integration, more especially in stock market integration (see, e.g. Arshanapalli & John, 1993; Hassan & Naka, 
1996; Ewing et al. 1999; Masih & Masih, 2001; Lamba, 2005; Kazi, 2008; Papavassiliou, 2014; Maheta & 
Joshi, 2016). 
154 We have also applied a unit root test with structural breaks both in intercept and trend (Vogelsang and 
Perron, 1989) as a robustness check, given the potential presence of structural breaks. All series still fail to 
reject the unit root hypothesis (at 1% of significance level), except for procuradores from Málaga that reject 
the null at 5% of significance level.   
155 ERS fails to reject the null hypothesis for at least ten lags. We used intercept in both sorts of tests, and also 
trend and no-trend versions. Results do not change.  
156 Null hypothesis is rejected for the ADF at one percent of significance, but not rejected for the ERS test 
(although it is close to be rejected at ten percent of significance in this case too). 
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run relationship between regidores and veinticuatros from all cities (except for Madrid). On 

the other hand, I investigate co-integration for different offices in the same city. I run VEC 

models, and apply the Johansen test for co-integration (Johansen, 1995).  

I firstly estimate the co-integration rank for the different groups. Johanson test 

shows that regidores’ group and offices from Valladolid, Zamora, and Córdoba possess one 

co-integration vector157, offices from Málaga have two co-integration vectors, and series 

from Seville and Granada do not co-integrate. However, if the Augmented Engle and 

Granger test (Engle & Granger, 1987) is applied, regidores and procuradores’ series from 

Granada are also co-integrated at ten percent of the significance level.  

Table 18 shows the results for VECM of regidores’ group. As displayed, all 

variables have the expected signs if significant, except for Granada. Therefore, I estimate 

the same model in table 19 without including this city. All significant short-run coefficients 

are positive (i.e., variables are positively correlated in the short-run), and all coefficients in 

the Johansen normalization restriction (JNR) are negative, if significant (i.e., all variables 

have symmetric and positive effects in the long-run). 

Table 18  

VECM for regidores’ group (Valladolid, Burgos, Zamora, Málaga, Córdoba, Seville and 
Granada 

 

 

                                                      
157 All these series are co-integrated even at the most restricted case (no deterministic trend), except for 
Córdoba that only co-integrates with unrestricted constant. The number of lags has been chosen by the AIC 
and SBIC information criteria. 
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All other outputs of VEC models are displayed in Annex F. The results are similar 

to those for regidores. All coefficients show the expected sign if significant, and they are 

mostly significant at one percent. The only exception is escribanos from Córdoba. Despite 

offices from Córdoba being in long-run equilibrium, escribanos show the opposite trend to 

regidores and procuradores (i.e., negative sign in short-run coefficient and positive in the 

JNR).  

Table 19  

VECM for regidores’ group (Valladolid, Burgos, Zamora, Málaga, Córdoba, and Seville) 

 
All in all, six out of eight cities show that regidores were positively correlated in the 

short-run and in long-run equilibrium. Four (or five, if we accept co-integration of 

procuradores and regidores from Granada at ten percent of significance level) out of six 

cities indicate that offices within the city followed a similar pattern in both the short- and 

long-run. I, therefore, consider that evidence clearly supports the hypothesis that office 

markets were integrated during the early modern period.  

Regardless of the rule that impeded officers from serving their charges if they came 

from another city158, offices became investment assets, and no barriers existed for buying 

them (see chapter 3). Many investors and intermediaries hence bought and sold offices in 

several places159, as well as some offices were auctioned in different cities from where they 

                                                      
158 This rule was not systematically fulfilled as several studies have shown, e.g., Hernández Benítez (1987) 
and Marcos Martín (2007). 
159 Chapter 2 shows some examples of intermediaries who took part in office markets buying and selling 
offices in several cities. Some of them, such as Nicolas de Grimaldo, were even foreigners. In addition, 
original manuscripts illustrate how many people bought and held offices in different cities. For instance, the 
corregidor of Bilbao informed the Prince Philip in 1545 that a regidor from his city also held one escribanía 
of the Coin House in Bilbao, and one escribanía mayor de rentas in Atienza (Guadalajara), a city more than 
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belonged, such as Madrid, that offered better sale opportunities.160 These activities possibly 

fostered arbitrage and integration.  

4.3.2. Evolution of prices 

Now, we may move on to the analysis of price trends. As stated above, offices 

graphically seem to have three well-marked phases. The first one, which covers most of the 

second half of the sixteenth century, is a period of stability. Prices usually grew by low 

rates in most cities. However, some places experienced no growth at all or even a decrease, 

such as Valladolid and Burgos. The second phase began in the 1590s. This decade was the 

starting point of a boom-bust cycle, which ended in about the 1630s. Finally, a period of 

instability happened after the big fall in prices. Most cities experienced a moderate new rise 

and drop between the 1660s and 1680s, except for Madrid that shows a larger boom-bust 

cycle than the first one. This coincides with the inflation and deflation cycle due to 

expansive monetary policies. 

Even though graphical analysis is a good approximation, we need to go deep into 

structural break examination. Bai and Perron (1998 and 2003) provide a perfect tool for this 

situation. This test allows us to detect unknown structural breaks in series with serial 

correlation. 

Table 20 reports the main information for the tests. I have applied the test just with 

a constant as a regressor and following Bai and Perron (2003)’s suggestions.161 Serial 

correlation makes F-statistic more robust than Schwarz and LWZ. The two latter tend to 

overestimate the number of breaks, even so, the table displays all these criteria too (Bai & 

Perron, 2003).  

The results are clear: most series experience a structural break in the 1580s or 

1590s, and again in the 1610s (all these decades have ten series with breaks). Additionally, 

                                                                                                                                                                  
100 km away from Bilbao (AGS, CCA, DIV, file 47-33.1, page 51). Another example of a holder of several 
offices is doña Maria Isabel de Contreras, who held one alcaldía perpetua de la real Casa y Corte (from 
Madrid), one notario mayor from Granada, one conciertador de privilegios and one alguacilazgo mayor from 
Tordesillas (Valladolid) in 1699 (AGS, CCA, file 2543). 
160 For instance, an office of regidor from Burgos, which was inherited by doña Antonia Josepha Melendez in 
1660, was auctioned in Madrid in 1661, instead of Burgos (AGS, CCA, file 2521).  
161 Bai and Perror (2003) suggest running a global L versus none break firstly. Then, they test L+1 versus L 
breaks. Moreover, I use a trimming equal to 0.15, if series possesses less than 160 observations, or 0.1, if 
observations are greater or equal to this number. Therefore, my segments are always larger than 16 years. 
This may be problematic if two actual turning points are close to each other. Finally, it is allowed for serial 
correlation in the errors and different variances of the residuals across segments, and it has been corrected the 
covariance matrix by HAC covariances (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West and fixed bandwidth). 
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if we aggregate the breaks of the 1630s and 1640s, we find eleven series with structural 

breaks as well. It is relevant to highlight that three out of the ten cities that have a turning 

point in the 1580s experienced a new break in the 1600s. These cases point to an actual 

break in the 1590s, but the trimming limitation does not allow capturing them. All other 

decades do not present generalized breaks, even in the 1680s (with only five series) when 

the devaluation policy took place. 
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Table 20  

Bai and Perron (1998) structural breaks (1543-1720) 

Sup F(k) UDmax Wdmax
Sequencial F-

statistic 
determined breaks

Schwarz criterion LWZ criterion

Valladolid 
(regidor)

Significant for all k 115.5592 233.6692 1595, 1636, 1705
1580,  1600,  1636,  
1662,  1686,  1708

1599,  1636,  1662,  
1686,  1708

Valladolid 
(escribano)

Significant for all k 101.0542 175.776 1571, 1619, 1642
1572,  1621,  1643,  

1671
1572,  1621,  1643

Valladolid 
(procurador)

Significant for all k 178.0008 390.6003 1589, 1641
1584,  1605,  1627,  

1648,  1687
1596,  1628,  1649

Burgos (regidor) Significant for all k 64.8662 126.407 1599, 1711
1599,  1619,  1641,  

1666,  1710
1599,  1619,  1641,  

1666,  1710

Zamora (regidor) Significant for all k 149.7226 322.0984
1561, 1582, 1599, 

1692

1588,  1605,  1622,  
1648,  1667,  1684,  

1701

1595,  1617,  1648,  
1667,  1686

Zamora 
(procurador)

Significant for all k 504.9752 1086.353
1589, 1603, 1618, 

1632, 1662

1593,  1607,  1621,  
1635,  1658,  1672,  

1693

1604,  1620,  1634,  
1659,  1693

Madrid (regidor) Significant for all k 648.9905 1396.173 1596, 1617, 1657
1591,  1613,  1648,  
1669,  1687,  1705

1612,  1648,  1669,  
1688

Córdoba (regidor) Singnificant if k<5 381.9859 576.4629
1578, 1597, 1619, 

1642
1580,  1599,  1621,  
1640,  1703,  1722

1580,  1599,  1621,  
1640,  1703,  1722

Córdoba 
(escribano)

Significant for all k 90.45805 154.7876 1584, 1611 1689 1584,  1611,  1688 1584,  1611,  1688

Córdoba 
(procurador)

Significant for all k 105.6937 231.9314
1588, 1608, 1641, 

1665, 1681
1589,  1612,  1641,  

1662,  1683
1589,  1612,  1641,  

1662,  1683

Granada (regidor) Significant for all k 236.9593 409.6752
1578, 1597, 1619, 

1642
1572,  1606,  1626,  

1653,  1680
1572,  1620,  1654,  

1680
Granada 

(escribano)
Significant for all k 213.2314 299.2905

1581, 1597, 1612, 
1639

1579,  1612,  1640,  
1685

1581, 1639

Granada 
(procurador)

Significant for all k 399.3971 658.7168
1582, 1596, 1610, 

1657
1590,  1611,  1651,  

1676
1590,  1611,  1651,  

1676

Málaga (regidor) Significant for all k 257.8789 565.8826 1590, 1610, 1683
1598,  1618,  1641,  

1661,  1683
1596,  1628,  1649,  

1687

Málaga 
(escribano)

Significant for all k 211.4922 313.2794
1596, 1617, 1645, 

1679
1603,  1624,  1645,  

1679
1603,  1624,  1645,  

1679

Málaga 
(procurador)

Significant for all k 211.4922 313.2794
1584, 1614, 1636, 

1685
1584,  1636,  1685 1584,  1636,  1685

Seville (regidor) Significant for all k 1208.249 2362.617 1587, 1640, 1664
1588,  1607,  1626,  

1648,  1688
1590,  1640,  1688

Seville (escribano) Significant for all k 90.53838 198.675 1580, 1605, 1684
1593,  1611,  1640,  

1659
1593,  1611,  1640,  

1659
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Structural break analysis coincides with the initial graphical examination. Most 

series have a structural change about the 1590s. A turning point is also common in the 

1610s. Finally, most series break again between the 1630s and 1640s. 

Even with the confirmation of structural breaks in these series, we do not know 

much about the size and direction of them. For that reason, I conduct an interrupted time-

series analysis [ITSA] (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Shadish et al., 2002, and Linden, 2015).  

This method provides a quasi-experimental design research by applying the pre- and 

post-treatment trends. I use the previously reported structural break dates as 

“treatments.”162 Then, it is measured if changes are economically and statistically 

significant. Table 21 and figure 27 display the main results from ITSA.  

                                                      
162 I moved or introduced some break dates. All new dates belong to confidence intervals at 95 percent of the 
structural breaks, so there is no statistical difference. The introduction of new breaks corresponds to those 
cases that trimming limitation likely affected the detection of a structural break. I have moved the structural 
break dates of escribanos from Valladolid in the 1590s and procuradores from Córdoba in the 1600s. We 
have introduced a break date in the 1590s, since it could not be captured because of the trimming limitation, 
in 1595 in procuradores from Málaga (it showed breaks in 1584 and 1614), in 1599 in procuradores from 
Seville (breaks in 1580 and 1605), in 1599 in escribanos from Córdoba. Additionally, we have moved most 
break dates in the 1630s and 1640s, such as regidores and escribanos from Valladolid, regidores from 
Burgos, and offices from Córdoba, and Málaga. 
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Table 21  

ITSA for office prices’ series (1543-1650) 

City-Office Original price
Original slope 

(trend)

Change in 

intercept

Change in 

slope
Year

Change in 

intercept

Change in 

slope
Year

Change in 

intercept

Change in 

slope
Year

Valladolid-
Regidor

9739.4*** 58.6*** 10708.5*** 717.9*** 1595 -20498.7*** -1589.4*** 1632

Valladolid-
Escribano

3064.4*** 208.3*** -105.9 1949.9*** 1614 -3154*** -3141.9*** 1632

Valladolid-
Procurador

2848.3***  45.1* 1675.1*** 196.5*** 1584 -1663*** -453.2*** 1614

Burgos-
Regidor

15871.7*** -36 2887.2 938.7*** 1599 -1992.5 -2555.9*** 1632

Zamora-
Regidor

4255.39*** 374.5*** 217.7 244.7*** 1599 -16521*** -714.6*** 1637

Zamora-
Procurador

2123.6***  10.8*** 172.4*** 145.5*** 1589 and 1603 65.8 88.1*** 1618 -1.8 -698.5*** 1643

Madrid-
Regidor

4759.4** 404 -5536.4  2671.7*** 1596 -23629.5*** -2404.1*** 1617

Granada-
Veinticuatro

18272.61*** 602.6*** -11590.2*** -74.7 1597 15967.9*** 222.6 1619 3936.4 -750.5* 1642

Granada-
Escribano

13796.1*** 194.4*** 12.3 22.2*** 1597 64.3 17.8 1612 -4901*** -6474.6*** 1645

Granada-
Procurador

3300.5*** -0.09 55.6*** 147.2*** 1582 and 1596 232.5*** -105.5*** 1615 -146.4 -96*** 1631

Córdoba-
Veinticuatro

21343.7*** 479.1*** 3490.9*** -459.8*** 1599 798.8* 331.4*** 1614 -1502.2 -1664.6*** 1635

Córdoba-
Escribano

7155.7*** 783.4*** -1190.8** 1004*** 1599 -11560.7*** -1108.2*** 1619

Córdoba-
Procurador

3120.1*** 69.5*** 419.83*** -78.65*** 1598 952** 98.3*** 1607 -2103.3*** -138.8*** 1640

Málaga-
Regidor

8587*** 218.8*** -2655.9** 1163.2*** 1590 3277.8 1539.1*** 1610 3546 -5801.6*** 1631

Malaga-
Escribano

15645.4*** 123.3 1544** 780.5 1596 305.1 428.6 1617 -572.8 -192.8 1639

Málaga-
Procurador

8677.5516*** -329.4*** 776.7* 391.3*** 1595 63.9 0.93 1616 8450.1*** 79 1636

Seville-
Veinticuatro

33577.8*** 532.9***  19042.5*** 596.8*** 1587 -16143.2*** -2625.8*** 1624

Seville-
Escribano

17643*** 476.1*** -8544.5** 4412.9*** 1599 11501.1* -8383.5*** 1620

"Treatment" in the 1580s and 1590s "Treatment" in the 1610s "Treatment" in the 1630s and 1640s

 
Notes: Asterisk mean statistical significance at 1 percent (***), 5 percent (**), and 10 percent (*). All ITSA 

models are either Prais-Winsten and Cochrane-Orcutt regression if residuals follow an AR (1) process, or 

OLS with Newey West standard errors, if residuals are AR(p) being p higher than 2 (figure 27 displays which 

model was used in each case) 
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Figure 27  

ITSA for office prices’ series (1543-1650) 
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Results are very conclusive. As table 21 illustrates, in the 1590s, and especially 

between 1595 and 1599, most cities experienced a process of rapid and great appreciation 

of offices. Changes in prices were positive and highly significant in all cities (at 1 percent 

of significance), except for veinticuatros in Granada and escribanos in Valladolid. 

Additionally, prices of procuradores from Valladolid began rising in the late 1580s or early 

1590s, as well as veinticuatros and procuradores from Córdoba. The latter stopped the 

upward trend between 1599 and 1607-1614.  

The offices that had not experienced price rises in the 1590s started to increase in 

the 1610s. These happened with escribanos in Valladolid, veinticuatros in Granada (slope 

change is not significant, but intercept change is large and significant) and procuradores 

and veinticuatros from Córdoba.163 In contrast, several cities experienced a stabilization in 

prices during this decade. This happened in Madrid, where regidores drastically reduced 

their high growth rates, and procuradores and escribanos from Granada and Córdoba. 

Bai and Perron’s tests show lower precision for the breaks in the 1630s and 1640s. 

Nine out of eighteen offices peaked during the 1630s, the other four offices reached their 

maximum price in the early 1640s, while offices from Seville and procuradores from 

Valladolid did so in the 1620s. The other two offices (regidores from Madrid, and 

escribanos from Córdoba) did not suffer from downward changes but kept approximately 

stable since the late 1610s (these series had smooth upward trends). 

Finally, I focus on the size of these changes. ITSA allows forming a quick idea 

about the magnitude of “treatment’s impact.” We may easily compare the new slope to the 

old one. It is also possible to compute a simple average of growth rates by dividing the new 

slope by the sum of intercepts to know how large the accelerating process was. By doing 

so, we see that most offices experienced great accelerating price processes during the 

1590s. For instance, the yearly increment in prices of regidores from Valladolid was 12 

times larger after 1595 than before, the post-treatment slope was 6.6 times bigger in 

Madrid, and 9.3 times in escribanos from Seville. Rises in slopes are not less impressive if 

compared to intercept values. For example, the increment in the slope of the regidores’ 

price in Burgos was equivalent to 5 percent of its value in 1599164, 19.6 percent in Málaga, 

                                                      
163 In the case of procuradores the break took place in 1607. 
164 This value may be computed as the sum of the old and new intercepts plus the old slope times previous 
years. 
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and 6.3 percent for procuradores in Zamora. Negative adjustments after the maximum were 

even more drastic. For instance, the yearly mean accumulated variation in regidores’ prices 

was -11.4 percent in Valladolid and -5.6 percent in Burgos between 1631 and 1636.165 

On the whole, this section makes clear that an office price boom began in most 

Spanish cities in the late 1590s, though it could have begun some years before in some 

cities. Those cities which did not experience large price increments in this first period did 

so in the 1610s. By contrast, those which started rising in the 1590s usually reduced their 

growth rates during the 1610s. Finally, after a new accelerating rise in the 1620s, most 

office prices drastically fell during the 1630s or the early 1640s. 

After analyzing the boom-bust cycle in office prices, we study the possible 

fundamental causes of this phenomenon in the next section. 

4.4. Potential fundamentals 
4.4.1. Monetary causes 
 

One could believe that this phenomenon likely had some monetary roots, especially 

if knowing the inflationary policies in this period around Europe. In particular, two 

different monetary theories could explain the boom-bust cycle. On the one hand, it could be 

due to an inflationary and deflationary cycle because of an increment and reduction in the 

money supply. If this holds true, we should see a similar rise and fall in other commodity 

and asset prices. On the other hand, this phenomenon could be caused by the Dutch disease. 

Drelichman (2005) points to a rise in the price gap between traded and non-traded goods in 

the second half of the sixteenth century. This was related to silver imports from America. In 

fact, the increase in precious metal inflows after the 1550s provoked that non-traded goods 

appreciated relative to exportable commodities. We will start analyzing this possible cause. 

Drelichman constructed two price indexes, one for traded goods and the other for 

non-traded, by using Hamilton (1934)’s dataset. Then, he connected the timing of the 

differential between these two indexes to American bullion imports. The emergence of the 

price gap particularly took place between 1547 and 1554 in three regions of Castile 

(Northern Castile, New Castile, and Andalusia). By contrast, it did not happen in Valencia, 

which the author uses as a control group. The increase in non-traded good prices coincides 

                                                      
165 These variations have been computed from the original series, not from the ITSA outputs. 
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settlers increased the demand for veinticuatros and other municipal offices in order to gain 

local power quickly. Thus, prices rose in Granada, while offices from other cities kept 

stagnant. By contrast, once families of new settlers occupied these local charges, they could 

establish and enforce barriers to entry in municipal institutions (e.g., blood purity proofs). 

This prevented new investors from entering the market, and the boom-bust cycle in the 

1590s did not take place. 

4.4.2. Fundamental characteristics of offices 
 

We may now focus on the determinant features of offices. Two factors could change 

the fundamental value of these assets. On the one hand, offices could incorporate some 

special powers, such as licenses to appoint deputies or seat preference in the city hall. 

Spanish historiography has particularly attributed much relevance to these special licenses 

incorporated into offices (Andujar & Felices de la Fuente, 2011). On the other hand, office 

attributions could be altered if political legislation changed. It is thus reasonable to assume 

that servicio de millones increased prices of regidores-veinticuatros, since the power of city 

councils widely rose after its third renewal (Ruiz Rodriguez, 1992; and Gelabert, 1997). 

However, both sorts of changes could hardly explain a generalized boom-bust cycle 

in Castilian offices. Special powers might cause of increment in prices as they augmented 

status or rights of officers, but a fall in prices could never be explained by this fact since the 

office-holder would keep the faculty for a lifetime or endlessly once he acquired it. A 

change in legislation might be a potential explanation if the change was applied and 

reversed. Nonetheless, this legislative transformation should affect all officers and cities in 

a similar way because of the rise and fall in prices was equivalent among regidores, 

procuradores, and escribanos in the whole kingdom. The two latter offices particularly had 

no political capacities; therefore, servicio de millones could not affect them to a large 

extent. Despite these objections, it may be useful to analyze the most relevant 

transformations: perpetuaciones and servicio de millones.  

As described in chapter 2, perpetuaciones (perpetuations) played a key role in the 

evolution of the market for offices. These licenses added new rights to office-holders. For 

instance, they allowed incorporating the office into a mayorazgo, naming a deputy with the 

aim of serving the office on behalf of the owner, and avoiding the twenty-day and sixty-day 

rules. 
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Perpetuations implied that the Crown definitely lost any sort of control over these 

assets, as a perpetual office became a complete private asset forever.  

These licenses started being sold to regidores in the 1610s. The first idea of the 

Crown was to price them at 30 percent of the market value of the office (estimated by 

contadores de la razón using the last primary sales). However, their actual prices almost 

systematically were under 15 percent (see table 22). It seems that the Council of Finance 

followed a strategy of price skimming, since most perpetuaciones prices steadily reduced 

decade by decade in every city and office. The Council probably lowered the fee over time 

with the intention of drawing the attention of owners with a smaller reservation price. Most 

licenses for regidores were sold between the 1610s and 1630s. By contrast, escribanos 

usually acquired the faculty some years later, from the 1630s onwards. 

Based on the evidence, it does not stand to reason that these licenses could cause the 

rise in prices, as office-owners did not confer them high relative values. For instance, prices 

of regidores in Málaga had more than doubled between 1610 and 1631 (from 44,537 reals 

to 114,583), but regidores were only willing to pay about 6 percent (4,961 reals) of office 

market value in the 1620s, after paying 11.7 percent (8,951 reals) on average in the 1610s. 

Additionally, the analysis of price determinants undertook in chapter 3 did not reflect any 

clear impact of this attribute on office prices. In the hedonic price model, the coefficient of 

this variable is only significant in one specification (fixed-effects linear model without time 

fixed effects), and generates only a price increment of 13 percent on average. This model, 

moreover, is the less appropriate for the dataset characteristics (large T relative to N, cross-

sectional data dependence, and heterogeneous cross-sectional units). Under these 

circumstances, a more suitable model is Augment Mean Group by Eberhardt and Teal 

(2010 and 2011) that reflects no impact of perpetuaciones on pricing of offices (column 6 

and 7 in table 17). 

Finally, the timing does not fit with the boom-bust cycle too. First perpetuations 

took place a decade after the boom commenced, and the prices of offices different from 

regidores began to decrease when these officers started to acquire these licenses. All things 

considered, it does not seem plausible that perpetuaciones could play a relevant role in the 

boom-bust cycle. 
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Table 22  

Main statistics on licenses of perpetuations during the 17th Century 

Office City Decade 1610s 1620s 1630s 1640s Later
Number of perpetuations 14 4 6

Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 
of aldermen] 53.8% [26] 69.2% [26] 80% [30]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.]

3465 
[176.32] 3300 [0] n.o.

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 15.55% 12.4%*** n.o.

Number of perpetuations 2 7 7
Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 

of aldermen] 4.2% [48] 18.75% [48] 33.33% [48]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.]

5915.8 
[967.6]

2750.4 
[852.07] 3300 [0]

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 16.30% 6.25% 6.82%

Number of perpetuation 31 1 7 4
Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 

of aldermen] 72.1% [43] 74.4% [43] 82.9% [47] 91.5% [49]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.]

5282.7 
[869.9] 4986.67 [0] 2172.5 

[830.9] 1925 [388.9]

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 11.90% 11.30% 2.80% 2.40%

Number of perpetuation 16 13 8
Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 

of aldermen] 43.24% [37] 78.38% [37] 82.2% [45]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.]

8951 
[11.89****]

4961.36 
[1926.09] 5500 [0]

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 11.70% 6.48% 6.20%

Number of perpetuation 10 3 4 12 7
Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 

of aldermen] 17.24% [58] 22.4% [58] 28.81% [59] 48.33% [60] 59% [61]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.] 11000 [0] 27500* [0] 11000 

[7778.17] 4000 [0] 7000 [0]**

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 10.75% 34.50% 13.33% 6.49% 11.30%

Number of perpetuation 1 2 13 2
Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 

of aldermen] 2.6% [38] 7.7% [39] 39% [41] 43.9% [41]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.] 1300 [0] 1613 [375] 700[0]

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 3.90% 3.80% 1.75%

Number of perpetuation 1 31 7 2
Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 

of aldermen] 2.5% [40] 74.5% [43] 90.7% [43] 95% [43]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.] 1643 [0] 3116 [161.1] 1383 [107.3] 700 [0]

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 8.25% 2.13% 1.18%

Number of perpetuation 1 1 7 1
Accumulated perpetuations [Stock 

of aldermen] 3.6% [28] 7.1% [28] 32.1% [28] 34.5% [29]

Average price of perpetuation 
[S.D.] 1100 [0] 990 [146.4] 1100 [0]

Value of perpetuation relative to 
average price of alderman 13.75% 10% 13.85%

Regidores/ 
veinticuatros

Córdoba

Córdoba
Procuradores 

del número

Granada

Escribanos 
del número

Burgos

Córdoba

Granada

Málaga

Seville

 
Notes: I also collected data on Valladolid and Zamora, however, I have decided not to include these cases 
because of I had few observations in both cases (just four prices for Valladolid and zero for Zamora). During 
the 1630s four offices were sold in most cities, however, were already perpetual. Average price of regidores 
has been computed using all prices of non-perpetual regidores in the same decades, except for the case of 
Seville that all sold offices were perpetual. *It is possibly an outlier. Although there are 3 perpetuations on 
this decade, I have only the price of one of them, and this took place under a strange negotiation. **This price 
is only the price of one of the perpetuations that took place in 1673. I do not have data on the other 5 
perpetuations. ***I did not find sales of regidores during the 1620s in Burgos. This price has been computed 
using the average of the sales of non-perpetual regidores in the 1610s and 1630s 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS, AHN, and AHPV) 
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In the servicio de millones’ case, I opt for graphically examining the main events in 

the tax evolution and its potential impacts on office prices. Servicio de millones was created 

in 1590. However, we may not consider that regidores’ powers increased since this year, as 

the tax was initially managed by the Council of Finance. The turning point took place in 

1601 when the third servicio de millones was approved. Then cities forced the king to 

create a commission, called Comisión de Millones and formed by regidores from the 

parliamentarian cities, to manage the tax. Each city had jurisdiction over its province, and 

Millones started to be based on indirect taxes over basic products, instead of direct 

contributions (Artola, 1982, p. 135). In 1611, the fifth renewal increased even more powers 

of cities of the Cortes by changing the jurisdictional division (Ruiz Rodriguez, 1992, p. 

1074). All these changes provoked great controversy between tax-payers, who suffered 

from a very regressive burden, and the king since the collection was almost always 

insufficient and delayed. The tax suppression was hence planned in 1630. This year a first 

attempt to control the Comisión de Millones was made. Also, a “nationalization” of salt 

production and a tax on this product was proposed in order to suppress Millones (Gelabert, 

1997, p. 82-87). This proposal was finally abandoned in 1631. The experiment with salt 

completely failed due to consumption drastically decreasing after its introduction. The 

system of Millones was back in 1632, and collection objectives were then even much larger 

than before the suppression. The actual decline of Millones began in 1647, when the Crown 

centralized the collection (which would depend on the Council of Finance), and tried to 

incorporate Comisión de Millones to the Council (Ruiz Rodriguez, 1992, p. 1078). Finally, 

regidores’ special powers disappeared when the Council of Finance definitely absorbed the 

Comisión in 1658.  

Figure 34 gathers all these key dates together with office price trends (deflated by 

vellón). Green lines represent items that increased regidores’ powers, while red lines 

indicate the opposite. As observed, the creation of the Comisión de Millones approximately 

coincides with the rise in office prices. Though Comisión emerged some years after (1601-

02) the boom in most cities began. However, there does not seem to be any connection 

between the fall and Millones events from 1630s onwards. Rather, offices slightly increased 

their value when the suppression took place between 1630 and 1632, and drastically 

dropped after the restoration of the tax. 



 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN). 
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4.5. Model: safe assets and asset bubbles 

At this point, the question of what provoked such a cycle in office prices becomes 

intriguing. It has been demonstrated that it was not caused by monetary policy nor a 

fundamental change in office features. Additionally, Castile went through a severe 

economic crisis since the 1590s, wealth effects are therefore ruled out too.  

All things considered, I believe that this particular context fits with an asset bubble 

process caused by a safe asset shortage. Aoki et al. (2014) develop a rational bubble-based 

model that explains the tendency of economies to overvalue safe assets. The authors 

theoretically prove that individuals are willing to pay a large premium for safe assets over 

risky ones, especially when the former are scarce. A very interesting contribution of their 

paper is that the bubble does not arise due to a structural inability for saving, but because 

haven assets shrink. Finally, they conclude that this “safe bubble” has a negative impact on 

economic growth, as it diverts resources from productive activities. Despite Aoki and 

coauthors just link their model to recent events such as the Great Recession, these insights 

are possibly behind several past overvaluation processes. For instance, the boom-bust cycle 

in the gold price in the late 1970s and 1980s. Kindleberger indeed realized that investors 

searching for safety and protection against inflation provoked this overvaluation of gold 

(Kindleberger, 1996)  

How does this model fit with the previously observed evidence? It has been proved 

that offices fulfilled safe asset properties in chapter 3. This chapter particularly 

demonstrates that simplicity, public and homogeneous features, no depreciation, stable 

yields, and screening controls, prevented these assets from suffering adverse selection. In 

addition, I find a significant and negative relationship between office prices and GDP per 

capita. This is probably the most distinctive feature of haven assets; they increase their 

value during worsening economic times (Caballero et al., 2017). It is reasonable to suppose 

that this specific result was due to the fact that investors substituted other investments for 

offices when the economic outlook worsened in Castile.  

What happened for safe assets to be in great demand during the 1590s? First, the 

Spanish economy went into the most severe crisis in the last hundred years. Whenever a 

crisis takes place, investors become more cautious and search for safer assets (Kindleberger 
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& Aliber, 2011, p. 9). It does not stand to reason that this case was different. Second, and 

more importantly, a traditional haven asset in Castile, the juros, became riskier.   

At the end of the century, the economic landscape dramatically changed in Spain. A 

multi-crisis (bad harvests, the plague of 1596-1602, and a royal suspension of payments in 

1596-98) brought about new forms of debt management. All previous suspensions ended 

with large increases in taxes. This enabled the Crown to raise leverage further while 

conserving its credibility. By contrast, the suspensions of 1596 did not solve the financial 

problems of the Crown. In the aftermath of the suspension in 1598, juros’ interests still 

supposed 94.73 percent of overall royal ordinary income (de Carlos, 2016, p. 148). As a 

consequence, Philip III had to declare a new suspension in 1607 (Comín, 2016, p. 86). 

Despite some budget improvements during the 1610s166, royal debt problems significantly 

worsened in the 1620s. The Crown stopped paying juros interest in silver since 1621. Juros 

were not a hedge against inflation anymore. Additionally, Philip IV decided to seize part of 

the interest payments. This policy was implemented in 1625, 1629, and every year from 

1634 onwards with the creation of the Media Annata de Juros (a tax that seized between a 

fifth and a half of long-term debt interest payments) (Álvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 33-34). 

Under these circumstances, it stands to reason that investors looked for alternatives. 

One of them was silver. As a result of the increase in its demand, a silver premium 

appeared for the first time in Castile, regardless of imports from America remaining large 

(Hamilton, 1934, p. 47). Another alternative was offices. Investors found in these assets a 

profitable investment that offered safety and protection against inflation. This is the most 

plausible explanation that may explain the symmetrical behavior of silver and office prices 

in Madrid during the seventeenth century (see figure). Also, this hypothesis reinforces the 

fact observed in Andalusia, where office prices followed a smoother trend in terms of 

silver. It is reasonable to assume that the substitution effect of juros for offices was smaller 

in Andalusia since this region was relatively abundant in silver.  

Finally, the most evident proof that the substitution effect of juros for offices took 

place is in table 17. This set of estimations demonstrates that the juros’ problems in the 

1590s had a positive and significant effect on office prices. 

                                                      
166 The Twelve Years’ Truce, some economic relief and the good management undertaken by the Diputación 
del Medio General (an organization specially created to manage the debt emissions and the arrangements of 
the suspension of 1607) improved the economic outlook during the 1610s (de Carlos, 2016).  
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 Literature has also shown examples of these substitution effects. For instance, 

Pinedo Gómez (1997) highlights that Diego de las Cuevas, who had invested in juros in the 

early 1590s, acquired 31 escribanías del número from different cities between 1596 and 

1602 in order to sell them in the following years (Pinedo Gómez, 1997, p. 41). 

All this gives support to the creation of rational bubble in the context of Aoki et al. 

(2014)’s model. Financial and especially juros problems began in 1593 and worsened from 

1595 onwards (Ruiz Martín, 1970). At the same time, demand for offices increased, 

generating a boom in their prices. Once prices began to rise, capital gains and market 

integration may explain rational investment decisions and the progressive increase in the 

prices of offices in other cities (Tirole, 1985). Serial correlation, found in the ITSA 

analysis, is indeed consistent with this assumption. Moreover, the peak in office prices took 

place in the 1620s-30s, when juros went through the greatest troubles. 

This phenomenon could be regarded as an extrinsic rational bubble since an a priori 

irrelevant exogenous variable (debt-management) caused it. According to Dale et al. 

(2005), this sort of bubble “occur[s] when otherwise rational investors, face uncertainty (cf. 

risk) concerning their environment. In the face of this uncertainty they erroneously endow 

asset-pricing value to exogenously determined factors which have no impact on 

fundamental values. When these beliefs are widely shared it may result in asset prices 

deviating from fundamental values” (Dale et al., 2005, p. 237). Unquestionably, this 

description could be applied to the Castilian office landscape from the 1590s onwards. 

The long durability of the process can be justified because it was an inside bubble. 

These bubbles, in which the traded asset is an input of production (e.g., housing bubbles), 

usually last for several years or even decades (Basco, 2016).167 This, likewise, can be 

explained through one stylized fact that possibly applies to both office and housing 

markets. Prices are usually sticky downwards. This means that prices take a long time to 

lower when an excess of supply happens due to the high reservation price of sellers. They 

do not tend to sell below a threshold, which is probably close to the price that they paid in 

the purchase. This fact is highly related to the belief that prices will keep rising, which 

underpins the asset bubble (Case & Shiller, 2003, p. 314).  

                                                      
167 For instance, Case and Schiller (1988 and 2003) found insights of a housing bubble in the 1980s. This 
bubble, which started in some American cities where housing prices seemed overvalued, ended with the burst 
of 2007. 
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At this point, two questions may arise: what made the bubble burst, and why did 

prices in Madrid not fall but stabilize? These questions are tricky. Rational bubble-based 

models usually focus on the origin and consequences of these phenomena, but they seldom 

propose explanations for the burst.  

Kindleberger said that the end of a bubble takes place when confidence in future 

price increases disappears. This fact, that may last from some weeks to many years, could 

have several different causes (Kindleberger and Aliber, 2011, p. 126). 

Two factors might particularly explain the fall in prices during the 1630s-40s. On 

the one hand, relative yields of offices drastically decreased because of two main reasons. 

First, price increases reduced returns on capital. Chapter 2 shows that offices with fixed 

wages normally yielded wage-to-price ratios between 2.6 and 5.7 percent (these numbers 

mainly corresponded to data from the period 1570-1590), while the same ratio ranged from 

6 to 12 percent for offices that charged fees. However, these indicators decreased when 

prices peaked in the late 1620s and 1630s. Table 11 displays wage-to-price ratios of 

escribanos from Valladolid during the seventeenth century. As observed, relative returns 

between 1626 and 1634 were much lower than at the beginning of the century and in the 

1660s. In particular, the wage-to-price ratio went from 20.5 to 5 percent between 1614 and 

1626, although nominal wages just decreased by 9.8 percent. 

The second reason why office profitability declined since 1632 was a tax on office 

transmission. In late 1631, the Media Annata de mercedes was created, a levy that was 

similar to the tax over juros interests (Media Annata de juros). Every new officer had to 

pay between 2.5 and 1.65 percent of the market office price whenever a resignation 

(transaction) took place. This value corresponded to between a half and a third of the 

annual average return of office leases (5 percent). Media Annata de mercedes did not 

significantly affect the profitability for officers who served their charges for several years, 

but it drastically cut the incomes of office-holders who leased out their offices or operated 

in these markets in the short-run. 

Reductions in relative yields (excluding capital gains) is a common pattern of 

bubbles. This is linked to the so-called decoupling of the paper from the real economy, 

which inflates the bubble (Shiller, 2000), and switches to quick capital gains that are 

disconnected from actual asset fundamentals (Pérez, 2009). The larger the decoupling when 
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the bubble grows, the higher probability of sudden price collapse (Dale et al., 2005, p. 236), 

especially if an external variable stops the asset inflation.  

The second factor is the crisis of the 1640s that probably affected credit access and 

political fundamentals. Castile went through the hardest years of the “General Crisis” 

between the late 1630s and the early 1640s. This crisis was not only economic, but social 

and political too. Portugal declared independence, Catalonia entered war against Castile, 

the prime minister (Count-Duke of Olivares) was forced to retire, inflation and silver 

premium boomed, and several other adversities occurred.  Under these circumstances, 

credit access possibly became restricted (as happened with the Crown’s credit during these 

years)168 and political fundamentals behind demand for offices rapidly deteriorated. This 

could have contributed to bursting the bubble.  

A final point relates to the case of Madrid. This city was the capital of the kingdom 

from 1561 onwards, except for the period 1601-06 when the capital was moved to 

Valladolid. During the seventeenth century, Madrid became the main financial center of 

Castile. It did not only host the royal administration, but major financial companies and 

their networks were located there (Álvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 49). This conferred the city a 

distinctive evolution. Madrid was one of the few big cities that increased its population 

during the first half of the 17th century, going from 90,000 inhabitants in 1591 to 125,000 in 

1646 (Fortea Pérez, 1995). As well as the population, office prices experienced an 

outstanding increase. Prices rose by 416 percent between 1603 and 1630. However, Madrid 

did not suffer from a drastic price collapse after 1630. Unlike all other cities, prices slightly 

dropped at first and then stabilized. Some years later, prices quickly increased again up to 

the monetary reform of 1680-86 (parallel to silver premium). I consider that this special 

evolution is related to the fundamental value of offices in the city and the number of 

potential investors. Despite office prices increased by larger rates in Madrid than in other 

places, the fundamental value of these assets also augmented owing to the city’s 

uniqueness. Therefore, when prices began to decrease, sellers could still find easily buyers 

in the municipality, and this stopped the price fall.169 

                                                      
168 Sanz Ayán (2013) shows that the Crown’s access to credit was dramatically restricted during the 1640s, 
when the Genoese bankers stopped lending to Philip IV.    
169 These insights could be applied to the evolution of other safe assets involved in asset bubbles, such as 
London properties. The London estate median sale price peaked at 267,706 pounds in December 2007. After 
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4.6. Low interest rates, credit, speculation, bankruptcies, and the 
“bubble triangle” 

 
Bubbles tend to coincide with a series of patterns. Economic literature points out 

that low interest rates, leverage, and speculative transactions are conditions that enhance a 

bubble’s formation and growth170 (Shiller, 2000; and Kindleberger & Aliber, 2011). 

Additionally, increasing bankruptcies are an unavoidable consequence of these processes. 

All these events particularly took place during the office bubble in the seventeenth century.  

As aforementioned, Castile continuingly experienced average interest rate 

reductions during the sixteenth century due to financial development –see figure 20– 

(Álvarez-Nogal, 2009; Drelichman & Voth, 2011; and Schmelzing, 2020). Since this 

development stopped because of economic crisis and bad debt-management, the Crown 

undertook financial repression policies, which pursued to reduce financing costs. In 1608, 

Philip III decreed that new debt contracts (censos) could not carry interest rates higher than 

5 percent. This law was retroactive, and agreements which did not fulfill it were considered 

invalid (Ballester Martínez, 2008, p. 39). Despite this legal interest restriction, most authors 

agree that juros’ effective interest rates were over 5 percent in seventeenth-century issues. 

This could happen because juros were sold at a discount (Álvarez-Nogal, 2009, p. 58). 

Thus, effective interest rates might exceed the legal rate. 

Evidence on office transactions suggests that the law was systematically applied in 

the secondary market, but it was usually broken in primary sales, from which the Spanish 

Monarchy benefited. The thesis database counts 165 observations in which interest rates are 

explicit in the purchase and sale agreements. Most of these sales belonged to the secondary 

market (157 or 95 percent), and just two supposedly exceeded the legal rate.171 By contrast, 

                                                                                                                                                                  
the bust, the minimum it reached was 251,604 pounds in January 2009 (i.e., it only experienced a total 
reduction of about 6 percent), and it quickly turned increasing again (U.K. Land Registry, Bloomberg 
reporting). 
170 Low interest rates and leverage are two consequences of excessive credit expansion. This is the traditional 
explanation that the Austrian-school has used to justify economic boom-bust cycles (Von Mises, [1912] 
1953). 
171 These two cases are probably typos by the notaries, who possibly made a mistake in the value of the loan 
or the interest payments. The first case corresponds to a sale of an escribanía de provincia from Seville in 
1648, which fixed an interest rate of 13.3 percent (AHN, CON, LEG, 13761/26). The second case refers to a 
sale of a procurador in 1702, which established an interest rate equal to 10.6 percent (AHN, CON, LEG, 
13748/60). Finally, there is a third transaction in which the interest rate is over 5 percent (8.4 percent). This is 
a sale of an escribanía del número in Granada in 1674. However, I have not taken into consideration this 
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I have only found 8 primary sales that explicitly refer to interest rates in the contract172, and 

all of them included interest rates higher than 5 percent (7 established an interest rate of 8 

percent, and another had a rate equal to 7 percent).    

All in all, it is reasonable to assume that investors in the market for offices were 

able to take advantage of favorable financing conditions. Firstly, they enjoyed the general 

interest rate reductions of the Castilian economy during the sixteenth century. When these 

conditions disappeared, financial repression policies prevented interest rate increases in the 

secondary market.  

Also, low interest rates are linked to credit expansion that played a key role in office 

sales. The absence of a modern bank system implied that credit was usually provided by 

sellers themselves173, as it happened during the Tulipmania (McClure & Thomas, 2017, p. 

129). In particular, the combination of censos and offices gave birth to several innovative 

financial vehicles (analyzed in chapter 3). One of the most relevant was Office-Backed-

Censos. It is a group of mortgages collateralized by an office. This system allowed office 

sales to move high volumes of credit. For instance, Juan de Montoya y Hoces sold a 

escribanía de cámara in Granada at 56,274 reals to Francisco Pretel Arroyo in 1694. The 

buyer just paid 18,584 reals in cash. The rest of the price was made up of five censos (four 

belonged to different religious institutions and the other to doña Maria Arias)174. On 

occasion, offices backed a large number of censos. For example, Antonio Romero y Palma 

sold a escribanía del número which backed 13 different censos in 1699.175 Leverage was 

sometimes so high that it led office-holders to insolvency. This happened in 1658 when 

Juan de Palacios went bankrupt in Granada. He was then forced to auction his escribanía de 

cámara, which backed six censos, one pledged to doña Luisa de Palomares at 25,260 reals 

and the other five for 19,840 reals pledged to three different religious institutions (Convent 

of Concepción, Convent of Santa Catalina from Zafra, and Hospital of San Juan). The 

                                                                                                                                                                  
transaction due to fact that the notary explicitly mentioned other expenditures are included in the interest 
payments, such as the Media Annata. 
172 The low number of primary transactions on credit is not unusual since the Crown normally looked for 
cash. 
173 Religious institutions and personal lenders also took a relevant part of the credit volume. 
174 AGS, CCA-LEG-2526. 
175 AGS, CCA-LEG-2545. 
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buyer accepted the old loans and outstanding interests, which were subtracted from the final 

price (55,000 reals).176  

On the contrary, the Crown did not often use this sort of credit in primary sales. The 

Council of Finance generally searched for cash. Therefore, most sales were either on 

money or obligations (in Spanish obligaciones de pago). Obligations were short- or 

medium-term loans (from one month to four years), which normally involved no interest 

payments (especially if they reached maturity in less than a year).  

I have found information on credit conditions in 923 out of 1,753 transactions 

between 1563 and 1720.177 Table 23 shows the total number of sales that offered credit 

information (if transactions were in cash or credit) and its representativeness, number of 

sales that included loans (both obligations and censos) and those just with censos, average 

indebtedness in the market, and mean debt by transaction.  

The number of transactions and its representativeness is low for the sixteenth-

century cohort (1563-1599). Almost all transactions on credit were obligations. This is due 

to the fact that most sales that provided information took place in the primary market 

(chapter 1). Both the number of transactions and representativeness are much higher in the 

seventeenth century.  

As stated, indebtedness was a determinant factor in office transactions. It 

represented on average 56.13 percent of the total money movements in the market. The 

mean debt, when a transaction was not fully in cash, was 69.48 percent of the final price. 

Furthermore, leverage was significantly higher during the first half of the seventeenth 

century, when the bubble took place. The average indebtedness of the market reached 72.5 

percent. The average loan (mean debt) was 80.4 percent, and this indicator was over 70 

percent even for regidores-veinticuatros, which are the offices that show more transactions 

in cash and lower leverage.178  

These figures substantially decreased after 1651, when the bust had taken place. 

Mean debt reduced up to 64.5 percent of the final price, while the number of sales in cash 
                                                      
176 AGS, CCA-LEG-2462(2). 
177 I do not know if the other 830 transactions were in cash or credit. We often rely on copies of deeds, as 
original ones were held by buyers and sellers. These copies did sometimes not mention credit conditions, but 
final price.  
178 This fact is consistent with the profile of investors in regidurías-veinticuatrías. Spanish literature has 
proved that buyers of these offices were wealthy nobleman and bourgeois, therefore, it is not strange that they 
needed less financing (Hernández Benítez, 1995). 
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moved from 10 to 19 percent. Though credit still played a relevant role in the market, a 

deleveraging process is evident during the second half of the seventeenth century. 

 
Table 23  

Total transactions with full credit information, transactions on credit, mean indebtedness, 
and debt (1563-1720) 

Total 
transactions 
with credit 
information

Representativeness Transactions 
on credit

Transactions 
on credit 

(%)

Transactions 
with censos

Mean 
indebtedness

Mean debt 
(without 

transactions 
on cash) 

Regidores- 
Veinticuatros 215 42% 148 69% 103 43% 62.70%

Procuradores 376 55% 302 80% 301 56.90% 70.90%
Escribanos 
del número 174 59% 154 89% 147 67.10% 75%

Other 
escribanías 158 68% 140 89% 112 59.80% 67.50%

All 923 54% 744 81% 663 56.13% 69.48%

Regidores- 
Veinticuatros 20 22% 15 75% 2 52% 72.70%

Procuradores 50 19% 27 54% 0 51% 95.60%
Escribanos 
del número 14 23% 9 64% 1 60.70% 94%

Other 
escribanías 20 54% 19 95% 2 71.50% 80%

All 104 23% 70 67% 5 56.44% 86.17%

Regidores- 
Veinticuatros 48 33% 45 94% 24 66.90% 70.70%

Procuradores 47 71% 43 91% 38 76% 84%
Escribanos 
del número 24 51% 21 88% 20 78% 89.50%

Other 
escribanías 41 55% 35 85% 25 71.30% 83.60%

All 160 48% 144 90% 107 72.53% 80.40%

Regidores- 
Veinticuatros 147 55% 88 60% 77 33.90% 56.60%

Procuradores 279 78% 232 83% 227 55% 65.90%
Escribanos 
del número 136 74% 126 93% 126 67% 71.70%

Other 
escribanías 97 79% 86 89% 85 51.70% 58.30%

All 659 71% 532 81% 515 52.10% 64.51%

1600-1650

1651-1720

1563-1720 (whole sample)

1563-1599

 
Notes: All office transactions have been collected from Burgos, Córdoba, Málaga, Granada, Seville, 
Valladolid, and Zamora. I excluded transactions from Madrid because I had no information about transactions 
in cash, therefore, this could bias the results. Procuradores refer to procuradores del número, procuradores 
de la audiencia y chancillería (Valladolid, Granada, and Seville), procuradores del ayuntamiento, and 
procuradores de rentas. The category of Other escribanías includes: escribanía de cámara, escribanía de 
provincia, escribanía del almofarizazgo, escribanía de registro de censos, escribanía de Millones and some 
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escribanías related to foodstuff and taxes such as aves, naipes, de la abuela, etc. Representativeness is the 
ratio of transactions with credit information to all transactions included in the database. Mean indebtedness is 
the ratio of credit involved in all transactions to all credit and cash movements in the market.   
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN). 

The third traditional pattern, speculation179, is a known feature of the market for 

offices during the early modern period. In addition to the case of Diego de las Cuevas 

mentioned above, several known people participated in these activities. For instance, the 

famous Genoese banker Nicolas de Grimaldo received 630 procuraciones del número from 

90 different cities and towns in exchange for his credit provision to Philip II between 1562 

and 1566. He sold these offices from 1562 to 1564, and raised 117,645 ducats.180 Another 

well-known person, the duke of Lerma, who was the favorite of Philip III, took advantage 

of his political relations in order to acquire some offices. Lerma obtained at least five 

alcaidías de fortaleza (governors of fortress) in the period 1600-1606 (Jiménez Estrella, 

2004, p. 13) and one of the most appreciated offices in the realm, the escribanía de sacas, 

diezmos y aduanas, which controlled import and export taxes in the Southern Spanish 

border (from Gibraleón to Cartagena) in 1598.181 

This sort of activity sometimes proved highly profitable. This can be shown with 

some cases: Antonio de Balderrama bought on credit an escribanía del número from 

Córdoba at 33,000 reals in January 1651. He was able to sell the office at 46,000 reals 

(13,000 in cash) in May 1652182 (i.e., Antonio de Balderrama earned 13,000 reals over a 14 

month period without having advanced his money, this amount was equivalent to 1,303 

times a carpenter’s annual wage [Hamilton, 1934, p. 420]). Similarly, Agustin Antonio 

Melgar invested in another escribanía del número from Málaga on April 4, 1693. The final 

price was 33,000 reals (11,000 in cash and 22,000 on credit). In less than a year, he sold the 

office at 44,000 reals. Agustin was able to recover the 11,000 reals in cash and additionally 

created a new censo of 11,000 reals at a 5 percent interest rate backed by the office.183 

Finally, speculation was not only undertaken by individuals, but some institutions took part 

in these transactions too. Such is the case of the city council of Valladolid that bought two 

                                                      
179 Oxford dictionary defines financial speculation as “investment in stocks, property, etc. in the hope of gain 
but with the risk of loss”, while Kaldor (1934) defined it as “the purchase (or sale) of an asset with a view to 
selling (or repurchasing) the asset at a later date with the sole motivation of creating a capital gain”.  
180 AGS, DGT, Inventory 24, book 332. 
181 He obtained that office, which allowed to access to city councils and granted voting right, on June 18, 1598 
(AGS, CCA, CYP, file 20). I do not know when the duke of Lerma sold both the alcaldías and the escribanía. 
182 AGS, CCA, LEG, file 2365. 
183 AGS, CCA, LEG, file 2523, and 2526. 
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regidores to the Council of Finance on April 15, 1657 (the price was 16,000 reals each 

one). The city was able to sell both offices for 20,000 reals, one after two months 

(07/22/1657) and another in the following year (04/24/1658).184 

Speculative transactions had a close relationship with the last pattern, i.e., 

increasing bankruptcies. Before the bankruptcy of the Consulado de Burgos in 1737185, 

insolvency processes were addressed in Castile through concursos de acreedores or pleitos 

de acreedores (arrangement with creditors). This legal procedure usually took place when 

creditors claimed for outstanding interest payments or debts. Although, it could also be 

requested by the own debtors or their relatives (in the case of inheritances), if they 

demonstrated themselves to be incapable of paying back their obligations. The procedure 

normally entailed prison to the debtor, a ranking of creditors, and seizure and public auction 

of his or her properties (Porras Arboledas, 2013). Heirs were able to repudiate the heritage 

under these circumstances, and assets would be auctioned too. On several occasions, some 

investors took advantage of these conditions in market for offices. This happened on June 

4, 1685, when a regidor from Málaga, Francisco Manuel de Quiros, bought an escribanía 

del número at 22,000 reals in a public auction on account of a concurso de acreedores. 

Francisco Manuel sold this office for 27,500 reals the next day.186 

Another evocative example took place in 1686. The college of minor clergy from 

Málaga claimed for outstanding debts (a censo of 66,000 reals plus interests) backed by a 

regidor’s office held by Pedro de Velasco Bastante. Pedro alleged that he was serving the 

office because his brother appointed him. However, he had repudiated his father’s 

inheritance, who had bought the office years ago. The judge sentenced him to pay some 

pending interest and give back the office to the college. The surprising end was that the 

highest bidder at the subsequent auction was Pedro de Velasco himself. He paid 33,000 

reals (23,100 in cash and 9,900 on credit); thus, his old burden fell by half and he still kept 

owning the office.187   

                                                      
184 AGS, CCA, LEG, file 2386. 
185 The bankruptcy of Consulado de Burgos laid the foundation for a judicial procedure similar to the current 
one. Before this case, bankruptcy just meant the economic state of being bankrupt. Instead of a judicial 
procedure to solve situations of insolvency (Porras Arboledas, 2013, pp. 260-261). 
186 AGS, CCA, LEG, 2492.  
187 AGS, CCA, LEG, 2496. 
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 Table 24 displays the number of concursos de acreedores and total sales by decades 

from the 1590s to 1710s. Even though observations are scarce until the 1630s, an increasing 

trend is evident from the 1640s onwards. After the burst, concursos de acreedores 

exceeded 10 percent of total sales up to the 1700s. On the whole, concursos accounted for 

more than 11 percent of total sales on average. This trend is related to the deleveraging 

process previously seen. Indebtedness steadily increased during the first decades of the 

seventeenth century. This could be sustained while office prices kept increasing. 

Nonetheless, price rises stopped between the late 1630s and the 1640s. Concursos de 

acreedores then increased dramatically, and indebtedness reduced as relief from debts took 

place through arrangements with creditors. In summary, the market for offices followed the 

classic evolution of asset bubbles described by Hyman Minsky (Minsky, 2008). 

Table 24  

Concursos de acreedores and total sales by decade (1590-1719) 

Decade 1590s 1600s 1610s 1620s 1630s 1640s 1650s
Concursos 

de 
acreedores

2 0 1 2 3 17 20

Total sales 70 37 29 33 97 168 171
Percentage 

of 
concursos/ 
total sales

3% 0% 3% 6% 3% 10% 12%

Decade 1660s 1670s 1680s 1690s 1700s 1710s Average
Concursos 

de 
acreedores

26 24 21 21 15 2 11.8

Total sales 211 168 150 149 106 26 108.8
Percentage 

of 
concursos/ 
total sales

12% 14% 14% 14% 14% 8% 11%

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 

The analysis of these traditional patterns allows us to affirm that the Office Mania 

fulfilled the criteria for bubble identification proposed by Quin and Turner (2020). These 

authors provide a new framework to analyze the creation and consequences of asset 

bubbles. In particular, they hold that there exist three necessary conditions (asset 

marketability, money and credit, and speculation) and one spark (technological change or 

government policy) that are present in every bubble episode.  
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Growing credit and speculation have already evidenced that they played a key role in 

the process. In addition, all different dimensions of asset marketability applied to offices. 

Quin and Turner refer to four main dimensions: legality, divisibility, the ease of finding a 

seller or buyer, and transportation.  

The legality of office transactions was extensively studied in chapter 2. In brief, Philip 

II started an institutionalization process for the market for offices in 1543-45. This process 

ended with the sale of facultades de perpetuación in the 17th century, although office 

transactions were already considered legal in the 1590s, as contemporary law scholars 

proved (Castillo de Bobadilla, 1597).  

Divisibility was also possible, even though it does not seem plausibly a priori. 

However, the property of offices became divisible thanks to the financial vehicle Office-

Backed-Censos. This instrument allowed ownership of offices to be shared by several 

investors (including institutional ones, such as religious institutions).  

The third condition, the ease of finding a seller or purchaser, is just a synonym of a 

liquid secondary market. Despite the fact that it is not possible to measure the liquidity of 

the market for offices with the available data, evidence suggests that the secondary market 

was quite liquid (see chapter 3). A first insight is that the market expanded rapidly. The size 

of the market for offices in parliamentarian cities doubled from 1581 to 1599, and once 

again to 1640. Also, contemporary testimonies (e.g., corregidores in 1581188 and Castillo 

de Bobadilla in the 1590s) show that many people were interested in investing in offices 

during the late 16th and early 17th century.  The use of offices to pay back a debt, and the 

sophisticated sales structure created by the Crown (i.e., direct sales, intermediaries, and 

public auctions) are also some indicators that reflect the high liquidity of offices 

Finally, transportation was easy, cheap, and safe due to the fact that just the title or the 

censo contract was required to prove ownership over an office. Additionally, a title 

duplicate or censo agreement could be easily requested from the Crown or the escribano 

who issued it.  

                                                      
188 Several examples of these testimonies may be found in the reports sent by corregidores to the Council of 
Finance in 1581. Corregidores informed that several offices could be created in most cities, such as Málaga, 
Seville and Valladolid, because there would not be any difficulties selling them in the cities (AGS, DGT, 
Inventory 321-323).  
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If the fulfillment of the necessary conditions seems clear, it is even more 

unquestionable that a government policy was the spark. The Spanish Monarchy’s policies 

were able to convert juros into haven assets, as well as to undo what they had created. Debt 

management was not tailored to the new economic landscape; this was the spark that led to 

juros losing its safe properties and, consequently, an extreme inflation process began in the 

markets for offices.  

4.7. Conclusion 

This chapter analyzes the price evolution of the market for offices during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  

I prove that markets for offices were integrated. The same offices from different 

cities were correlated in the short-run and in the long-run equilibrium. The same conclusion 

applies to different offices within a city. An exception to this statement is Granada, in 

which veinticuatros prices seem to follow a different trend. This fact is probably related to 

the Rebellion of Alpujarras (1568-71). This revolt dramatically changed the sociopolitical 

environment of the region. Family strategies of new settlers aimed to control city councils, 

and this could affect the market for these offices in that city. 

Most offices presented a boom-bust cycle, which started in the late 1590s and 

busted in the 1630s-40s. In some cities, the boom did not begin until the 1610s. I 

demonstrate that this cycle was not caused by monetary policy or a Dutch disease. Prices of 

offices still present the great rise and fall if deflated by vellón (billon) and silver. Moreover, 

the Dutch disease timing does not fit with the boom-bust cycle, and other non-traded assets 

do not follow a similar trend. 

I also prove that changes in fundamental characteristics of offices were not the 

cause of this process. The two most relevant changes, perpetuaciones and servicio de 

millones, did not have a high impact on price rises, and there is no way it could cause the 

burst because the timing was the opposite. 

Finally, I come up with an alternative explanation that fits with the evidence. Aoki 

et al. (2014) rational bubble-based model demonstrates that a bubble may arise because of a 

safe assets shortage. This model could explain that the loss of safety that long-term bonds 

(juros) suffered, which was caused by the economic crisis in the 1590s and the subsequent 
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debt-management, provoked an asset bubble in the market for offices. Offices were indeed 

regarded as a haven asset. This finding would explain why offices and silver followed 

similar trends during the seventeenth century when Castile went through heavy inflationary 

pressures. Also, the substitution effect of juros for offices is demonstrated by the positive 

and significant impact of the variable that proxies juros’ troubles on the office prices 

(chapter 3).  

The Castilian economy and the market for offices additionally showed a series of 

traditional patterns seen in bubbles. Investors in offices carried out speculative transactions 

and took advantage of low-interest rates. The latter promoted indebtedness in the market for 

offices, which reached, on average, 72.5 percent of the total money flows during the first 

half of the 17th century. After the burst, a deleveraging process took place while concursos 

de acreedores (arrangement with creditors) significantly increased from the 1640s onwards.  

In addition to the rational approach adopted to explain the surge of this bubble, it is 

also demonstrated that the so-called Office Mania fulfilled all the criteria for bubble 

identification by Quin and Turner (2020). The market for offices satisfied the “bubble 

triangle” (asset marketability, growing credit and money, and speculation), and the spark 

was a government policy. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 

Safety can sometimes become risky. This took place in dramatic fashion in early 

modern Spain. The Spanish Monarchy financed its hazardous military campaigns through 

the creation of safe bonds, the juros. Years later, these bonds lost their safety due to the 

risky debt management of the Crown. The vacuum that juros left for safe assets in Castilian 

portfolios was partly filled by offices. However, investors endangered themselves while 

searching for security. Castilians, who were simply looking for financial protection, 

increased their demand for offices, eventually provoking a bubble in the market that would 

endanger their financial security instead of providing it. In essence, risk and safety are 

opposite concepts that sometimes can be highly related. 

The main findings and contributions of this dissertation may be classified into three 

groups. 

The first one concerns the venality of office literature. The database created for this 

study is the most comprehensive dataset of the Castilian venal system to date. This is not 

only in terms of the large number of sales (1,813) and resignations (2,794), but several 

other variables collected (perpetuaciones, wages, leases, arrangements with creditors, 

censos backed by offices, etc.) allow for a bigger picture of the venality in Castile.  

Another relevant contribution involves the reinterpretation of office property rights 

and market evolution. Scholars have traditionally given more attention to the 

“patrimonialization” process, while institutionalization has barely been pointed out in 

previous literature. This, in fact, contrasts with the analysis of various contemporaries who 

underscored the development of the venal system during the second half of the 16th century 

(Castillo de Bobadilla, 1597; and Báñez, 1595). Understanding the role that 

institutionalization process played is a key factor towards comprehending why transaction 

costs decreased, office sales gained legal certainty, and their markets rapidly expanded. The 

latter is indeed another important finding of this research. The office market size has 

habitually been thought to have been small. This is possibly due to the fact that sums raised 

through sales of offices were low relative to other royal revenues (Ulloa, 1977). However, 

money collected through these sales must be just understood as a fraction of the total office 

market size, since several existing offices in medium and large cities were never sold by the 
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Crown but were already “patrimonialized” when this market began to institutionalize. In 

order to obtain a clearer picture of office markets, I have estimated the value of most 

relevant offices at market prices in cities with voting rights at the Cortes.  The results are 

quite illustrative: the market size in these 18 cities reached 2,807,012 ducats in 1581, 

5,358,871 ducats in 1599, and 10,919,189 ducats in 1640. This represents 6.2, 7.1, and 8.8 

percent of total consolidated public debt of the whole kingdom for the three benchmark 

years. When compared to juros de alcabalas market sizes from specific cities, office 

markets represented more than 60 percent of the juros markets in Murcia and Burgos in 

1640. Additionally, it is demonstrated that office markets were integrated throughout 

Castile. Integration, which is interpreted in this study as having price co-movements in 

different cities, was possible thanks to absence of barriers to buy offices, the activities of 

investors and intermediaries who bought and sold offices throughout Castile, and finally 

auctions of offices that could take place in any city.  

Besides, the dissertation makes a small contribution in terms of a comparative 

perspective. By analyzing the evolution of French and Castilian venal systems, I find four 

main differences: i) Spanish Monarchy did not create a specific institution in order to 

control sales and the regulation of offices, ii) intermediaries were more sophisticated and 

relevant in France, iii) magistracies (judicial offices) were not generally up for sale in 

Castile, and iv) French monarchs found a way to keep raising funds from venal offices from 

the 17th century onwards, the Paulette. 

Finally, the first set of contributions also adds to the literature a study on office 

profitability that has not been done before. This study shows that offices were in general 

economically profitable. Offices with fixed salaries had wage-to-price ratios between 2.6 

and 5.7 percent. Variable-pay offices usually presented ratios between 6 and 12 percent. In 

addition to status elevation, which has traditionally been understood as the main 

determinant of demand for offices, this proves that these assets could be interesting 

investments from a financial viewpoint as well. 

The second group of findings concerns financial history, especially the literature on 

safe assets. This dissertation has shown that sophisticated financial vehicles were developed 

in Castile through the combination of venal offices, censos (long-term loans), and pactos de 

retroventa (repurchasing agreements). This allowed Castilian investors to undertake 
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financial operations such as Office-Backed-Censos (a group of loans collateralized by an 

office) and repo transactions (short-term loans secured by offices). Perhaps, these sorts of 

financial vehicles were used in combination not only with offices, but also with other 

underlying assets such as real estate. However, this has not been proven yet. Additionally, 

offices contained some intrinsic features (e.g., no depreciation and common-knowledge 

characteristics) that converted them into suitable assets for such transactions. 

As aforementioned, this research makes a relevant contribution to the study of safe 

assets, related to which, literature has greatly increased in the past fifteen years. Even so, 

few investigations have explored this sort of asset in the past. This thesis summarizes the 

evolution and main characteristics of traditional safe assets in Castile (i.e., precious metal 

coins and public debt), and analyzes which features converted offices into haven assets. It is 

particularly studied which properties caused offices to avoid suffering from adverse 

selection (simplicity, common-knowledge features, no physical depreciation, stable yields, 

and some screening controls), and how deep and extensive markets increased the liquidity 

of these assets. Also, it is proven that offices were used as an inflation hedge (as well as 

silver coins), and a hedonic price model is running to examine their price determinants. The 

results show that perpetuaciones were not a key factor in pricing of offices, while special 

faculties seem to have a positive impact. The type of office and location were very relevant 

variables, as expected. 

Lastly, it is shown that offices increased their value during adverse economic and 

financial events (β negative condition holds). This is demonstrated through a negative and 

significant relationship between GDP per capita and prices of offices, which indicates that 

demand for offices increased during worsening economic times, and a positive and 

significant relationship between office prices and juros’ troubles, that points out that offices 

partly substituted juros in Castilian portfolios when the Crown’s bad practices with long-

term debt began in the 1590s. These two facts empirically support the hypothesis that 

offices were actually safe assets in early modern Spain. 

The last set of contributions involves literature on asset bubbles. This dissertation 

has principally aimed to address the question of a bubble in the market for offices in 17th 

century Castile. This objective itself is a relevant input for the literature since it may 

enlarge the limited number of bubble events known in history up to now. After an analysis 
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of the office prices evolution and ruling out some potential fundamental explanations 

(expansive monetary policies, Dutch disease, and changes in office characteristics), I 

conclude that it is reasonable to suppose that the boom-bust cycle that took place in the 

period of 1595-1630s was caused by a rational extrinsic bubble because of a safe assets 

shortage. This framework, which is based on the Aoki et al. ’s (2014) model, has not been 

applied to an empirical case yet. The hypothesis fits with the timing of the boom-bust cycle, 

and is also supported by the positive impact of juros’ structural break on office prices found 

in the dynamic panel data models mentioned above. Additionally, some examples gathered 

by the literature on Castilian venality shows that the substitution effect of juros for offices 

actually existed. Such is the case of Diego de las Cuevas, who invested in juros before the 

suspension of payments of 1596, and acquired 31 escribanías del número between 1596 

and 1602 (Pinedo Gómez, 1997). 

The dissertation also proves that the so-called Office Mania coincided with a series 

of traditional patterns of asset bubbles (low interest rates, growing credit, speculation, and 

arrangements with creditors after the burst). This supports insights pointed out by other 

authors about bubble’s causes (e.g., Shiller, 2000) but further empirical research on this 

issue is still required. Finally, it is shown that Office Mania satisfied all conditions to be 

considered a bubble by Quinn and Turner (2020), it is to say that the asset fulfilled the 

“bubble triangle” (marketability, credit, and speculation), and the process was sparked by a 

government policy (the bad debt-management). 

  In conclusion, all the evidence suggests that safe assets ultimately turned out to be 

a risky investment while provoking an asset bubble. Office Mania is yet another example 

that a thin line may mark the difference between safety and risk. 
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ANNEX A 
Table 25  

Main statistics of subsample database (period: first year-1599) 

City Office Total sales Mean Price Primary 
Sales

Primary 
Sales (%) Mean Price Secondary 

Sales
Secondary 
Sales (%) Mean Price Resignations Leases

Concursos de 
acreedores

Stock 
Maximum

First sale 
year

Years per 
Sale

Regimiento 11 14200 10 91% 14190 1 9% 14300 3 0 0 24 1543 5.2
Procuración 
del número 37 2720 37 100% 2720 0 2 0 1 16 1562 1.0

Escribanía 
del número 15 4634 14 93% 4337 1 8800 0 0 0 20 1544 3.7

Other 
escribanías 9 13003 9 100% 13003 0 0% 1 0 0 1567 3.7

Veinticuatría 12 22275 11 92% 21800 1 8% 27500 71 0 0 49 1557 3.6
Procuración 
del número 32 3627 32 100% 3627 0 0% 0 0 0 28 1562 1.2

Escribanía 
del número 7 20633 6 86% 19488 1 14% 27500 1 0 0 38 1557 6.1

Other 
escribanías 0 0 0 0 1608

Veinticuatría 21 31311 15 71% 29427 6 29% 36758 5 0 0 44 1570 1.4
Procuración 
del número 42 3300 42 100% 3300 0 0% 0 0 0 48 1562 0.9

Escribanía 
del número 3 18333 3 100% 18333 0 0% 2 0 0 27 1557 14.3

Escribanía de 
cámara y 
crimen

0 0 0 0 20 1633

Escribanía de 
provincia 0 0 0 6 1640

Other 
escribanías 8 9159 8 100% 9159 0 0% 1 0 0 1588 1.5

Veinticuatría 5 63910 2 40% 60500 3 60% 63133 68 0 1 60 1557 8.6
Procuración 
del número 33 6333 28 85% 5971 5 15% 8360 2 0 0 24 1580 0.6

Escribanía 
del número 3 21817 3 100% 21817 0 0% 1 0 0 22 1557 14.3

Escribanía de 
cámara 2 71500 2 100% 71500 0 0% 0 0 0 4 1594 3.0

Escribanía de 
provincia 0 0 0 0% 3 0 1 7 1628

Other 
escribanías 2 151250 2 100% 151250 0% 0 1 0 1574 13.0

Madrid Regimiento 31 14307 17 55% 9287 14 45% 19683 - - 0 35 1560 1.3
Regimiento 7 7562 6 86% 6384 1 14% 7700 5 0 0 26 1544 8.0
Procuración 
del número 18 2200 18 100% 2200 0 0% 0 0 0 11 1562 2.1

Escribanía 
del número 8 5307 7 88% 5437 1 4400 1 0 0 24 1543 7.1

Other 
escribanías 5 5718 5 100% 5718 0 0% 0 0 0 1557 8.6

Regimiento 20 11110 19 95% 11116 1 5% 11000 6 0 0 35 1543 2.9
Procuración 
del número 35 3143 35 100% 3142 0 0% 3 0 0 30 1563 1.1

Escribanía 
del número 17 7344 16 94% 7047 1 6% 12100 1 0 0 30 1543 3.4

Escribanía de 
cámara 0 0% 0 0 0 15 1626

Escribanía de 
provincia 0 0% 0 0 0 5 1664

Other 
escribanías 0 100% 0% 0 0 0 1600

Regimiento 23 11622 22 71% 11550 1 4% 13200 2 - 0 41 1568 1.4
Procuración 
del número 32 2761 31 0% 2744 1 3% 3300 1 0 0 26 1562 1.2

Escribanía 
del número 15 17791 14 40% 17883 1 7% 16500 0 0 0 28 1566 2.3

Other 
escribanías 4 12000 4 100% 12000 0 0% 0 0 0 1568 8.0

Regimiento
Procuración 
del número
Escribanía 
del número

Total 457 418 39 179 743

Córdoba

Seville

Zamora

Granada

Beginning-1599

Valladolid

Málaga

Other cities

Burgos

 
Notes: Sales with a red mark indicates that at least there is one appraisal among the sales. Resignations with a 
red mark indicates that among these resignations are hidden sales  
Source: Author’s own database 
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Table 26  

Main statistics of subsample database (period: 1599-1650) 

City Office Total sales Mean Price Primary 
Sales

Primary 
Sales (%) Mean Price Secondary 

Sales
Secondary 
Sales (%) Mean Price Resignations

Perpetuacion
es Mean Price Leases

Concursos 
de 

acreedores

Stock 
Maximum

Years per 
Sale

Regimiento 12 32147 7 58% 35986 5 42% 26774 27 18 3447 3 0 28 4.3
Procuración 
del número 0 0 0 28 2 0 18

Escribanía 
del número 0 0 0 12 1 600 0 0 28

Other 
escribanías 4 26895 4 100% 26895 0 0% 7 0 0 0 12.8

Veinticuatría 20 32690 9 45% 27867 11 55% 36636 96 23 4675 0 2 60 2.6
Procuración 
del número 17 8373 1 6% 6000 16 94% 8571 24 7 1022 6 0 28 3.0
Escribanía 
del número 10 35692 5 50% 30800 5 50% 40584 7 16 1571 2 0 43 5.1

Other 
escribanías 6 13787 6 100% 13787 0 0% 0 0 0 0 8.5

Veinticuatría 32 69923 7 22% 77272 25 78% 67865 40 38 4585 0 3 51 1.6
Procuración 
del número 20 8257 1 5% 22000 19 95% 7533 48 6 907 8 0 49 2.6
Escribanía 
del número 12 58068 2 17% 37400 10 83% 62661 25 30 2512 1 2 29 4.3

Escribanía de 
cámara y 
crimen

9 95905 1 11% 63800 8 89% 99918 27 15 4383 4 2 20
5.7

Escribanía de 
provincia 1 59400 0 0% 1 100% 59400 4 0 0 1 6 51.0

Other 
escribanías 6 70400 4 67% 38225 2 33% 134750 11 2 - 0 0 8.5

Veinticuatría 11 72818 5 45% 57200 6 55% 85833 155 24 10626 3 68 4.6
Procuración 
del número 4 16747 0 0% 4 100% 16747 11 1 - 4 0 24 12.8
Escribanía 
del número 3 83600 0 0% 3 100% 83600 6 24 0 0 24 17.0

Escribanía de 
cámara 0 0 0 6 0 0 4

Escribanía de 
provincia 9 96898 0 0% 9 100% 96898 11 1 - 7 1 7 5.7

Other 
escribanías 10 150410 9 90% 154289 1 10% 115500 11 2 0 0 5.1

Madrid Regimiento 59 103536 2 3% 77044 57 97% 104465 - - 4 37 0.9
Regimiento 6 28903 4 67% 33730 2 33% 19500 26 1 - 0 0 31 8.5
Procuración 
del número 3 12667 0 0% 3 100% 12667 12 4 385 1 0 11 17.0
Escribanía 
del número 0 0 0 2 2 - 0 0 24

Other 
escribanías 1 24200 1 100% 24200 0 0% 4 0 0 0 51.0
Regimiento 30 32406 6 20% 23067 24 80% 34741 41 8 6 1 44 1.7
Procuración 
del número 5 9564 0 0% 5 100% 9564 29 2 - 3 0 30 10.2
Escribanía 
del número 8 31106 0 0% 8 100% 31106 24 2 0 0 30 6.4

Escribanía de 
cámara 4 166925 0 0% 4 100% 166925 21 2 - 0 2 15 12.8

Escribanía de 
provincia 0 7 0 0 10

Other 
escribanías 6 57481 6 100% 57481 0 0% 0 1 - 2 0 8.5
Regimiento 34 72479 24 71% 69854 10 29% 79478 57 30 7246 6 2 65 1.5
Procuración 
del número 16 19834 0 0% 16 100% 19834 44 19 1019 18 2 27 3.2
Escribanía 
del número 15 68777 6 40% 55550 9 60% 80114 24 19 4771 9 0 35 3.4

Other 
escribanías 7 48636 7 100% 48636 0 0% 1 1 77000 0 0 7.3
Regimiento 12 2411 1
Procuración 
del número 12 569

Escribanía 
del número 11 1558

Total 380 117 263 845 846

Granada

Córdoba

1600-1650

Burgos

Málaga

Other cities

Seville

Zamora

Valladolid

 
Notes: Sales with a red mark indicates that at least there is one appraisal among the sales. Resignations with a 
red mark indicates that among these resignations are hidden sales 
Source: Author’s own database 
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Table 27  

Main statistics of subsample database (period: 1650-last year) 

City Office Total sales Mean Price Primary Primary 
Sales (%) Mean Price Secondary Secondary 

Sales (%) Mean Price Resignations Perpetuacion
es Mean Price Leases

Concursos 
de 

acreedores

Stock 
maximum

Last Year 
Sale Years per Sale

Regimiento 22 27343 2 9% 16500 20 91% 28428 50 0 6 1 32 1733 3.8
Procuración 
del número 17 7827 0 0% 17 100% 7827 88 2 1 18 1705 3.3
Escribanía 
del número 1 11550 0 0% 1 100% 11550 41 0 0 0 28 1660 11.0

Other 
escribanías 5 18726 1 20% 5500 4 80% 22033 16 0 0 0 1687 7.6

Veinticuatría 18 28179 0 0% 18 100% 28179 84 2 - 0 1 60 1729 4.4
Procuración 
del número 46 4618 0 0% 29 46 100% 4618 83 0 14 6 29 1707 1.3
Escribanía 
del número 30 30742 0 0% 30 100% 30742 28 2 700 2 9 43 1729 2.7

Other 
escribanías 7 31200 0 0% 7 100% 31200 5 0 1 1 1701 7.4

Veinticuatría 63 49754 1 2% 43000 62 98% 49863 124 1 - 3 16 52 1719 1.1
Procuración 
del número 117 4715 0 0% 117 100% 4715 154 0 36 9 49 1710 0.5
Escribanía 
del número 75 58445 0 0% 75 100% 58445 77 0 22 8 29 1706 0.8

Escribanía de 
cámara y 
crimen

47 55956 0 0% 47 100% 55956 50 1 - 5 13 20
1708 1.3

Escribanía de 
provincia 11 46131 0 0% 11 100% 46131 14 0 0 5 6 1692 3.9

Other 
escribanías 16 44666 0 0% 16 100% 44666 30 0 1 2 1708 3.7

Veinticuatría 46 35584 0 0% 46 100% 35584 226 6 7000 5 11 68 1724 1.6
Procuración 
del número 2 12100 0 0% 2 100% 12100 9 1 0 0 24 1655 3.0
Escribanía 
del número 5 59520 0 0% 5 100% 59520 28 0 1 2 24 1682 6.6

Escribanía de 
cámara 2 112750 0 0% 2 100% 112750 17 4 0 4 1691 21.0

Escribanía de 
provincia 9 57261 0 0% 9 100% 57261 27 0 10 0 7 1692 4.8

Other 
escribanías 6 35750 0 0% 6 100% 35750 31 0 11 1675 4.3

Madrid Regimiento 26 177008 0 0% 26 100% 177008 - - 1 37 1719 2.7
Regimiento 27 20735 0 0% 27 100% 20735 47 10 880 1 3 31 1718 2.6
Procuración 
del número 21 8241 0 0% 21 100% 8241 41 0 9 5 11 1708 2.8
Escribanía 
del número 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 24 1590

Other 
escribanías 1 1100 0% 1 100% 1100 0 0 1 0 1688 39.0
Regimiento 56 22623 6 11% 19917 50 89% 22948 82 0 12 6 46 1726 1.4
Procuración 
del número 29 5142 0 0% 29 100% 5142 35 3 1400 6 4 30 1707 2.0
Escribanía 
del número 18 18156 0 0% 18 100% 18156 44 0 1 3 30 1692 2.4

Escribanía de 
cámara 15 120909 0 0% 15 100% 120909 17 1 - 4 2 15 1687 2.5

Escribanía de 
provincia 5 73780 0 0% 5 100% 73780 15 0 2 10 1701 10.4

Other 
escribanías 2 38500 0 0% 2 100% 38500 2 0 0 1 1672 11.5
Regimiento 45 58669 2 4% 66000 43 96% 58328 153 0 24 8 67 1706 1.3
Procuración 
del número 128 14620 0 0% 128 100% 14620 91 0 77 15 27 1710 0.5
Escribanía 
del número 57 57596 0 0% 57 100% 57596 56 0 24 11 35 1709 1.1

Other 
escribanías 1 13750 0 0% 1 100% 13750 2 0 0 0 1663 14.0
Regimiento 3 - 0
Procuración 
del número 3 - 5

Escribanía 
del número 0

Total 976 12 964 1772 856

1651-Ending

Other cities

Córdoba

Granada

Seville

Zamora

Valladolid

Málaga

Burgos

 
Notes: Sales with a red mark indicates that at least there is one appraisal among the sales. Resignations with a 
red mark indicates that among these resignations are hidden sales  
Source: Author’s own database 
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Figure 35  

Histogram of mean differences of paired sample 

 
Source: Author’s own database 
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ANNEX B 
Table 28  

Classification of offices with at least one resignation in AGS and AHN (original names in 
Spanish) 

Group Urban Rural Common Characteristics

Political 
and/or 
Police

Aldeman; Jury; Contable [Major; Ordinary]; Governor [Major; 
of Homeless*; of the Court; of the Veinte a Caballo ]; 

Warden[of Jail; of Fortress; of Waters*; of the Sea*]; Royal 
Guard*; General Market Inspector; Major [Main; Lords; 

Ordinary]; Deputy for Gates and Bridges*.  

Aldeman; Sherif; Governor [Major; Ordinary; of the 
Brotherhood]; Provost; Majesty´s Guard Huntsman; Official or 
member of the Brotherhood;  Warden [of Jail; of Fortress; of 

Waters*; of the Sea*]; [Main; Ordinary] Major [of the 
Brotherhood]; Knight of the Montain.

They had political and/or 
police functions. They 
sometimes had judicial 
power. Salaries were 

normally fixed or mixed 
(partly fixed and partly 

variable), and low in some 
cases such as alderman and 
jury's wages. They offered 

high social status.  

Administrati
ve/Judicial

Clerk or Notary [of the Number; of Crime; Royal; of Records 
of Loans; Council; of Court; of City Council; Provincial; of 

Millones; of Silk ; of Cards; of Bridges and Gates; of 
Revenues; of Almojarifazgo; of the Sea]; Solicitor [of the 

Number; of Court; of Chancillería]; Appaiser and Distributor 
of Processes and Causes in the Court*; Father of Under-age*; 
General Defender for Assets of Absent, Dead, and Disowned 

People*; Distributor of Processes for Justice Officials*; 
Defender of Foreign Nations*.

Clerk or Notary [of the Number; Royal; of City Council; of 
Millones; Visits and Residences*]; Solicitor [of the Number; 

General Sindicate*].

They performed 
administrative tasks related 
to judicial framework. They 

did not have any judicial 
power. Clerk and notaries 

who were the most numerous 
group had small fixed 

salaries, but they could 
charge big fees. Most other 
offices had fixed or mixed 

salaries.

Financial/ac
counting

Receiver [of the number; of a hundred in the Parliament**; of 
city council; of council assets; of millones; of alcabalas and 

tercias; of court; of Chancillería]; Accountant [of the number; 
of Royal Treasury; of counts and partitions; of entertainment; 
of mercies; of books (salaries; relations; of the reason; etc.); 

of remainder; of relations of Spanish galleys; of mail 
expenditures; of military people;  of alcabalas and tercias; of 
services; of millones]; treasurer [of the number; general; of 

city council; of millones]; Controller of alcabalas and tercias 
*; Appraiser of loans and heritages*; Appraiser and Distributor 

of alcabalas and tercias*; Treasurer [of the number; of city 
council; of ordinary and extraordinary services; of seignorage 

of millones; of coin house]; Distributor [of alcabalas and 
tercias; of services]*; Administrator [of loans; of counts and 
partitions; of census of population board]*; Broker of loans 

and heritage. 

Receiver [of the number; of City Council; of Council Assets; 
of Millones; of Alcabalas and Tercias; of Countryside Fines]; 

Accountant [of the number; of Alcabalas and Tercias; of 
Millones]; treasurer [of the number; of City Council]; 

Appraiser of Loans and Heritages ; Treasurer [of the number; 
of City Council]; Distributor [of Acabalas and Tercias; of 

Services]

They performed financial and 
accounting tasks in city 

councils. Some had fixed 
wages and others variable 

wages. Most of them enjoyed 
high salaries. In addition, 

more relevant offices in this 
groups such as general 

treasurers, treasurers or 
receptors gave a high social 

status to the officials.

Operational

Porter [of Chamber; of City Council; of Court; of Chancillería; 
of Coin House]; Solicitor Agent; Major Worker; Controller 
[of Construction; of Bridges and Gates]; Crier; Procedure 

Manager; Printer of Information and Memorials; Chancellor of 
Royal Seal; Butler [of City Council; of Warehouse; of Court; 
of Chancillería; of Bulls]; Visitor of Fleet and Army of the 

Indies; Distributor of Businesses to the Hundred Receptors; 
Balancer of Coin House].

Guard of Montain and Countryside; Porter of City Council; 
Butler [of Council Assets; of Warehouse; of Alahorí; of bulls]; 

Crier; Major Worker.

They carried out ordinary and 
necessary tasks in the 

administration of council 
assets and institutions. Their 

wages were fixed.

Commercial

Appraiser; Broker [Foodstuff; Guild of Linen, Hemp, and 
Wool; of Bread; of Slaughterhouse; of Clothes; of Weights; of 
Exchanges; of Rents in Houses and Mobile Assets; of Wheat 

and Barley; of Wine, Vinegar, and Grape-Juice; of Salt; of 
Jewels; of Market, and other foodstuffs]; Overseer [of Bread; 

of Fruit; of Mines; and other guilds]; Assayer of Gold and 
Silver [Major; Ordinary]; Sealer [of Weaver´s Clothes; of 

Gold, Silver, and Pesos]; Fulling Mill Worker; Market 
Inspector [of Alhondiga; of Colt Weight; of Slaughterhouse; of 

Fishing Shop]; Off-license Official; Measurer of Silk; 
Superintendent of Mines; Visitor [of Chemist´s or Drugstore]; 

Weighter [of City Council; Flour; of Seeds; of Bread]; 
Register of Bread; Distiller of Oil; Accountant of 

Slaughterhouse and Fishing Shop; Examiner of Barbers; 
Receptor of Meat; Almotacés; Measurer [of Mud; of Wood´s 

Seal].

Controller [of Bread; of Fruits; of other guilds], Major Guard 
of Wine; Appraiser; Broker [of Flour, of Wine, and other 

foodstuff]; Weighed [of the City Council; of Flour; of Seeds; 
of Bread; and other foodstuff]; Register of Bread; Distiller of 

Oil; Almotacenes; Measurer [of Mud; of Wood Seal]  

They performed activities 
directly related to 

commercial businesses. In 
most cases they were quality 
controllers subordinated to 

the general market inspector. 
Most of them had variable 

salaries which relied on fines 
or other variables.

Office

 
Notes: This table includes all offices that have at least one resignation in series of AHN-CON and AGS-CCA-
REN. Offices with an * mean that there is no evidence that these offices were sold, but they were renounced 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 
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Table 29  

Classification of offices with at least one resignation in AGS and AHN (translated names 

into English) 

Group Urban Rural Common Characteristics

Political and/or 
Police

1. Regidor or Veinticuatro; 2. Alcalde [2.1. mayor; 2.2. de hijosdalgo; 2.3. 
ordinario; 2.4. de pastores or Mesta; 2.5. mayor de sacas] ; 3. Jurado; 4. 
Alférez mayor; 5. Alguacil [5.1. mayor; 5.2. de vagabundos*; 5.3. de la 
Chancillería; 5.4. de los Veinte a Caballo; 5.5. de la sal; 5.6. mayor del 

Consejo de Hacienda]; 6. Alcaide [6.1. de cárcel; 6.2. de fortaleza; 6.3. de 
sacas; 6.4. de aguas*; 6.5. de la mar; 6.6. de comedias del príncipe]; 7. 

Merino Real*;  8. Fiel ejecutor; 9. Comisario de puentes*. 10. Chanciller 
del sello real*. 

1. Regidor; 2. Alcalde [2.1. mayor; 2.2. 
ordinario*; 2.3. de la hermandad*]; 3. Preboste*; 

4. Montero de guarda de su Magestad*; 5. 
Provincial de la hermandad*; 6. Cuadrillero de la 

hermandad; 7. Alguacil [7.1. mayor; 7.2. de la 
sierra*; 7.3. de la limpieza*]; 8. Alcaide [8.1. 
mayor; 8.2. de cárcel; 8.3. de fortaleza; 8.4. de 

aguas*]; 9. Caballero de la sierra*; 10. Guarda de 
Montes y Campos.

These offices had political and/or police 
functions. They sometimes had judicial 

powers as well, though it was in 
exceptional situations. Salaries were fixed 
or mixed (partly fixed and partly variable 
for commisions). Some had high wages 
(like alguaciles  and alcaides ) ranged 

from 50 to 400 annual ducats and other had 
very low  remuneration, such as regidores 
and jurados.  By contrast, all they provided 

high social status.  

Administrative/ 
Judicial

1. Escribano [1.1. del número; 1.2. real; 1.3. de censos; 1.4. del concejo; 1.5 
de la Audiencia; 1.6. de cámara de la Chancillería; 1.7. del crimen de la 

Chancillería; 1.8. de hijosdalgo de la Chancillería; 1.9. del ayuntamiento; 
1.10. de provincia; 1.11. de Millones; 1.12. de la seda; 1.13. de los naipes; 

1.14. de puentes y puertas; 1.15. de rentas; 1.16. de la abuela; 1.17. del 
almojarifazgo; 1.18. de la mar; 1.19. de visitas y residencias; 1.20 de la 

Carrera de Indias; 1.21 de diezmos y aranceles; 1.22 del secreto; 1.23 del 
Consejo [1.23.1 Indias]; 1.24. de comisiones; 1.25. of 1% and 2%; 1.26. de 
entradas y salidas de la cárcel; 1.27. de los negicios de justicia; 1.28. de los 

protomédicos; 1.29 del almirantazgo; 1.30. pública de la hermandad]; 2. 
Procurador [2.1. del número; 2.2. de la Audiencia; 2.3. de la Chancillería; 
2.4. síndico general*; 2.5. síndico personero*]; 3. Tasador y repartidor de 

procesos y causas de la Audiencia; 4. Padre de menores*; 5. Defensor 
feneral de bienes de ausentes,  difuntos y repudiados; 6. Elector de personas 
para los oficios de justicia*; 7. Defensor de las Naciones Extranjeras*; 8. 

Agente Solicitador*; 9. Diligenciero; 10. Correto mayor; 11. Fiscal

1. Escribano [1.1. real; 1.2. del número; 1.3. del 
ayuntamiento; 1.4. del concejo; 1.5. de visitas y 
residencias; 1.6. de Millones; 1.7. pública de la 

hermandad]; 2. Procurador [2.1. del número; 2.2. 
síndico general*; 2.3. síndico personero*].

These offices performed administrative 
tasks related to justice or administrative 

services. They had no judicial power. Most 
escribanos,  who were the most numerous, 

had small or no fixed salaries, but they 
could charge large fees. However, some 

clerks also enjoyed high fixed wages, such 
as escribanos del ayuntamiento . Other 
offices normally had mixed salaries in 

which the fixed part was larger. That is the 
case of procuradores.

Financial/ 
Accounting

1. Receptor [1.1. del número; 1.2. de los cien de la Corte; 1.3. del 
ayuntamiento; 1.4. de propios; 1.5. alcabalas y tercias; 1.6. de la Chancillería; 

1.7. de penas de cárcel]; 2. Contador [2.1. del número; 2.2. de la Real 
Hacienda; 2.3. de cuentas y particiones; 2.4. del entretenido; 2.5. de 

mercedes; 2.6. de libros de [2.6.1. sueldos; 2.6.2. relaciones; 2.6.3. de la 
Razón; etc.]; 2.7. de resultas; 2.8. de relaciones de galeras de España*; 2.9. 
de gastos de correos*; 2.10. de gente de guerra; 2.11. de alcabalas y tercias; 

2.12 de Millones]; 3. Depositario [3.1. General; 3.2. del número; 3.3. del 
ayuntamiento];  4. Fiel de tercias y alcabalas*; 5. Tasador de censos y 

heredades; 6. Tasador y Repartidor de alcabalas y tercias; 7. Tesoreros (7.1. 
del número; 7.2. del Servicio Ordinario y Extraordinario; 7.3. de Millones; 
7.4. del señoreaje; 7.5. de la Casa de la Moneda; 7.6. de la ceca real; 7.7. de 

los cuatro 1%; 7.8. del 2%; 7.9. de embargos]; 8. Repartidor [8.1. de 
alcabalas y tercias; 8.2. de servicios]; 9. Administrador [9.1. de censos, 9.2. 

de cuentas y particiones; 9.3. de censos de la junta de población], 10. 
Corredor de censos y heredades. 11. Corredor de cambios. 12. Pagador 

[12.1. de los Consejos; 12.2. de la Chancillería].

1. Receptor [1.1 del número; 1.2. del 
ayuntamiento; 1.3. de propios; 1.4. de tercias y 

alcabalas; 1.5. de las penas del campo*]; 2. 
Contador [2.1. del número; 2.2. de alcabalas y 
tercias; 2.3. de Millones]; 3. Depositario or 

Tesorero [3.1. del número; 3.2. de ayuntamiento; 
3.3. de Millones]; 4. Tasador de censos y 

heredades; 5. Repartidores [5.1. de alcabalas y 
tercias; 5.2. de servicios]

These offices performed financial and 
accounting activities in city councils and 
other royal institutions. Some had fixed 

wages and others variable wages. However, 
most of them enjoyed very high salaries 

(over 100 annual ducats). In addition, most 
relevant offices in this group, such as 
general treasurers or receptors, also 

provided high prestige to the officers.

Operational

1. Portero [1.1. de cámara; 1.2. del ayuntamiento; 1.3. de la Audiencia; 1.4. 
de la Chancillería; 1.5. de la Casa de la Moneda]; 2. Aviador de cargas*; 3. 

Obrero Mayor*; 4. Veedor [4.1. de obras*; 4.2. de puentes*]; 5. Pregonero*; 
6. Impresor de las informaciones y memoriales;  7. Mayordomo [7.1. del 

ayuntamiento; 7.2. del pósito; 7.3. de cámara de la Corte; 7.4. de la 
Audiencia, 7.5. de la Chancillería; 7.6. de bulas*]; 8. Visitador de la flota y 
armada de la carrera de las Indias*; 9. Repartidor de los negocios a los cien 

receptores; 10. Batanero; 11. Guarda de y sobreguarda de los carros de 
noche.

1. Portero del ayuntamiento; 2. Mayordomo [2.1. 
de própios; 2.2. de pósitos o del alahorí; 2.3. de 

bulas]; 3. Pregonero*; 4. Obrero Mayor*; 5. 
Batanero.

These officers carried out ordinary tasks in 
royal institutions, city councils and its 

subordinated organizations. Their wages 
were usually fixed, though they could 

receive some variable and normally low 
payments.

Commercial

1. Tasador; 2. Corredor  (also called mesoneros, mojoneros, medidores and 
fieles corredores) [2.1. de mercaderías or de la lonja; 2.2. del gremio del 

lino, cañamo y lana; 2.3. de panes; 2.4. del matadero; 2.5. de paños y ropas; 
2.6. de pesos; 2.7. de alquileres de casas y bienes muebles; 2.8. de trigo y 

cebada; 2.9. del vino, vinagre y mosto; 2.10. de la sal; 2.11. de joyas; 2.12. de 
la alhondiga; 2.13. del peso del carbón; 2.14. de la pescadería; 2.15. del 

barro; 2.16. de madera; 2.17. de la seda; and other guilds]; 3. Veedor [3.1. de 
panes; 3.2. de frutos; 3.3. de minas; 3.4. de sombreros; 3.5. de cueros; and 
other guilds]; 4. Ensayador de oro y plata [4.1. mayor; 4.2. ordinario]; 5. 
Sellador de paños de tejedores; 6. Contraste de oro y plata y marcador de 
pesos; ; 7. Título de Estanco; 8. Superintendente de minas*; 9. Visitador* 

[9.1. de las bóticas; 9.2. droguerías; 9.3. de carnicerías]; 10. Peso [10.1. real; 
10.2. del concejo; 10.3. de la harina; 10.4. de semillas; 10.5. del pan]; 11. 

Registrador del pan*; 12. Destilador de aceites; 13. Factor de carnicerías y 
pescaderías; 14. Examinador* [14.1. de los barberos; 14.2. de zapatería]; 15. 
Receptor [15.1. de carnes; 15.2. de pescado]; 16. Almotacén. 17. Balancario 
de la Casa Antigua de Moneda; 18. Fundidor y fundidor mayor de la Casa de 

la Moneda

1. Veedores [1.1. de panes; 1.2. de frutos; and 
other guilds]; 2. Guarda mayor de vinos*; 3. 

Tasador; 4. Corredor (also called mesoneros, 
mojoneros, medidores and fieles corredores)  

[4.1. de harina; 4.2. del vino; 4.3. del aceite; 4.4. 
de frutas; 4.5. de la carne; 4.6. del pescado; 4.7. 
del barro; 4.8. de madera, y otros]; 5. Peso [5.1. 
del concejo; 5.2. de la harina; 5.3. de semillas; 

5.4. del pan; and other foodstuff]; 6. Registrador 
del pan; 7. Destilador de aceites; 8. Almotacén.

These officers performed activities 
directly related to commercial businesses. 
In most cases they were quality controllers. 

Most of them had variable salaries which 
relied on fines and fees to product 

suppliers and sellers.

Office

 
Notes: This table includes all offices that have at least one resignation in series of AHN-CON and AGS-CCA-
REN. Offices with an * mean that there is no evidence testimony that these offices were sold, but they were 
renounced 
Source: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 
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ANNEX C 
This Annex is focused on the estimation of the total market value of the most 

relevant offices in 1581, 1599, and 1640 in the Castilian cities with voting rights at the 

Cortes. The offices included each year are displayed in table 36, and a short description as 

well as their main functions and salaries are in table 37. These offices have been selected 

because they were the most common and important among the offices sold in those cities. 

The addition of some new offices in 1599 and 1640 is due to these offices were just sold 

after 1581. 

Figure 36  

Offices included in the estimation of the total market value of offices in cities with voting 
rights 

Year Offices included 
1581 Regidores-veinticuatros (aldermen), escribanos del 

número (notaries of the number), escribanos de 
ayuntamiento (notaries of city hall), jurados (juries), 
depositarios generales (general depositors), tesoreros 
or receptor of royal reales (royal treasurers), alcaides 

de cárcel (wardens of prison), procuradores del 
número (solicitors of the number), alférez mayor 

(standard bearers), fieles ejecutores (major market 
inspectors), alguacil mayor (major constables), and 

some special offices. 
1599 Regidores-veinticuatros (aldermen), escribanos del 

número (notaries of the number), escribanos de 
ayuntamiento (notaries of city hall), jurados (juries), 
depositarios generales (general depositors), tesorero 
o receptor de rentas reales (treasurer or receptor of 

royal incomes), alcaides de cárcel (wardens of 
prison), procuradores del número (solicitors of the 
number), alférez mayor (standard bearers), fieles 

ejecutores (major market inspectors), escribanos de 
censos (notaries of loans), corredores de mercancías 

(merchandise brokers), alguacil mayor (major 
constables),), and some special offices. 

1640 Regidores-veinticuatros (aldermen), escribanos del 
número (notaries of the number), escribanos de 

ayuntamiento (notaries of city hall), jurados (juries), 
depositarios generales (general depositors), tesorero 
o receptor de rentas reales (treasurer or receptor of 

royal incomes), alcaides de cárcel (wardens of 
prison), procuradores del número (solicitors of the 
number), alférez mayor (standard bearers), fieles 

ejecutores (major market inspectors), escribanos de 
censos (notaries of loans), corredores de mercancías 

(merchandise brokers), alguacil mayor (major 
constables), tesorero del servicio ordinario y 

extraordinario (treasurers of ordinary and 
extraordinary service), tesorero de Millones 

(treasurers of Millones),  contador de Millones 
(accountants of Millones), escribano de Millones 
(notaries of Millones), and some special offices. 
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Figure 37  

Main functions and salaries of selected offices 
Office Functions Salary Sources

Regidor  or 
Veinticuatro 
(alderman)

Regidores  (also called veinticuatros  in some Andalusian cities) worket at city 
halls. Their main functions involved administrative, commercial, economic and 
security policies at city level (regidores  had speaking and voting rights and led 

commissions in city council). They did not normally have judicial powers, except for 
some special situations, such as when the corregidor  was incapacitated. This 

office provided high status due to  its responsabilities and assosiation with nobility. 

Regidores'  fixed wages were usually low -e.g. about 5 ducats/year in Segovia 
(Mosácula María, 2001:278)-. However, these officers could make high profits by 

participating in commissions at city hall,  from corruption and through graces from the 
king, if they were appointed as procuradores de Corte  (member of the Parliament) or 

they gave special services to the monarch.

Mosácula María 
(2001)

Jurado  (jury)

Jurados  also worked at city hall.  This officer was supposed to be a representative 
of a specific neighborhood, and he was hence obligated to inform the Crown about 

what is happening there. He also had right to speak and vote at city hall and to 
control for regidores ' policies. In some cities, they could be appointed as 

procurador de Cortes too. Despite this, jurados  provided less status than 
regidores  because of it was less associated with nobility and had less social 

visibility. 

Salaries were similar to regidores.  They were low (under 10 ducats a year), however, 
they could increase it by taking part in commissions, from corruptive activities and 

graces from the king.

Aranda Pérez 
(1991)

Alférez mayor 
(stander 
bearer)

Alférez mayor  was basically a honorific position. This office had right to speak and 
vote as regidores,  therefore, all functions and powers of regidores  were shared 
by the alférez mayor . This officer additionally held a privileged seat at city hall, 
where he could enter with weapons.  The specific funcions of this officer were 

mostly honorary activities, such as to carry the royal flag and lead the local army if 
it would be called. Alférez  was the most prestigiuos office at city level. 

Alférez mayor  received two regidores' salaries. For instance, the alférez  from 
Segovia received 4,000 mds/year (about 10 ducats/year) (Mosácula María, 2001:268). 

The overall salary was still low.

Cuartas (1984) 
and Mosácula 
María (2001).

Alcaide de 
cárcel  (warden 

of prison)

As it can be deducted, alcaide de cárcel  was the chief manager of a prison. His 
responsibilities were similar to current wardens, but in prisons from the early 

modern period. He was principally responsible for care and custody of prisoners 
and functioning of the institution, but most probably the actual work was carried out 

by his deputies.    

Salaries were mostly fixed and high. The average annual fixed salary in cities with 
voting right was 52 ducats during the 16th century. 

AGS, DGT 
Inventario 24, 

file 322

Fiel ejecutor 
(general 
market 

inspector)

The main tasks of this officer were to control for product quality and quantities sold 
and produced in the city, enforcement of taxes on suppliers and traders, and 

regulation of public construction. Before these offices were sold, their functions 
were undertaking by regidores.  Since these offices were highly profitable, the own 
regidores  often bought them when the Crown put the offices on sale from the late 

1560s onwards. Fiel ejecutor  also had right to speak and vote at city hall.

Remuneration of this office had a low-medium fixed part (e.g. about 21 ducats/year in 
Segovia) and a high variable payment that came from fees and penalties on commercial 
activities. Though no report on overall salary has been found, qualitative sources claimed 

that these offices were highly profitable. 

Cuartas (1984) 
and Mosácula 
María (2001).

Depositario 
General 
(general 

depositor)

The main responsibilities of this officer was to manage budget of city hall and 
collect penalties from civil and penal sentences. In addition, it also conferred right to 

speak and vote, therefore, these officers also shared functions and powers with 
regidores. In some cities, this office was sold together with the tesorero de 

rentas reales , under these circumstances, depositario  managed collection and 
administration of royal taxes in the city too.

Depositarios Generales  had high fixed salaries (over 100 ducats/year during the 16th 
century). This, in addition, was increased with other variable payments that come from a 

percentage on penas de cárcel  (prison sentences) and bonus on tax collection.

AGS, DGT-
Inventario 24, 
file 322 and 

Cuartas (1984) 

Tesorero de 
rentas reales 

(royal 
revenues' 
treasurer)

This tesorero  was in charge of royal incomes (taxes) collected in his jurisdiction, 
other than those duties that were controlled by specific tesoreros , such as 

Millones  and servicio ordinario y extraordinario. They did not only managed 
the collection, but they distributed and used the money collected as well.  

Tesorero de rentas reales  had similar salaries to depositarios.  The fix part was really 
high (over 100 ducats/year during the 16th century), and this could be augmented by 

bonus on tax collection. The only difference was that they did not receive a percentage 
on penas de cárcel  (penal sentences).

AGS, DGT 
Inventario 24, 
file 322 and 

Cuartas (1984) 

Escribano del 
ayuntamiento 
(clerk of city 

hall)

Escribano de ayuntamiento  was the official clerk at city hall. His main 
responsability was to write and keep meeting records, as well as any other official 

document related to the activity of city hall, such as contracts, regulations and other 
deeds that involved the city council's activity.

This officer received a high wage. The remuneration depended on the number of 
meetings held at city hall and the activity of the institution. For instance, a escribano de 

ayuntamiento  in Seville received 5 reals/meeting and 2.5 reals extra if meeting took 
place on holidays. This payment assured at least 50 ducats a year just for attendance to 

meetings.

AGS, DGT 
Inventario 24, 

file 322 and file 
20.

Escribano del 
número 
(notary)

This officer was the standar notary in the early modern period. He usually worked 
in a city's main square or at his own home. Every official deed had to be sign by a 

escribano del número or a higher-rank escribano to be formally valid.

Escribano del número  had no fixed salary, but he received a fee by deed and extra 
pages. Total salary depended on the number of deeds written. This often was high (e.g. 

over 300 ducats/year in Granada), although it relied on the notary's effort and 
commercial activity in the city.

AGS, CCA, 
CON, file 20 

and AGS,CCA, 
LEG, file 2347 

and Domínguez-
Guerrero (2016).

Procurador del 
número 

(solicitor)

Procuradores del número  were official lawyers in both civil and religious 
proceedings.

The salary of a procurador had a low fixed part (under 15 ducats/year), and a variable 
payment, which depended on the proceedings that he participated (no information on 

variable salary has been found).

AGS, CCA, 
CON, file 20

Escribano de 
censos (notary 

of loans)

Escribanos de censos  were notaries specialized in register of loan and debt 
contracts. Any loan, mortgage and bill had to be registered by this notary no later 

than seven days after its stipulation. The office were created from the 1590s 
onwards. 

This officer received between 1 to 6 reals by deed (depending on its lenght). No data on 
escribano de censos' overall remuneration has been published. However, his salary 
was probably lower than escribano del número'  owing to his smaller target market. 

AGS, CJH, book 
378

Corredor 
(broker)

This officer was a market inspector that controlled for quality of products and their 
measures, quantities sold in the city, and enforcement of tax  (they could fine 
suppliers who break the rule). They were subordinates of fieles ejecutores . 

Several corredores  were specialized in some product (animals, clothes, jewells, 
etc.).

The salary of this officer depended on the fines and fees on suppliers. They received a 
percentage on penalties. 

García Ulecia 
(1996).

Alguacil mayor 
(major 

constable)

Alguacil mayor  was the major constable in a city or at an royal institution (relevant 
royal institutions had one alguacil mayor , such as the Chancillerías  or the 

Audiencia ). His main responsibilities were to capture prisoners and seize 
confiscated assets. In addition, he had right to speak and vote at city hall, where he 

held a privileged seat.

This office normally had a very high fixed salary. For instance, the annual salary of 
alguacil mayor  from Valladolid was 400 ducats in the 1630s. This salary could increase 

by bonus and subsistence allowance.  

AGS, CON, file 
34.

Tesorero del 
servicio 

ordinario y 
extraordinario 
(treasurer of 
ordinary and 
extraordinary 

service)

Tesorero del servicio ordinario y extraordinario  managed the collection and 
administration of servicio ordinario y extraordinario , which was a relevant tax 

in early modern Castile.

The salary of this office depended on money collected through the Servicio in his 
jurisdiction. It normally was a percentage on overall collection. The amounts raised were 

usually high.

AGS, CCA, 
CON, file 20

Tesorero de 
Millones 

(treasurer of 
Millones)

Tesorero de Millones  was responsible for the collection and administration of 
Servicio de  Millones  in a given jurisdiction. This officer was able to appoint his 

subordinates, who undertook the collection of the tax. In spite of Servicio de 
Millones  was created in 1590, this office did not exist until the 1630s. Receptores 

reales were appointed to undertake the activities before 1633. 

Though the fixed salary of this officer was very low (about 3,526 mrs -9.4 ducats- per 
year), tesorero de Millones  was a very profitable office owing to variable payments, 

which relied on the money collected by the Millones  in the jurisdiction.

Ruiz Rodríguez 
(1992)

Escribano de 
Millones (clerk 

of Millones )

This office was in charge of Millones' deeds. The escribano  was the only officer 
enabled to write deeds that concerned payments, legal proceedings, and any other 
document of the Servicio de  Millones . The office was created in the 1630s, as 

well as the other offices of Millones.

This office received a fee by deed written. The overall salary were very high (over 500 
ducats/year).

AGS, CCA, 
LEG, file 20 and 
Ruiz Rodríguez 

(1992)

Contador de 
Millones 

(accountant of 
Millones )

Contador de Millones  was the officer that took accountability for Millones' 
procedures and collection. In addition, he was in charge of issuing licenses to 

suppliers. This office was needed due to the accumulation of several Servicios de 
Millones  and the delays in collection (Ruiz Rodríguez, 1992:1084).

The salary of this officer was very high. It had a fixed part of 266.67 ducats/year and he 
additionally received 2 reals by recudimiento  and 0.5 reals by payment letter. Overall 

salary could easily exceed 400 ducats/year.

AGS, CCA, 
LEG, file 2364 

and Ruiz 
Rodríguez 

(1992)
Alcaide de 
fortaleza 

(governor of 
fortress)

Alcaide de fortaleza was the major military, political and judicial authority in a 
fortress. The main responsibility of this officer was to manage the military building.

Average wage of alcaides de fortaleza  was 334.5 ducats/year for the 22 governors 
gathered in Jiménez Estrella (2004). This salary was high since maintenance expenses, 

ammunition and other spending were met by the Crown, not by the alcaide.

Jiménez Estrella 
(2004)  
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Information from 1581 has been collected from reports made by corregidores to 

inform the Council of Finance about the outlook of the market for offices (AGS, DGT, 

Inventory 321-323), and books of offices reported by the Contaduría de la Razón. 

Corregidores’ reports listed market prices and the number of offices, which had been 

previously sold, in their cities. However, a few corregidores did not give information about 

the features of some offices (e.g., corregidor from Valladolid did not provide information 

about procuradores del número in this city). I have hence completed the previous 

information with the ledgers books of the Contaruría de la Razón, where the Council of 

Finance’s accountants registered sales undertaken by the Crown (some sales were not 

registered there since they took different sale channels, such as intermediaries). As there 

were still some missing values, I have searched for more information in other sources. 

Some prices of offices of Millones (escribanos, contadores and tesoreros) in 1640 have 

been collected from Gelabert (1997). Number of offices in 1599 and 1640 and prices for the 

rest of the offices have been mainly gathered from several files in the AGS and AHN. 

These files correspond to the series of Dirección General del Tesoro (Inventory 24 from 

320 to 325), Consejo y Juntas de Hacienda (from file 350 to 384), and books and files of 

the Chamber of Castile (books of Consejos from 434 to 447, and 545 in AHN, books 7, 20 

and 27 of relations, and series Consumos y perpetuaciones from file 5 to file 40 in AGS, 

and files of Consejos from 13744 to 14375 in AHN and Legajos from 2295 to 2450 in 

AGS). Even though such a big effort in the collection of data, there still existed missing 

observations, I was therefore forced to impute missing values in order to offer a balanced 

dataset. 

With the aim of minimizing errors, I use a method of regression imputation. More 

precisely, I compute what cities are the best instruments to adjust the office prices of a 

certain city. This method is similar to the synthetic control method by Abadie and 

Gardeazabal (2003). Table 30 shows the matrix with cross-values of R2 of regressions for 

prices of offices among the cities with voting rights and Málaga.  
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Table 30  

Correlation matrix for prices of offices between cities (1543-1640) 

 
R2 adj Ávila Burgos Córdoba Cuenca Granada Guadalajara Jaén Madrid Murcia León Salamanca Segovia Sevilla Soria Toledo Toro Valladolid Zamora Málaga

Ávila

Burgos 0.7627

Córdoba 0.6771 0.6084

Cuenca 0.8058 0.5692 0.6892

Granada 0.5460 0.7380 0.8395 0.2855

Guadalajara 0.8576 0.7086 0.7563 0.8479 0.4412

Jaén 0.8459 0.7646 0.7698 0.7857 0.5690 0.8656

Madrid 0.3313 0.4539 0.3176 0.0581 0.5638 0.1198 0.1886

Murcia 0.6936 0.5188 0.5965 0.4849 0.4842 0.6970 0.7710 0.3705

León 0.5571 0.6677 0.2356 0.3072 0.4586 0.7596 0.6945 0.4094 0.8318

Salamanca 0.7531 0.8821 0.4941 0.4727 0.5437 0.7634 0.7332 0.4408 0.5821 0.7814

Segovia 0.7667 0.8790 0.6361 0.6557 0.6627 0.8566 0.8807 0.2589 0.7105 0.7208 0.8870

Sevilla 0.4642 0.7600 0.5508 0.6750 0.5073 0.2020 0.5504 0.7734 0.1792 0.2047 0.4237 0.6044

Soria 0.7687 0.9814 0.5147 0.4011 0.7068 0.8857 0.7159 0.7953 0.4687 0.6972 0.9440 0.8618 0.9504

Toledo 0.5424 0.8166 0.7352 0.2564 0.7281 0.4577 0.5252 0.7653 0.4582 0.6615 0.8125 0.7622 0.9597 0.9504

Toro 0.6881 0.4583 0.5868 0.6221 0.0577 0.4906 0.3723 0.4794 0.8416 0.3759 0.5409 0.4965 0.0433 0.5999 0.4415

Valladolid 0.8605 0.7448 0.8269 0.7481 0.3497 0.7262 0.7918 0.4950 0.8242 0.3439 0.6981 0.6970 0.6909 0.8175 0.8546 0.7199

Zamora 0.5769 0.8609 0.3302 0.2431 0.5053 0.7614 0.7373 0.6895 0.5418 0.8179 0.9434 0.8528 0.8136 0.9113 0.8683 0.6834 0.6490

Málaga 0.6526 0.7182 0.5713 0.4380 0.6338 0.5630 0.6802 0.6563 0.7879 0.7737 0.7963 0.8672 0.4565 0.8580 0.7857 0.3517 0.6535 0.8509

 Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN). 

I then choose those cities that are the best instruments to adjust the missing values 

of other cities taking into consideration both R2 and the number of observations (I reject 

those models with less than 10 observations). All cities are well explained by models with 

two or three instrumental cities due to the high correlation among them. Table 31 shows the 

cities selected as instruments. Even though I used a pure statistic criterion, instrumental 

cities are the most plausible since a qualitative viewpoint too. They are usually cities of the 

same regions, size, and economic structure.  
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Table 31  

Cities selected as instrument to adjust missing values. 

Cities Estimator 

Mean 

absolute 

prediction 

error 

Without 

outliers Outliers 

Ávila Valladolid, Guadalajara 14.8% 14.8% 

 Burgos Soria, Segovia, Salamanca 6.0% 6.0% 

 Cordoba Granada, Valladolid, Jaen 11.1% 11.1% 

 
Cuenca 

Avila, Granada, 

Guadalajara 14.9% 14.9% 

 Granada Sevilla, Cordoba, Cuenca 19.8% 19.8% 

 Guadalajara Ávila,Cuenca 34.3% 25.5% Escribano del ayuntamiento 

Jaen 
Murcia, Cordoba, 

Guadalajara 15.6% 15.6% 

 
Madrid Toledo, Malaga 

36.2% 19.0% 

Fiel ejecutor and tesorero del 

servicio. 

Murcia Jaén, Valladolid, Málaga 7.3% 7.3% 

 
León 

Guadalajara, Soria, 

Zamora 20.7% 8.0% Escribano del número 

Salamanca Avila, Burgos, Zamora 15.5% 15.5% 

 
Segovia 

Guadalajara, Salamanca, 

Zamora 15.1% 15.1% 

 Seville Burgos, Toledo 17.5% 17.5% 

 
Soria 

Burgos, Salamanca, 

Zamora 15.8% 15.8% 

 Toledo Burgos, Sevilla 18.6% 18.6% 

 Toro Avila, Valladolid, Zamora 31.2% 17.0% Alférez mayor 

Valladolid Avila, Burgos, Cordoba 18.8% 18.8% 

 Zamora León, Salamanca 12.3% 12.3% 

 Average 

 

17.4% 15.1% 

 Notes: Alcaide de cárcel of Guadalajara was not included owing to this office offered no returns, and it was 
hence undervalued. Soria shows the highest R2 in several cases, however, it had few pairs. In Salamanca, 
regidores in 1599 is not included because it was not a proper sale, but an estimation. Depositario from 
Valladolid was not included because it took part in the Chancillería (not in the city hall). Alguacil mayor of 
Toledo was computed with Burgos and Valladolid (instead of Burgos and Seville)       
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 
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In order to assess the quality of the imputation, I run in-sample comparisons 

between the known values of the 18 cities and the adjusted values. I compute the adjusted 

values of escribanos del número, alcaides de cárcel, escribanos del ayuntamiento, 

tesoreros de rentas reales, and alférez mayor in 1581, regidores-veinticuatros in 1581, 

1599, and 1640, escribanos de Millones, contadores de Millones, tesoreros de Millones, 

alguaciles mayores, and escribanos de censos in 1640. Then, I estimate mean absolute 

prediction errors (MAPD) between the adjusted and the true values (displayed in table 31). 

The projections work fairly well. MAPD is 17.4 percent on average. If I take out five 

outliers, which are specified in the table, it reduces to 15.1 percent. 

I thus impute the missing values by using the regressions (underlined numbers in 

the tables). Table 32 contains 7 imputed prices (out of 160 observations), table 33 includes 

6 (out of 172), and table 34 contains 31 (out of 292 price observations). 

In addition to missing observations, I face another potential problem. Several 

offices show the price at which it was sold in the past (not the current price in 1581, 1599, 

and 1640). I have therefore adjusted those prices for inflation (numbers in italics in the 

tables). 

In order to do this indexation, I have used three different price indexes. Prior to 

1581, I use the non-traded goods price index by Drelichman (2005). Prices of non-traded 

assets had different trends from the prices of foodstuff, which are the most common 

products in Hamilton (1934)’s price database. This is the main conclusion behind 

Drelichman’s idea of Dutch disease in the Castilian economy. However, as observed in 

figure 38 and 39, Drelichman’s index only captures the actual trend of office prices before 

1600 due to an overvaluation process in offices between the 1600s and the 1630s. I have 

hence created two alternative office price indexes. On the one hand, I have created an index 

for regimientos in Northern Castile made up of prices of regimientos in Zamora, Burgos, 

and Valladolid, another for Andalusia with the prices of Seville, Málaga, Córdoba and 

Granada, and finally another for Madrid (Cuenca and Toledo are adjusted with the 

Andalusian price index because they followed the same trend). With these indexes, I adjust 

all prices of offices that took part in the city councils (i.e., regidores, alférez mayor, 

alguacil mayor, tesorero, depositario and escribano del ayuntamiento). On the other hand, 

I have created general indexes for offices in the same regions by adding prices of 
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procuradurías del número and escribanías del número. I have used these alternative 

indexes for adjusting all the rest of the offices, which did not take part in the city halls.    

Figures 37, 38, 39 and 40 show the evolution of regimientos prices in the different 

cities included in the indexes. As observed, these markets seem to be quite integrated. 

Consequently, the use of these indexes to adjust for inflation of prices in other cities of the 

same region should not generate any significant bias. 

Tables 32, 33 and 34 show the value of office stock in cities with voting right in 

1581, 1599, and 1640, respectively. While table 35 shows the value of alcaides de 

fortaleza.      

 

Figure 38.  

Office, regimientos and consumer price index for Castile (north) 
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Notes: The base year is 1599. The regimientos price index is made up of prices from Burgos, Valladolid and 
Zamora. The office price index consists of prices of regidor and procuradores del número from Burgos, 
Valladolid and Zamora, and prices of escribanos del número from Valladolid. 
Sources: Drelichman (2005), and author´s database (AGS and AHN). 
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Figure 39  

Office, regimientos and consumer price index for Andalusia 
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Notes: The base year is 1599. The regimientos price index is made up of prices from Cordoba, Granada, 
Malaga and Seville. The office price index consists of prices of regidores, procuradores del número and 
escribanos del número from Córdoba, Granada, Málaga and Seville. 
Sources: Drelichman (2005), and author´s database (AGS and AHN). 
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Table 32. Value of office stock in the cities with voting right in Castile in 1581 

Notes: This table gathers the data collected by corregidores’ reports in 1581 (AGS-DGT Inventario 24, 322). Prices of offices that were not included in these 
reports have been found in books of offices by the Contaduría de la Razón, and they have been adjusted for inflation by Andalusian, Northern Castilian, or New 
Castilian price indexes by Drelichman (2005) (prices adjusted by inflation are in italics). Imputed prices are underlined. Burgos and Seville include respectively 6 
and 7 alcaldes mayores within regidores. These officers had the same powers as regidores-veinticuatros, just in the case of Seville they had a higher value 
because of their smaller stock conferred them higher status (the price of regidores in these city represents the weighted average among regidores and alcaldes 
mayores prices). Procuradores in Granada and Valladolid include both solicitors of the city and of the Chancillería. Several fieles ejecutores were sold between 
1570-1575 and repurchased later. However, I have decided to include them because these offices still existed, they were normally served by regidores or other 
persons chosen by those, and could be resold by the city halls again. Offices repurchased by city councils include asterisk. Special offices are: Seville (fundidor 
mayor de la Casa de la Moneda [20484], and escribano mayor de la Carrera de Indias [158044]), Madrid (corredores de mercancías [1100])  
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) and Drelichman (2005)  

Ávila Burgos Córdoba Cuenca Granada Guadalajara Jaén Madrid Murcia León Salamanca Segovia Sevilla Soria Toledo Toro Valladolid Zamora

Total 

number and 

value per 

office

Relative 

weight per 

office

Number 18 23 49 20 41 19 40 28 34 16 36 33 56 12 42 13 30 24 534

Value 950 1300 2250 2000 3250 850 1350 1300 2000 1500 800 1300 4245 1000 1600 400 1000 700 969670 35%

Number 42 29 29 35 70 50 255

Value 1200 1000 450 900 1300 853 257617 9%

Number 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1* 17

Value 3050 4380 4779 2083 11470 2786 5110 10815 4357 2628 5648 4154 11422 2199 5502 565 4380 2932 86179 3%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 17

Value 1808 2154 3128 2083 5145 496 2085 4716 2118 1398 1500 2154 7875 4117 2436 1077 49006 2%

Number 0 3 2 0 4* 2* 2* 2 2 0 2 2* 8 0 2* 2 2 2 37

Value 3565 4110 3750 5480 1649 2503 2199 2753 2500 2268 2680 4000 1956 1077 2436 1400 114674 4%

Number 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 12

Value 847 1375 15331 4203 3915 800 629 8663 2906 1115 2679 57794 2%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18

Value 4211 4217 3915 4285 11618 1950 3553 3968 3732 3000 5272 2745 12708 2313 7352 2893 6398 3787 76835 3%

Number 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 33

Value 1250 4217 4000 4402 5000 880 3054 2897 956 3389 1700 2743 7731 2158 11125 500 1130 771 92165 3%

Number 20 28 36 25 27 20 22 21 25 14 28 17 22 20 33 14 30 23 425

Value 600 800 2500 800 2400 950 1150 1750 2000 500 1800 1407 2750 350 1389 700 1100 400 586902 21%

Number 16 16 26 7 48 3 12 57 16 17 36 16 24 11 26 11 30 11 383

Value 200 269 382 210 605 149 250 804 156 210 308 215 620 236 315 144 323 203 156948 6%

Number 1 1

Value 158045 158045 6%

Number 10 2 12

Value 1100 89264 189525 7%

Total value 

per city
44717 83644 288627 76644 346882 45888 121414 164353 173543 48367 111434 90796 821081 30419 198811 23191 94154 43046

Without 

special 

offices

2% 3% 11% 3% 13% 2% 5% 6% 7% 2% 4% 3% 25% 1% 8% 1% 4% 2% 2617487

All 2% 3% 10% 3% 12% 2% 4% 6% 6% 2% 4% 3% 29% 1% 7% 1% 3% 2% 2807012

Year of 1581

Relative 

weight per 

city

Alguacil 

mayor

Special 

offices

Jurado

Escribano 

del número

Procurador 

del número

Alférez 

mayor

Alcaide de 

cárcel

Fiel ejecutor

Depositario

Tesorero real

Escribano 

del 

Regidor
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Table 33. Value of office stock in the cities with voting right in Castile in 1599 

Notes: Imputed values are underlined. Prices adjusted for inflation are in italics. I have used Andalusian, Northern Castilian, and New Castilian office price 
indexes constructed with prices of regidores, escribanos del número and procuradores del número from Burgos, Valladolid, and Zamora (Northern Castile), 
Seville, Málaga, Córdoba, and Granada (Andalusia), and Madrid (New Castile). Offices repurchased by the city councils have asterisks. Procuradores from 
Granada and Valladolid are both from the city and the Chancillería, and procuradores from Madrid are both of the city and the Corte.  Special offices: Madrid 
(escribanos de cámara [7903 ducats], Contador de la Corte [75374], pagador de los Consejos [16071]), Seville (fundidor mayor de la Casa de la Moneda [23617], 
and escribano mayor de la Carrera de Indias [158044], corredor de la lonja [1503], and tesorero del monedaje [3936]) Toledo (correo mayor [11000] and 
escribano del secreto [2465]) 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 

Ávila Burgos Córdoba Cuenca Granada Guadalajara Jaén Madrid Murcia León Salamanca Segovia Sevilla Soria Toledo Toro Valladolid Zamora
Total value per 

office

Relative 

weight per 

office

Number 25 24 49 34 44 22 43 35 42 19 36 34 59 16 44 17 35 26 604

Value 1520 2603 3342 2800 4100 1074 3887 3309 3336 2550 1618 2500 8389 1816 2557 1959 2178 1374 1960000 37%

Number 53 30 43 45 72 50 293

Value 878 1275 1151 800 3353 1267 475025 9%

Number 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1* 1 1* 16

Value 6168 8771 7098 3093 17036 5634 7590 22220 6471 5314 11422 8401 16965 4448 8172 1142 8857 5928 168603 3%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 18

Value 2612 3112 3784 2520 6224 717 2523 9690 2562 1503 2167 3112 9526 4980 3520 1556 71302 1%

Number 0 3 2 0 4* 2* 2* 2 2 0 2 2* 8 0 2* 2 2 2 37

Value 7208 6104 5570 8139 3336 3717 4519 4089 5056 4587 5419 5941 2905 2178 4927 2831 190927 4%

Number 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19

Value 1713 2754 3736 4808 22770 3908 43831 5656 5014 1618 1271 12867 1346 4316 847 2255 1802 147193 3%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18

Value 8516 8529 5815 6365 17256 3943 5277 8153 5544 6067 10662 5552 18875 4677 10919 3250 36576 7658 173631 3%

Number 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 37

Value 2528 6689 5941 6538 7426 1780 4536 11116 1420 6853 3438 5548 29115 3789 16523 1011 2286 1559 241898 5%

Number 20 28 38 26 27 21 24 21 25 14 28 17 22 20 33 14 30 24 432

Value 1213 1618 2729 1103 2903 1002 1391 4931 2970 722 2601 2033 3327 506 1680 1011 1589 1006 854795 16%

Number 16 18 28 7 48 3 12 68 16 19 39 16 24 11 31 11 30 11 408

Value 404 1223 545 254 731 215 250 1415 189 300 1746 311 750 340 559 207 467 293 320860 6%

Number 2 2 4

Value 2066 880 5892 0%

Number 2 2 65 69

Value 754 1249 914 63397 1%

Number 2 2

Value 138124 276248 5%

Number 5 4 2 11

Value 25007 67649 6733 409099

Total value 

per city
94320 187960 373739 154921 469723 65857 292746 647073 284657 97373 241072 164828 1555360 60963 312824 61357 203537 90561

Without 

special 

offices

2% 4% 8% 3% 9% 1% 6% 11% 6% 2% 5% 3% 26% 1% 6% 1% 4% 2% 4949772

All 2% 4% 7% 3% 9% 1% 5% 12% 5% 2% 4% 3% 29% 1% 6% 1% 4% 2% 5358871

Escribano de 

censos

Year of 1599

Special offices

Regidor

Depositario

Tesorero real

Escribano del 

ayuntamiento

Escribano del 

número

Procurador 

del número

Relative 

weight per 

city

Jurado

Alférez mayor

Alcaide de 

cárcel

Fiel ejecutor

Alguacil 

mayor

Corredor
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Table 34. Value of office stock in the cities with voting right in Castile in 1640 

Notes: Imputed values are underlined. Prices adjusted for inflation are in italics. I have used Andalusian, Northern Castilian, and New Castilian office price 
indexes constructed with prices of regidores, escribanos del número and procuradores del número from Burgos, Valladolid, and Zamora (Northern Castile), 
Seville, Málaga, Córdoba, and Granada (Andalusia), and Madrid (New Castile). Offices repurchased by the city councils have asterisks. Procuradores from 
Granada and Valladolid are both from the city and the Chancillería, and procuradores from Madrid are both of the city and the Corte. Special offices: Córdoba (a 
number of non-specified corredores [11797], alguacil mayor de tercias and alcabalas [5145], alguacil mayor de entradas de aguas [4617]), Cuenca (escribano 
mayor de rentas [3060]), Madrid (peso real [51522.09], escribano de provincia [79787], distribuidor de procesos de la Corte [21093], escribano de Consejo de 
Indias [49867], two escribanos de cámara [35455], Contador de Hacienda [338141], pagador de los Consejos [20869]), Murcia (escribano de comisiones [3078] 
and alguacil mayor de sacas [10070]) Seville (escribano mayor almojarifazgo [129476], escribano de sacas (111908), escribano de diezmo y aranceles(358519), 
tesorero de la ceca real [275213], escribano mayor de la Carrera de Indias [195053], corredor de la lonja [1503], medidor mayor (47136), and fundidor de la Casa 
de la Moneda [49906]), Toledo (fiscal[1755], escribano del secreto [5210], alguacil de la sal [5261], and correo mayor [23347]), Valladolid (alguacil mayor de la 
Chancillería [45094], correo mayor [60000]) 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AH

Year of 1640 Ávila Burgos Córdoba Cuenca Granada Guadalajara Jaén Madrid Murcia León Salamanca Segovia Sevilla Soria Toledo Toro Valladolid Zamora
Total value per 

office

Relative 

weight per 

office

Number 26 28 51 38 46 26 47 37 44 24 40 36 60 19 47 18 37 30 656

Value 1756 3800 4000 2740 6263 4000 2595 8783 5089 4039 2847 3808 6343 1939 4000 1713 3127 2666 2702989 25%

Number 55 30 49 46 72 50 302

Value 1605 1486 548 1462 3910 1478 582431 5%

Number 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1* 1* 1* 18

Value 7354 10458 12976 5655 31143 6718 13874 99681 11830 6337 13619 10017 31013 5303 14940 1362 10561 7069 325270 3%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 18

Value 4831 5755 7997 5325 13154 1325 5332 43473 5415 2780 4008 5755 20132 10525 6510 2877 191448 2%

Number * 3 2 0 4* 2* 2* 2 2 0 2 2* 8 0 2* 2 2 2 37

Value 4942 8595 11159 10182 14878 3977 6795 20272 7476 6028 5469 6462 10861 5310 2596 5874 3375 334653 3%

Number 2 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20

Value 2043 3283 6829 8790 41626 7145 196635 10340 5979 1929 1516 23522 1605 7891 1010 2689 2149 375795 3%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16

Value 10155 10169 10630 11636 31545 4701 9646 36574 10134 7234 12713 6620 34505 5577 19962 3875 43610 9131 248320 2%

Number 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 37

Value 3014 7975 10861 11952 13576 2123 8292 49867 2595 8172 4099 6615 53226 4517 30206 1206 2726 1859 515285 5%

Number 20 28 39 26 30 22 24 21 29 14 28 17 22 20 33 14 30 24 441

Value 1110 2992 2182 2331 6136 2338 2941 22121 6870 1336 4810 3760 8100 935 3551 1871 3000 1860 1913737 18%

Number 16 18 28 7 49 3 12 71 31 23 39 16 24 11 31 11 30 11 431

Value 370 2262 800 538 700 398 528 1780 465 2111 462 575 2000 629 1182 384 717 1273 462512 4%

Number 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 38

Value 549 787 1100 857 4366 598 952 1391 1176 783 565 420 4125 298 376 376 1213 1627 44593 0.4%

Number 2 * 50 2 * * 68 * * * * * 122

Value 1395 19630 796 2640 12132 6777 2081 10819 24158 6355 12110 7452 288838 3%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 19

Value 5425 5532 14949 11872 59797 5925 5633 50443 8799 1875 6281 6199 252505 2774 8799 4693 12502 3499 720006 7%

Number 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19

Value 7264 7536 10081 15855 12615 8773 9478 7087 7766 5480 9790 9645 13087 4102 7402 3017 7622 7234 169691 2%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19

Value 4197 8334 8834 5004 14511 5088 5824 18049 5727 6387 12494 8768 22517 4209 14914 10651 5017 8329 174582 2%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 20

Value 2200 4067 7157 2602 12609 2193 12615 11726 3503 2852 2981 2710 10508 1754 5475 2193 3683 2807 99294 1%

Number 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18

Value 4217 5773 5957 7462 6000 5462 5000 8783 5597 4966 7449 6723 7652 2809 5146 4623 5462 4502 103585 1%

Number 3 1 8 2 1 9 4 2 30

Value 7186 3620 39185 6574 3070 130968 8868 52547 1674160 15%

Total value per city 138361 354741 593892 287403 923228 216994 339522 2129639 605146 231621 368945 322395 2967553 106587 568233 113135 449603 210193

Without 

special 

offices

1% 4% 6% 3% 10% 2% 4% 20% 6% 3% 4% 3% 19% 1% 6% 1% 4% 0 9253029

1% 3% 5% 3% 8% 2% 3% 19% 6% 2% 3% 3% 27% 1% 5% 1% 4% 0 10927189

Tesorero del servicio Ord y Ext.

Tesorero de Millones

Escribano de Millones

Contador de Millones

Relative weight per city

Alguacil mayor

Regidor

Jurado

Alférez mayor

Alcaide de cárcel

Fiel ejecutor

Depositario

Tesorero real

Escribano del ayuntamiento

Escribano del número

Procurador del número

Escribano de censos

Special offices

Corredor



 
 

Table 35  

Royal sales of alcaides de fortaleza (1558-1640) 

Year Alcaidía de 
fortaleza Region Price 

Price 
adjusted by 

inflation 

Total 
accumulated 

value (not 
adjusted) 

Total 
accumulated 
adjusted by 

inflation 

1558 Ciudad 
Rodrigo 

Northern 
Castile 12,000 13,140     

1558 Carmona  Andalusia 30,000 38,325     

1558 Monleón Northern 
Castile 8,000 8,760     

1558 Simancas Northern 
Castile 16,000 17,520     

1558 Ponferrada Northern 
Castile 16,000 17,520     

1558 La Guardia Northern 
Castile 8,000 8,760     

1558 Plasencia Northern 
Castile 18,000 19,710     

1559 Antequera  Andalusia 12,000 17,428     

1559 Trujillo Northern 
Castile 16,000 18,377     

1572 Mora New Castile 8,000 8,573     

1574 Alcalá la 
Real Andalusia 9,000 10,364     

1574 Valencia de 
Alcantara 

Northern 
Castile 15,000 16,561     

1575 Montánchez  Northern 
Castile 22,000 22,564     

1581         190,000 217,602 
1599         190,000 304,092 
1600 Loja Andalusia 5,050 10,465     
1603 Andujar Andalusia 13,000 25,421     
1608 Málaga Andalusia 10,667 18,797     
1610 Uceda Andalusia 10,344 17,360     
1619 Los Arcos Andalusia 2,000 2,708     

1633 San Martín 
de Pravia 

Northern 
Castile 800 802     

1640         231,860 678,084 
Notes: Price indexes have been computed using three-year moving average. I used different indexes for Southern 
and Northern Castile. As above, it has been used Drelichman (2005) up to the late 16 th century, and my own 
indexes for the 17th century 
Sources: Author’s elaboration. Sales and prices for alcaides de fortaleza from Jiménez Estrella (2004), and price 
indexes from Drelichman (2005) and the author´s database (AGS and AHN) 



 
 

ANNEX D 
I have only included those escribanos del número whose books have been fully 

preserved. Total pages were directly observed in these books. Notarial books usually included 

a closure page. This page sometimes mentioned the total number of sheets written during the 

year. Otherwise, this number could be seen in the original enumeration of the book. On the 

contrary, the number of deeds and extra pages was not normally explicit. Fortunately, some 

notaries included indexes at the beginning of the books, and I was able to observe that deeds 

represented 34 percent on average of total sheets. Finally, extra pages are obtained by 

subtracting deeds to total sheets and reducing this number by the mean of blank pages. I have 

estimated the mean of white pages by analyzing the average blank sheets in 50 random pages 

of all notarial books each year. Average blank pages were 16 percent in 1614, 15 percent in 

1626, 7 percent in 1634, 19 percent in 1642, 24.75 percent in 1664, and 19 percent in 1681. 



 
 

Table 36  

Produced deeds by escribanos del número from Valladolid (1614 and 1626) 

Signature Notary Year Total pages Deeds Extra pages

1280-1281 Francisco de 
Villota 1614 4750 1615 2633

1081 Juan Ruiz 1614 2576 876 1428

1219 Juan Bautista 
Martinez 1614 3934 1338 2181

1112 Bernave 
Martinez 1614 4314 1467 2392

686 Antonio Ruiz 1614 3164 1076 1754

1000 Blas Lopez 
Calderon 1614 1586 539 879

1517 Diego Lopez 
de Rivera 1614 1632 555 905

1411 Lazaro de 
Quesada 1614 4526 1539 2509

914 Cristobal de 
Madrigal 1614 1234 420 684

1387 Hernando 
Casero 1614 902 307 500

1333 Matías 
Alvarez 1614 488 166 271

1096 Toribio 
Alvarez 1614 876 298 486

12 10194 16622

1635 Rodriguez 
Asprilla 1626 2616 889 1468

1421 Lazaro de 
Quesada 1626 2304 783 1293

1775 Jeronimo 
Ruiz 1626 1178 401 661

710 Juan Ruiz 1626 1386 471 778

1806 Francisco 
Osorio 1626 884 301 496

1684 Toribio 
Alvarez 1626 1442 490 809

925 Cristobal de 
Madrigal 1626 1562 531 876

1295 Juan Rico 1626 1404 477 788

1134 Bernave 
Martinez 1626 4452 1514 2498

1236 Juan Bautista 
Martinez 1626 2224 756 1248

1570-1571 Luis de 
Palencia 1626 5316 1807 2982

11 8421 13895

Nº of notaries in 1614

Nº of notaries in 1626  
Notes: It has not been included the production of Matías Alvarez Cienfuegos (his book was incomplete), Martín 
de Urbina (his book had no original numeration and no final page), Juan Cano (he was not an escribano del 
número, but an escribano real) in 1614, and Blas Lopez Calderon (it was only preserved half of the book) in 
1626 
Sources: Author´s database (AHPV)  



 
 

Table 37  

Produced deeds by escribanos del número from Valladolid (1634 and 1642) 

Signature Notary Year Total pages Deeds Extra pages

1735 Antolín de 
Cuadrillos 1634 1456 495 894

1900 Jacinto de 
Cuellar 1634 2138 727 1312

1149-1150 Bernave 
Martinez 1634 3120 1061 1915

1586-1587 Luis de 
Palencia 1634 5476 1862 3361

1887 Bernardo 
Mijancos 1634 1646 560 1010

1813 Francisco 
Pimentel 1634 1954 664 1199

1854 Jeronimo 
Fernandez 1634 1340 456 822

1638 Andres 
Rodriguez 1634 2088 710 1282

1692 Toribio 
Alvarez 1634 1508 513 926

9 7047 12722

1796 Bernardino 
Cabrera 1642 566 192 303

1950 Adriano 
Gomez 1642 397 135 213

2090 Matias Perez 1642 1054 358 564

2045 Manuel 
Alvarez 1642 2140 728 1146

2164 Diego Garcia 1642 154 52 82

1162 Matias 
Bernave 1642 1346 458 721

1908 Jacinto de 
Cuellar 1642 2528 860 1354

1895 Bernardo de 
Mijancos 1642 1294 440 693

1861 Domingo 
Fernandez 1642 1214 413 650

1699 Torivio 
Alvarez 1642 1222 415 654

1599-1600 Luis de 
Palencia 1642 4466 1518 2392

2196 Nicolas de 
San Juan 1642 874 297 468

12 5867 9241Nº of notaries in 1642

Nº of notaries in 1634

 
Notes: It has not been included the production of Jose Frias since it was incomplete and had no original 
numeration in 1634 
Sources: Author´s database (AHPV) 
 

 



 
 

Table 38  

Produced deeds by escribanos del número from Valladolid (1664 and 1681) 

Signature Notary Year Total pages Deeds Extra pages

2676 Manuel de 
Eloriaga 1664 462 157 229

2312 Juan del 
Alamo 1664 562 240 279

2194 Juan de 
Valencia 1664 258 88 128

1974 Miguel 
Casero 1664 996 339 495

2513 Juan del 
Alamo 1664 586 199 291

2273 Sebastian 
Arellano 1664 508 173 252

2111 Matias Perez 1664 1308 445 650

2369
Gabriel 
Medina 
Mieres

1664 1668 567 828

2065 Manuel 
Alvarez 1664 2602 885 1292

2685 Isidro 
Calderon 1664 356 121 177

2251 Jose de 
Ablitas 1664 1962 667 974

2305 Manuel 
Alvarez 1664 2362 803 1173

2409 Manuel de 
Tudanca 1664 1248 424 620

2038 Gonzalo 
Maldonado 1664 1016 345 505

2608 Manuel 
Rodriguez 1664 338 115 168

2535 Alonso 
Velarde 1664 689 0

2067 Manuel 
Alvarez 1664 2602 885 1717

15 6942 9488

2082 Manuel 
Alvarez 1681 1688 574 824

2584 Bernardo 
Ablitas 1681 1402 477 685

2707 Antonio de 
Zuñiga 1681 690 235 337

2737 Jose Martin 1681 638 217 312

2379 Gabriel 
Medina 1681 686 233 335

2322 Manuel 
Alvarez Urias 1681 1214 413 593

2632 Francisco 
Herrero 1681 770 262 376

2425 Manuel de 
Tudanca 1681 1114 379 544

8 2789 4006Nº of notaries in 1681

Nº of notaries in 1664

 
Notes: It has not been included the production of Diego Garcia Pierredonda because it only gathered deeds until 
August of 1664 
Sources: Author´s database (AHPV) 



 
 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 
 
 



 
 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 
 
 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 



 
 

ANNEX F 
 
Table 39  

Correlation matrix 

Valladolid Burgos Zamora Madrid Granada Malaga Cordoba Seville Valladolid Córdoba Seville Málaga Granada Valladolid Zamora Córdoba Málaga Granada

Valladolid 1

Burgos 0.822 1

Zamora 0.6746 0.8062 1

Madrid 0.385 0.456 0.6866 1

Granada 0.3068 0.5188 0.5291 0.4773 1

Malaga 0.6524 0.807 0.7562 0.7288 0.7036 1

Cordoba 0.704 0.7295 0.435 -0.1033 0.2097 0.3819 1

Seville 0.7061 0.5465 0.3675 -0.0915 0.0003 0.2 0.8289 1

Valladolid 0.5435 0.8171 0.6296 0.3921 0.7283 0.789 0.5148 0.1925 1

Córdoba 0.6121 0.4247 0.4553 0.5535 0.4526 0.5958 0.2383 0.3826 0.3161 1

Seville 0.8208 0.8674 0.5872 0.2359 0.3371 0.6396 0.7695 0.6897 0.6123 0.4704 1

Málaga 0.3486 0.4531 0.5267 0.6956 0.7218 0.8337 0.0266 -0.0903 0.584 0.5932 0.2734 1

Granada 0.1772 0.2367 0.4902 0.7672 0.6169 0.6287 -0.2639 -0.2396 0.3676 0.5878 0.0124 0.8212 1

Valladolid 0.7191 0.5533 0.3658 -0.1184 0.0052 0.1988 0.81 0.9324 0.1858 0.4041 0.7335 -0.0865 -0.2227 1

Zamora 0.2844 0.4928 0.5442 0.6046 0.8189 0.7987 0.1214 -0.0275 0.6757 0.5224 0.3022 0.8733 0.7995 0.0002 1

Córdoba 0.5775 0.6817 0.4531 0.0707 0.546 0.5915 0.7601 0.6476 0.6298 0.4393 0.7156 0.4259 0.1272 0.6357 0.5872 1

Málaga 0.1116 0.2215 0.4108 0.7115 0.5973 0.5776 -0.2166 -0.21 0.3435 0.4878 0.0255 0.765 0.8288 -0.2275 0.7482 0.1613 1

Granada 0.6717 0.7431 0.5879 0.1405 0.5777 0.6208 0.7431 0.6499 0.6517 0.519 0.7536 0.4288 0.2119 0.7076 0.5883 0.9039 0.179 1

Notaries

Solicotors

Correlation matrix
Aldermen SolicitorsNotaries

Aldermen

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 
 
 

Table 40  

VECM for offices from Valladolid: regidores (ald), escribanos del número (notary), and 
procuradores (solicitor) 

 



 
 

Table 41  

VECM for offices from Córdoba: veinticuatros (ald), escribanos del número (notary), and 
procuradores (solicitor) 

 
Table 42  

VECM for offices from Málaga: regidores (ald), escribanos del número (notary), and 
procuradores (solicitor) 

 



 
 

Table 43  

VECM for offices from Zamora: regidores (ald) and procuradores (solicitor) 

 



 
 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS, AHN, AHPV, and AHPM) 
 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS, AHN, and AHPV) 



 
 

 
Sources: Author´s database (AGS and AHN) 



 
 

 




